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1. PURPOSE

This document provides an explanation and rationale for each Hope Creek Generating
Station (HCGS) Emergency Action Level (EAL). It should be used to facilitate review of the
HCGS EALs, provide historical documentation for future reference and serve as a training
aid. Decision-makers responsible for implementation of the Event Classification Guide (ECG)
may use this document as a technical reference in support of EAL interpretation. This
information may assist the Emergency Coordinator in making classifications, particularly
those involving judgment or multiple events. The information may also be useful in training,
for explaining event classifications to offsite officials, and facilitate regulatory review and
approval of the classification scheme.

The expectation is that emergency classifications are to be made as soon as conditions are
present and recognizable for the classification, but within 15 minutes or less in all cases of
conditions present. Use of this document for assistance is not intended to delay the
emergency classification.

This document is controlled pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(q).

2. Emergency Classification Descriptions

The NRC and Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) established four emergency
classes for fixed nuclear facilities.

An emergency class is used for grouping off-normal nuclear power plant conditions according
to their relative radiological seriousness and the time sensitive onsite and offsite actions
needed to respond to such conditions.

The four emergency classes are (in order of less severe to most severe):

" Unusual Event (UE)

* Alert (A)

* Site Area Emergency (SAE)

* General Emergency (GE)

Hope Creek Page 2 of 11 Rev. 0 (draft E)
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2.1 Unusual Event

Events are in progress or have occurred which indicate a potential degradation of the level of
safety of the plant or indicates a security threat to facility protection has been initiated.

" The lowest level of emergency at the plant, which can usually be handled by the normal
operating shift.

" No releases of radioactive material requiring offsite response or monitoring are
expected unless further degradation of safety systems occurs. Dose consequences in
Unrestricted Areas would not reach 20 mRem TEDE.

2.2 Alert

Events are in progress or have occurred which involve an actual or potential substantial
degradation of the level of safety of the plant or a security event that involves probable life
threatening risk to site personnel or damage to site equipment because of HOSTILE ACTION.

" Emergency Response personnel are required in addition to the normal operating shift.
The entire emergency response organization is called in. The TSC is activated, and the
EOF and ENC are manned and may activate if needed for support.

" Any release of radioactive material is expected to be limited to a small fraction of the
EPA Protective Action Guideline exposure levels. Dose consequences in Unrestricted
Areas would not reach 100 mRem TEDE.

2.3 Site Area Emergency

Events are in progress or have occurred which involve an actual or likely failure of plant
functions needed for protection of the public or HOSTILE ACTION that result in intentional
damage or malicious acts; (1) toward site personnel or equipment that could lead to the likely
failure of or; (2) that prevent effective access to equipment needed for the protection of the
public.

" The entire emergency response organization is activated.

* Any release of radioactive material is not expected to exceed EPA Protective Action
Guideline exposure levels beyond the plant boundary. Dose consequences in
Unrestricted Areas not to exceed 1000 mRem TEDE.
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2.4 General Emergency

Events are in process or have occurred which involve actual or IMMINENT substantial core
degradation or melting with potential for loss of containment integrity or HOSTILE ACTIONS
that result in an actual loss of physical control of the facility.

* The entire emergency response organization is activated.

* Release of radioactive material can be expected to exceed EPA Protective Action
Guideline exposure levels of 1000 mRem TEDE in Unrestricted Areas.

3. Fission Product Barriers

Many of the EALs derived from the NEI 99-01 methodology are fission product barrier based.
That is, the conditions that define the EALs pertain to the loss or potential loss of one or more
of the three fission product barriers. "Loss" and "Potential Loss" signify the relative damage
and threat of damage to the barrier. "Loss" means the barrier no longer assures containment
of radioactive materials; "Potential Loss" infers an increased probability of barrier loss and
decreased certainty of maintaining the barrier.

3.1 Barrier Descriptions

The EAL fission product barriers are:

Fuel Clad Barrier (FB): The Fuel Clad barrier consists of the zirconium tubes which house
the ceramic uranium oxide pellets along with the end plugs which are welded into each end
of the fuel rods comprise the Fuel Clad barrier.

Reactor Coolant System Barrier (RB): The Reactor Coolant System barrier includes the
reactor vessel shell, vessel head, CRD housings, vessel nozzles and penetrations, and all
primary systems directly connected to the RPV up to the outermost primary containment
isolation valves.

Containment (CB): The Containment barrier includes the drywell, the torus, their respective
interconnecting paths, and other connections up to and including the outermost
containment isolation valves.

3.2 Emergency Classification Based on Fission Product Barrier Degradation

The following criteria for event classification relate to fission product barrier loss or potential
loss:

UNUSUAL EVENT

ANY loss or ANY potential loss of Containment
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ALERT

ANY loss or ANY potential loss of either Fuel Clad or RCS

SITE AREA EMERGENCY

Loss or potential loss of ANY two barriers OR

Potential loss of 2 barriers with the loss of the 3 rd barrier

GENERAL EMERGENCY

Loss of ANY two barriers and loss or potential loss of third barrier

Discrete threshold values associated with fission product barrier loss and potential loss are
given in Attachment 1, Use of Fission Product Barrier Table. The bases for the thresholds are
discussed in the following ECG sections:

* EP-HC-1 11-221 EAL Bases for Fuel Clad Barrier

* EP-HC-1 11-222 EAL Bases for RCS Barrier

* EP-HC-1 11-223 EAL Bases for Containment Barrier

A point system (described in Attachment 1) is used to determine fission product barrier
emergency classification levels as well as Protective Action Recommendations (PARs) if a
General Emergency is declared.

4. EAL Relationship to EOPs

Where possible, the EALs have been made consistent with and utilize the conditions defined
in the HCGS Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs). While the symptoms that drive
operator actions specified in the EOPs are not indicative of all possible conditions which
warrant emergency classification, they define the symptoms, independent of initiating events,
for which reactor plant safety and/or fission product barrier integrity are threatened. When
these symptoms are clearly representative of one of the NEI Initiating Conditions, they have
been utilized as an EAL. This permits rapid classification of emergency situations based on
plant conditions without the need for additional evaluation or event diagnosis. Although some
of the EALs presented here are based on conditions defined in the EOPs, classification of
emergencies using these EALs is not dependent upon EOP entry or execution. The EALs can
be utilized independently or in conjunction with the EOPs.

5. Symptom-Based vs. Event-Based Approach

To the extent possible, the EALs are symptom-based; that is, the action level threshold is
defined by values of key plant operating parameters that identify emergency or potential
emergency conditions. This approach is appropriate because it allows the full scope of
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variations in the types of events to be classified as emergencies. However, a purely symptom-
based approach is not sufficient to address all events for which emergency classification is
appropriate. Particular events to which no predetermined symptoms can be ascribed have
also been utilized as EALs since they may be indicative of potentially more serious conditions
not yet fully realized.

6. EAL Organization

6.1 EAL Groups

The EAL scheme is divided into three broad groups:

• EALs applicable under all plant Operational Conditions (OPCONs) - This group would
be reviewed by the EAL-user any time emergency classification is considered.

* EALs applicable only under hot OPCONs - This group would only be reviewed by the
EAL-user when the plant is in Hot Shutdown, Startup or Power Operations OPCONs.

* EALs applicable only under cold OPCONs - This group would only be reviewed by the
EAL-user when the plant is in Cold Shutdown or Refueling OPCONs or when the RPV
is defueled.

The purpose of the groups is to avoid review of hot condition EALs when the plant is in a cold
condition and avoid review of cold condition EALs when the plant is in a hot condition. This
approach significantly minimizes the total number of EALs that must be reviewed by the EAL-
user for a given plant condition, reduces EAL-user reading burden and, thereby, speeds
identification of the EAL that applies to the emergency.

6.2 EAL Categories and Subcategories

Within each EAL group, EALs are assigned to categories/subcategories. Category titles
generally align with the EAL Recognition Categories of NEI 99-01.

Subcategory titles are selected to represent conditions that are operationally significant to the
EAL-user. Subcategories are used as necessary to further divide the EALs of a category into
logical sets of possible emergency classification thresholds.
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The HCGS EAL categories/subcategories and their relationship to NEI Recognition Categories
are listed below.

HCGS EALs

Category 7 Subcategory

Group: Any Operating Mode:

R - Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent 1 - Offsite Rad Conditions
2 - Onsite Rad Conditions/Fuel Pool

Events
3 - CR/CAS Rad

E - ISFSl Spent Fuel Transit & Storage

H - Hazards & Other Conditions Affecting 1 - Natural & Destructive Phenomena
Plant Safety 2 - Fire or Explosion

3 - Hazardous Gas
4 - Security
5 - Control Room Evacuation
6 - EC Judgment

Group: Hot Conditions:

S - System Malfunction 1 - Loss of AC Power
2 - Loss of DC Power
3 - ATWVS / Criticality
4 - Inability to Reach or Maintain

Shutdown Conditions
5 - Instrumentation
6 - Communications
7 - Fuel Clad Degradation
8 - RCS Leakage

F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation None

Group: Cold Conditions:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refuel System 1 - Loss of AC Power
Malfunction 2 - Loss of DC Power

3 - RPV Level
4 - RCS Temperature
5 - Communications
6 - Inadvertent Criticality

7. Operational Condition Applicability

With the exception of ISFSI (which is not assigned an OPCON), NEI 99-01 assigns one or
more operational conditions to each EAL. The ISFSI EAL will be applicable in all OPCONs at
Hope Creek Generating Station; as such, OPCON applicability is N/A for the ISFSI EAL.

7.1 OPCON Definitions

1 Power Operations

Reactor mode switch is in RUN

2 Startup
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The mode switch is in STARTUP/HOT STANDBY

3 Hot Shutdown

The mode switch is in SHUTDOWN and reactor coolant temperature is > 200OF

4 Cold Shutdown

The mode switch is in SHUTDOWN and reactor coolant temperature is < 200OF

5 Refueling

The mode switch is in REFUEL or SHUTDOWN and reactor coolant temperature
is < 1401F with fuel in the vessel and vessel head closure bolts less than fully
tensioned or head removed

7.2 Added NEI 99-01 condition

D Defueled

All reactor fuel removed from RPV. (Full core off load during refueling or
extended outage).

(Although Defueled is not a Technical Specification defined OPCON, it
corresponds to the Refueling OPCON when all reactor fuel is removed from the
RPV.)

7.3 Applicability

The plant operational condition that exists at the time that the event occurs (prior to any
protective system or operator action is initiated in response to the condition) should be
compared to the operational condition applicability of the EALs. If a lower or higher plant
operational condition is reached before the emergency classification is made, the declaration
shall be based on the operational condition that existed at the time the event occurred.

For events that occur in Cold Shutdown or Refueling, escalation is via EALs that have Cold
Shutdown or Refueling for OPCON applicability, even if Hot Shutdown (or a higher OPCON) is
entered during any subsequent heat-up. In particular, the fission product barrier EALs are
applicable only to events that initiate in Hot Shutdown or higher.

8. EAL Technical Bases Organization

EAL technical bases are provided for each EAL according to:

* EAL category (R, E, H, S, F and C)

* EAL subcategory
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Figures cited in EAL basis discussions are provided in Attachment 2. EAL defined terms and
abbreviations and acronyms are listed in Attachments 3 and 4, respectively.

For each EAL, the following information is provided:

" EAL Category Letter & Title

* EAL SubcategorV Number & Title

* Initiating Condition

Site-specific description of the generic IC given in NEI 99-01.

" OPCON Applicability

One or more of the following OPCONs comprise the conditions to which each EAL is
applicable: 1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown, 4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 -
Refueling, D - Defueled, N/A - Not Applicable or All.

For Fission Product Barrier Table bases, OPCON Applicability is always OPCON 1, 2
and 3. For these EALs, the barrier threat (Loss or Potential Loss) is listed.

" EAL# and Classification Level (EAL# & Point Value for Fission Product Barrier Table
EAL bases):

The EAL number is a unique identifier to support accurate communication of the
emergency classification to onsite and offsite personnel. Four characters define each
EAL identifier:

Category R, E, H, S and C EALs: (Example: SU7.1)

1. First character (letter) - Corresponds to the EAL category (R, E, H, S or C)

2. Second character (letter) - Emergency classification level: U for Unusual
Event, A for Alert, S for Site Area Emergency, or G for General Emergency

3. Third character (number): Subcategory number within the given category.
Subcategories are sequentially numbered beginning with the number one (1).
If a category does not have a subcategory, this character is assigned the
number one (1).

4. Fourth character (number): The numerical sequence of the EAL within the
EAL subcategory. If the subcategory has only one EAL, it is given the number
one (1).
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Selected EALs in Category H have been designated as "Common Site" events.
These events are annotated with the phrase "(Common Site)" immediately
following the classification level.

Category F Fission Product Barrier EALs: (Example CB4-P)

1. First and second characters (letters) identify the barrier to which the EAL
applies.

FB: Fuel Clad Barrier

RB: Reactor Coolant Barrier

CB: Containment Barrier

2. Third character (number) - Sequential number beginning with the number
one (1) for the first threshold in the barrier loss or potential loss of the Fission
Product Barrier Table (Attachment 1)

3. Last character (letter) preceded by a dash (-) designates if EAL is for a

potential loss or loss of the barrier in question.

P: Potential Loss

L: Loss

* EAL (enclosed in rectangle)

Exact wording of the EAL as it appears in the EAL wallcharts.

" Basis

The basis discussion applicable to the EAL taken from NEI 99-01.

" Explanation/Discussion/Definitions

Description of the site-specific rationale for the EAL.

* EAL Basis Reference(s)

Source documentation from which the EAL is derived. The first reference in each list
gives the NEI 99-01 IC and example EAL number. A cross-reference of HCGS EALs
and NEI 99-01 ICs/EALs is given in Attachment 5.
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EVENT CLASSIFICATION GUIDE (ECG) USE

NOTE

It is expected the Shift Manager (SM) always serves as the Emergency Coordinator
(EC) during the initiating event even if the SM is out of the control room. The Control
Room Supervisor (CRS) assumes operational command and control responsibility for
the shift crew but not as the EC. The CRS should ensure that the SM is immediately
called back to the control room on any conditions that require ECG assessment. Only
if the SM is not able (sick or hurt) may the CRS serve as the EC.

1. EC Judgment

The EALs described in the ECG are not all inclusive and will not identify each and every
condition, parameter or event which could lead to an event classification. The following
guidance should be used by the EC:

IF an EAL has been exceeded, but satisfaction of the Initiating Condition (IC) is
in question,

THEN CLASSIFY the event lAW the EAL.

IF however, it is clear that the EAL has NOT been exceeded (and will not),

THEN DO NOT classify the event.

IF an IC has been satisfied, but exceeding the specific EAL is in question,

THEN CLASSIFY the event lAW the IC.

In any case,

IF the plant conditions are equivalent to one of the four emergency classes as
described in Section 2 of EP-HC-111-201,

THEN CLASSIFY the event based on EC discretion lAW EALs in Category H.

2. Assessment Time

2.1 Timeliness

Assessment of an Emergency Condition should be completed in a timely manner, which is
considered to be within. 15 minutes of when events are known or should have been known.
If an EAL specifies a duration time (e.g., loss of annunciators for 15 minutes or longer), the
assessment time runs concurrently with the EAL duration time and is the same length.
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2.2 Duration Time Exceeded

If an event is recognized or reported and the required duration time is known to have already
been exceeded, the duration portion of the EAL should be considered as being satisfied and
the assessment time for the remaining portions of the EAL should be within 15 minutes from
the time of recognition.

3. Implementing Actions

The ECG is not a stand-alone document. At times, the ECG will refer the user to other
attachments or procedures for accomplishment of specific evolutions such as: Accountability,
Recovery, development of PARs, etc. The ECG should be considered an "Implementing
Procedure" and used in accordance with the requirements of a Level 2 - Reference Use
procedure as defined in HU-AA-104-101, Procedure Use and Adherence. The ECG
classification sections allow for judgment and decision making as to whether or not an EAL is
exceeded.

NOTE

Comparison of redundant instrumentation, indications, and/or alarms should be used to
confirm actual plant conditions.

4. Classification

The primary tools for determining the emergency classification level are the EAL wallcharts.
The user of the EAL wallcharts may (but is not required to) consult the EAL Technical Bases in
order to obtain additional information concerning the EALs under classification consideration.
To use the EAL wallcharts, follow this sequence:

1. Assess the event and/or plant conditions and determine which EAL Group is most
appropriate.

2. Review EAL categories and subcategories on the appropriate wallcharts.

3. For each applicable subcategory, review EALs in the subcategory beginning with the
highest emergency classification level to the lowest classification level (left to right).

4. If the HOT conditions wallchart is employed, also review the Fission Product Barrier
(FPB) Table (Wallchart sheet 3) as follows:

a. Examine the FPB categories in the left column of the table.

b. Select the category that most likely coincides with event conditions.

c. Review all thresholds in this category for each fission product barrier.

d. For each threshold that is exceeded, identify its point value and determine the
classification level in accordance with the instructions on the Fission Product Barrier
Table (or in EAL Technical Basis, Attachment 1).
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NOTE

The Emergency Coordinator should classify and declare an emergency before an
Emergency Action Level (EAL) is exceeded if, in the EC's judgment, it is determined
that the EAL will be exceeded within 2 hours

5. REVIEW the associated EALs as compared to the event and SELECT the highest
appropriate emergency. If identification of an EAL is questionable refer to paragraph 1
above.

If there is any doubt with regard to assessment of a particular EAL, the ECG EAL
Technical Basis Document should be reviewed. Words contained in an EAL that appear
in uppercase and bold print (e.g., VALID) are defined at the end of the basis for the
EAL. Words or numbers contained in an EAL that are in bold print but not uppercase
are EAL threshold values (e.g., > 15 minutes).

6. If an EAL has been exceeded, equal level EALs or lower level EALs are not required to
be seperately reported as long as the applicable information is communicated to the
NRC using ECG Attachment 5, EP-HC-1 11-F5, NRC Data Sheet Completion
Reference.

7. When the Shift Manager (SM) is the Emergency Coordinator, the Shift Technical
Advisor (STA) is responsible to perform an independent verification of the EAL
classification. The STA verification does not alleviate the requirement of the SM to
make a timely classification. Should the SM fill the STA role, independent verification of
the EAL classification will be delegated to another on-shift SRO, the Independent
Assessor.

8. Identify and implement the referenced ECG form based on the Emergency
Classification Level.

" Unusual Event Implement EC-HC-1 11-F1

" Alert Implement EC-HC-1 11-F2

• Site Area Emergency Implement EC-HC-1 11-F3

* General Emergency Implement EC-HC-1 1 1-F4

" Unusual Event (Common Site) Implement EC-HC-1 1 1-F8

9. Continue assessment after classification and attachment initiation, by returning to the
EAL wallcharts to review EALs that may result in escalation/de-escalation of the
emergency level.
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5. Emergency Short Duration Events

1. A Short Duration emergency event is a transitory event that meets or exceeds one or
more EALs for less than 15 minutes (i.e., action is taken and the plant returned to a
condition in which no EAL applies). For a Short Duration event the Control Room Staff
is aware of the event and realizes that an EAL had been exceeded.

2. Short Duration events that occur will be assessed and emergency classification made,
if appropriate, within 15 minutes of control room indications or the receipt of the
information, indicating that an EAL has or had been exceeded. This classification is to
be made even if no EALs are currently being exceeded (i.e., actions have been taken
to stabilize the Plant such that no EALs currently apply).

3. For some events, the condition may be corrected before a declaration has been made.
The key consideration in this situation is to determine whether or not further plant
damage occurred while the corrective actions were being taken. In some situations, this
can be readily determined, in other situations, further analyses (e.g., coolant
radiochemistry sampling, may be necessary). Classify the event as indicated and
terminate the emergency once assessment shows that there were no consequences
from the event and other termination criteria are met.

4. Guidance for classifying transient events addresses the period of time of event
recognition and classification (15 minutes). However, in cases when EAL declaration
criteria may be met momentarily during the normal expected response of the plant,
declaration requirements should not be considered to be met when the conditions are a
part of the designed plant response, or result from appropriate Operator actions.

6. Conditions Discovered After-the-Fact

There may be cases in which a plant condition that exceeded an EAL was not recognized at
the time of occurrence but is identified well after the condition has occurred (e.g., as a result of
routine log or record review), and the condition no longer exists. In these cases, an
emergency should not be declared. Reporting requirements of 10 CFR 50.72 are applicable
and the guidance of NUREG-1 022, Rev. 2, Section 3, should be applied.

1. An After-the-Fact event is defined as an event that exceeded an EAL threshold and
was not recognized at the time of occurrence but is identified greater than 1 hour after
the condition has occurred (e.g., as a result of a routine log review, record review, post
trip review, engineering evaluation) and the condition no longer exists.

2. For an After-the-Fact event the Control Room Staff was either not aware of the event or
did not realize that an EAL was exceeded at the time of the occurrence.

3. Plant emergency events that are in progress or have occurred with ongoing adverse
consequences/effects should not be considered After-the-Fact events and should
therefore be classified and declared as an ongoing emergency event.
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4. EMERGENCY CONDITIONS - After-the-Fact events that occur will be assessed and
evaluated to ensure that no EAL currently applies. An emergency declaration is NOT
required and a non-emergency, One-Hour Report should be initiated in accordance
with non-emergency RALs in the ECG.

7. NRC Communications During An Emergency Guidance

1. Complete and accurate communications with the NRC Operations Center during
emergencies is required and expected. The purpose of notifying the NRC within one-
hour of an emergency, is to provide event information when immediate NRC action may
be required to protect the public health and safety OR when the NRC needs accurate
and timely information to respond to heightened public concern. If the information we
provide is not accurate or does not contain sufficient detail, then we hamper the NRC
from doing their job.

2. The NRC Data Sheet, along with the Initial Contact Message Form, is the primary
vehicle to ensure the NRC is kept informed. General Guidance on completing the event
description portion of the NRC Data Sheet is provided in the NRC Data Sheet (ECG
Attachment 5).

8. Event Retraction Guidance

IF an ENS notification to the NRC was made as directed by the applicable
ECG Attachment AND it is later determined that the event or condition is
not reportable,

THEN the notification may be retracted as follows:

1. OBTAIN both the Operations Shift Manager's and Shift Manager's approval of any
proposed retractions. Ensure Reg Assurance is consulted prior to approval to retract an
Event.

2. COMPLETE Page 1 of the ECG Attachment 5, EP-HC-1 11-F5, NRC Data Sheet
Completion Reference, providing a retraction of the original notification. Event
Description Section of NRC Data Sheet should explain the rationale for the retraction.

3. NOTIFY the NRC Operations Center and NRC Resident Inspector.

4. RECORD on the NRC Data Sheet the name of the NRC contact that received the
retraction information.

5. FORWARD the retraction NRC Data Sheet with the rest of the original attachment of
the ECG that was implemented when the original notification was made to the
Operations Shift Manager.
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9. Common Site Events Guidance

1. Selected EALs in Category H (Unusual Event level only) have been designated as
"Common Site" events. These events will be annotated with the words "Common Site"
just below the OPCON applicability line in the wallcharts and next to the classification
level in the EAL Bases document.

2. The Common Site UE ECG Attachment 8, EP-HC-1 11-F8, Declaration of "Common
Site" UE, will direct the SM to establish agreement on which SM will declare and report
the event. Therefore, either Salem or Hope Creek will report Common Site Unusual
Events, but not both.

3. Events classified at an Alert or higher level require plant specific information to be
provided to the states of New Jersey and Delaware, the NRC, and to PSEG Emergency
Response Facilities and therefore will not be classified as common site events.

10. EAL Classification Considerations

1. Planned evolutions involve preplanning to address the limitations imposed by the
condition, the performance of required surveillance testing, and the implementation of
specific controls prior to knowingly entering the condition in accordance with the
specific requirements of the HCGS Technical Specifications. Activities which cause the
site to operate beyond that allowed by the HCGS Technical Specifications, planned or
unplanned, may result in an EAL threshold being met or exceeded. Planned
evolutions to test, manipulate, repair, perform maintenance or modifications to
systems and equipment that result in an EAL value being met or exceeded are
not subject to classification and activation requirements as long as the evolution
proceeds as planned and is within the operational limitations imposed by the
specific operating license. However, these conditions may be subject to the reporting
requirements of 10 CFR 50.72.

2. All classifications are to be based upon VALID indications, reports or conditions.
Indications, reports or conditions are considered VALID when they are verified by (1)
an instrument channel check, or (2) indications on related or redundant indications, or
(3) by direct observation by plant personnel, such that doubt related to the indication's
operability, the condition's existence, or the report's accuracy is removed. Implicit in this
definition is the need for timely assessment.

3. Although the majority of the EALs provide very specific thresholds, the Emergency
Coordinator must remain alert to events or conditions that lead to the conclusion that
exceeding the EAL is IMMINENT. If, in the judgment of the Emergency Coordinator, an
IMMINENT situation is at hand, the classification should be made as if the threshold
has been exceeded. While this is particularly prudent at the higher emergency
classification levels (as the early classification may provide for more effective
implementation of protective measures), it is nonetheless applicable to all emergency
classification levels.
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4. When multiple simultaneous events occur, the emergency classification level is based
on the highest EAL reached. For example, two Alerts remain in the Alert category. Or,
an Alert and a Site Area Emergency is a Site Area Emergency. Further guidance is
provided in RIS 2007-02, Clarification of NRC Guidance for Emergency Notifications
During Quickly Changing Events.

5. Another important aspect of usable EAL guidance is the consideration of what to do
when the risk posed by an emergency is clearly decreasing. A combination approach
involving recovery from General Emergencies and some Site Area Emergencies and
termination from Unusual Events, Alerts, and certain Site Area Emergencies causing no
long term plant damage appears to be the best choice. Downgrading to lower
emergency classification levels adds notifications but may have merit under certain
circumstances. Refer to procedure NC.EP-EP.ZZ-0405, Emergency Termination -
Reduction - Recovery, for detailed directions.

6. The logic used for the Fission Product Barrier EALs reflects the following
considerations:

" The Fuel Clad Barrier and the RCS Barrier are weighted more heavily than the
Primary Containment Barrier. Unusual Events associated with RCS and Fuel
Clad Barriers are addressed under EALs in Category S, System Malfunctions.

* The ability to escalate to higher emergency classification levels as an event
deteriorates must be maintained. For example, RCS leakage steadily increasing
would represent an increasing risk to public health and safety.

* The Primary Containment Barrier should not be declared lost or potentially lost
based on exceeding Technical Specification action statement criteria, unless
there is an event in progress requiring mitigation by the Primary Containment
barrier. When no event is in progress (Loss or Potential Loss of either Fuel Clad
and/or RCS barrier) the Primary Containment Barrier status is addressed by
Technical Specifications.
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

R - Abnormal Rad Levels / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Any release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the
environment greater than 2 times the ODCM for 60 minutes
or longer

All

EAL# & Classification Level: RUI.1 - UNUSUAL EVENT

EAL:

VALID gaseous monitor reading > Table R-1 column "UE"

AND

_> 60 minutes have elapsed (Note 2)

Note 2: The Emergency Coordinator should NOT wait until the applicable time
has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined
that the release duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the
applicable time. In the absence of data to the contrary, assume that the
release duration has exceeded the applicable time if an ongoing
release is detected and the release start time is unknown.
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Table R-1 Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds*

Release Point Monitor GE SAE ALERT UE*

SPDS - (Total) SPDS Point
Offsite Gas

Rad Release B5097

OR OR

SUM of: SUM of:
FRVS Vent NG 9RX68005.25E+08 5.25E+07

+ + + 3.OE+06 pCi/sec 3.OE+04 pCi/sec
N pCi/sec pCi/secS North Plant

VentNG 9RX590
+ +

South Plant 9RX580
Vent NG

+ +
Hardened

Torus Vent NG 9RX518
The lesser of the following

thresholds:
Liquid * >200X the High Alarm Setpoint 2X the High Alarm

Radwaste 9RX508
Discharge • >5.80E-02 uCi/cc Setpoint

* >1.50E-02 uCi/cc - CST
discharge only

The lesser of the following

-2 Cooling Tower thresholds: 2X the High Alarm
Blowdown 9R506 - > 200X the High Alarm Setpoint Setpoint

-" e >1.64E-03 iCi/cc

The lesser of the following
thresholds:

TB Ciro Water 9RX505.---- ---- 0 > 200X the High Alarm Setpoint 2X the High Alarm
Discharge 9e505 * > 4.80E-04 ptCi/cc - for Setpoint

continuous release
0 >5.80E-02 uCi/cc for batch

release

* For high alarm conditions on offgas pretreatment monitor 9RX621 or 9RX622, refer to EAL SU7.1

Basis:

[.9efcr to Appedix A for a detaied basis of the F1 ae•,,G"l e'ffluent IclEA•,•]

The Emergency DirectorF Coordinator should REt wait until the applicable time has
Aehn-qnc h, t i~hp-Ir1 dpr-hrp tho izvpnrt Aq ;AAP ;;.; it lr ip dtorminprd thAt thp-rn mr-Witio il--IikphI

This IC-EAL addresses a potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant as indicated by a
radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an extended period of time.
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Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive
effluents to the environment. Administrative controls are established to prevent unintentional
releases, or control and monitor intentional releases. The occurrence of extended,
uncontrolled radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these
features and/or controls.

-NUclear power plants inr•crprate features intended toec n•trEl the release of radiGaGtiVe
effluents to the environment. Further, there are administratiVc controls established to preen
unintentioGna releases, or cntEroFl a•d rmnitor inFtentional releases. [These controls are lo'ated
in the Off site Dose Calculation MA us! -I In[04), andl for plants that have not implemene
Geneic- Letter- 89-01, inthe RailgclEffluent Teahnical Specifications (RETS).] The
occurrencR of exteAded, unRcontrolled radi-a-tive releases to the environment is iRdicative of a
degradation in these featue and/r controels [Some sites may find it advantagou to ddress
ga ,.'"' and ,,quid releases .wth separate E & ,9.]

The multiple ofRET-S- two times the ODCM multiples-limits aFe-is specified in AU-1-EAL RU1.1
and AA4only to distinguish between non-emergency conditions, and from each oth-9i. While
these-this multiples obviously corresponds to an off-site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in
classifying these-this events is the degradation in the level of safety of the plant, not the
magnitude of the associated dose or dose rate.

[Releases should not be pro--ated ora e-xample, a release exclGeedipngd-

QDCM4 for- 30 minutes does Pot meet thetreol]

This EAL includes any release for which a radioEactivity discharge permit was not

prepared, or a releasethat exceeds the cn/%ditions (e.g., mnu dilUtiGn flow, maxmu

discharge flow, alarm setpoints, etc.) on the applicable permit.

-EAL-#i

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases, that for whatever reason, cause effluent radiation
monitor readings to exceed the threshold identified in the IGEAL.

This EAL is intended for sites that have established effluent monitoring on non-routine release
pathways for which a discharge permit would not normally be prepared.

[ The ODCM4 establishes_ a methodolog~y foFeltrp~ ej,, MO, ,

so tpoints. The ODCM4 spciieefault source terms and-, for- gaseous releases,. pro sc4b es the
use ofpu alemne average meteorolog~y in the most limiting doGwn wine eOFA
showing comp.•liae with th•regul..atory.. mmgtmets. This E,4L shoul, be determ;ed "

this methOdolOgy.1

EAL "?2

This EAL addresses rado;/%-tiVity releases, that for whateve, rrause effluent

radiation montorF readiRgS to e•eed the threshold ideRntified in the IC established by the
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radioactivity discharge permit. This value may be aSSocGiated with a planned batch release, orf
a continuous r-elease path.

[in either-- 'Gas the v cle is establshed by the CDCM to warn of a rolcoas that is not in
.oimpiance with the RETS. ,ndeA,,g te EL to the ODCM setpins in this mn•aer- i . n..r.eb
that the EAL1 wil4 never be less than the setpoint established by a specific discharge permit.]

EAL #3

This EAL addresses uncontrolled releases that are detected by sample analyses,
pa~ticUlaFlY On unmonitored pathways, e.g., spills of radioactive liquids into storm drains, heat
exhanger leakage in river water systems, etc-.

E=ALs #4 and #5

The 0.10 m,.F, value in EAL #1, and the site speciic value for EAL #5,is based on a

release rate not exceeding 500 mrem per year.

[As prtioded in the uDC44 /ETaS, prorated over 8766 hour-s, mutplied by two, abo
rounded. (500 8 766 x 2 -0.114)-.]

EAL #1 and #2 directly corFrelate with the IC sinc~e annual average meteoroGlogy i
required to be used in showing compliance With the ODfM and is Used in calculating the
alarm setpointS. EALs #4 and #5 are a func~tion of actual meteorology, which Will likely be
different from the limiting annual average value. Thus, there will likely be a Runuerical
iRGE)RisteRGy-

The underlying basis of this EAL involves the degradation in the level of safety ofth
plant implied by the urnotprelled release. EmxReeding EAeL #4 e #5 is an indication of an
uncontrolled release.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The column "UE" gaseous release value in Table R-1 represents two (2) times the calculated
ODCM release rate limits.

Instrumentation that may be used to assess this EAL is listed below:

" SPIDS Point B5097 - Offsite Gas Rad Release

The SPIDS point represents the total sum of Rad Gas Releases of the below 4 potential
release pathways.

• 9RX680 (RE-4811A) FRVS Vent Noble Gas
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FRVS is normally maintained in a standby condition. Upon FRVS actuation and reactor
building isolation, FRVS circulates the reactor building air through HEPA and charcoal
filters. Releases are made to the atmosphere via the FRVS Vent Exhaust units.

" 9RX590 (RE-4873B) North Plant Vent (NPV) Noble Gas

The NPV receives discharge from the gaseous radwaste treatment system (Offgas
system), Chem Lab exhaust and solid radwaste area exhaust.

• 9RX580 (RE-4875B) South Plant (SPV) Vent Noble gas

The SPV receives discharge from the service/radwaste building, reactor building,
condensate demineralizer, pipe chase, turbine building mechanical vacuum pumps,
gland seal exhaust, and other untreated ventilation sources.

* 9RX518 Hardened Torus Vent (HTV)

The HTV Rad Gas Release value is a calculated release rate based on HRT Rad
detectors 9RX516 (low range) or 9RX517 (high range) and the HTV flow rate. The HTV
is not a normal release pathway and is only used when the primary containment is
vented per EOP/SAMG guidelines.

Definitions:

VALID: An indication, report, or condition, is considered to be VALID when it is verified
by (1) an instrument channel check, or (2) indications on related or redundant
indicators, or (3) by direct observation by plant personnel, such that doubt related to the
indicator's operability, the condition's existence, or the report's accuracy is removed.
Implicit in this definition is the need for timely assessment.

EAL Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 Rev. 5, AU1 Example EAL #1
2. HCGS Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) Section 3.3.7.11 - Radioactive Gaseous

Effluent Monitoring Instrumentation
3. Hope Creek Radiological EAL Setpoint Calculation Document (Attachment 6)
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL# & Classification Level:

OPCON Applicability:

R - Abnormal Rad Levels / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Any release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the
environment greater than 2 times the ODCM for 60 minutes
or longer

RUl.2 - UNUSUAL EVENT

All

EAL:

ANY VALID liquid monitor reading > Table R-1 column "UE"

AND

- 60 minutes have elapsed (Note 2)

Note 2: The Emergency Coordinator should NOT wait until the applicable time
has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined
that the release duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the
applicable time. In the absence of data to the contrary, assume that the
release duration has exceeded the applicable time if an ongoing
release is detected and the release start time is unknown.
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Table R-1 Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds*

Release Point Monitor GE SAE ALERT UE*

SPDS - (Total) SPDS Point
Offsite Gas B5097

Rad Release

OR OR

SUM of: SUM of:FRVS Vent NG 9RX680
0 5.25E+08 5.25E+07+ + 3.OE+06 pCi/sec 3.OE+04 pCi/sec

IpCi/sec pCi/sec
North Plant

Vent NG

+ +

South Plant 9RX580
Vent NG

+ +

Hardened
Torus Vent NG

The lesser of the following
thresholds:

Liquid • >200X the High Alarm Setpoint 2X the High Alarm
Radwaste 9RX508
Discharge , >5.80E-02 uCi/cc Setpoint

o >1.50E-02 uCi/cc - CST
discharge only

The lesser of the following

Cooling Tower thresholds: 2X the High Alarm9RX506 -----
Blowdown 0 > 200X the High Alarm Setpoint Setpoint

,-" ° >1.64E-03 pCi/cc

The lesser of the following
thresholds:

TB Circ Water 0 > 200X the High Alarm Setpoint 2X the High Alarm
Discharge 9RX505 , > 4.80E-04 4Ci/cc - for Setpoint

continuous release

e >5.80E-02 uCi/cc for batch
release

For high alarm conditions on offgas pretreatment monitor 9RX621 or 9RX622, refer to EAL SU7.1

Basis:

The Emergency DiroctorF CGoodinator should net wait until the applicable time has-
• J

'aI-JJ''j 7aVa L i A L'a'UI, Ie4''aV'tI LI ILJ4- t '1atL II 'L iIA -r'-xV Txn 'aU VVII I~ r

exceed the oapplicable time.
I

This ICEAL addresses a potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant as indicated by a
radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an extended period of time.

Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive
effluents to the environment. Administrative controls are established to Drevent unintentional
releases, or control and monitor intentional releases. The occurrence of extended,
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uncontrolled radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these
features and/or controls.

rINUi~iur pewer pjizini IRGFEit f~u~~ eatures. IRIie~ueu 10 GE)RIiiiu tiu rueleas ui raIEiuauuuVe
effl•uetS to the evironment. Further, there are administrative controlS established to pre2
unintentional releases, or control and monitor intcntional releases. [These cOFt-rS are located
in the off site Dose Caleulation Manua! (QDecy , and fio plats that have not implemen
Gener4c Letter 89 01, in the Radiologial Effluent Tcchnicnal Spe cifiatione (RETS3,j.Th
occurrence Of eXtended, uncontrolled radioactive releases to the enviFronment is indicative of a
degradation in these features andlor conRtr~lS.[SG e SiteS May' find it adVantageou9S to addreqs
gase ous and liquidl releases with separate EAL6sJ

The REIS multiple of two times the ODOM limits are-is specified in AU4-EAL RUl .2 and-AM-
only to distinguish between non-emergency conditions, and from each other. While these-this
multiples obviously corresponds to an off-site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in classifying
these-this events is the degradation in the level of safety of the plant, not the magnitude of the
associated dose or dose rate.

[Release. should ot be prorated - or averaged. For- example, a release.e*xeedi•ng ,

Q0GC4 for 30 m~inutes does Pot m~eet the threshold.]

This EAL includes any release for which a radioactivity d ischar-gc permit was not
prepared, or a release that exceeds the conditions (e.g., Imini.m1 u.m dilu~tion flow, maximum
dischargc flow, alarm setpoints, etc.) on the applicable permit.

EAI -/--1

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases, that for whatever reason, cause effluent radiation
monitor readings to exceed the threshold identified in the IGEAL.

This EAL is intended for sites that have established effluent monitoring on non-routine liquid
release pathways for which a discharge permit would not normally be prepared (Cooling Water
Blowdown & TB Circ Water) as well as planned batch releases for which a radioactivity
discharge permit is prepared (Radwaste Discharge).

[The 09CM4 establishes a m~ethodology, for- deter mining effluent radiation mnito
se tpeGnts. Then 09(O C pecifieS defa uft sourcGe termýs and-, for gaseogus r-elease, posrb h
use of pre determined annual aver-age meteor-ology in the most limiting-dPW-1 downwind sector fo,
sHowig ompliance with the regulatory commitments. This EAL should be doetev.0edraft
thisEmethAod#logy]

This EAL addresses radio activity releases, that for whatever reason, cause effluent
radiatiGn mon~itor readings to exceed the threshold identified in the IC established by the
radioactiVity discharge pe~rmit. This value may be associated with a planned batch release, or
aGcontinuous release path.
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[pn either• GaSe, the value is established by, the ODC,. to warn of a release that is net in
compliance with the RE-TS. indexing the EAL to the ODCM4 setpoints in this manner- in.sure-s
that the EAL wMl never- be less than the setpeint established by a specifiG disc-harge permit.]

EAL#3

This EAL addresses uncontrolled reessthat are dae~tetd by sample analyscs,,,
pa~tcu6larly on unoiRGRtored pathwa Ys, e.g., spills of radioacti'Ve liquids into) storm drains, heat.
cXchanger leakage in Nriver water systemrs, etc.

EALs #4 aRd #5

The 0.10 mFhr value in EAL #4, and the sitspc• ific value for EAL #5,is based on a
release rate Rot exceeding 500 mriem; per ,ear.

[As proided in the ODCM / RETS, pr-or.ated over 8766 hours, mult.ipled by two, an.
rounded. (500 . '•8766 . 7 2 - 0114).]

EAL #1 -@Rd #2 directly - -correlat-e with the IC since annual. average meter•oloeg i
required to be used in showing compliatne with the "DGM and is used in calculating the
alarm setpoints. EALs #4 and #5 are a function ef actual meteorology, which will likely be
doiffrent from the limiting annual average value. Thus, there will likely be a numewrial
iRGORS Ste--e'Y.

The underlying basis of this EAL iLnVGIeS the degradation in the leve! f safety of the
plart implied by the uncnrodiled release. maexeedirg EAL #4 er #5 is an indicatien of an
uncontrolled release.

ExplanationlDiscussion/Definitions:

The column "UE" liquid release values in Table R-1 represent two (2) times the current High
Alarm Setpoint based on the current liquid release pathway discharge permit for the specified
monitor. Instrumentation that may be used to assess this EAL is listed below:

" 9RX508 (RE-4861) Liquid Radwaste Discharge (Upper Range is 5.8E-02 uCi/ce)

The Liquid Radwaste Discharge Line Monitor provides the alarm and automatic
termination of liquid radioactive material releases from the liquid rad waste treatment
and monitoring system.

* 9RX506 (RE-8817) Cooling Tower Blowdown (Upper Range is 1.OE-02 uCi/cc)

The Cooling Tower Blowdown Effluent Radiation Monitor monitors radioactivity in the
cooling tower blowdown before it is discharged into the Delaware River and warns
personnel of an excessive amount of radioactivity (greater than ODCM Limits) being
released to the environment. The Cooling-Tower Blowdown Effluent Monitor provides
an Alarm function only for releases into the environment.
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* 9RX505 (RE-4557) Turbine Building Circulating Water Dewatering Sump Discharge
(Upper Range is 5.8E-02 uCi/cc)

The Turbine Building Circulating Water Dewatering Sump Discharge Monitor provides
alarm and automatic termination of liquid radioactive releases from the circulating water
dewatering sump. The sump pumps discharge to the circulating water system to the
cooling tower basin. The Turbine Building Circulating Water Dewatering Sump is a
normal radwaste discharge pathway and is monitored as such because of possible
contamination from the Turbine Building Ventilation drains.

Definitions:

VALID: An indication, report, or condition, is considered to be VALID when it is verified
by (1) an instrument channel check, or (2) indications on related or redundant
indicators, or (3) by direct observation by plant personnel, such that doubt related to the
indicator's operability, the condition's existence, or the report's accuracy is removed.
Implicit in this definition is the need for timely assessment.

EAL Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 Rev. 5, AU1 Example EAL #2
2. HCGS Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM), Section 3.3.7.10 - Radioactive Liquid

Effluent Monitoring Instrumentation
3. HCGS Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM), Table 1-1 Parameters for Liquid Alarm

Setpoint Determination
4. HCGS Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM), Appendix A, Evaluation of Default MPC

Value for Liquid Effluent Monitors
5. HC UFSAR TABLE 11.5-1 - Hope Creek Radiation Monitoring Systems, Rev 10
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

R - Abnormal Rad Levels / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Any release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the
environment greater than 2 times the ODCM for 60 minutes
or longer

EAL# & Classification Level: RUl.3 - UNUSUAL EVENT

OPCON Applicability: All

EAL:

Confirmed sample analyses for gaseous or liquid releases indicate concentrations or
release rates > Table R-2 column "UE"

AND

>_ 60 minutes have elapsed (Note 2)

Note 2: The Emergency Coordinator should NOT wait until the applicable time
has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined
that the release duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the
applicable time. In the absence of data to the contrary, assume that the
release duration has exceeded the applicable time if an ongoing
release is detected and the release start time is unknown.

Table R-2 Effluent Sample Classification Thresholds

Release Point Sample ALERT LIE

FRVS Vent NG 7.10E-01 VCi/cc 7.10E-03 pCi/cc

1-131 8.20E-04 vCi/cc 8.20E-06 pCi/cc
0 NG 1.52E-01 ICi/cc 1.52E-03 Lci/cc0North Plant Vent

1-131 1.80E-04 vCi/cc 1.80E-06 VCi/cc

S a NG 1.44E-02 VCi/cc 1.44E-04 vCi/ccSouth Plant Vent
1-131 1.68E-05 vCi/cc 1.68E-07 IACi/cc

Unmonitored Isotopic 200 x ODCM 3/4.11.2 2 x ODCM 3/4.11.2

Liquid Radwaste Discharge Isotopic 200 x ODCM 3/4.11.1 2 x ODCM 3/4.11.1

"S Cooling Tower Blowdown Isotopic 200 x ODCM 3/4.11.1 2 x ODCM 3/4.11.1
27

TB Circ Water Discharge Isotopic 200 x ODCM 3/4.11.1 2 x ODCM 3/4.11.1

Unmonitored Isotopic 200 x ODCM 3/4.11.1 2 x ODCM 3/4.11.1
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Basis:

[Refer to Append.. A for a detailed basis of the radiol.gical effluent !.IEAL..]

The Emnergency Coordinator should not wAait until the applicable time has elapsed, but
should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the condition Will likely exceed the
aPPlilable #me-.

This IGEAL addresses a potential decrease in the level of safety of the plant as indicated by a
radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an extended period of time.

Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive
effluents to the environment. Fu~ther, there are administrative controls established to prevent
unintentional releases, orF control! and monGitor intentional releases. [These controls _areO I4GatePd
in the Off site Dose CalcUlation ManUal (CDCM), and for plants that have not irnplemete
Gennr4G Letter 89-01, in th Radiololgical EfletTechnical Sp~f~ain (RT) ula
power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive effluents to the
environment. Administrative controls are established to prevent unintentional releases, or
control and monitor intentional releases. The occurrence of extended, uncontrolled radioactive
releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these features and/or controls.

The occurrence of eatended, uncntroR-lled radioactive releases to the envir•nRpent is
indictive of a; degradation in these features and/or GGntrols. Somne sites may findi

advantageous to a ddrmess gaseous and fiqui-d releases with sep arate EA Ls]

The RETS-multiple of two times the ODCM limits are-is specified in AU!1 -ad AA4EAL RU1.3
only to distinguish between non-emergency conditions, and from each other. While thes--this
multiples obviously corresponds to an off-site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in classifying
#tese-this events is the degradation in the level of safety of the plant, not the magnitude of the
associated dose or dose rate.

[Releases should, pot be prorated or- averagedL For exavmple, a release eXyr, 4Rrr /411

QDCM for 30 minutes does not meet the thre-shold.]

This EAL includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge permit was not prepared, or
a release that exceeds the conditions (e.g., minimum dilution flow, maximum discharge flow,
alarm setpoints, etc.) on the applicable permit for 2- 60 minutes.

EAL Hi

This EAL addresses radioactiVity releases, that for whatever reason, cause effluent

radiation monitor readings to exceed the threshold identified in the IC.

This EAL is intended for sites that have established effluent monitoFring O no routine
ral ----elease pathways for which a dischar-ge permit would not nrmally be prepared-.
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[Th4e 09CM4 estab~hihes ~ a mtology, for- dee.nnn eflet -eato 4
setponts. The OQDM spe•'f' default s'pi r rh'h' and,, for gaseous releases-, pIt
u.se of pro do term/ined annual aver-age m~eteor-ology in the moest limiting downwid setrfo
hoin.tG1" com-pli4aP fl t Me FegI.IatoGry coMmitm~ents. This EAL should be determinPed usI1W

EAL-#2

This EAL addresses radioactiVity releases, that for whatcver reason, cause cifluen
radiation mon.itr readi.gS to ,Xceed the threshold idcntified in the _C established by the
radioac-ti-tY diScharge permit. This value may be associated with a planned batch release, or

a. cotiuus release path-.

[I, either- ,ase, the , aIue is established by the ODCM to warn of a re,,aso that is not in
G94pinewt h RETS. Indlexing the E41 to- th-e 0CM1"A setpoint-s in this manner inF1 sures

that the E,,L wil nee r be less than the sctpoint ostablished bay a specig. dischrge pm

-- EAL #3

This EAL addresses uncontrolled releases that are detected by sample analyses, particularly
on unmonitored pathways, e.g., spills of radioactive liquids into storm drains, heat exchanger
leakage in river water systems, etc.

EALs #4 aRd #5

The 0.10 mRhr valuc in EAL #4, and the site specific value for EAL #5,is based " o a
-release rate notexceedig 500 m..rm per year.

[As pr-o ~ded in the 09CM / 1RQtS, proated ever 87-66 hours, mutPlie b.y two,an
r-oupedcd. (ý500.' 8766;ý 2 -0.114)4

EAL #1 and #2 directly corFrelate with the !IC since anulaerg-eeoooyi
required to be used in showing compliance •. .ithe ODCM and is.used in calculating the

alar etpints. EALs #4 and #5 are a function of actual meteorology, which W:ill likely be
different from the limiting- a• Ina average value. Thus, there will likely be a numerical
inconsistency.

-. The underlying basis of this EAL involves the degradation in the level of safety of the
plant implied by the uncontrolled release. Exceeding EAL #4 or #5 is an indication of an

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

Releases in excess of two times the site Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) Section
3/4.11.1 or 3/4.11.2 limits that continue for 60 minutes or longer represent an uncontrolled
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situation and hence, a potential degradation in the level of safety. The final integrated dose
(which is very low in the UNUSUAL EVENT emergency class) is not the primary concern here;
it is the degradation in plant control implied by the fact that the release was not isolated within
60 minutes.

Table R-2 provides calculated radiological release noble gas and iodine sample
concentrations that equate to a release that is 2 times the ODCM limits (Section 3/4.11.2) of
500 mRem/year as well as specifying liquid release effluent sample streams 2 times the
ODCM limits (Section 3/4.11.1.1, Liquid Effluent Concentrations).

Hope Creek has three gaseous release points for which sample concentration thresholds have
been calculated.

* FRVS - Filtration Recirculation Vent System
* NPV - North Plant Vent
" SPV - South Plant Vent

EAL Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 Rev. 5, AU1 Example EAL #3
2. Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual, Section 3/4.11.1.1 - Liquid Effluents Concentrations
3. Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual, Section 3/4.11.2.1 - Gaseous Effluents Dose Rates
4. Hope Creek Radiological EAL Setpoint Calculation Document (Attachment 6)
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

R - Abnormal Rad Levels / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Any release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the
environment greater than 200 times the ODCM for 15
minutes or longer

All

EAL# & Classification Level: RAI.1 - ALERT

EAL:

VALID gaseous monitor reading > Table R-1 column "ALERT"

AND

_ 15 minutes have elapsed (Note 2)

Note 2: The Emergency Coordinator should NOT wait until the applicable time has
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the
release duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time. In
the absence of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has
exceeded the applicable time if an ongoing release is detected and the
release start time is unknown.
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Table R-1 Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds*

Release Point Monitor GE SAE ALERT UE*

SPDS - (Total) SPDS Point
Offsite Gas

Rad Release

OR OR

SUM of: SUM of:FRVS Vent NG 9RX680
0 5.25E+08 5.25E+07+ + 3.OE+06 pCi/sec 3.OE+04 pCi/sec

pCi/sec pCi/sec
,• North PlantVent NG 9RX590

, Vent NG
+ +

South Plant 9RX580
Vent NG

+ I +

Hardened 9
Torus Vent NG

The lesser of the following
thresholds:

Liquid 0 >200X the High Alarm Setpoint 2X the High Alarm
Radwaste 9RX508
Discharge * >5.80E-02 uCi/cc Setpoint

0 >1.50E-02 uCi/cc- CST
discharge only

The lesser of the following
Cooling Tower thresholds: 2X the High Alarm

=. Blowdown 9R506 - > 200X the High Alarm Setpoint Setpoint
* >1.64E-03 pCi/cc

The lesser of the following
thresholds:

TB Circ Water . > 200X the High Alarm Setpoint 2X the High Alarm
Discharge 9RX505 - > 4.80E-04 VCi/cc - for Setpoint

continuous release

* >5.80E-02 uCi/cc for batch
release

For high alarm conditions on offgas pretreatment monitor 9RX621 or 9RX622, refer to EAL SU7.1

Basis:

[Refer- to Appendi A for a deta,,ld bass' of the radi-el-.ia! effluent .. /ALs-_.]

The Emnergency Coordinator should not wait Untl h applicable time haselpsdbu
-Should declare the even--t as soon as it is deteFrmined that the condition Will likel' Gexeed thle

apiable4time-

This tGEAL addresses an actual or substantial potential decrease in the level of safety of the
plant as indicated by a radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an
extended period of time.
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Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive
effluents to the environment. Administrative controls are established to prevent unintentional
releases, or control and monitor intentional releases. Nuclear power pla•tS incorporate
features intendcd to conRtrol the release of radioactiVc effluents to the environment. Further,-
there arc administratiVe controlIs established to preVent unintentional releases, or control n
monGitor intentional releases. [These conftro~s are located in the Off-alto DoSo Ca/oUt ato
Mantual (OD CMI, and for- plants that have not imp/emen ted Generic Letter- 89 04, in the
Radiological Effluent Tcchn "'a' Spoeifl'-agon (RET-S) .]The occurrence of extended,
uncontrolled radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these
features and/or controls.
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[Some sites may find it advantageous to addrFess ga seous and !qigud releaase with4
separate EALs.]

The RET-S-multiple of two hundred times the ODCM limits are-is specified in AUl and
EAL RA1.1 only to distinguish between non-emergency conditions, and from each other.
While these-this multiples obviously corresponds to an off-site dose or dose rate, the
emphasis in classifying these-this events is the degradation in the level of safety of the plant,
not the magnitude of the associated dose or dose rate.

[To ensure a reali-Stic ,or lin.ear escalation path, a value Shoud be osel-ted roughly
half way between the AU ! value and the value c, ,.ula'ted foF A v ah. The v-''411-I,--
basod on radiatin monitor- re ad4ngs to xcod200 times the Technicl ISp eciftcatUon liMit arnd
rei- ro ot tor•mnated within 45 m.inutos. The ODCMostablshes a methode/ogy
detormining effluent r;adiation monitor- setpoints. The DC44l apecifies dofault source teorm

and, Lfo . ... . . . ., preG15  th of p'_ . aiveragpe a- o-ý,,r-age m. to, ogy,
in te mat imiingdowwind sector for- Showing compliance K4M thev regulator y commitm~ents.

This FSAL canbe do torm'nd using thi me ~thodology .if appr-opriate.]

[Releases shouldf not be pr-oroatod or avoero god. For ex-ample, a release e*c-eedjng 60OX
ODCM for 5 Minutes -does not moot th~e-three4eId4

This EAL incIludes any release for Which a radioactiVity discharge permit was not
prepared, or a re-lease that exceeds the conditio.•; (e.g., m u ;m di.utin flow, maximum.
discharge flow, alarm setpoiRts, etc.) on the applicable permit.

-This EAL is intended for sites that have established effluent monitoring on non-routine release
pathways for which a discharge permit would not normally be prepared.

EAL #2-

This EAL addresses radioactivity releases, that for whatever reason, cause effluent
raditio-moitor readings to eXceed the threshold identified in the IC established by the

radoaciviy dschrgepermit. This value may beassociated with a planned batch release, or
aGnnueusirelease path.

[In itherc- value is , otabi•••e;d by the ODC•1 to o... .. f a rI/_ese th'at is not in
comp.ianc. with the RETS. Indexing the, AL to the ,Q'C GA toi,., in this manner- insur...
that the EAL will never- be less than the setpoint establish e dby a apoe ifiGc dscharge Peri.]

EAL #3
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This EAL addresses uncOntro lied releases that are dtetted by sample analyses,
particularly on unmon9itored pathways, e.g., spills of radioactiVe liquids into storm drains, heat
exchaRger leakage in river water systems, etc-

EALs #4 and -•5

The 10.0 mR'hr value in EAL #4 , and the site SPecific value for EAL ff5,s based en a
release rate not exceeding 500 mnrem per year-.

P&a proGvided in the ODCM/ ' E=TS, prer-ated over 8766 hours, m--ultipled by 200, ad
rounded. (500 . 8766 :c 200 - • !A411

EAL #i and #f2 directly correlate with the IC since annual average meteerolegy ims
required to be used in showing omnpliance with the iDoM and is used in calculating the
alarm SetpointS. EALs #1and l,5) -Are a function of actual meteorology, which will likely be
different from the limiting annusa average value. Thus, there will likely be a numnerical

RGRiten4oyý

The underlying basis of this EAL involves the degradation in the level of safety ofth
plant implied

by the uncontroellcd release. Exceeding EAL #4 or #5 is an indic~ation of an uncontroelled
feklaset.Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The column "ALERT" gaseous release value in Table R-1 represents two hundred (200) times
the calculated ODCM gaseous release rate limits.

Instrumentation that may be used to assess this EAL is listed below:

" SPDS Point B5097 - Offsite Gas Rad Release

The SPDS point represents the total sum of Rad Gas Releases of the below 4 potential
release pathways.

* 9RX680 (RE-4811A) FRVS Vent Noble Gas

FRVS is normally maintained in a standby condition. Upon FRVS actuation and reactor
building isolation, FRVS circulates the reactor building air through HEPA and charcoal
filters. Releases are made to the atmosphere via the FRVS Vent Exhaust units.

* 9RX590 (RE-4873B) North Plant Vent (NPV) Noble Gas

The NPV receives discharge from the gaseous radwaste treatment system (Offgas
system), Chem Lab exhaust and solid radwaste area exhaust.

" 9RX580 (RE-4875B) South Plant (SPV) Vent Noble gas

The SPV receives discharge from the service/radwaste building, reactor building,
condensate demineralizer, pipe chase, turbine building mechanical vacuum pumps,
gland seal exhaust, and other untreated ventilation sources
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9RX518 Hardened Torus Vent (HTV)

The HTV Rad Gas Release value is a calculated release rate based on HRT Rad
detectors 9RX516 (low range) or 9RX517 (high range) and the HTV flow rate. The HTV
is not a normal release pathway and is only used when the primary containment is
vented per EOP/SAMG guidelines.
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Definitions:

VALID: An indication, report, or condition, is considered to be VALID when it is verified
by (1) an instrument channel check, or (2) indications on related or redundant
indicators, or (3) by direct observation by plant personnel, such that doubt related to the
indicator's operability, the condition's existence, or the report's accuracy is removed.
Implicit in this definition is the need for timely assessment.
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EAL Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 Rev. 5, AA1 Example EAL #1
2. HCGS Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) Section 3.3.7.11 - Radioactive Gaseous

Effluent Monitoring Instrumentation
3. Hope Creek Radiological EAL Setpoint Calculation Document (Attachment 6)
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

R - Abnormal Rad Levels / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Any release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the
environment greater than 200 times the ODCM for 15
minutes or longer

EAL# & Classification Level: RA1.2 - ALERT

OPCON Applicability: All

EAL:

ANY VALID liquid monitor reading > Table R-1 column "ALERT"

AND

_ 15 minutes have elapsed (Note 2)

Note 2: The Emergency Coordinator should NOT wait until the applicable time
has elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined
that the release duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the
applicable time. In the absence of data to the contrary, assume that the
release duration has exceeded the applicable time if an ongoing
release is detected and the release start time is unknown.
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Table R-1 Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds*

Release Point Monitor GE SAE ALERT UE*

SPDS - (Total) SPDS Point
Offsite Gas B5097

Rad Release I

OR OR

SUM of: SUM of:FRVS Vent NG 9RX680
0 5.25E+08 5.25E+07+ + 3.OE+06 pCi/sec 3.OE+04 pCi/secIpCi/sec pCi/sec
' North Plant

Vent NG

+ +

South Plant 9RX580
Vent NG

+ +

Hardened
Torus Vent NG

The lesser of the following
thresholds:

Liquid • >200X the High Alarm Setpoint 2X the High Alarm
Radwaste 9RX508Discharge * >5.80E-02 uCi/cc Setpoint

D >1.50E-02 uCi/cc - CST
discharge only

The lesser of the following

.2 Cooling Tower thresholds: 2X the High Alarm
r. Blowdown • > 200X the High Alarm Setpoint Setpoint

e >1.64E-03 pCi/cc

The lesser of the following
thresholds:

TB Circ Water 9 > 200X the High Alarm Setpoint 2X the High Alarm
Discharge 9RX505 - > 4.80E-04 pCi/cc - for Setpoint

continuous release
0 >5.80E-02 uCi/cc for batch

release

For high alarm conditions on offgas pretreatment monitor 9RX621 or 9RX622, refer to EAL SU7.1

Basis:

[Refer to Appendix A for a dtaied booi, of the ,adilogi••,•!.ffl",,,t !C/EALs.]

The Emergen-y Coo-rd'nator should not w-, ait until the applicable time has elapsed, but
should declre,-I , the e.e.as son as it is deteRmined that the co-dition W.ill liely eXceed th
appiable t#me,

This IGEAL addresses an actual or substantial potential decrease in the level of safety of the
plant as indicated by a radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an
extended period of time.
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Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive
effluents to the environment. Administrative controls are established to prevent unintentional
releases, or control and monitor intentional releases. The occurrence of extended,
uncontrolled radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these
features and/or controls.

cffluents t the envireonment. Fudher, there are adMimistrative controls established to pree
un~intentional rel eases, or control and monRitor intentionRal releases. [These cOntrOlS are located
in the A Site DoSe Caiulatiog Manual (nDo Me), aec ondf plants that hafr not cplemete
Generic Letter 89 01, in the Radiological Effluent Technical Specific-ations (RE TS%.] Th
occurrence of extended, unonitousled radieastivc releases to the nro t is indicative f a
degradation in these features andorF •oentrolst.

[Somge sites may find it advýantageous to aeddress gaseous and liquid releases with
separae E-ALs.]

The RET-S--multiple of two hundred times the ODOM limits are is specified in AU! and XA1
EAL RAI .2 only to distinguish between non-emergency conditions, and frmM each othcr.
While these-this multiples obviously corresponds to an off-site dose or dose rate, the
emphasis in classifying these-this events is the degradation in the level of safety of the plant,
not the magnitude of the associated dose or dose rate.

[To6 ensure a realistic near linear- escalation path, a value should be selectedl roeughly
halffway betweýen the A91 value and the valuye calculated for ASI value. Th-e value will be
basedl en radiation monitor r-eadings to eXceed 200 tm-es the TC chni'ca' Sp ecifica tion limit and
releases are noth trm,, ned within 15minutes. The CDGCM establishes a methodologyfo
determinP.ng effluent radiation m~onitor setpoints. The ODCM4 specifies de fault source term
and, forppp-vc gaseou reess-r c~ehe use of proe deteor mm ed annual aver-age meteorology
in4 te- Imost lim~iting doe'nwind sec-tor for- showing com~pliance with the regu~latory commitments.
This EAL can be determined using this methodology if approqpriate-...]

[Releases should Pet be prorated or- averaged. For- exam~ple, a release ecdig600~
ODCM for 5 minu4tes does not Meet the threshold.]

This EAL includes any release for which a radioactivity discharge permit was not prepared, or
a release that exceeds the conditions (e.g., minimum dilution flow, maximum discharge flow,
alarm setpoints, etc.) on the applicable permit.

EAL44f

This EAL is intended for sites that have established effluent monitoring on non-routine release
pathways for which a discharge permit would not normally be prepared (Cooling Water
Blowdown & TB Circ Water) as well as planned batch releases for which a radioactivity
discharge permit is prepared (Radwaste Discharge).

EAL #f2
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This EAL addresses radioactivity releases, that for whatever reason, cause effluent
radiation monitor readi•- S to exceed the threshold identifiedn the IC established by the
radioactivity discharge permit. This value may be associated with a planned batch release-, oi
a continuous release path-.

[in either- . ase, the vaue is e,, tab4shc•t dby the OD-/ to warn of a release that is pot in
cGPamp/i e with the RETS. indexing9 the EAL to the ODCM setpoints 44 this manner insur-es
that the-EAL-wilnverbelos ha the setpo-int# established by a Specific disehargc permit.4

rZ A 1 4'-1

This EAL addresses uncontrOlled releases that are detected by sample analyses,
partic7ularly on urnmonitored pathways, es. spills of radioactive-liquids into storm dra;ns, hea
exchanRger leaka1_ge in river water systemns, etc.

EALs #4 and #5
The 10.0 mPihr vohue in, EL Hif , and the site specifi value.. for E, L H^, s base "on' a

relase rate not exceedig• 500 mrery

[As provided in the ;DC44 /ETS, pror•ated over, 87-66 hou•s, multipgei . .. y 200, a

rounded. (500 -- 8766 *2900-11.4)].

EAL #1 and #2 directly correlate with the IC since annual average meteorology is
required to be used in shuswing /compliance with the ODGN and is used in calculating the
alarm setpohe tS. EALs s4 and #5 are a fuctior of actual meteoronlgy, Which vwil l likely be
different rom the limhitirg anrual average value. Thus, there Will likely be a numerical
iRGG~iteRGy--

The uderlyintg basis ef this EAL invlves the degradation irn the level ef safety ofh
plant4ipoie4-C

bY4The Encotrollds nlee Excee ALI c or 4M us n ndecteione of anu sonrof
-easeExplanation/Discussion/Definitions:

Since the 'high alarm" setpoint of the liquid release radiation monitors may vary based on the
latest release discharge permit, the ALERT column for liquid release values in Table R-1 was
developed taking into consideration setpoint variability, monitor range and the default high
alarm setpoints provided in the ODCM.

The EAL thresholds in Table R-1 for the ALERT call for the user to determine the lessor of
either two hundred (200) times the current high alarm setpoint (if still within the monitor's
indicating range) or two hundred (200) times the ODCM default high alarm setpoint. For
monitors that would be over-range using the two hundred (200) times the ODCM default High
Alarm Setpoint, the high end range value was chosen as the EAL threshold. Instrumentation
that may be used to assess this EAL is listed below:
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* 9RX508 (RE-4861) Liquid Radwaste Discharge (Upper Range is 5.8E-02 uCi/cc)

The Liquid Radwaste Discharge Line Monitor provides the alarm and automatic
termination of liquid radioactive material releases from the liquid rad waste treatment
and monitoring system. Since 200 times the ODCM default High Alarm Setpoint would
be well above the range of the monitor's indication, the monitor's upper range of 5.8E-
02 uCi/cc was selected as an EAL threshold, for discharges not from the CST, to be
used only if 200 times the discharge permit calculated High Alarm Setpoint is not within
the monitors indicating range. For CST only discharges, the EAL threshold value
represents two hundred (200) times the ODCM default High Alarm Setpoint.

• 9RX506 (RE-8817) Cooling Tower Blowdown (Upper Range is 1.OE-02 uCi/cc)

The Cooling Tower Blowdown Effluent Radiation Monitor monitors radioactivity in the
cooling tower blowdown before it is discharged into the Delaware River and warns
personnel of an excessive amount of radioactivity (greater than ODCM Limits) being
released to the environment. The Cooling-Tower Blowdown Effluent Monitor provides
an Alarm function only for releases into the environment. The EAL threshold value
represents two hundred (200) times the ODCM default High Alarm Setpoint.

* 9RX505 (RE-4557) Turbine Building Circulating Water Dewatering Sump Discharge
(Upper Range is 5.8E-02 uCi/cc)

The Turbine Building Circulating Water Dewatering Sump Discharge Monitor provides
alarm and automatic termination of liquid radioactive releases from the circulating water
dewatering sump. The sump pumps discharge to the circulating water system to the
cooling tower basin. The Turbine Building Circulating Water Dewatering Sump is a
normal radwaste continuous discharge pathway and is monitored as such because of
possible contamination from the Turbine Building Ventilation drains. The EAL threshold
value for continuous releases represents two hundred (200) times the ODCM default
High Alarm Setpoint. For a batch release, 200 times the ODCM default High Alarm
Setpoint would be well above the range of the monitor's indication and therefore the
monitor's upper range of 5.8E-02 uCi/cc was selected as an EAL threshold for batch
release only.

Definitions:

-- VALID: An indication, report, or condition, is considered to be VALID when it is
verified by (1) an instrument channel check, or (2) indications on related or redundant
indicators, or (3) by direct observation by plant personnel, such that doubt related to the
indicator's operability, the condition's existence, or the report's accuracy is removed.
Implicit in this definition is the need for timely assessment.
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EAL Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 Rev. 5, AA1 Example EAL #2
2. HCGS Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) Section 3.3.7.10 - Radioactive Liquid

Effluent Monitoring Instrumentation
3. HCGS Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) Table 1-1 Parameters for Liquid Alarm

Setpoint Determination
4. HCGS Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM), Appendix A, Evaluation of Default MPC

Value for Liquid Effluent Monitors
5. HC UFSAR TABLE 11.5-1 - Hope Creek Radiation Monitoring Systems, Rev 10
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL# & Classification Level:

OPCON Applicability:

R - Abnormal Rad Levels / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Any release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity to the
environment greater than 200 times the ODCM for 15
minutes or longer

RA1.3 - ALERT

All

EAL:

Confirmed sample analyses for gaseous or liquid releases indicate concentrations or
release rates > Table R-2 column "ALERT"

AND

> 15 minutes have elapsed (Note 2)

Note 2: The Emergency Coordinator should NOT wait until the applicable time has
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the
release duration has exceeded, or will likely exceed, the applicable time. In
the absence of data to the contrary, assume that the release duration has
exceeded the applicable time if an ongoing release is detected and the
release start time is unknown.

Table R-2 Effluent Sample Classification Thresholds

Release Point Sample ALERT UE

NG 7.10E-01 pCi/cc 7.10E-03 pCi/ccFRVS Vent
1-131 8.20E-04 1.Ci/cc 8.20E-06 pCi/cc

NG 1.52E-01 pCi/cc 1.52E-03 pCi/cc
0 North Plant Vent

1-131 1.80E-04 ptCi/cc 1.80E-06 pCi/cc

S a NG 1.44E-02 pCi/cc 1.44E-04 pCi/ccSouth Plant Vent
1-131 1.68E-05 pCi/cc 1.68E-07 pCi/cc

Unmonitored Isotopic 200 x ODCM 3/4.11.2 2 x ODCM 3/4.11.2

Liquid Radwaste Discharge Isotopic 200 x ODCM 3/4.11.1 2 x ODCM 3/4.11.1

C Cooling Tower Blowdown Isotopic 200 x ODCM 3/4.11.1 2 x ODCM 3/4.11.1
27
..,- TB Circ Water Discharge Isotopic 200 x ODCM 3/4.11.1 2 x ODCM 3/4.11.1

Unmonitored Isotopic 200 x ODCM 3/4.11.1 2 x ODCM 3/4.11.1
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Basis:

[Refer- to Apped•,4 A for a detaIed basis of the r-adIolgiG'--, efet 1•o-ALc. _

The EmIergenc Coodinator shoul'd net w~,ait until thc applicable time has elapsed but
shou ,de44lare the event as soon as it is determined that the condition will likely eXceed the

This 4GEAL addresses an actual or substantial potential decrease in the level of safety of the
plant as indicated by a radiological release that exceeds regulatory commitments for an
extended period of time.

Nuclear power plants incorporate features intended to control the release of radioactive
effluents to the environment. Administrative controls are established to prevent unintentional
releases, or control and monitor intentional releases. The occurrence of extended,
uncontrolled radioactive releases to the environment is indicative of a degradation in these
features and/or controls.

NYuclear poer~e plants increporate eature intended to) control the release-ot
radioactive affluen-,ts toe the envirEnment. Further, there are adMiRistrFative controls establishe
to preven&t unint+en-tion-al releases, or control and mon)itor intentional releases. [These con troý

-re .ocated in the _ff site D ose •,a•ulatipo Manual (QDCM^,, and. f.r plants that have Pot
implemen-ted Gen er-ic Letter 89-01, in the Radiolegic-al Effluent Technical Specifications
(RETS).] The occurrence of extended, unconitrlled radioa•tive releases to the envinment•r is

indicative o~f a degradation in these features and/or conRtrols6.

[Som~e sites may, find it ad;antageou~s to aeddress gaseous andl liquid rolle a cccwet
separate ALS.

The RET-S-multiple of two hundred times the ODCM limits are-is specified in AU!-andAEAL
RAl .3 only to distinguish between non-emergency conditions, and from each other. While
these-this multiples obviously corresponds to an off-site dose or dose rate, the emphasis in
classifying these-this events is the degradation in the level of safety of the plant, not the
magnitude of the associated dose or dose rate.

[To ensure a redaliSti near 'near esealatio. path, a value should be selected roughy
half y bet we the AU? vale an At a alat for, ve. The value wil4 be
Ik-, ,',t rýn rcn, 4 i f#inr, r enlr nfThn C' frý r-,t l '),1 fh-vrnc fI-An Tn,~'-rb, k in /f',L~- Ub-,-i /

,ekaa s,,a,,. not te.rmiated within 15 minutes. The ODCM esta-blishes a meth•o•legy for
detming effluent radiation monitor setpoints. The ODI4 specifieS defaqult seuoGe te mand, or gaeousoea' ' determin•

'F_ -d annual average mqeteorology
-Il 1-,LA 1- 'AAA I 'ALA~be th tA'A of 'A eernp

in the 'most limitng÷do.,,d, forshoing c;m3plance with the regulator•y commiments.
This EA/L can be deteramined using this methodology if appropriate.A

FRole~,os sho,-!d not be ororafoed-or vored_ For ey.amnneo .• r!eoa. .. ... in '~l

ODCM for:5mRinutes doesa not moee tthe thr-eshoild.]
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This ,AL includes any rclease for which a radioaci•vity diScharge permit was not
prepared, or a that exceds the conditions (e.g., meinimu dilution flow, maximum
diScharge flow, alarm SctpointS, etc.) On the applicable permit.

EAL-#1

This EAL is intended for sites that have established effl•e•t monitoriRgon nOn ro-utineR

reesepthw'ays for which a discharge permit would not normally be pFe pared.EFAL-#2

This EAL addresses radiuoativity releases, that fer whatever reason, cause effluent
radiation monitor readings, t exgeed the threshold identified in the IC established by the
radieagtiVity discharge permit. This value may be associated with a planned batch release, or
A cntinuu re-lease path.

[in either- ase, the value is estabished by the .. C.. to warn of a re'ease that is not in
compplian fleWith the RE-TS. Index-ing the MAL to the ODCM setpoints in this manner i Insures
that the EAL will never be less than the setpoint established by a specifi discarge per mit.]

This EAL addresses uncontrolled releases that are detected by sample analyses, particularly
on unmonitored pathways, e.g., spills of radioactive liquids into storm drains, heat exchanger
leakage in river water systems, etc.

E=ALs-#4 and #5

The 10.0 mnR/hr value in EAL #41, and the site specific value for EAL #5,is based on a
release rate not exceeding 500 mrem per year.

[As provided in the CDCM4,' PE=TS, prorated over- 8766 hours&, ~ultipg.ed dby 200, an
rounded. (500 .- 8766 x 200 - "141)].

EAL #1 and #2 dir-ectly correlate with the IC since annual average meteorology is
required to be used in showing compliance with the OD"M and is used in calculating the
alarm SetpoinS. EALs #4 and #5 are a functionR of actual meteorolo9gy, which Will likely be
different from the limiting aRnual average value. Thus, there will likely be a numnerical

iROssteRGy7

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

Confirmed sample analyses in excess of two hundred times the site Offsite Dose Calculation
Manual Section 3/4.11.1 or 3/4.11.2 limits that continue for 15 minutes or longer represent an
uncontrolled situation and hence, a potential degradation in the level of safety. This event
escalates from the UNUSUAL EVENT by raising the magnitude of the release by a factor of
100 over the UNUSUAL EVENT level (i.e., 200 times ODCM).
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Table R-2 provides calculated radiological release noble gas and iodine sample
concentrations that equate to a release that is 200 times the ODCM limit (Section 3/4.11.2) of
500 mRem/year as well as specifying liquid release effluent sample streams 200 times the
ODCM limits (Section 3/4.11.1.1 Liquid Effluent Concentrations).

Hope Creek has three gaseous release points for which sample concentration thresholds have
been calculated.

* FRVS - Filtration Recirculation Vent System
" NPV - North Plant Vent
* SPY- South Plant Vent,

The required release duration was reduced to 15 minutes in recognition of the raised severity.
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EAL Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 Rev. 5, AA1 Example EAL #3
2. Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual, Section 3/4.11.1 - Liquid Effluents Concentrations
3. Off-Site Dose Calculation Manual, Section 3/4.11.2.1 - Gaseous Effluents Dose Rates
4. Hope Creek Radiological EAL Setpoint Calculation Document (Attachment 6)
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Classification Level:

R - Abnormal Rad Levels / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Off-site dose resulting from an actual or IMMINENT release
of gaseous radioactivity greater than 100 mRem TEDE or
500 mRem Thyroid CDE for the actual or projected duration
of the release

All

RSI.1 - SITE AREA EMERGENCY

EAL:

VALID gaseous monitor reading > Table R-1 column "SAE"

AND

Dose assessment results are NOT available

AND

>- 15 minutes have elapsed (Note 1)

Note 1: If dose assessment results are available, declaration should be based on
dose assessment (EAL RS1.2) instead of gaseous monitor values. Do NOT
delay declaration awaiting dose assessment results.

The Emergency Coordinator should NOT wait until the applicable time has
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the
condition will likely exceed the applicable time.
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Table R-1 Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds*

Release Point Monitor GE SAE I ALERT UE*
SPDS - (Total)

Offsite Gas
Rad Release

SPDS Point
B5097

OR OR

0n
0

SUM of:
FRVS Vent NG

+

North Plant
Vent NG

+

South Plant
Vent NG

+

Hardened
Torus Vent NG

SUM of:
9RX680

+

9RX590
+

9RX580

+

9RX5 18

5.25E+08
pCi/sec

5.25E+07
pCi/sec 3.OE+06 pCi/sec 3.0E+04 pCi/sec

The lesser of the following
thresholds:

Liquid R >200X the High Alarm Setpoint 2X the High Alarm
Discharge 9 >5.80E-02 uCi/cc Setpoint

0 >1.50E-02 uCi/cc - CST
discharge only

The lesser of the following
Cooling Tower 9RX506 thresholds: 2X the High Alarm

Blowdown 0 > 200X the High Alarm Setpoint Setpoint

* >1.64E-03 pCi/cc

TB Circ Water
Discharge

9RX505

The lesser of the following
thresholds:

• > 200X the High Alarm Setpoint

0 > 4.80E-04 pCi/cc - for
continuous release

• >5.80E-02 uCi/cc for batch
release

2X the High Alarm
Setpoint

-' i i

* For high alarm conditions on offgas pretreatment monitor 9RX621 or 9RX622, refer to EAL SU7.1

Basis:

[Refer to Appen 4i A f•r a t Si of the rFadioogical effluen t !QEA Ls.]

This I-C-EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site
boundary that exceed 10% of the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Releases of this
magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the protection of the
public.

[While these failures are addressed by other tsEALs, this IG-EAL provides appropriate
diversity and addresses events which may not be able to be classified on the basis of plant
status alone. It is important to note that for the more severe accidents the release may be
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unmonitored or there may be large uncertainties associated with the source term and/or
meteorology.4

[The EP9 PAGs are expressed in teMS of the SUm. of the effetive dose eqU,,alet (EDE-)
and the committedl effiective dose equivalent (CE=DE=), or- as the thyroid coemmitted doese
equ4valent (CDE). Fore the purpose of thes lO/EAL,9, the dose quantity total effectiv dose
equivalent (TE=DE% as defined in 10 CFR 20, is used in ieu of "...sum of EDE and E
The EPA PAG gUid.ance provdes for the use adult thyrfoid dose convs -I factor"s. Howev.er.,
some states hav`e dfecidedl to calculate child thyroid CDE=. Utility iGIEA4Ls need to be consistent
with those of the SttSiýVdi h faGX4ty emegenc-y planning zone.]

[The TEDE dose which forms the bases for the specified effluent monitor threshold is set at
10% of the EPA PAG, while the 500 .r.m thyr-oid D.E wa.. established in con.sideration o•
the 1:5 ratio of the EPA PAG fGr TEDE aRd thyroid CDE.j

E-AL4I

The sitespeeifG-Table R-1 monitor list in EAL #! sheuld includes effluent monitors on all
potential release pathways.

[The monitor reading EALs should be determ~ned using a dose assessment met hd that back
GaIGue from the dose values specific d in the IC. Sinee ess are gonorally not monpitore-d in

real-time, it is sug gested th at a release duration of one hour be assumqed, andf that the EALs
be based on a Site speci~fic boundarny (-or- beyond) dose of 100 mnroem whole body or 500 Mrem
thyroid in One hour, whichever is more &Pgig (as was done for EALs #2 and #4). if indivdua
site aa4se k~ indate a longer or- sherteF duragep ýor- he period in which the subsantial, i i r •V shouldv v be I vi, ,,,. d,1 . .,

pettion of the acnt44 i~s Fe'esd th longer duratienson i eue.

[The meteorology used. should be the same as those used. for- d ,ter-,,ing AU , and AA .
monitor- reading E•Is. Th4e same sour"e term (noble gases-, paýculates, and haiogens) may
also be u ed as long as it maintains a realistic and Per 4p ar-esat'on betw~een the E-AI
for the 9fo ur laSSifiatiops. if proeper eScalat. es do not result from the use of the same sourcne
t erm, if the caIGU"'td values arc unrealistically- ' high, or- if norreIatien between the valuesan
des assessment values does Pot e'st' th-P Gepois de usin'g an ac~ide it sour~e trmg AforASI
and AG1 Ga""' 'at'one.]

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is
not, the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted,
or may indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency
implementing procedures shu'-d call for the timely performance of dose assessments using
actual meteorology and release information. If the results of these dose assessments are
available when the classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the
dose assessment results override the monitor reading EAL.
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Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

This EAL address gaseous radioactivity releases, that for whatever reason, cause effluent
radiation monitor readings corresponding to site boundary doses that exceed 100 mRem
TEDE.

The column "SAE" gaseous effluent release value in Table R-1 corresponds to calculated

doses of 10% of the EPA Protective Action Guidelines (TEDE).

Instrumentation that may be used to assess this EAL is listed below:

* SPDS Point B5097 - Offsite Gas Rad Release

The SPDS point represents the total sum of Rad Gas Releases of the below 4 potential
release pathways.

* 9RX680 (RE-4811A) FRVS Vent Noble Gas

FRVS is normally maintained in a standby condition. Upon FRVS actuation and reactor
building isolation, FRVS circulates the reactor building air through HEPA and charcoal
filters. Releases are made to the atmosphere via the FRVS Vent Exhaust units.

• 9RX590 (RE-4873B) North Plant Vent (NPV) Noble Gas

The NPV receives discharge from the gaseous radwaste treatment system (Offgas
system), Chem Lab exhaust and solid radwaste area exhaust.

" 9RX580 (RE-4875B) South Plant (SPV) Vent Noble gas

The SPV receives discharge from the service/radwaste building, reactor building,
condensate demineralizer, pipe chase, turbine building mechanical vacuum pumps,
gland seal exhaust, and other untreated ventilation sources.
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* 9RX518 Hardened Torus Vent (HTV)

The HTV Rad Gas Release value is a calculated release rate based on HRT Rad
detectors 9RX516 (low range) or 9RX517 (high range) and the HTV flow rate. The HTV
is not a normal release pathway and is only used when the primary containment is
vented per EOP/SAMG guidelines.

If dose assessment results are available, EAL RS1.2 would dictate the need for a Site Area
Emergency classification due to abnormal radiation effluents.

Definitions:

IMMINENT: Mitigation actions have been ineffective, additional actions are not
expected to be successful, and trended information indicates that the event or condition
will occur within approximately 2 hours (unless a different time is specified).

VALID: An indication, report, or condition, is considered to be VALID when it is verified
by (1) an instrument channel check, or (2) indications on related or redundant
indicators, or (3) by direct observation by plant personnel, such that doubt related to the
indicator's operability, the condition's existence, or the report's accuracy is removed.
Implicit in this definition is the need for timely assessment.

EAL Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 Rev. 5, AS1 Example EAL #1
2. HCGS Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) Section 3.3.7.11 - Radioactive Gaseous

Effluent Monitoring Instrumentation
3. Hope Creek Radiological EAL Setpoint Calculation Document (Attachment 6)
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL# & Classification Level:

OPCON Applicability:

R - Abnormal Rad Levels / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Off-site dose resulting from an actual or IMMINENT release
of gaseous radioactivity greater than 100 mRem TEDE or
500 mRem Thyroid CDE for the actual or projected duration
of the release

RS1.2 - SITE AREA EMERGENCY

All

EAL:

Dose assessment using actual meteorology indicates TEDE 4-day dose > 4.OE+02 mRem
or Thyroid CDE dose > 2.OE+03 mRem at or beyond the MINIMUM EXCLUSION AREA
(MEA)

Basis:

r,•ýer to Append.4 A fr. a detaied basis of the radiologial efflu.Rtnt CEALs.]

This 4I,-EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the MINIMUM
EXCLUSION AREA (MEA)site boundary that exceed 10% of the EPA Protective Action
Guides (PAGs). Releases of this magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems
needed for the protection of the public.

While these failures are addressed by other 4-GsEALs, this IC-EAL provides appropriate
diversity and addresses events which may not be able to be classified on the basis of plant
status alone. It is important to note that for the more severe accidents the release may be
unmonitored or there may be large uncertainties associated with the source term and/or
meteorology.]

r Tfi rn Jý JD A D A (-- c- m rz2ý ý no c-c--%rl in forrno nF fkn ot tn-ýr4flin nffmf-fhlý rjnoý n !1h1n1nnf ljýr)JE71
I..., VT7 hVYJ 'DI"

1
1 ~ IC.II '.DD L . .LDI ' III~ L . ~JL L D D DI L I~~

and the committed effective dose e qui'va/ent (CE=DE=), or as the thyroGid committed dose-
equivalet (ODE). For- the purpo-se of these !Q/E, L&, the dose quantity total-. effective do~se
equivýalent (TE-DE, as defined in 1 0 CFR 20, is used in !io-u of "-.sum of E-LE and CQEDE..,

OA DIL.D D ~ '.I~.I'.I DD.'J pI ~ D ' MA.. ',4- F - P .I..l-I ,-- 4DDJI,,,-;,J .I'S.)J--- \S DD'.1'.t C- I.A.JL.I I I'J I'.V.

ZI~ i*i-~. 1---CA 1-1 - -1- -...-
on mTID. *.JLI... L1)IDA 1,,, 'A..1,DDAi.40r LI...Io 1.11.41 fin LADLI L1...I 1.1 Iflf, 511.47 II q) '.111. I.... hez r..'LDD

with the StatOS in o4ed i the faclty'...... emergenc I aPann zone.1

The TEDE dose is set at 10% of the EPA PAG, while the 500 mrem thyroid CDE was
established in consideration of the 1:5 ratio of the EPA PAG for TEDE and thyroid CDE.]
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EAL-#!

The site Specific mnritor list in EAL #I should inRclde cifluet r;moitors on all poteRtial relcase
pathways.

[The mo.nitir reading EALs should be deterined using a doe assessment mnet4od that ba,
calculates from the doese vaIues specific d in the !C. Sin~ doeses are generall not tmonitor-ed i
real gme it is suggested that a 'eease duration of on~e hour be assumed-, and that the &4Ls
be based, on a site specific boundary- (qor beyond) dose of 100 ..r.em whole body or 500 Mr-e
thyro÷id . one hour, wh•ichever. is more ,mtg (as was done for- EALs #2 and ,. 4)f individual
site analyses indicate a lbnger or shcion duration foro w the perid in w ich the substangtaL
poion of the activutyis roleas, the longert mduration sheuld be ussdn]

[The meteorooigy used should be the samhe as these used for ofdose asesmgAU and AAi
monitor reading Eols. The same sourae terim (noble gases, paof the ates, and halogens) may
also be used as long as it m~ain tains a r-ealisti and noar linear- escalation between the E4Ls
for- the four classifications. if proper escalatiens do not result from the use of the same source
doerassessth e result s 'tdrrie e h it "eadig te van

dose assessment values d~oes not exist, then eonsider usIin an acc-Gident sourc~e term for ASi
and AGI cacuaionsP.]

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is
not, the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted,
or may indicate that a higher classification is warranted. For this reason, emergency
implementing procedures should-call for the timely performance of dose assessments using
actual meteorology and release information, If the results of these dose assessments are
available when the classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the
dose assessment results override the monitor reading EAL.
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Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The dose assessment output on the Station Status Checklist (SSCL) is reported at varying
distances from the plant as a TEDE 4-Day dose. This TEDE 4-day dose assumes a 4 hr
release duration. To obtain the approximate dose for a projected release condition of 1 hour,
the TEDE 4-day dose value would need to be divided by 4.

A TEDE 4-Day Dose > 4.0E+02 mRem correspond directly to a TEDE dose rate value of 100
mRem/hr and exceeds 10% of the EPA Protective Actions Guides (PAGs). The Thyroid-CDE
Dose > 2.OE+03 mRem correspond directly to an CDE dose rate value of 500 mRem/hr and
exceeds 10% of the EPA Protective Actions Guides (PAGs) which was established in
consideration of the 1:5 ratio of the EPA PAG for TEDE and thyroid CDE.

For the purposes of this EAL, the Site Boundary for HCGS is the MINIMUM EXCLUSION

AREA distance; see definition below.

Definitions:

IMMINENT: Mitigation actions have been ineffective, additional actions are not
expected to be successful, and trended information indicates that the event or condition
will occur within approximately 2 hours (unless a different time is specified).

MINIMUM EXCLUSION AREA (MEA): The closest location just beyond the OWNER
CONTROLLED AREA where a member of the general public could gain access. For
Hope Creek the MEA is 0.56 miles.

OWNER CONTROLLED AREA (OCA): Property owned, maintained and controlled by
PSEG Nuclear as part of the Salem & Hope Creek Generating Station complex. For the
purpose of emergency classification, area from the PSEG Nuclear access road
checkpoint and inward towards the stations is considered the OCA.

EAL Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 Rev. 5, AS1 Example EAL #2
2. Hope Creek Radiological EAL Setpoint Calculation Document (Attachment 6)
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

R - Abnormal Rad Levels / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Off-site dose resulting from an actual or IMMINENT release
of gaseous radioactivity greater than 100 mRem TEDE or
500 mRem Thyroid CDE for the actual or projected duration
of the release

EAL# & Classification Level: RS1.3 - SITE AREA EMERGENCY

OPCON Applicability: All

EAL:

Field survey results indicate closed window dose rates > 100 mRem/hr expected to
continue for >_ 1 hr at or beyond the PROTECTED AREA BOUNDARY

OR

Analyses of field survey samples indicate 1-131 concentration > 3.85E-07 RCi/cc at or
beyond the PROTECTED AREA BOUNDARY

Basis:

FRefer- to Anmendi-x Afor a dotailod -basis of the ra-diologic~al effluent !Q/E-ALsi1
L ...... v...........-. U

This 1.0-EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the
PROTECTED AREA BOUNDARYsite boundaiythat exceed 10% of the EPA Protective
Action Guides (PAGs). Releases of this magnitude are associated with the failure of plant
systems needed for the protection of the public.

While these failures are addressed by other I-GsEALs, this ,G-EAL provides appropriate
diversity and addresses events which may not be able to be classified on the basis of plant
status alone. It is important to note that for the more severe accidents the release may be
unmonitored or there may be large uncertainties associated with the source term and/or
meteorology.]

r rll.,• =r, tI) MA f•• •, • ., 4 - -;•÷ -• ,F-,, -•,,,,. ,- ÷•-F ,•'-•,• , 4 -./'--, , h .•

- 4 'F I/-.. ~II *.IJtI A.1 t flt.J hnrfI.I.. /I LtsIIII nr noI LIn Its ts4I IItI IIt sItts II't "Istt tIJ nlV%4 1 II.

rl~ I-dr n 'll ' n 1 1lr ncr n=1 E7-r i ll - L'fCA Ct 41r Al f I rft, 4#fl#C / 4tf;lCn f f;'* -%Ct

•vv

ts IV q-11 t"- L t-I L Its fIly ItststsV vs aI ItsY tst I t CY, UI It jZ sss : I .1I U) tfr rJ T st U,4 U5 I M t V 1514155

cgu4,ivalot (EEas defined in 10 GF-R 20-, is used in lieu of "...sumn of EDE= and CE=DE ......
T-hc EP=A PAG -.'danoc pro vidss for the use adult thyrid dose coný-6 .OPso factor-s. Howovear-,

soesaeshv eide to aGst h~ yodG U4ilit lO/EA4Ls need to be Gonsistni#-41,o have~ thyroid
- 1-1-1 1-1-1 11 111*17
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The TEDE dose is set at 10% of the EPA PAG, while the 500 mrem thyroid CDE was
established in consideration of the 1:5 ratio of the EPA PAG for TEDE and thyroid CDE.J

EAL#1

The site specific monitor list in EAL #1 should include cifluent menGRtors onal otnta
release pathways.

[The mopitor- reading EALs ahould be determined using a dose assessment Methd
that b'ack calculates from4 the dose values spec-ified in the 1C. Since d-oses are generally not
monitor-ed in real-time, it ýs suggested th-at a release dfur-ation of one hour- be asueand

tha the -6; be based on4 a Site specific boundary (orbcyond) dose of 100 mromp whoele body
or- 500 mr-em thyroeid in one hour-, which ever :~s more limiting (as was do no for EALs #2 an
#t4). if indivdual site analyses indicate a Iongr or sh odrtr duration for- the period in which the
substantia , nete of the aGUWv4t is released, the longer- dur-ation should be used.]

[The meteorology, used should be the same9 as these used dqf detorm~nhgAU~1 and
AA 1 monitor reading EALs. The amsorete~rm (noble gases, atclts and halogen-s)
may also be used as long as it m~aintai'ns a r-eqg-tiG an Ra'ear- eclto between th
E(=,4 1- for the four classi;ficationGs. If proeper saaFn do not result-from the use of the Same
sourGe teP if the G~al'a tedf va' I aes unr-eag&4tlAIl 13@h, OrF correlation between-the
values and dose assessment values does not exist, then consideF -Gai~det se~r
term Afo AS! an 4G-3 calculations.]

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

This EAL addresses a radioactivity release field survey 1-131 sample concentration or count
rate that would result in a Thyroid ODE dose of greater than 500 mRemn for one hour of
inhalation at or beyond the PROTECTED AREA BOUNDARY. This value exceeds 10% of the
EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Releases of this magnitude are associated with the
failure of plant systems needed for the protection of the public.

The Iodine-1 31 field survey sample concentration and count rate threshold is based on 1-131
dose conversion factors (DOFs) from EPA-400. The thresholds are based on a Thyroid-ODE
Dose Rate of 500 mRem/hr for 1-131.

For the purposes of this EAL, the PROTECTED AREA BOUNDARY is used as it is an easily
determined location to obtain a field survey dose rate reading or to obtain a field sample.

Definitions:

IMMINENT: Mitigation actions have been ineffective, additional actions are not
expected to be successful, and trended information indicates that the event or condition
will occur within approximately 2 hours (unless a different time is specified).

PROTECTED AREA (PA): A security controlled area within the OWNER-
CONTROLLED AREA (OCA) that is enclosed by the security perimeter fence and
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HCGS ECG - EAL Technical Bases EP-HC-1 11-203

monitored by intrusion detection systems. Access to the PA requires proper security
clearance and is controlled at the Security Center.

OWNER CONTROLLED AREA (OCA): Property owned, maintained and controlled by
PSEG Nuclear as part of the Salem & Hope Creek Generating Station complex. For the
purpose of emergency classification, area from the PSEG Nuclear access road
checkpoint and inward towards the stations is considered the OCA.

EAL Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 Rev. 5, AS1 Example EAL #4
2. HCGS Offsite Dose Calculation Manual Figure 5.1.1-1, Area Plot Plan of Site
3. Hope Creek Radiological EAL Setpoint Calculation Document (Attachment 6)
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

R - Abnormal Rad Levels / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Off-site dose resulting from an actual or IMMINENT release
of gaseous radioactivity greater than 1000 mRem TEDE or
5000 mRem Thyroid CDE for the actual or projected
duration of the release

All

EAL# & Classification Level: RGI.1 - GENERAL EMERGENCY

EAL:

VALID gaseous monitor reading > Table R-1 column "GE"

AND

Dose assessment results are NOT available

AND

_ 15 minutes have elapsed (Note 1)

Note 1: If dose assessment results are available, declaration should be based on
dose assessment (EAL RG1.2) instead of gaseous monitor values. Do
NOT delay declaration awaiting dose assessment results.

The Emergency Coordinator should NOT wait until the applicable time has
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the
condition will likely exceed the applicable time.
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Table R-1 Effluent Monitor Classification Thresholds*

Release Point Monitor GE SAE ALERT UE*

SPDS - (Total) SPDS Point
Offsite Gas

Rad Release

OR OR

SUM of: SUM of:
FRVS Vent NG 9RX6800 5.25E+08 5.25E+070a + + 3.OE+06 pCi/sec 3.OE+04 pCi/sec

pCi/sec pCi/sec
North Plant

Vent NG 9RX590

+ +

South Plant 9RX580
Vent NG

+ +
Hardened

Torus Vent NG

The lesser of the following
thresholds:

Liquid • >200X the High Alarm Setpoint 2X the High Alarm
Radwaste 9RX508
Discharge * >5.80E-02 uCi/cc Setpoint

a >1.50E-02 uCi/cc - CST
discharge only

The lesser of the following

:2 Cooling Tower thresholds: 2X the High Alarm
" Blowdown 9 > 200X the High Alarm Setpoint Setpoint

" >1.64E-03 pCi/cc

The lesser of the following
thresholds:

TB Circ Water e > 200X the High Alarm Setpoint 2X the High Alarm
Discharge 9RX505 - > 4.80E-04 atCi/cc - for Setpoint

continuous release

0 >5.80E-02 uCi/cc for batch
release

* For high alarm conditions on offgas pretreatment monitor 9RX621 or 9RX622, refer to EAL SU7.1

Basis:

This IG-EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site
boundary that exceed the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Public protective actions will
be necessary. Releases of this magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems
needed for the protection of the public and likely involve fuel damage.

While these failures are addressed by other ,G-sEALs, this IG-EAL provides appropriate
diversity and addresses events which may not be able to be classified on the basis of plant
status alone. It is important to note that for the more severe accidents the release may be
unmonitored or there may be large uncertainties associated with the source term and/or
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meteorology.1

The TEDE dose which forms the bases for the specified effluent monitor threshold is set at the
EPA PAG., while the 5000 .. remn thyroid CnDE was established in consideration of the 1:5 ratie
of-the EP-A PAG fGr TEDE and thyroid OIDE]

The site-SpeGifieTable R-1 monitor list in EAL #1 should includes effluent monitors on all
potential release pathways.

[efer- to Appedix A for adetaiied basis of the ra-dllg~Ica! flun !Q4EALs.][The E-94 AGs
re x-pre sse- din tcrmqs of the sum of the effective dose equ4valent (EDE) and the a ommitted

effectve-dose equivalent (CE=DE), or- aS the thyroid Gommittedf dose equivaent (CDE). F-or the
purpose of these !G/EA~s, the dose quantity total effoctive dose equivalent (TEDE,), as
defd in 10 FR 2, is used in ieu of '...sum of EDE and CEDE ....". The EPA PAG guidanGe
provides for the use adult thyroid d-oe conversion factors. However-, sme• states have

4oded to !Gluiate child thyroid GDE=. U44lit lQ/EAL& Peed to lbe consistent with those of the
states involved in the facilites megnyPlanning zone.]I

E-AL-#H

[The monitor-r-eading EALs should be determinedf using a dose assessment method that back
ealculates from the dose v • p...• iP'f d the 1G. SiPe do .. a.e go ..ra.l .not monitored in
repal ti oome, it isuggestd dthata releaos duratin of I, hou be assumed-, and that the EAL1
be based[ o a site spe.ific boundary (or beyond) dose of 1000 mr.em whole body or- 500
mrom thyroeid in one hour-, whicheveF is mere .,mting (as • was done forhEALs#H 2 and #1,). i
Sind a dsie aI;+- smen i iated a oner ol metero duroation fore the period in whicg E
nottan the resuls Of the act4vty :s released, the iendae duration should be usead a

[The mneteorooloegy used should be the samerasrthose used for determinting AU! an
AA 1 mtlognitr releading EALs. The samte source term (noble gases, ies are
halo gens) m~ay also be used das long- as it maintains a realisti an nea lin 4Pe ar
esaew ioen between the 4-1s fAo the four a alorf prer escalations dol not
result fr-om the use of the same so urco term, ite- Gca'!G- ated valus ar
unreafistically high, Or if coRre,4G i n beteen the Values an-ossesmn
t "'eS does not e~i-St, en consier- us;g pg a.- aGid I ser-e term for- AS 1 and
AGI cluain.

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is
not, the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warrantedT
or may indicate that a higher claSsification is warranted. For this reason, emergency
implementing procedures seku44-call for the timely performance of dose assessments using
actual meteorology and release information. If the results of these dose assessments are
available when the classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the
dose assessment results override the monitor reading EAL.
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Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

This EAL address gaseous radioactivity releases, that for whatever reason, cause effluent
radiation monitor readings corresponding to site boundary doses that exceed 1000 mRem
TEDE.

The column GE gaseous effluent release value in Table R-1 corresponds to calculated doses

of 100% of the EPA Protective Action Guidelines (TEDE).

Instrumentation that may be used to assess this EAL is listed below:

* SPDS Point B5097 - Offsite Gas Rad Release

The SPDS point represents the total sum of Rad Gas Releases of the below 4 potential
release pathways.

• 9RX680 (RE-4811A) FRVS Vent Noble Gas

FRVS is normally maintained in a standby condition. Upon FRVS actuation and reactor
building isolation, FRVS circulates the reactor building air through HEPA and charcoal
filters. Releases are made to the atmosphere via the FRVS Vent Exhaust units.

• 9RX590 (RE-4873B) North Plant Vent (NPV) Noble Gas

The NPV receives discharge from the gaseous radwaste treatment system (Offgas
system), Chem Lab exhaust and solid radwaste area exhaust.

" 9RX580 (RE-4875B) South Plant (SPV) Vent Noble gas

The SPV receives discharge from the service/radwaste building, reactor building,
condensate demineralizer, pipe chase, turbine building mechanical vacuum pumps,
gland seal exhaust, and other untreated ventilation sources.

• 9RX518 Hardened Torus Vent (HTV)

The HTV Rad Gas Release value is a calculated release rate based on HRT Rad
detectors 9RX516 (low range) or 9RX517 (high range) and the HTV flow rate. The HTV
is not a normal release pathway and is only used when the primary containment is
vented per EOP/SAMG guidelines.

If dose assessment results are available, EAL RG1.2 would dictate the need for a General
Emergency classification due to abnormal radiation effluents.

Definitions:
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IMMINENT: Mitigation actions have been ineffective, additional actions are not
expected to be successful, and trended information indicates that the event or condition
will occur within approximately 2 hours (unless a different time is specified).

VALID: An indication, report, or condition, is considered to be VALID when it is verified
by (1) an instrument channel check, or (2) indications on related or redundant
indicators, or (3) by direct observation by plant personnel, such that doubt related to the
indicator's operability, the condition's existence, or the report's accuracy is removed.
Implicit in this definition is the need for timely assessment.

EAL Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 Rev. 5, AG1 Example EAL #1
2. HCGS Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) Section 3.3.7.11 - Radioactive Gaseous

Effluent Monitoring Instrumentation
3. Hope Creek Radiological EAL Setpoint Calculation Document (Attachment 6)
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL# & Classification Level:

OPCON Applicability:

R - Abnormal Rad Levels / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Off-site dose resulting from an actual or IMMINENT release
of gaseous radioactivity greater than 1000 mRem TEDE or
5000 mRem Thyroid CDE for the actual or projected
duration of the release

RG1.2 - GENERAL EMERGENCY

All

EAL:

Dose assessment using actual meteorology indicates TEDE 4-day dose > 4.OE+03 mRem
or Thyroid CDE dose > 2.OE+04 mRem at or beyond the MINIMUM EXCLUSION AREA
(MEA)

Basis:

rRefeF to Aaqn dix A for- a doetaigcd basis of the radiolaicaloeffluent 1Q4EA1sJ.1

This IG-EAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the MINIMUM
EXCLUSION AREA (MEA)site beHndary that exceed the EPA Protective Action Guides
(PAGs). Public protective actions will be necessary. Releases of this magnitude are
associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the protection of the public and likely
involve fuel damage.

While these failures are addressed by other l4;sEALs, this IG-EAL provides appropriate
diversity and addresses events which may not be able to be classified on the basis of plant
status alone. It is important to note that for the more severe accidents the release may be
unmonitored or there may be large uncertainties associated with the source term and/or
meteorology.1

r7-/,- CDA 0 A fŽ--r ,h-n-,., , ,.---- - 1.Cry -fI-r Ff--4 r c n /CI*)

and the commPitted effectiVe doS- eoaquivalent CE-DE~), or- as the thyred com~mitted dose
eqgw' lnt (CDE). For- the purpose of these 11/E,4Ls-, the dose qUantity total eff-ective doese
eq..a.e. t (TEDE,, as defined in 10 CFR 20, is used 4 n"/u of "... sumof EDE _and CEDE,-.
Th -EPA PAG guidapnce prov.des fo the use a'dult thyr'oid de&- cov 6s -o -. n fa•c•to. Howe . r.,
som4e s-tats havoe decided to calcGulate child thyr~oid CDE-. Utqiiy 4E,4Ls Peed to be conSiStoni

.... ... II ... .... .-... .. - ........................ - ...... ......... ... I.. ..... ..

The TEDE dose is set at the EPA PAG, while the 5000 mrem thyroid CDE was established in
consideration of the 1:5 ratio of the EPA PAG for TEDE and thyroid CDE.]
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EAt-#14

The site specific m.onitor ist in EAL #, should iRnc-de efflUent mo.Rnitors o all poentRial releaSe

[The monitor- reading EA4Ls shouldl be determined using a dose assessment method that back
calculates from3 the dose values specified in the IC. Since do9ses are gen orally Pot Monitored i3
real time, it is suggested that a roleaso durat.ion of one hour- be assumed, andf that the E=4 16
be based on a site specific- boundar-y (or beyond) dose of 1000 in,~m whele body or 5000
,r-em thoi• d in O... ho ur-, ..heer ..s mo,-,e lmiting (as was done for EALs #2 and #44. it
individual site an aI}s 43~ nd~cate a longer or c& Goter ,r- tiOn fe;Oth period in wihi the
su bstanPfn tialepo~ of the activty is released-, the longeor duratgen sheuId be usaed]

[The meteorologyý used should be the same as these Used Afo detormlnig AUI and AA 1
Im'onitor reading EALs. The same source term (noeble gases, par:eulate s, and/ halogens) May
also be used as long as it.mitis- elsicadna linear- escalat4Gn between the EAL-s
for- the four- classifications. if proeper esc-ala-ti'ens do not re sult fr-om the use of the same sourcGe
term, if the cacltdvalues are uI1realiStically high, or if correlation between the vle n

dOs a8ssessment values does not eXist, then conSider using a. n c entsurGe term for- AS

Since dose assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the monitor reading EAL is
not, the results from these assessments may indicate that the classification is not warranted-,
Or may indicate that a higher classificatio s aratd For this reason, emergency
implementing procedures should-call for the timely performance of dose assessments using
actual meteorology and release information. If the results of these dose assessments are
available when the classification is made (e.g., initiated at a lower classification level), the
dose assessment results override the monitor reading EAL.
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Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The dose assessment output on the SSCL is reported at varying distances from the plant as a
TEDE 4-Day dose. This TEDE 4-day dose assumes a 4 hr release duration. To obtain the
approximate dose for a projected release condition of 1 hour, the TEDE 4-day dose value
would need to be divided by 4.

A TEDE 4-Day Dose > 4.OE+03 mRem correspond directly to a TEDE dose rate value of 1000
mRem/hr and exceeds the EPA Protective Actions Guides (PAGs). The Thyroid-CDE Dose >
2.0E+04 mRem correspond directly to an CDE dose rate value of 5000 mRem/hr and exceeds
the EPA Protective Actions Guides (PAGs) which was established in consideration of the 1:5
ratio of the EPA PAG for TEDE and thyroid CDE.

For the purposes of this EAL, the Site Boundary for HCGS is the MINIMUM EXCLUSION

AREA distance; see definition below.

Definitions:

IMMINENT: Mitigation actions have been ineffective, additional actions are not
expected to be successful, and trended information indicates that the event or condition
will occur within approximately 2 hours (unless a different time is specified).

MINIMUM EXCLUSION AREA (MEA): The closest location just beyond the OWNER
CONTROLLED AREA where a member of the general public could gain access. For
Hope Creek the MEA is 0.56 miles.

OWNER CONTROLLED AREA (OCA): Property owned, maintained and controlled by
PSEG Nuclear as part of the Salem & Hope Creek Generating Station complex. For the
purpose of emergency classification, area from the PSEG Nuclear access road
checkpoint and inward towards the stations is considered the OCA.

EAL Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 Rev. 5, AG1 Example EAL #2
2. Hope Creek Radiological EAL Setpoint Calculation Document (Attachment 6)
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

EAL# & Classification Level:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL:

R - Abnormal Rad Levels / Rad Effluent

1 - Offsite Rad Conditions

Off-site dose resulting from an actual or IMMINENT release
of gaseous radioactivity greater than 1000 mRem TEDE or
5000 mRem Thyroid CDE for the actual or projected
duration of the release

RG1.3 - GENERAL AREA EMERGENCY

All

Field survey results indicate closed window dose rates > 1000 mRem/hr expected to

continue for - 1 hr at or beyond the PROTECTED AREA BOUNDARY

OR

Analyses of field survey samples indicate 1-131 concentration > 3.85E-06 !tCi/cc at or
beyond the PROTECTED AREA BOUNDARY

Basis:

f p~fpr tp ppntpdiý A4 fnr .q ~~!d fh ofh~ tffm IC/PA!-4 cz I
P'I I- '---'I.

This 1GEAL addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the
PROTECTED AREA BOUNDARYsit-e-bounda that exceed the EPA Protective Action
Guides (PAGs). Public protective actions will be necessary. Releases of this magnitude are
associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the protection of the public and likely
involve fuel damage.

While these failures are addressed by other IG-sEALs, this IG-EAL provides appropriate
diversity and addresses events which may not be able to be classified on the basis of plant
status alone. It is important to note that for the more severe accidents the release may be
unmonitored or there may be large uncertainties associated with the source term and/or
meteorology.]

r-ri,~ =A DA (
2

c. ý ý ;c' ,n r fL- -c .- ,C i ý, - ; *-~,-F ,-~ 4^n-~

,E-DE ( and the OMMitted eff.c.iv/ doSe equivalent (CEDE-), or- as the thrid , ommitted dose
qui'vaIet (CDE). For the puFp•se of these !CIEALa, the dose quantity total effectiv dose

equivalent ,TE)E, as defined in 1 0 C0R ?Q, is u..sed in lieu o.f •.... sum f E=DE= and CEDE=....
-The PA PAG g""dan.e prowdes orF the use adult throid dose conV ersion. On faGto . ....e....
some states hahvd•ci•deid to ca•cul ate child th..oid CDE.. Utilty !/EALs need to be consisten
With those9 ofthe stat I 11Vovd- in the- f-acG Iities8 eMerGeny14- nIanPnAlpq zone.]I
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The TEDE dose is set at the EPA PAG, while the 5000 mrem thyroid CDE was established in
consideration of the 1:5 ratio of the EPA PAG for TEDE and thyroid CDE.]

EAL 4!

The site sp-cifi- monitor list in EAIL #1 should include efflUeRt mRRitors OR all potential
release pathways.

[The monitor- reading EALs should be determined using a dose assessment mcthod
that back GalcUlates from the do-se values specified in the 1G. SiPcc dose& arc generally not
monitorzed in real time, it is suggestee dthat a release dur-ation of one hoUr be aSSUMed-, and
that the EA4Ls be basedf en a Site S-pecific boundar-y (9r beyond) dose of 1000 mr-em whole
body, or- 5000 mr-em th~yroid in one hour, which ever :s mor-e limitig (as was done Afo EA4Ls2
andf #4). if ind4dawP! site anays iniaealne-rso uation for the period in whc
the substantial poition of the ac t44,ty is released-, the longer- duration should be used.]

[The meteoroelogy u~sed should be thesame as those used for- deter, ining A94an
AA 1 monto r-ead&3g EALs. The same sourcGe term (noble gases, patticulates, and halogens)
may, als be used as long as it maintains a r-ealSt. . an dnear- li.ear es•ea lation bet,-, ee, the
EALs for thMe fou Glassificatios•. if pr.oper esalations do not nr-sult from the use of te s.m.
soUrce term, if the ,GaI''ated values are unrealisti•c •, high, or- if correlation between th

values and dose assessment values does not exist, then conside~r uli-g an a cold ent source
term for AS! and AGi cualcufations]

Sincc dese assessment is based on actual meteorology, whereas the mnritio readicnt
EAL is not, the results from these asEdssments may irdicate that the lassificatione is no
warranted, or may indicate that a higher classification is waraRnted. Fee this reasoe,
emergencGy implementing procedures should call for the timely pe~formance of doe
assessments using aGtual meteorology and release informatien. if the results of these dose
plasssmemts aer available wher the iis made (e.g., initiated at a lwer
classification level), the dose assessment results override the meniter F ad4~EL

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

This EAL addresses a radioactivity release field survey 1-131 sample concentration or count
rate that would result in a Thyroid ODE dose of greater than 5000 mRem for one hour of
inhalation at or beyond the PROTECTED AREA BOUNDARY. This value exceeds the EPA
Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Releases of this magnitude are associated with the failure of
plant systems needed for the protection of the public.

The lodine-1 31 field survey sample concentration and count rate threshold is based on 1-131
dose conversion factors (DOFs) from EPA-400. The thresholds are based on a Thyroid-ODE
Dose Rate of 5000 mRem/hr for 1-13 1.

For the purposes of this EAL, the PROTECTED AREA BOUNDARY is used as it is an easily
determined location to obtain a field survey dose rate reading or to obtain a field sample.
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Definitions:

IMMINENT: Mitigation actions have been ineffective, additional actions are not
expected to be successful, and trended information indicates that the event or condition
will occur within approximately 2 hours (unless a different time is specified).

PROTECTED AREA (PA): A security controlled area within the OWNER-
CONTROLLED AREA (OCA) that is enclosed by the security perimeter fence and
monitored by intrusion detection systems. Access to the PA requires proper security
clearance and is controlled at the Security Center.

OWNER CONTROLLED AREA (OCA): Property owned, maintained and controlled by
PSEG Nuclear as part of the Salem & Hope Creek Generating Station complex. For the
purpose of emergency classification, area from the PSEG Nuclear access road
checkpoint and inward towards the stations is considered the OCA.

EAL Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 Rev. 5, AG1 Example EAL #4
2. HCGS Offsite Dose Calculation Manual Figure 5.1.1-1, Area Plot Plan of Site
3. Hope Creek Radiological EAL Setpoint Calculation Document (Attachment 6)
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Classification Level:

EAL:

R - Abnormal Rad Levels / Rad Effluent

2 - Onsite Rad Conditions/Fuel Pool Events

UNPLANNED rise in plant radiation levels

All

RU2.1 - UNUSUAL EVENT

UNPLANNED water level drop in the reactor cavity or spent fuel poo
by ANY of the following:

* Confirmed SFP low level alarm
Annunciator D1-A5 (FUEL POOL LEVEL HI/LO)

I (SFP) as indicated

* R-<eactor Water Level Slhutdown Range Indicator LI-R6t0S-12

* Visual observation (local or remote)

AND

VALID area radiation monitor reading rise on ANY of the following:

* Spent Fuel Storage Pool Area (9RX707)

* New Fuel Criticality A Rad (9RX612)

• New Fuel Criticality B Rad (9RX613)

• Temporary Refueling Bridge ARM

1

Basis:

This IG-EAL addresses increased radiation levels as a result of water level decreases above
irradiated fuel or events that have resulted, or may result, in unplanned increases in radiation
dose rates within plant buildings. These radiation increases represent a loss of control over
radioactive material and represent a potential degradation in the level of safety of the plant.

EAL-4#1
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[Site speaific indications may ihnc•ude instrurentation suo h as wateF i. veo and poal area
rwadiation uenitrs, and perlsoael (e.g., refueling crew) repouds. if avaiable, video cameras
may allow r-emote obs-ervation. Dep cnding on available level instrumentation, the dec-larat:o
thresheld moay need to be based on iidication of water makeup rate or deease in water
storage tank leove ]

[In light Of ReaaGOt Cavity Seal fafluAre ingidents at two diffe ~nto PWR o and lsos of water
in the Spent Fuoel PeteFauel Transfer Canal at a tWR, expliit coverage of these types Aof a0
voia thhorld#1 is appropriate gven their potential fko inereeased doses to plant staffe.l

The refueling pathway is the a fsite speci-combination of cavities, tubes, anls and pools in
which spent fuel may be located. While a radiation monitor could detect an increase in dose
rate due to a drop in the water level, it might not be a reliable indication of whether or not the
fuel is covered.

For example, an refueling ehrdghe-ARM reading may increase due to planned evolutions such
as head lift, or even a fuel assembly being raised in the manipulator mastfuel grapple. Also, a
monitor could in fact be properly responding to a known event involving transfer or relocation
of a source, stored in or near the fuel pool or responding to a planned evolution such as
removal of the reactor head. Generally, increased radiation monitor indications will need to
combined with another indicator (or personnel report) of water loss.1

[Applic-ation of this EALr guqiries unec.nin of the ac-tual radio 'ogi al GoJ~di~or-

pr-esent in the vicinity of the monitor-. Inform:ation Notice No. 90 09-, "KR-85 Hazar-ds fo
Decay-ed F-uel" Sh Uld be considered in establishing radiation monitor: EALs.]

For refueling events where the water level drops below the RPV flange classification would be
via EAL 0U32.1. This event escalates to an ALERT per AA2-EAL RA2.1 if irradiated fuel
outside the reactor vesseRPV is uncovered. For events involving irradiated fuel in the reaote-
ve-s-e4tRPV, escalation would be via the Fission Product Barrier Table for events in operating

•R04dsOPCONS 1-43.

EAL 42

This EAL addresses inrGea@ses in plant radiation levels that represcnt a loss Of control oG
radioa•tive 'aterial resulting iR a peotential degrfadatin in the level of safety of the plant.

This EAL excludes radiation level increases that result froem planned activities sucha
use of radiographic 6sou s and movement of radioative waste matefrials. A Spe•ific list of
ARMs is n'ot required as it wo.uld •restr;t the applcability of the Threshold,. The intent is to
identify Ioss of contro-l of radioactive material in any monitored area.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:
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The fuel pool low level alarm is actuated by level switch LSHL-4657 when fuel pool water level
drops below 39 ft 9 in. This alarm is actuated by local panel alarm 10C214 1-1 Fuel Pool Lo
Level or 10C214 1-2 Reactor Cavity Low Level. The reactor cavity low level alarms at 75 in.
from LISL-N027 (L-1 1683) reactor vessel level Shutdown Range transmitter 1 BBLT-N027
(1 CCLT-1 1683). The annunciator on local Panel 10C214 is always valid for low Spent Fuel
Pool level, however it is only enabled for the low reactor cavity water level during refueling
operations. The annunciator on local Panel 10C214 alarms on low Spent Fuel Pool level
and/or low reactor cavity water level when the annunciator is enabled.

During refueling operations, the reactor cavity is flooded and reactor cavity level indication is
monitored on the shutdown instrument range (LI-R605-B21).

When irradiated fuel is not seated in the RPV or SFP storage racks, there still remains the
possibility of uncovering irradiated fuel during refueling operations. Therefore, this EAL is
applicable for conditions in which irradiated fuel is being transferred to and from the RPV and
spent fuel pool as well as for spent fuel pool drain down events.

Area radiation monitors that may respond to a loss of spent fuel shielding are those located on
the 201' elevation (refuel floor):

* Spent Fuel Storage Pool Area (9RX707)

* New Fuel Criticality A Rad (9RX612)

* New Fuel Criticality B Rad (9RX613)

" Temporary Refueling Bridge ARM

Definitions:

UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not the result of an intended
evolution and requires corrective or mitigative actions.

VALID: An indication, report, or condition, is considered to be VALID when it is verified
by (1) an instrument channel check, or (2) indications on related or redundant
indicators, or (3) by direct observation by plant personnel, such that doubt related to the
indicator's operability, the condition's existence, or the report's accuracy is removed.
Implicit in this definition is the need for timely assessment.

EAL Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 Rev. 5, AU2 Example EAL #1
2. HC.OP-AR.ZZ-0013(Q) Overhead Annunciator Window Box D1-A5
3. HC.OP-AR.EC-0002(Q) Reactor Level Indication Panel 10C214
4. HC.OP-AB.COOL-004(Q) Fuel Pool Cooling
5. HC.OP-AB.CONT-005(Q) Irradiated Fuel Damage
6. UFSAR Table 12.3-9 Area Radiation Monitor Detector Locations
7. UFSAR Section 9.1.3.5 Instrumentation Applications
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8. HC.IC-GP.BB-0003(Q) Channel L-11683 / B21-N027 Rx Cavity Floodup Level/RX
Shutdown Range Level Setup
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Classification Level:

EAL:

R - Abnormal Rad Levels / Rad Effluent

2 - Onsite Rad Conditions/Fuel Pool Events

UNPLANNED rise in plant radiation levels

All

RU2.2 - UNUSUAL EVENT

UNPLANNED VALID area radiation monitor readings or survey results rise by a factor of
1,000 over normal levels (Note 7)

Note 7: Normal levels can be considered as the highest reading in the past 24
hours excluding the current peak value

Basis:

This IG-EAL addresses increased radiation levels as a resu!t of water level decreases above
;iradiated fuel or events that have resulted, or may result, in UNPLANNED increases in
radiation dose rates within plant buildings. These radiation increases represent a loss of
control over radioactive material and represent a potential degradation in the level of safety of
the plant.

EAL-#HI

[Site~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ &pefGid~tesna nld nt-mpainuh as wate 19ý 'ad le' a a'

r-adiation mqonitor-s, and per-sonnel (e.g., refueling Grew) repo~ts. if avai1able, video Gamner-a
may a!!o'remot ebeýion. Depending on avýailab le bsrat",'rg CYiI1770flnt~p, Meg declraio
thehodipa ed ob base o ' inicain of ;waeF makeu Ftee de 'as'- in.1- Ka=t~eT

storage tanklve.

S .. .. f/igh.t G ,• Sea.! Aq#,uFe ipe-en m.at tve dier•.ent PW.s and loss ef wteF

via th-see 4i preregven their potential Afo increased doses to plant staff-]

.... reiufue ng pa. .Way is a site spu i-Ii; .. [ ..... ..ati. .of uavite , tubes., Ga..l... JI. .
X AI-.;I, r, :~g ng n nIn ;4n !A gr An 4.r g ; - - -- - - ;-l 4---. I -f+-g rA, - +- - , - - ;- r +kr.- gAd~~~ ggsggAJ ddd~tdd~~*d PI P I 1 d ~

water level, it might not be a reliable indication of whcther or not the fuel is cOVered.
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[For example, a refueling bridge ARM reading may.ncrea.se due to planned evolutf÷ions
ch as h•e•;d lift, or even a fuel assembly bei-g• raiosed in the m-aRipulato-r mast. Also, a

moneitor could in fact be properly responding to a known event involving transfer or relocato
of a source, stored in or near the fuel pool or responding to a planned evolution such as
remGval of the rea•ctr head. Generally, increased radiatio;n monitor indicati-on will needto
combined with another indicator (orF personnel report) of water less.]

[ApgatepoftisEA rqu~s nd~sap4g of the acul epdoicz cnLt~en&
preeont in the viciniPty f the monitoer. Tformation Notice No. 90 OR; "08, _5 8-5OzonHa &-M
D~ecayedf Fuel" should be conSidlered in estab'ishing radiation monitor EALa&]

For efulingevets werethe water level drops below the 0 \/ flag clasifictio
would be vi-a CU2. This event escalates to an Alert per A•,2 if irradi;ated feutside the
reactr• ves•el is unco)Vered. For eventS inVolvi• g irradiated fuel in It r o s
eScalation would be via the Fissioern Prdut Barrier Table for eve•t• in operating modes 1 1.

EAL -#2

This EAL addresses inr.se .i;n plant radiatio;n levels that represeRt a loss of control of
radioactive material resulting in -A potential degradation in the level o~f safety of the plant

This EAL excludes radiation level increases that result from planned activities such as use of
radiographic sources and movement of radioactive waste materials. A specific list of ARMs is
not required as it would restrict the applicability of the threshold. The intent is to identify loss of
control of radioactive material in any monitored area.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

Definitions:

UNPLANNED - A parameter change or an event that is not the result of an intended
evolution and requires corrective or mitigative actions.

VALID - An indication, report, or condition, is considered to be VALID when it is verified
by (1) an instrument channel check, or (2) indications on related or redundant
indicators, or (3) by direct observation by plant personnel, such that doubt related to the
indicator's operability, the condition's existence, or the report's accuracy is removed.
Implicit in this definition is the need for timely assessment.
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EAL Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 Rev. 5, AU2 Example EAL #2

EP-HC-1 11-204
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Classification Level:

EAL:

R - Abnormal Rad Levels / Rad Effluent

2 - Onsite Rad Conditions/Fuel Pool Events

Damage to irradiated fuel or loss of water level that has
resulted or will result in the uncovering of irradiated fuel
outside the RPV

All

RA2.1 - ALERT

Damage to irradiated fuel or loss of water level (uncovering irradiated fuel outside the

RPV) that causes a VALID high alarm on ANY of the following radiation monitors:

• Spent Fuel Storage Pool Area (9RX707)

* New Fuel Criticality A Rad (9RX612)

" New Fuel Criticality B Rad (9RX613)

* Refuel Floor Exhaust Duct Rad Channel A (9RX627)

" Refuel Floor Exhaust Duct Rad Channel B (9RX628)

* Refuel Floor Exhaust Duct Rad Channel C (9RX629)

Basis:

This I-,-EAL addresses increases in radiation dose rates within plant buildings, and may be a
precursor to a radioactivity release to the environment. These events represent a loss of
control over radioactive material and represent an actual or substantial potential degradation
in the level of safety of the plant.

These events escalate from AU2-EAL RU2.1 in that fuel activity has been released, or is
anticipated due to fuel heatup. This IC-EAL applies to spent fuel requiring water coverage and
is not intended to address spent fuel which is licensed for dry storage.]
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[Site specific- indications m~ay include instrumgentation sucGh as water I le!e and !oca! are-a
radiation mEnitdrs, and personnel (e.g., refuiding a eWi o epfue . if avaelable, ideo camer-a
m~ay allow 'remote observation. Depending on available !evc! ipt metaon, the deG'arato
treasheld may need to be based on indications of water makeup rate or drelease in the
stofage tank level.]

[in light of Reactor Cavty Seal ailure incidents at two different PWRs anv loss of waten
in the Spenst Fue' P4t'uel Trarsford Canal at a 9 WR, explicit Goverage of these ype S Of - Vert

via threshold #4 is appropnatc gh'en their potential for increase dosesee to plant staff.]

This EAL addresses radiation monitor indications of fuel uncovery and/or fuel damage.

Increased ventilation monitor readings may be indication of a radioactivity release from the
fuel, confirming that damage has occurred. Increased background at the ventilation monitor
due to water level decrease may mask increased ventilation exhaust airborne activity and
needs to be considered.

While a radiation monitor could detect an increase in dose rate due to a drop in the water
level, it might not be a reliable indication of whether or not the fuel is covered.

For example, a refueling bridge ARM reading may increase due to planned evolutions such as
head lift, or even a fuel assembly being raised in the manipulater mastfuel grapple. Also, a
monitor could in fact be properly responding to a known event involving transfer or relocation
of a source, stored in or near the fuel pool or responding to a planned evolution such as
removal of the reactor head. Generally, increased radiation monitor indications will need to
combined with another indicator (or personnel report) of water loss.1

"'pgat'on of this E-' regui~e& under standing of the actual radiolo1gical condlition
pr~esent in the vicinity of the moneitor-. Information Notice No. 90g 08, "KR 85 Hazards from
Decayedl Fuel" should be considered in estabfishn raito mppgtpr EALs.]

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on AS-1-EAL

RS1.1 or AG4EAL RGI.1.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

When the spent fuel pool and reactor cavity are connected, there could exist the possibility of
uncovering irradiated fuel. Therefore, this EAL is applicable for conditions in which irradiated
fuel is being transferred to and from the RPV and spent fuel pool.
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For a loss of shielding, the source of the radiation is within the reactor cavity or spent fuel pool.
Without the shielding provided by normal water inventory, radiation levels from irradiated fuel
and activation products will rise substantially.

Area radiation monitors that may alarm in response to damaged spent fuel or loss of spent

fuel shielding are those located on the 201' elevation (refuel floor):

" Spent Fuel Storage Pool Area (9RX707)

* New Fuel Criticality A Rad (9RX612)
* New Fuel Criticality B Rad (9RX613)

The Refuel Floor Exhaust Duct Rad Monitors 9RX627, 9RX628 and 9RX629 are process
monitors and are designed to detect a release of Fission Products to the Reactor Building
atmosphere. Hence, they are included as part of the EAL threshold, to confirm the magnitude
of damage to an irradiated fuel bundle. These monitors can also react as Area Radiation
Monitors, in the event of rising radiation levels due to lowered shielding, as would occur during
a loss of spent fuel pool inventory event. It is important to distinguish between the cause for
rising radiation levels when classifying an event under this EAL.
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Definitions:

VALID - An indication, report, or condition, is considered to be VALID when it is verified
by (1) an instrument channel check, or (2) indications on related or redundant
indicators, or (3) by direct observation by plant personnel, such that doubt related to the
indicator's operability, the condition's existence, or the report's accuracy is removed.
Implicit in this definition is the need for timely assessment.

EAL Basis Reference(s):

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

NEI 99-01 Rev. 5, AA2 Example EAL #2
UFSAR Table 12.3-9 Area Radiation Monitor Detector Locations
HC.OP-AR.ZZ-001 3(Q) Overhead Annunciator Window Box D1 -A5
HC.OP-AB.COOL-004(Q) Fuel Pool Cooling
HC.OP-AB.CONT-005(Q) Irradiated Fuel Damage
HC.RP-AR.SP-0001(Q) RMS Alarm Response
HC.OP-AR.ZZ-001 9(Q) Overhead Annunciator Window Box E6-A3
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

R - Abnormal Rad Levels / Rad Effluent

2 - Onsite Rad Conditions/Fuel Pool Events

Damage to irradiated fuel or loss of water level that has
resulted or will result in the uncovering of irradiated fuel
outside the RPV

All

EAL# & Classification Level: RA2.2 - ALERT

EAL:

A water level drop in the reactor cavity or spent fuel pool that will result in irradiated fuel
becoming uncovered

Basis:

This N; addresses inreases,- i;n ra-diatoiRn dese rates within plaRt buildiRgs, and may be a
precursor to a radioactiVity release to the enviro.nment. These This events represents a loss of
control over radioactive material and represents an actual or substantial potential degradation
in the level of safety of the plant.

[The s-This events escalates from A42-EAL RU2.1 in that fuel activity has-been-released of
is anticipated due to fuel heatup. This 4-G-EAL applies to spent fuel requiring water coverage
and is not intended to address spent fuel which is licensed for dry storage.]

EALHi

Site Sj8Gefic-lindications may include instrumentation such as water level and local area
radiation monitors, and personnel (e.g., refueling crew) reports. If available, video cameras
may allow remote observation. Depending on available level instrumentation, the declaration
threshold may need to be based on indications of water makeup rate or decrease in water
storage tank level.]

[In light ,f Reator-,• Cavity Sea! fa.ilur, ;ntil,• at tw, dferent PWRs and loss of water
in the Spent Fuel PitF44eI TrFans fc Canal at a 9144, expfieit coverage of these typos of event-s
via threshold #,I is appro.priate g,.n their- potential for- iReased d.oses to p"a÷t staff]

=AL #2
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This EAL add"rsses radiation monitor iRdicatiens •f fuel uncover; and/or fuel damage.

lncreascd ventilation monitor readings may be indication of a radioactivity release from
the fu 1e -onnfi•rminqg that damage has occu rred. Increased backgrunrd at the ventilt
monitor due to water level decrease may mask increased ventilation exhaust airbo tivity
and needs to be considered.

Whil a radin monitor Gcoud detect a-n. increase_ in 4ose rate due to a drop iR the

[For example, a refueli,4,g brid ARM reading may iceedue to plannedev4outi, so.
such as ,head lift, or evna fue! assebly be;ng raised in the manipulator mast. Also, a
monRitorF cou-ld in_ fat b e pro~perly responding to a known event involving transfer or relocation
of. a source, stored in or near the fuel pool or responding to a planned evolution such
rEmovalati of thes eaerghead. cliGenerally, increased radiatie , wouitd ie asatied onI-nEAd
cmbined with another idctr(rpersonnel repert) of water loss.]

ItIO~~~atiOP~. ofti -Lreu~sud tanding of Me.~ a~ctual raudoiGIGal Gonu.'itin

proco -it' AGinity of 'the mnitor-. Wnformation Notico NO. 90 08, "KR-85 HaZardS from
DecaYedFul"chU!ld beP Gonsidored in esta bfishing radiation monitor- EALA.]

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on AS4-EAL

RS1.1 orAG4EAL RG1.1.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

None

EAL Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 Rev. 5, AA2 Example EAL #1
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Classification Level:

R - Abnormal Rad Levels I Rad Effluent

3 - CR/CAS Rad

Rise in radiation levels within the facility that impedes
operation of systems required to maintain plant safety
functions

All

RA3.1 - ALERT

EAL:

Dose rates > 15 mRlhr in the Control Room (9RX710)

Basis:

This ,-0-EAL addresses increased radiation levels that- impact continued operation in areas
requiring continuous occupancy to maintain safe operation or to perform a safe shutdown.

The cause and/or magnitude of the increase in radiation levels is not a concern of this ,IGEAL.
The Emergency Coordinator must consider the source or cause of the increased radiation
levels and determine if any other G--EAL may be involved.

[This 1C is not meant to appl'y to inG~eases in the con taipment dom~e radiation monitor-s

IThe value of 15mR/hr is derived from the GDC 19 value of 5 rem in 30 days with adjustment
for expected occupancy times. Although Section Il.D.3 of NUREG-0737, "Clarification of TMI
Action Plan Requirements", provides that the 15 mR/hr value can be averaged over the 30
days, the value is used here without averaging, as a 30 day duration implies an event
potentially more significant than an Alert.1

Af-ea-s-The area requiring continuous occupancy at Hope Creek inedu4e-is_ the Control Room
and, as appropriate to the site, any other control Stations that arc stafe Coniuosycha
a rad aste control room, or a security alarm station. [Typicaflýythese areas are the Control
Rom4 and the Contral Alarm Station (CAS).]

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:
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The area that meets this threshold at Hope Creek is the Control Room. The Central Alarm
Station (CAS) is not included in this EAL because it is located at Salem. Control Room ARM
(9RX710) measures area radiation in a range of 1 - 104 mR/hr.
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EAL Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 Rev. 5, AA3 Example EAL #1
2. HCGS UFSAR Table 12.3-9 Area Radiation Monitor Detector Locations
3. HC.RP-AR.SP-0001(Q) RMS Alarm Response
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EAL Category: E

EAL Sub-category: Sý

Initiating Condition: D
B(

OPCON Applicability: M

EAL# & Classification Level: El

EAL:

EP-HC-1 11-206

- ISFSI

)ent Fuel Transit & Storage

amage to a loaded cask CONFINEMENT
OUNDARY

ode NOT applicable

U1.1 - UNUSUAL EVENT

Damage to a Multi Purpose Canister (MPC) CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY as indicated by
on-contact radiation readings >_ 600 mR/hr (gamma +, neutron) on the surface of the spent
fuel cask, excluding the air vents, OR > 60 mR/hr (gamma + neutron) on the top of the
spent fuel cask.

Basis:

An_ N0UE-UNUSUAL EVENT in this IC-EAL is categorized on the basis of the occurrence,
of, an event of sufficient magnitude that a loaded cask-MPC CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY
is damaged or violated. This includes classification based on a loaded fuel storage cask.,
CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY loss leading to the degradation of the fuel durihlgý stoirage or
posing an operational safety problem with respect to its removal from storage.- .

r-rL-- _- ,14- ICr-C'l Q-'-4... A -1-.*_ M--4 ICIA r-71 Al l I 1t '- -'• 4 r -< ,'
1" " "s I- -. -sS i ` -Y " Y - " I k.~~J `.. 'TVI XL4I Li;W UymTayii.rvsssi~rs~t 7 i~rr-ra v

rmfernnmrl inp thp C~difir nrnn!½nnn nndr thn 'nafptnri !\PC Czfnft'
C7 1,t 1 +; ng-,-i ;,ql + i-i0?,fl inirrnnnnr

- i 'N .n c- , , - -, .- - , .' in ,-;;-~ -n -Inu +t-,i
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Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

This EAL applies to emergency conditions affecting a spent fuel cask caused by an
accident or natural phenomena. This EAL would be applicable at all times in all
Operational Conditions for a loaded spent fuel storage cask from the time the lid is
installed, as the cask leaves the Hope Creek Reactor Building and during transport to and
storage at the INDEPENDENT SPENT FUEL STORAGE INSTALLATION (ISFSI). This
EAL provides for an Unusual Event classification, which may be entered if conditions
occur that have the potential for damaging or degrading the CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY
of a spent fuel cask. Damage to the storage cask could result in an increase in direct
radiation readings from the cask. A similar Salem EAL is only applicable for a Salem spent
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fuel cask that is in transit to the ISFSI. After the spent fuel cask is in place at the ISFSI,
any further conditions that could adversely impact the ISFSI or an individual cask from
either Salem or Hope Creek would be assessed and classified as needed by the Hope
Creek Shift Manager (SM) per this EAL.

As provided in the Holtec HI-STORM 100 System Certificate of Compliance (CoC),
Appendix A (Technical Specifications), Section 5.7.4 contains radiation values for the cask
that should not be exceeded. Under Amendment #5, the highest allowable radiation level
on contact with the HI-STORM 100 cask body is 300 mR/hr on the side of the cask and 30
mR/hr on the top of the cask. Keeping in line with NEI guidance that a UE is warranted for
radiation conditions at a level of twice the Technical Specification value, 600 mR/hr and
60 mRihr are being used as the EAL threshold radiation levels.

Continued use of this lower value is conservative for casks loaded under later-CoC
amendments where the radiation limit values may increase. The threshold values are

-sufficiently above nominal radiation levels of the CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY that,
radiation levels above this EAL threshold would indicate significant damage to the
CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY.

No releases of radioactive material requiring offsite response or monitoring are expected
because-the seal-welded spent fuel canister (part of the CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY) is
designed to remain intact under all normal, off-normal, and credible accident conditions of
onsitetransport and storage at the ISFSl, according to Holtec licensing documents, Prior
to the installation of the spent fuel cask lid on the HI-STORM 100 cask; emergency i
cldassifications would be based on other Category R EALs..-

Definitions:

INDEPENDENT SPENT FUEL STORAGE INSTALLATION (ISFSI): A complex
that is designed and constructed for the interim storage of spent nuclear fuel and
other radioactive materials associated with spent fuel storage.

CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY: Is the barrier(s) between areas containing
radioactive substances and the environment and includes the multi-purpose
canister (MPC) and, for the purposes of this EAL, the associated cask shielding.

EAL Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01 Rev. 5, E-HU1 Example EAL #1
2. HOLTEC HI-STORM 100 UFSAR, Chapter 5 and Chapter 11
3. Certificate of Compliance, Docket # 72-1014
4. Holtec International Final Safety Analysis Report for the HI-STORM 100 Cask System

Holtec Report No.: HI-2002444
5. Certificate of Compliance No. 72-1014 Appendix A Technical Specifications for the HI-

STORM 100 Cask System Section 1.1 Definitions
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Classification Level:

EAL:

H - Hazards & Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

1 - Natural & Destructive Phenomena

Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the
PROTECTED AREA

All

HUl.1 - UNUSUAL EVENT (Common Site)

Seismic event identified by ANY two of the following:

" Earthquake felt in plant by Control Room Operators

• SMA-3 Event Indicator (flag) white on Panel 10C673

* National Earthquake Information Center (NEIC) (Note 4)

Note 4: The NEIC can be contacted by calling (303) 273-8500. Select option #1
and inform the analyst you wish to confirm recent seismic activity in the
vicinity of Salem/Hope Creek Generating Station. Provide the analyst with
the following coordinates: 390 27' 46" (39.4650) north latitude, 750 32' 08"
(75.5370) west longitude.

Basis:

These-This EALs are-is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient
magnitude to be of concern to plant operators.

EAL ,#

Damage may be caused to some portions of the site, but should not affect ability of safety
functions to operate.

As defined in the EPRI-sponsored Guidelines for Nuclear Plant Response to an Earthquake,
dated October 1989, a "felt earthquake" is: An earthquake of sufficient intensity such that: (a)
the vibratory ground motion is felt at the nuclear plant site and recognized as an earthquake
based on a consensus of control room operators on duty at the time, and (b) for plants with
operable seismic instrumentation, the seismic switches of the plant are activated.
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The National Earthquake Information Center can confirm if an earthquake has occurred in the

area of the plant.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The HCGS seismic instrumentation consists of a Kinemetrics SMA-3 Strong Motion
Accelerograph (Auxiliary Building Upper Relay Room) and associated sensors that are
equipped with seismic triggers set to alarm and initiate recording at an acceleration equal to or
exceeding 0.01 g. When the seismic trigger activates the SMA-3 Event Indicator (flag) will
change from black to white and the amber event alarm will illuminate. The amber event alarm
will extinguish when ground acceleration reduces below the 0.01 g setpoint but the Event
Indicator (flag) will remain white until manually reset. Three time-history triaxial acceleration
sensors are provided. These sensors transmit electrical signals to the Upper Relay Room
where they are recorded on magnetic tape.

The National Earthquake Information Center (NEIC) can confirm seismic activity in the vicinity
of the SGS/HCGS site. Refer to Note 4 to contact the NEIC.

Alternatively go to the USGS NEIC website:

http://earthquake. usgs.gov/eqcenter/

On the US map, click on 'New Jersey' and then click on earthquake indicator for information.
The maps are updated within 5 min. of a measured earthquake.

Additional Earthquake information can be found on the internet at:

" http://www.earthquake.usgs.gov

" http://www.mgs.md.gov (click on "Live Earthquake Data online")

* http://earthquake.usgs.gov/regional/neic

This event escalates to an ALERT under EAL HA1.1 if the earthquake exceeds Operating
Basis Earthquake (OBE) levels (0.1g).

An approximate relationship between acceleration units in gravity and magnitude reported per
the Richter scale is as follows:

An Acceleration of: is approx. equal to a Richter Scale Magnitude of:
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0.01g

0.02g

0.1g

0.2g

4.0

4.5

5.5

6.5
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Definitions:

PROTECTED AREA (PA): A security controlled area within the OWNER
CONTROLLED AREA (OCA) that is enclosed by the security perimeter fence and
monitored by intrusion detection systems. Access to the PA requires proper security
clearance and is controlled at the Security Center.

OWNER CONTROLLED AREA (OCA): Property owned, maintained and controlled by
PSEG Nuclear as part of the Salem & Hope Creek Generating Station complex. For the
purpose of emergency classification, area from the PSEG Nuclear access road
checkpoint and inward towards the stations is considered the OCA.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, HU1 Example EAL #1
2. HC.OP-SO.SG-001(Z) Seismic Instrumentation System Operation
3. HC.OP-AB.MISC-001(Q) Acts of Nature
4. HC.OP-AR.ZZ-001 1(Q) Overhead Annunciator Window Box C6
5. UFSAR 2.1.1.1 Specification of Location
6. UFSAR 1.2.1.5 Seismology
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

H - Hazards & Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

1 - Natural & Destructive Phenomena

Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the
PROTECTED AREA

All

EAL# & Classification Level: HU1.2 - UNUSUAL EVENT (Common Site)

EAL:

Tornado TOUCHING DOWN within the PROTECTED AREA

OR

Average Wind Speeds > 95 MPH from ANY elevation of the Met Tower

Basis:

These-This EALs-are is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient
magnitude to be of concern to plant operators.

EAL #2

This EAL is based on a tornado stik,, ,(touching down) within the PROTECTED AREA or high
winds onsite Within the Protected Area.
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Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on VISIBLE
DAMAGE, or by other in-in-plant conditions, via EAL HA1.2.

ExplanationlDiscussion/Definitions:

Average, as used in the EAL threshold, is intended to be the 15 minute average as provided on
SPDS and not the instantaneous wind speed.

The design wind velocities are 108 mph (including a gust factor of approximately 1.3) at 30 feet
above ground. However, the Control Room wind speed only provides indication up to 100 mph
so the classification threshold has been capped at 95 mph to allow for onscale indication of
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wind speed. The SPDS display provides wind speed readings on a 15-minute average. The
manner in which the HCGS SPDS processes data from the meteorological instrumentation
differs from the SGS SPDS; consequently, minor differences between HCGS and SGS
readings may occur.

A tornado touching down within the PROTECTED AREA warrants declaration of an
UNUSUAL EVENT regardless of the measured wind speed at the meteorological tower. A
tornado is defined as a violently rotating column of air in contact with the ground and
extending from the base of a thunderstorm.

The National Weather Service can be contacted for further information about existing or
projected Adverse Weather Conditions:

* Phila/Mount Holly (609) 261-6600

* NWS Web site http://www.erh.noaa.gov/er/phi

" Phila/Mount Holly (609) 261-6604

" Phila/Mount Holly (609) 261-6602

Definitions:

PROTECTED AREA (PA): A security controlled area within the OWNER
CONTROLLED AREA (OCA) that is enclosed by the security perimeter fence and
monitored by intrusion detection systems. Access to the PA requires proper security
clearance and is controlled at the Security Center.

OWNER CONTROLLED AREA (OCA): Property owned, maintained and controlled by
PSEG Nuclear as part of the Salem & Hope Creek Generating Station complex. For the
purpose of emergency classification, area from the PSEG Nuclear access road
checkpoint and inward towards the stations is considered the OCA.

VISIBLE DAMAGE: Damage to equipment or structure that is readily observable
without measurements, testing, or analysis. Damage is sufficient to cause concern
regarding the continued operability or reliability of the affected structure, system, or
component. Example damage includes: deformation due to heat or impact, denting,
penetration, rupture, cracking, and paint blistering. Surface blemishes (e.g., paint
chipping, scratches) should not be included.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, HU1 Example EAL #2
2. UFSAR 3.3.1.1 Design wind Velocity
3. OP-AA-1 08-111-1001 Severe Weather and Natural Disaster Guidelines
4. NC.CH-SC-MET-1 206(Q) Meteorological Monitoring System Calibration and Maintenance
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5. HC.OP-AB.MISC-0001 (Q) Acts of Nature

EP-HC-1 11-207
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

H - Hazards & Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

1 - Natural & Destructive Phenomena

Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the
PROTECTED AREA

All

EAL# & Classification Level: HU1.3 - UNUSUAL EVENT

EAL:

Main Turbine rotating component failures resulting in EITHER of the following:

• Main Turbine casing penetration

* Main Turbine or Generator Seal Damage

Basis:

-These-This EALs aFe-is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient
magnitude to be of concern to plant operators.

EAL .4

This EAL addresses main turbine rotating component failures of sufficient magnitude to cause
observable damage to the turbine casing or to the seals of the turbine generator. Generator
seal damage observed after generator purge does not meet the intent of this EAL because it
did not impact normal operation of the plant.

Of major concern is the potential for leakage of combustible fluids (lubricating oils) and gases
(hydrogen cooling) to the plant environs. Actual fires and flammable gas build up are
appropriately classified via EAL HU2.1 and EAL HU3.1.

This EAL is consistent with the definition of an UNUSUAL EVENT NQUE-while maintaining the
anticipatory nature desired and recognizing the risk to non-safety related equipment.

ESalatio, ef this eMergency claSSificatio level, if appropriate, would be to Escalation of this
emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be to EAL HA1.3 based on damage done
by projectiles generated by the failure or by the-any radiological releases in category R. fer--a
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ExplanationlDiscussion/Definitions:

Main Turbine rotating component failures of sufficient magnitude to cause damage to the
turbine casing or turbine/generator seals increases the potential for leakage of
combustible/explosive gases and of combustible liquids to the Turbine Building or damage to
plant systems due to PROJECTILES. The presence of H 2 gas in sufficient quantities may
present a combustion hazard. Actual fires and flammable gas build up is classified under fire
and flammable gas EALs.

Generator seal damage observed after generator purge does not meet the intent of this EAL
since it did not impact normal plant operations.

Turbine rotating component failures may also result in other direct damage to plant systems
and components. Damage may rupture the turbine lubricating oil system, which would release
flammable liquids to the Turbine Building. Potential rupture of the condenser and condenser
tubes may cause flooding in the lower levels of the Turbine Building. This damage should be
readily observable.

Escape of H2 gas from the generator due to a loss of seal oil pumps or turbine lube oil without
a turbine rotating component failure should not be classified under this event but should be
reviewed lAW EALs in Subcategory H.3, Hazardous Gas.

Definitions:

PROTECTED AREA (PA): A security controlled area within the OWNER
CONTROLLED AREA (OCA) that is enclosed by the security perimeter fence and
monitored by intrusion detection systems. Access to the PA requires proper security
clearance and is controlled at the Security Center.

OWNER CONTROLLED AREA (OCA): Property owned, maintained and controlled by
PSEG Nuclear as part of the Salem & Hope Creek Generating Station complex. For the
purpose of emergency classification, area from the PSEG Nuclear access road
checkpoint and inward towards the stations is considered the OCA.

PROJECTILE: An object that impacts Salem and/or Hope Creek that could cause
concern for continued operability, reliability or personnel safety.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, HU1 Example EAL #4
2. UFSAR 3.5.1.3 Turbine Missiles
3. HC.OP-AB.BOP-0002 (Q) Main Turbine
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

H - Hazards & Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

1 - Natural & Destructive Phenomena

Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the
PROTECTED AREA

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Classification Level:

EAL:

All

HUI.4 - UNUSUAL EVENT

Visual Observation of Flooding in ANY Table H-1 structures that confirms ANY of the
following:

* Reactor Building Floor Levels above the Maximum Normal Floor Level (> 1 in.)
referenced in EOP 103 / 104, Reactor Building and Radioactive Release Control

" Receipt of SSWS Pump Room Flooded Alarm A1-B2 (PUMP ROOM FLOODED)

" Greater than 2 in. of water in ANY other area that contains a Safety System(s)

AND

The Safety Related Equipment is required by Technical Specifications for the present
operational condition (OPCON)

Table H-1 Plant Structures Containing Safe
Shutdown Systems or Components

" Reactor Building

• Control/Auxiliary Building

• Service Water Intake Structure

• Service/Radwaste Building

Basis:

These-This EALs are-is categorized on the basis of the occurrence of an event of sufficient
magnitude to be of concern to plant operators.
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EAL #3

This EAL addresses the effect of internal flooding caused by events such as component
failures, equipment misalignment, or outage activity mishaps.

[The site sp•"ific areas in,!,de thosge areaS that contai. systems rn,'uir•e, for safe
shutdown of the plant, whie, ae Pot eleuge to be partiall or- f44-, sbme~ d. Th4e plnpt
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Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based VS9B-LE
LAMAGPEDEGRADED PERFORMANCE via EAL HA1.4, or by other plant conditions.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

Flooding as used in this EAL describes a condition where water is entering the room faster
than installed equipment is capable of removal, resulting in a rise of water level within the
room. Classification of this EAL should not be delayed while corrective actions are being taken
to isolate the water source.

Flooding in the structures listed in Table H-1 represents the potential to directly impact
continued safe operation of the plant. This EAL specifically addresses those areas of the plant
where flooding presents a challenge to Safety System(s). Visual Observation of the flooding
should occur prior to classification to validate any alarm conditions. Flooding is an event or
condition in excess of the available sump pump handling capability (installed or temporary)
that has the potential to affect a safety system(s) required for the present operational condition
(OPCON) and is not the result of a controlled/preplanned evolution.

Events classified under this EAL, for example, include the effects of flooding from system
malfunctions, component failures, or repair activity failures (such as a failed freeze seal).
Those events that result in the flooding of an area as the direct result of a planned evolution,
such as system draining in preparation for an equipment outage, do not warrant event
classification, unless the draining cannot be successfully terminated. Safety System is any
system or component included in the Technical Specification.

For the purpose of implementing this EAL, levels in the Reactor Building that would require
classification under this EAL are defined as the Maximum Normal Floor Level in the EOPs.
Exceeding this level in any of the Reactor Building areas would require running all available
sump pumps. If level in these areas cannot be lowered to below the 1 in. level, systems
discharging into this area are to be isolated, except for systems required to:

* Ensure adequate core cooling

• Shutdown the reactor

• Protect primary containment integrity
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* Suppress a fire

SSWS Pump Room Flooded Alarm Overhead Annunciator Al -B2 (PUMP ROOM FLOODED)
is fed from the following CRID points: D5518, D5519, D5533 and D5534. The setpoint for the
SSWS Pump Room Flooded Alarm is 1" for either A/C SSW pump room or B/D SSW pump
room. Possible causes for flooding in these areas are an Service Water System leak (strainer,
pump, valve, pipe), Fire Protection System leak, or Sump Pump malfunction.

Definitions:

PROTECTED AREA (PA): A security controlled area within the OWNER
CONTROLLED AREA (OCA) that is enclosed by the security perimeter fence and
monitored by intrusion detection systems. Access to the PA requires proper security
clearance and is controlled at the Security Center.

OWNER CONTROLLED AREA (OCA): Property owned, maintained and controlled by
PSEG Nuclear as part of the Salem & Hope Creek Generating Station complex. For the
purpose of emergency classification, area from the PSEG Nuclear access road
checkpoint and inward towards the stations is considered the OCA.

DEGRADED PERFORMANCE: Assessment of degraded safe shutdown system
performance includes examination of systems in standby status as well as those in
operation. When a safe shutdown system is in operation, its performance can be
directly observed and compared to its design capability (e.g., rated flow is required but
cannot be achieved). When an operating safe shutdown system cannot fulfill its design
function, its performance is degraded. When a safe shutdown system is in standby, its
performance capability may not be readily determined. One or more of the following can
provide indirect indication of its performance capability:

* Electrical faults on power supplies

* Normally closed breakers in tripped position

" System annunciators activated

• System warning lights lit

* Insufficient system pressure from keep-fill pumps

* Elevated area temperatures or radiation levels

* Increased sump pump operation in areas in which the system is located

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, HU1 Example EAL #3
2. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0103/4 (Q)-FC Reactor Building and Radioactive Release Control
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3. HC.OP-AR.ZZ-0001(Q) Overhead Annunciator Window Box Al

EP-HC-1 11-207
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Classification Level:

H - Hazards & Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

1 - Natural & Destructive Phenomena

Natural or destructive phenomena affecting the
PROTECTED AREA

All

HUl.5 - UNUSUAL EVENT (Common Site)

EAL:

River level > 99.5'

OR

River level < 80.0'

Basis:

This EAL add eosses other site specific phe.om.na (.uch as hurricane, flood, or seiche) that can also
be pr.e.rsor. of MoE) serious ev........sSee Explanation Section below:

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The first condition of this EAL indicates river level conditions that can threaten the level of
safety of the plant due to flooding. River level > 99.5' (+10.5' Mean Steam Line, MSL) is
indication of impending site flood conditions. Flood protection measures are required by Hope
Creek Technical Specifications and procedure at 95.0' (+6.0' MSL). At this river level
precautionary actions are taken, including filling outside tanks and ensuring that perimeter
flood doors are closed. These actions ensure that the facility flood protection features are in
place prior to a river level which would necessitate their use.

The high river level threshold is at the river level that would require a plant shutdown. Hope
Creek Technical Specification actions required by a river level of > 99.5' includes placing the
plant in at least Hot Shutdown within the next 12 hours and in Cold Shutdown within the next
24 hours.

The grade level at the Salem station is lower than that for Hope Creek (Salem = 99.5', Hope
Creek = 101.5').

The second condition of this EAL indicates river level conditions, River level < 80.0'
(-9.0'MSL), approaching the loss of the Service Water Intake (Ultimate Heat Sink). This level is
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one foot lower than the historical low water level of 81.0' (-8.0'MSL) (December 31, 1962) and
is higher than the Service Water pumps design level.

These events will be escalated based on damage to plant safety systems, loss of fission
product barriers or abnormal radiological releases as discussed in other EAL categories.

River level indication is displayed on LR-2220-1(2) which has a range of 72' to 102'.

The National Weather Service can be contacted for further information about existing or
projected Adverse Weather Conditions:

" Phila/Mount Holly (609) 261-6600

* NWS Web site http://www.erh.noaa.gov/er/phi

" Phila/Mount Holly (609) 261-6604

" Phila/Mount Holly (609) 261-6602

Definitions:

PROTECTED AREA (PA): A security controlled area within the OWNER
CONTROLLED AREA (OCA) that is enclosed by the security perimeter fence and
monitored by intrusion detection systems. Access to the PA requires proper security
clearance and is controlled at the Security Center.

OWNER CONTROLLED AREA (OCA): Property owned, maintained and controlled by
PSEG Nuclear as part of the Salem & Hope Creek Generating Station complex. For the
purpose of emergency classification, area from the PSEG Nuclear access road
checkpoint and inward towards the stations is considered the OCA.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, HUL1 Example EAL #5
2. HC.OP-AB.MISC-0001 (Q) Acts of Nature
3. Technical Specification Section 3/4.7.3
4. Technical Specification Section 3/4.7.1.3
5. UFSAR 2.4 Hydraulic Engineering
6. UFSAR Figure 2.4-3 Datum and Water Level Relationships
7. OP.SH-108-111-1001 Severe Weather and National Disaster Guidelines
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

H - Hazards & Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

1 - Natural & Destructive Phenomena

Natural or destructive phenomena affecting VITAL AREAS

All

EAL# & Classification Level: HAl.1 - ALERT

EAL:

Actuation of the OBE Seismic Switch (> 0.1 g) as indicated by EITHER:

* Annunciator C6-C4 (SEISMIC MON PNL C673) activated

• Amber alarm light on the Seismic Switch Power Supply Drawer Panel 10C673

AND

Earthquake confirmed by ANY of the following:

• Earthquake felt in plant by Control Room Operators

* National Earthquake Information Center (NEIC) (Note 4)

* Control Room indication of DEGRADED PERFORMANCE of safe shutdown
systems

Note 4: The NEIC can be contacted by calling (303) 273-8500. Select option #1
and inform the analyst you wish to confirm recent seismic activity in the
vicinity of Salem/Hope Creek Generating Station. Provide the analyst with
the following coordinates: 390 27' 46" (39.4650) north latitude, 750 32' 08"
(75.5370) west longitude.

Basis:

These-This EALs escalates from HUI .1 in that the occurrence of the event has-may have
resulted in damage to plant structures or areas containing equipment necessary for a safe
shutdown, or has-may have caused damage to the safety systems in those structures
evidenced by Ceontrol R-oom indications of degraded system response or performance. The
occurrence of visible-damage and/or degraded system response is intended to discriminate
against lesser events. The initial report should not be interpreted as mandating a lengthy
damage assessment prior to classification. No attempt is made in this EAL to assess the
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actual magnitude of the damage. The significance here is not that a particular system or
structure was damaged, but rather, that the event was of sufficient magnitude to cause this
degradation.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on System
Malfunction IjsEALs.

EALs&4 2#5

[These EAI s &hOUld ,pecGifySte &.Peifi. truc-tre•, or areas that .. ntaa•f, ,t 6syrtem,
or- compon3ent and functions r-equk-d for- safe shutdown of the plant. Site specific Saf
Shutdown Apa4'-s-s should be consult.ed - fo equment and plant areas equireed to .stab/ish oe
m~aintain safe shutdown.]

EAL !

Seismic events of this magnitude can result in a VITAL AREA being subjected to forces
beyond design limits, and thus damage may be assumed to have occurred to plant safety
systems.

[This thr-eshold should be basedl onsite specifi FSAR design basi-s. See EPRI
sponsor~ed "Guidehines for Nuclear- Plant Response to an EaFhquake"-, dated October 198-9,-
for- inform:ation on sc/sm/c event Gategor~s.]

The National Earthquake Information Center can confirm if an earthquake has occurred in the
area of the plant.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

Ground motion acceleration of 0.1g is the Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE) for HCGS.

HCGS seismic instrumentation consists of a Kinemetrics SMA-3 Strong Motion Accelerograph
(Auxiliary Building Upper Relay Room) and associated sensors that are equipped with seismic
triggers set to alarm and initiate recording at an acceleration equal to or exceeding 0.01 g.
When the seismic trigger activates the SMA-3 Event Indicator (flag) will change from black to
white and the amber event alarm will illuminate. The amber event alarm will extinguish when
ground acceleration reduces below the 0.01 g setpoint but the Event Indicator (flag) will
remain white until manually reset.

The amber Seismic Switch Event Alarm on the Seismic Switch Power Supply (SP-1) will
illuminate at an acceleration equal to or exceeding 0.1 g (OBE). This also annunciates the
seismic activity alarm C6-C4 (SEISMIC MON PNL C673). Three time-history triaxial
acceleration sensors are provided. These sensors transmit electrical signals to the Upperl
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Relay room where they are recorded on magnetic tape. These tapes are analyzed to
determine the exact magnitude of the seismic event and to confirm whether the OBE has been
exceeded.

As defined in the EPRI-sponsored Guidelines for Nuclear Plant Response to an Earthquake,
dated October 1989, a "felt earthquake" is: An earthquake of sufficient intensity such that: (a)
the vibratory ground motion is felt at the nuclear plant site and recognized as an earthquake
based on a consensus of Control Room operators on duty at the time, and (b) for plants with
operable seismic instrumentation, the seismic switches of the plant are activated.

The National Earthquake Information Center (NEIC) can confirm seismic activity in the vicinity
of the SGS/HCGS site. Refer to Note 4 to contact the NEIC.

Alternatively go to the USGS NEIC website:

h ttp ://earthquake. usgs. gov/eqcenterI

On the US map, click on 'New Jersey' and then click on earthquake indicator for information.
The maps are updated within 5 min. of a measured earthquake.

Additional Earthquake information can be found on the internet at:

• http://www.earthquake.usgs.gov

* http://www.mgs.md.gov (click on "Live Earthquake Data online")

* http://earthquake.usgs.gov/regional/neic

An approximate relationship between acceleration units in gravity and magnitude reported per
the Richter scale is as follows:

An Acceleration of: is approx. equal to a Richter Scale Magnitude of:

0.01g 4.0

0.02g 4.5

0.1 g 5.5

0.2g 6.5

Definitions:

VITAL AREA: Typically any site specific areas, normally within the PROTECTED
AREA, that contains equipment, systems, components, or material, the failure,
destruction, or release of which could directly or indirectly endanger the public health
and safety by exposure to radiation.
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DEGRADED PERFORMANCE: Assessment of degraded safe shutdown system
performance includes examination of systems in standby status as well as those in
operation. When a safe shutdown system is in operation, its performance can be
directly observed and compared to its design capability (e.g., rated flow is required but
cannot be achieved). When an operating safe shutdown system cannot fulfill its design
function, its performance is degraded. When a safe shutdown system is in standby, its
performance capability may not be readily determined. One or more of the following can
provide indirect indication of its performance capability:

• Electrical faults on power supplies

• Normally closed breakers in tripped position

* System annunciators activated

• System warning lights lit

* Insufficient system pressure from keep-fill pumps

* Elevated area temperatures or radiation levels

• Increased sump pump operation in areas in which the system is located

PROTECTED AREA (PA): A security controlled area within the OWNER
CONTROLLED AREA (OCA) that is enclosed by the security perimeter fence and
monitored by intrusion detection systems. Access to the PA requires proper security
clearance and is controlled at the Security Center.

OWNER CONTROLLED AREA (OCA): Property owned, maintained and controlled by
PSEG Nuclear as part of the Salem & Hope Creek Generating Station complex. For the
purpose of emergency classification, area from the PSEG Nuclear access road
checkpoint and inward towards the stations is considered the OCA.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, HA1 Example EAL #1
2. HC.OP-SO.SG-001(Z) Seismic Instrumentation System Operation
3. HC.OP-AB.MISC-001(Q) Acts of Nature
4. HC.OP-AR.ZZ-001 1(Q) Overhead Annunciator Window Box C6
5. UFSAR 2.1.1.1 Specification of Location
6. UFSAR 1.2.1.5 Seismology
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

H - Hazards & Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

1 - Natural & Destructive Phenomena

Natural or destructive phenomena affecting VITAL AREAS

All

EAL# & Classification Level: HA1.2 - ALERT

EAL:

Tornado TOUCHING DOWN within the PROTECTED AREA

OR

Average Wind Speeds > 95 MPH from ANY elevation of the Met Tower

AND

Resulting in EITHER of the following:

" Control Room indication of DEGRADED PERFORMANCE of a Safety System

" VISIBLE DAMAGE to ANY of the plant structures in Table H-1

Table H-1 Plant Structures Containing Safe
Shutdown Systems or Components

" Reactor Building

" Control/Auxiliary Building

* Service Water Intake Structure

" Service/Radwaste Building

Basis:

This EAL escalates from EAL HU1.2 in that the occurrence of the event has resulted in
VISIBLE DAMAGE to plant structures or areas containing equipment necessary for a safe
shutdown, or has caused damage to the safety systems in those structures evidenced by
_Control Rfoom indications of degraded system response or performance. The occurrence of

VISIBLE DAMAGE and/or degraded system response is intended to discriminate against
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lesser events. The initial report should not be interpreted as mandating a lengthy damage
assessment prior to classification. No attempt is made in this EAL to assess the actual
magnitude of the damage. The significance here is not that a particular system or structure
was damaged, but rather, that the event was of sufficient magnitude to cause this degradation.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on System
Malfunction IsEALs.

^AL&s2 #5

[These EALs Should Spe cify Si'te GpecifiG Structur-es or- areas that contain safet &yStem,
or component- and fun ctios rrequired for- safe shutdown3 of the plant. Site specific Saf

ShutownAnalysis shouid be Gonsulted for- equipmnent and plant areas required to establish or
maintain Safe Shutdown4.]

.EAL-;#2

This EAL is based on a tornado stiking-r(touching down) or high winds that have caused
VISIBLE DAMAGE to structures containing functions or systems required for safe shutdown
of the plant.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

Average, as used in the EAL threshold, is intended to be the 15 minute average as provided on
SPDS and not the instantaneous wind speed.

The design wind velocities are 108 mph (including a gust factor of approximately 1.3) at 30 feet
above ground for Seismic Category I structures. However, the Control Room wind speed only
provides a display up to 100 mph so the classification threshold has been capped at 95 mph
to allow for onscale indication of wind speed. The SPDS display provides wind speed readings
on a 15-minute average. The manner in which the HCGS SPDS processes data from the
meteorological instrumentation differs from the SGS SPDS; consequently, minor differences
between HCGS and SGS readings may occur.

The ALERT classification is appropriate if relevant plant parameters indicate that the
performance of safety systems has been degraded. No attempt should be made to fully
inventory the actual magnitude of the damage or quantify the degradation of safety system
performance prior to declaration of an ALERT under this threshold. The declaration of an
ALERT and the activation of the TSC provide the Emergency Coordinator with the resources
needed to perform detailed damage assessments.

The National Weather Service can be contacted for further information about existing or
projected Adverse Weather Conditions:
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• Phila/Mount Holly (609) 261-6600

• NWS Web site http://www.erh.noaa.gov/er/phi

* Phila/Mount Holly (609) 261-6604

" Phila/Mount Holly (609) 261-6602

Definitions:

VITAL AREA: Typically any site specific areas, normally within the PROTECTED
AREA, that contains equipment, systems, components, or material, the failure,
destruction, or release of which could directly or indirectly endanger the public health
and safety by exposure to radiation.

DEGRADED PERFORMANCE: Assessment of degraded safe shutdown system
performance includes examination of systems in standby status as well as those in
operation. When a safe shutdown system is in operation, its performance can be
directly observed and compared to its design capability (e.g., rated flow is required but
cannot be achieved). When an operating safe shutdown system cannot fulfill its design
function, its performance is degraded. When a safe shutdown system is in standby, its
performance capability may not be readily determined. One or more of the following can
provide indirect indication of its performance capability:

• Electrical faults on power supplies

* Normally closed breakers in tripped position

* System annunciators activated

* System warning lights lit

" Insufficient system pressure from keep-fill pumps

• Elevated area temperatures or radiation levels

" Increased sump pump operation in areas in which the system is located

PROTECTED AREA (PA): A security controlled area within the OWNER
CONTROLLED AREA (OCA) that is enclosed by the security perimeter fence and
monitored by intrusion detection systems. Access to the PA requires proper security
clearance and is controlled at the Security Center.

OWNER CONTROLLED AREA (OCA): Property owned, maintained and controlled by
PSEG Nuclear as part of the Salem & Hope Creek Generating Station complex. For the
purpose of emergency classification, area from the PSEG Nuclear access road
checkpoint and inward towards the stations is considered the OCA.
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VISIBLE DAMAGE: Damage to equipment or structure that is readily observable
without measurements, testing, or analysis. Damage is sufficient to cause concern
regarding the continued operability or reliability of the affected structure, system, or
component. Example damage includes: deformation due to heat or impact, denting,
penetration, rupture, cracking, and paint blistering. Surface blemishes (e.g., paint
chipping, scratches) should not be included.
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EAL Bases Reference(s):

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, HA1 Example EAL #2
UFSAR 3.3.1.1 Design Wind Velocity
UFSAR Table 3.2-1 HCGS Classification of Structures, Systems and Components
OP-AA-1 08-111-1001 Severe Weather and Natural Disaster Guidelines
NC.CH-SC-MET-1206(Q) Meteorological Monitoring System Calibration and Maintenance
HC.OP-AB.MISC-0001 (Q) Acts of Nature
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Classification Level:

EAL:

H - Hazards & Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

1 - Natural & Destructive Phenomena

Natural or destructive phenomena affecting VITAL AREAS

All

HA1 .3- ALERT

Turbine failure-generated PROJECTILES resulting in EITHER of the following:

" VISIBLE DAMAGE to ANY Table H-1 plant structures

" Control Room indication of DEGRADED PERFORMANCE of safe shutdown
systems

Table H-1 Plant Structures Containing Safe
Shutdown Systems or Components

* Reactor Building

" Control/Auxiliary Building

" Service Water Intake Structure

" Service/Radwaste Building

Basis:

These-This EALs escalates from EAL HU1.3 in that the occurrence of the event has resulted
in VISIBLE DAMAGE to plant structures or areas containing equipment necessary for a safe
shutdown, or has caused damage to the safety systems in those structures evidenced by
Ceontrol R-room indications of degraded system response or performance. The occurrence of
VISIBLE DAMAGE and/or degraded system response is intended to discriminate against
lesser events. The initial report should not be interpreted as mandating a lengthy damage
assessment prior to classification. No attempt is made in this EAL to assess the actual
magnitude of the damage. The significance here is not that a particular system or structure
was damaged, but rather, that the event was of sufficient magnitude to cause this degradation.
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Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on System
Malfunction IGsEALs.

EALS #2 - #5

[These EAI•s should Spei.f. site ,pecifiG St,,r-, 9t.e.. ar.a. that contain Safety ,yStem,
ocmponent and functions rc quiredl for safe shutdown of the plant, Site specific Safe

ShutownAnaysisshold e consultedl for equipment and ptant areas req u.reed to establish or
mIntai safe shutdown-.]

EAL-#4

This EAL addresses the threat to safety related equipment imposed by PROJECTILES
generated by main turbine rotating component failures. Therefore, this EAL is consistent with
the definition of an ALERT in that the potential exists for actual or substantial potential
degradation of the level of safety of the plant.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

Definitions:

VITAL AREA: Typically any site specific areas, normally within the PROTECTED
AREA, that contains equipment, systems, components, or material, the failure,
destruction, or release of which could directly or indirectly endanger the public health
and safety by exposure to radiation.

DEGRADED PERFORMANCE: Assessment of degraded safe shutdown system
performance includes examination of systems in standby status as well as those in
operation. When a safe shutdown system is in operation, its performance can be
directly observed and compared to its design capability (e.g., rated flow is required but
cannot be achieved). When an operating safe shutdown system cannot fulfill its design
function, its performance is degraded. When a safe shutdown system is in standby, its
performance capability may not be readily determined. One or more of the following can
provide indirect indication of its performance capability:

* Electrical faults on power supplies

* Normally closed breakers in tripped position

• System annunciators activated

* System warning lights lit

* Insufficient system pressure from keep-fill pumps
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° Elevated area temperatures or radiation levels

* Increased sump pump operation in areas in which the system is located

PROTECTED AREA (PA): A security controlled area within the OWNER
CONTROLLED AREA (OCA) that is enclosed by the security perimeter fence and
monitored by intrusion detection systems. Access to the PA requires proper security
clearance and is controlled at the Security Center.

OWNER CONTROLLED AREA (OCA): Property owned, maintained and controlled by
PSEG Nuclear as part of the Salem & Hope Creek Generating Station complex. For the
purpose of emergency classification, area from the PSEG Nuclear access road
checkpoint and inward towards the stations is considered the OCA.

VISIBLE DAMAGE: Damage to equipment or structure that is readily observable
without measurements, testing, or analysis. Damage is sufficient to cause concern
regarding the continued operability or reliability of the affected structure, system, or
component. Example damage includes: deformation due to heat or impact, denting,
penetration, rupture, cracking, and paint blistering. Surface blemishes (e.g., paint
chipping, scratches) should not be included.

PROJECTILE: An object that impacts Salem and/or Hope Creek that could cause
concern for continued operability, reliability or personnel safety.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, HA1 Example EAL #4
2. UFSAR 3.5.1.3 Turbine Missiles
3. UFSAR Table 3.2-1 HCGS Classification of Structures, Systems and Components
4. HC.OP-AB.BOP-0002 (Q) Main Turbine
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Classification Level:

EAL:

H - Hazards & Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

1 - Natural & Destructive Phenomena

Natural or destructive phenomena affecting VITAL AREAS

All

HA1.4 - ALERT

Visual Observation of Flooding in ANY Table H-1 structures that confirms ANY of the
following:

" Reactor Building Floor Levels above the Maximum Normal Floor Level (> 1 in.)
referenced in EOP 103/104, Reactor Building and Radioactive Release Control

* Receipt of SSWS Pump Room Flooded Alarm A1-B2 (PUMP ROOM FLOODED)

" Greater than 2 in. of water in ANY other area that contains a Safety System(s)

AND

The Flooding is of a magnitude that results in EITHER of the following:

" Indication of DEGRADED PERFORMANCE of a Safety System within a Table H-1
Structure.

" An Industrial Safety Hazard (Electrical Shock, High Temp, etc.) resulting in access
restrictions to operate or monitor Safety System equipment.

Table H-1 Plant Structures Containing Safe

Shutdown Systems or Components

* Reactor Building

• Control/Auxiliary Building

" Service Water Intake Structure

" Service/Radwaste Building
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Basis:

These-This EALs escalates from EAL HU1.4 in that the occurrence of the event has resulted
in VISIBLE DA4ArME to plant structures or areas containing equpmcnt neccSSa.y for a safe
shutdown or ha, cused an electrical shock hazard precluding access to plant structures
containing safe shutdown systems or components or damage to the safety systems or
components in those structures as evidenced by C._eontrol R-oom indications of degraded
system response or performance. The lack of access or occurrence of VISIBLE DAMAGE
and/or degraded system response is intended to discriminate against lesser events. The initial
report should not be interpreted as mandating a lengthy damnage-assessment prior to
classification. No attempt is made in this EAL to assess the actual magnitude of the-any
damage. The significance here is not that a particular system or structure was damaged, but
rather, that the event was of sufficient magnitude to cause this lack of access or performance
degradation.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on System
Malfunction IsEALs.

EAL •2 -45

[Thoese EALs should spfiysit &pe 'fr,,' StUte or- areas that GOptain saf't),' sys•tem,

or c-om~ponent, `nd 'funtins required for safe shutdown4 of the plant. Site specific Safe
Shutdownp Analysis should be Gonsulted for- equipment and plant ar-eas requircFed to establish oe
maintain safe shutdown.]ý

-EAL-#,3

This EAL addresses the effect of internal flooding caused by events such as component
failures, equipment misalignment, or outage activity mishaps. It is based on the DEGRADED
PERFORMANCE of systems, or has created industrial safety hazards (e.g., electrical shock)
that preclude necessary access to operate or monitor safety equipment. The inability to
access, operate or monitor safety equipment represents an actual or substantial potential
degradation of the level of safety of the plant.

Flooding as used in this EAL describes a condition where water is entering the room faster
than installed equipment is capable of removal, resulting in a rise of water level within the
room. Classification of this EAL should not be delayed while corrective actions are being taken
to isolate the water source.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:
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Flooding is an event or condition in excess of the available sump pump handling capability
(installed or temporary) that results in a condition where water is entering a room faster than it
is being removed resulting in a rise in water level within the room. Classification should not be
delayed while taking corrective actions to isolate the source of the flooding. This EAL
addresses the effects of Flooding caused by events such as component failures, equipment
misalignment, or outage activity mishaps where Flooding is occurring in areas that affect
safety related equipment. This EAL is based on the degraded performance of systems, or has
created industrial safety hazards (electrical shock) that preclude necessary access to operate
or monitor safety equipment. The inability to access, operate or monitor safety equipment
represents an actual or substantial potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant
meeting the definition of an ALERT.

In those cases where it is believed that DEGRADED PERFORMANCE due to flooding may
have caused damage to a Safety System, an ALERT declaration is warranted since the full
extent of the damage need not be known. A Safety System is defined as any system required
to maintain safe operation or to establish or maintain Cold Shutdown.

SSWS Pump Room Flooded Alarm Overhead Annunciator A1-B2 (PUMP ROOM FLOODED)
is fed from the following CRID points: D5518, D5519, D5533 and D5534. The setpoint for the
SSWS Pump Room Flooded Alarm is 1" for either A/C SSW pump room or B/D SSW pump
room. Possible causes for flooding in these areas are an Service Water System leak (strainer,
pump, valve, pipe), Fire Protection System leak, or Sump Pump malfunction.

Definitions:

VITAL AREA: Typically any site specific areas, normally within the PROTECTED
AREA, that contains equipment, systems, components, or material, the failure,
destruction, or release of which could directly or indirectly endanger the public health
and safety by exposure to radiation.

DEGRADED PERFORMANCE: Assessment of degraded safe shutdown system
performance includes examination of systems in standby status as well as those in
operation. When a safe shutdown system is in operation, its performance can be
directly observed and compared to its design capability (e.g., rated flow is required but
cannot be achieved). When an operating safe shutdown system cannot fulfill its design
function, its performance is degraded. When a safe shutdown system is in standby, its
performance capability may not be readily determined. One or more of the following can
provide indirect indication of its performance capability:

• Electrical faults on power supplies

" Normally closed breakers in tripped position

* System annunciators activated

• System warning lights lit
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* Insufficient system pressure from keep-fill pumps

* Elevated area temperatures or radiation levels

• Increased sump pump operation in areas in which the system is located

PROTECTED AREA (PA): A security controlled area within the OWNER
CONTROLLED AREA (OCA) that is enclosed by the security perimeter fence and
monitored by intrusion detection systems. Access to the PA requires proper security
clearance and is controlled at the Security Center.

OWNER CONTROLLED AREA (OCA): Property owned, maintained and controlled by
PSEG Nuclear as part of the Salem & Hope Creek Generating Station complex. For the
purpose of emergency classification, area from the PSEG Nuclear access road
checkpoint and inward towards the stations is considered the OCA.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, HA1 Example EAL #3
2. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0103/4 (Q)-FC Reactor Building and Radioactive Release Control
3. HC.OP-AR.ZZ-0001(Q) Overhead Annunciator Window Box Al
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Classification Level:

EAL:

H - Hazards & Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

1 - Natural & Destructive Phenomena

Natural or destructive phenomena affecting VITAL AREAS

All

HA1.6 - ALERT

Vehicle Crash or PROJECTILE Impact with or within ANY Table H-1 Structure

AND

The Vehicle Crash or PROJECTILE Impact results in EITHER of the following:

* Control Room indication of DEGRADED PERFORMANCE of a Safety System
within Table H-1 Structure

" VISIBLE DAMAGE to ANY of the plant structures in Table H-1

Table H-1 Plant Structures Containing Safe
Shutdown Systems or Components

• Reactor Building

* Control/Auxiliary Building

* Service Water Intake Structure

" Service/Radwaste Building

Basis:
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indicatins of dcgadcd...•G .. te re.pon...or pc ....... The occurrence of VISIBLE
DAMAGE and/or degraded system response is intended to discriminate against lesser events.
The initial report should not be interpreted as mandating a lengthy damage assessment prior
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to classification. No attempt is made in this EAL to assess the actual magnitude of the
damage. The significance here is not that a particular system or structure incurred damage,
but rather that the event was of sufficient magnitude to cause either VISIBLE DAMAGE to the
safety systems in Table H-1 structures or Control Room indications of degraded system
performance.The s•ig.ifican he rc is not that a paticar system. or Structure was da,.agc,
bUt rather, that the event was of su1fficient magnitude to cause this degradation.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on EALs in

Category S, System MalfunctionsiGs.

EALs#2-45

[These EALs should Specify S:te Spe c'fiG strucGtUres or- areas that contain Safety Gystem3,
er Fompoen ePt anPd funcin P o gud for safe shutdown of the plant. Site specific Safe

lChfu it-donnalysis shud be G-cnutId for equoment and plant areas r -equied to establisho:
maintain safe shutdown.]

EAL #5

This EAL addresses vehicle crashes or PROJECTILE impacts within the PROTECTED AREA
that results in VISIBLE DAMAGE to VITAL AREAS or indication of damage to safety
structures, systems, or components containing functions and systems required for safe
shutdown of the plant.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The primary concern in this EAL is the magnitude of the vehicle crashes/ PROJECTILE
impacts. A detailed assessment of system damage is not required prior to classification.
Vehicle Crash includes AIRCRAFT, Helicopters, Ships, Barges, Trucks, Autos, or any other
vehicle types of sufficient momentum to potentially damage the structure. Minor contacts (not
crashes) by onsite vehicles such as trucks, autos, forklifts, etc., are excluded from
classification under this EAL. PROJECTILE impact includes flying objects from either offsite or
onsite, rotating equipment or turbine failure causing turbine-casing penetration.

A Safety System is any system required to maintain safe operation or to establish or maintain
cold shutdown. In those cases where it is believed that the vehicle crash/ PROJECTILE
impact may have caused VISIBLE DAMAGE to a Safety System, an ALERT declaration is
warranted since the full extent of the damage may not be known. The turbine building is not a
safety structure and would not be considered for this EAL.

No lengthy or time-consuming assessment of damage is required prior to classification. In this
EAL, no attempt is made to quantify the magnitude of the damage to any safety system but
instead an attempt is made to identify any damage in order to quantify the magnitude and
extent of the vehicle crashes/PROJECTILE impact.
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In short, if the vehicle crash/ PROJECTILE impact is big enough that it has damaged a Safety
System/Safety Structure or cause Safety System DEGRADED PERFORMANCE, then the
vehicle crash/ PROJECTILE impact is big enough to justify an ALERT declaration.

Any security aspects or suspected HOSTILE ACTIONS that involve vehicles or PROJECTILE
impact should be considered under EALs in Subcategory H.4.

This event will be escalated based on further damage to plant safety systems, fission product
barriers, or abnormal radiation releases. The Emergency Coordinator may use discretion and
escalate the classification to a SITE AREA EMERGENCY based on the nature of the damage.
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Definitions:

VITAL AREA: Typically any site specific areas, normally within the PROTECTED
AREA, that contains equipment, systems, components, or material, the failure,
destruction, or release of which could directly or indirectly endanger the public health
and safety by exposure to radiation.

PROJECTILE: An object that impacts Salem and/or Hope Creek that could cause
concern for continued operability, reliability, or personnel safety.

DEGRADED PERFORMANCE: Assessment of degraded safe shutdown system
performance includes examination of systems in standby status as well as those in
operation. When a safe shutdown system is in operation, its performance can be
directly observed and compared to its design capability (e.g., rated flow is required but
cannot be achieved). When an operating safe shutdown system cannot fulfill its design
function, its performance is degraded. When a safe shutdown system is in standby, its
performance capability may not be readily determined. One or more of the following can
provide indirect indication of its performance capability:

" Electrical faults on power supplies

* Normally closed breakers in tripped position

" System annunciators activated

" System warning lights lit

* Insufficient system pressure from keep-fill pumps

• Elevated area temperatures or radiation levels

* Increased sump pump operation in areas in which the system is located

PROTECTED AREA (PA): A security controlled area within the OWNER
CONTROLLED AREA (OCA) that is enclosed by the security perimeter fence and
monitored by intrusion detection systems. Access to the PA requires proper security
clearance and is controlled at the Security Center.

OWNER CONTROLLED AREA (OCA): Property owned, maintained and controlled by
PSEG Nuclear as part of the Salem & Hope Creek Generating Station complex. For the
purpose of emergency classification, area from the PSEG Nuclear access road
checkpoint and inward towards the stations is considered the OCA.
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VISIBLE DAMAGE: Damage to equipment or structure that is readily observable
without measurements, testing, or analysis. Damage is sufficient to cause concern
regarding the continued operability or reliability of the affected structure, system, or
component. Example damage includes: deformation due to heat or impact, denting,
penetration, rupture, cracking, and paint blistering. Surface blemishes (e.g., paint
chipping, scratches) should not be included.

AIRCRAFT: Includes both small and large AIRCRAFT. Examples of AIRCRAFT
include general aviation Cessna, Piper and Lear type private planes, large passenger
or freight planes as well as police, medical and media helicopters.

HOSTILE ACTION: An act toward Salem or Hope Creek or its personnel that includes
the use of violent force to destroy equipment, take HOSTAGES, and/or intimidate
PSEG to achieve an end. This includes attack by air, land, or water using guns,
explosives, PROJECTILEs, vehicles, or other devices used to deliver destructive force.
Other acts that satisfy the overall intent may be included. HOSTILE ACTION should not
be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious acts that are not part of a
concerted attack on Salem or Hope Creek. Non-terrorism-based EALs should be used
to address such activities (i.e., this may include violent acts between individuals in the
OCA).

HOSTAGE: A person(s) held as leverage against the station to ensure that demands
will be met by the station.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, HA1 Example EAL #5
2. UFSAR Table 3.2-1 HCGS Classification of Structures, Systems and Components
3. HC.OP-AB.BOP-0002 (0) Main Turbine
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

H - Hazards & Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

2 - Fire or Explosion

FIRE within the PROTECTED AREA not extinguished within
15 minutes of detection or EXPLOSION within the
PROTECTED AREA

OPCON Applicability: All

EAL# & Classification Level: HU2.1 - UNUSUAL EVENT

EAL:

FIRE NOT extinguished within 15 minutes of EITHER of the following:

" Control Room notification/report of a FIRE

" Verified FIRE detection system alarm/actuation

AND

FIRE is located in the Turbine Building or ANY Table H-1 plant structure (Note 3)

Note 3: The Emergency Coordinator should NOT wait until the applicable time has
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the
condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

Table H-1 Plant Structures Containing Safe
Shutdown Systems or Components

• Reactor Building

" Control/Auxiliary Building

* Service Water Intake Structure

* Service/Radwaste Building
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Basis:

This EAL addresses the magnitude and extent of FIRES or EXPLOSiONS that may be
potentially significant precursors of damage to safety systems. It addresses the FIRE4
EXPLOSION, and not the degradation in performance of affected systems that may result.

As used here, detection is visual obsepiation and report by plIant personn~e! or senso
alarm indication.

EAL-#1

The 15 minute time period begins with a credible notificationr that a FIRE is occurrinqg,
indiationr of a FIRE detectioR system alarm/actuatien. Verification fe a FIRE detection system
alarm/actuation includes actions that can be taken withinl the conRtrol room or other nearby site
specific redation to ensure that it is not spurieus. An alarm is assumed to be an indication of a
FIRE unless It is disproved Within the 1i5 minute perid by pensonancel dispatched t the scenoe
in other words, a personnel reporFt from the scene may be used to disprove a sensor alarm it
received within 15 minuese of the alarm, but shall not be required tE verify the alarm.

The 15 minute time period begins with a credible notification/report that a FIRE is occurring,
or upon verification that a FIRE detection system alarm/actuation is due to a FIRE.

a. A credible notification/report to the Control room would be a communications from a
member of the plant staff (in-house or contractor) that identifies the observation of a
FIRE in a specific location.

NOTE: In this case, the 15 minute clock to assess the EAL and to extinguish the FIRE
runs concurrently and starts upon Control Room receipt of the FIRE notification/report.

b. Verification that a FIRE detection system alarm/actuation is due to a FIRE (not a
spurious/false alarm) includes either one of the following:

1.- Control Room (or other nearby site-specific location) receipt of related independent
alarm(s) (FIRE, temperature, deluge, FIRE pump start, etc.)

NOTE: In this case, the 15 minute clock to assess the EAL and to extinguish the
FIRE runs concurrently and starts upon receipt of the independent alarm(s) related
to the FIRE.

2. On/Near-scene visual confirmation if only a single FIRE/smoke detector has
alarmed.
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NOTE: In this case, the 15 minute clock to assess the EAL and to extinguish the
FIRE runs concurrently and starts upon an on/near-scene confirmation of a FIRE
related to the single FIRE/smoke detector that had alarmed.

The intent of this 15 minute duration is to size the FIRE and to discriminate against small
FIRES that are readily extinguished (e.g., smoldering waste paper basket).

The s4e-,peGcfiGTurbine Building and Table H-1 list sheuld-beis limited and applies to buildings
and areas in actual contact with or immediately adjacent to VITAL AREAS or other significant
buildings or areas. The intent of this WG-EAL is not to include buildings (i.e., warehouses) or
areas that are not in actual contact with or immediately adjacent to VITAL AREAS. This
excludes FIRES within administration buildings, waste-basket FIRES, and other small FIRES
of no safety consequence. Immediately adjacent implies that the area immediately adjacent
contains or may contain equipment or cabling that could impact equipment located in VITAL
AREAS or the FIRE could damage equipment inside VITAL AREAS or that precludes access
to VITAL AREAS.]

EA L42

This EAL addresses only those EXPLOSIONS of SUfficient force to damago permanent
stl rut-ures Or eq6uipMeRnt within the PROTECTED AREA.

No attempt is made to assess the actua!l .agnitude of the damage. The occ.urrence o
the EXPLOQSION is sufficient for doclaration.

The Em.rgenc d. di-rec•r alse needs to cnsider anyc•u .rity aspects of the
EXPLOSION, if applicablo.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on EAL
HA2.1.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The Table H-1 Plant Structures Containing Safe Shutdown Systems or Components include
those plant structures identified as Seismic Category I.

Definitions:

PROTECTED AREA (PA): A security controlled area within the OWNER
CONTROLLED AREA (OCA) that is enclosed by the security perimeter fence and
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monitored by intrusion detection systems. Access to the PA requires proper security
clearance and is controlled at the Security Center.

OWNER CONTROLLED AREA (OCA): Property owned, maintained and controlled by
PSEG Nuclear as part of the Salem & Hope Creek Generating Station complex. For the
purpose of emergency classification, area from the PSEG Nuclear access road
checkpoint and inward towards the stations is considered the OCA.

VITAL AREA: Typically any site specific areas, normally within the PROTECTED
AREA, that contains equipment, systems, components, or material, the failure,
destruction, or release of which could directly or indirectly endanger the public health
and safety by exposure to radiation.

FIRE: Combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of smoke such as slipping
drive belts or overheated electrical equipment do not constitute FIRES. Observation of
flame is preferred but is NOT required if large quantities of smoke and heat are
observed.

EXPLOSION: A rapid, violent, unconfined combustion, or catastrophic failure of
pressurized/energized equipment that imparts energy of sufficient force to potentially
damage permanent structures, systems, or components.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, HU2 Example EAL #1
2. UFSAR Table 3.2-1 HCGS Classification of Structures, Systems and Components
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

H - Hazards & Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

2 - Fire or Explosion

FIRE within the PROTECTED AREA not extinguished within
15 minutes of detection or EXPLOSION within the
PROTECTED AREA

All

EAL# & Classification Level: HU2.2 - UNUSUAL EVENT

EAL:

EXPLOSION within the PROTECTED AREA

Basis:

This EAL addresses the magnitude and extent of FIRES or EXPLOSIONS that may be
potentially significant precursors of damage to safety systems. It addresses the FIRE-/
EXPLOSION, and not the degradation in performance of affected systems that may result.

As used here, detection is visual observatin÷ and rep.r by plant per-ronnRel or Gense'
alarm indication.

EAL-#4

The 15 miRnute time period begins h w,- ith a crcdible notifiGation that a FIRE is.... occuring,
indicatioR of a fire detection systemr ala~rm/actuation. Verification of a fire detectioRn •ySter

alarm/actuation inc!ludes actionRs that can be taken within the control roomn or other nearby site-
specific loartion to ensure that it is not spurious. An alarm is assumed to be an inRdiation of a
FIRE uniess it is disproved within the 15 minute period by perSonn.! dispatched to the scene.
in other words, a personnel rcport fromn the scene may be used to disprove a sensor alarm if
received within 1 5 minutes of the alarm, but shall not be required to verify the alarm.

The int*et of this 15 minute duration is to size the FIRE and to discriminiate against
small FIRES that are readily extinguished (e.g., smoldering waste paper basket)

[The Site .cific liA st should be !imited and applies to buildings and areas in artual
contact wih o-r .-im-ediate. adlace. t to WTAL AREAS or etheýop.gifi•n.t buidngs eor areaS.
The intent of thi, IC is not to, inelhd b•,d' •,(o.e., wareh•o• es) or areas that are not in a"tua-
conta.t wih or i Mmediate• y adja.ent to V4TAL ARES. Th.s eX.,UdeS F/RES within
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a,,;,,•ior-,,e build,,ga, waste basket FIRES, ad ether- sma,, FIRES of no safety
conSequen. Immediately adjacent imp/los that the area imm~ediately adjacent contains oGr
May contain equipment OF cabling that couldf impact equipm~ent !Gca ted in VITAL AREAS er
the fireG culd damage eq.Wme nt inside WTAL AREAS or that prec.udes acGce.. t VITAL

EAL#2-

This EAL addresses only those EXPLOSIONS of sufficient force to damage permanent
structures or equipment within the PROTECTED AREA.

No attempt is made to assess the actual magnitude of the damage. The occurrence of the
EXPLOSION is sufficient for declaration.

The Emergency directer-Coordinator also needs to consider any security aspects of the
EXPLOSION, if applicable.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on EAL

HA2.2.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

If the EXPLOSION is determined to be hostile in nature, the event is classified under EAL
HS4.1.
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Definitions:

PROTECTED AREA (PA): A security controlled area within the OWNER
CONTROLLED AREA (OCA) that is enclosed by the security perimeter fence and
monitored by intrusion detection systems. Access to the PA requires proper security
clearance and is controlled at the Security Center.

OWNER CONTROLLED AREA (OCA): Property owned, maintained and controlled by
PSEG Nuclear as part of the Salem & Hope Creek Generating Station complex. For the
purpose of emergency classification, area from the PSEG Nuclear access road
checkpoint and inward towards the stations is considered the OCA.

FIRE: Combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of smoke such as slipping
drive belts or overheated electrical equipment do not constitute FIRES. Observation of
flame is preferred but is NOT required if large quantities of smoke and heat are
observed.

EXPLOSION: A rapid, violent, unconfined combustion, or catastrophic failure of
pressurized/energized equipment that imparts energy of sufficient force to potentially
damage permanent structures, systems, or components.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, HU2 Example EAL #2
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

H - Hazards & Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

2 - Fire or Explosion

FIRE or EXPLOSION in a VITAL AREA affecting the
operability of plant safety systems required to establish or
maintain safe shutdown

All

EAL# & Classification Level: HA2.1 - ALERT

EAL:

FIRE in ANY Table H-1 plant structure affecting the operability of plant safety systems
required to establish or maintain safe shutdown

AND

>_ 15 minutes have elapsed (Note 3)

Note 3: The Emergency Coordinator should NOT wait until the applicable time has
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the
condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

Table H-1 Plant Structures Containing Safe
Shutdown Systems or Components

* Reactor Building

• Control/Auxiliary Building

" Service Water Intake Structure

* Service/Radwaste Building
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Basis:

VISIBLE DAMAGE is used to identify the magnitude of the firc or oxplioon and to
discriminate against minoer fircs and GXPlosionRS.

The reference to structUreS Gontaining safety systems Gr componRents is inclu1ded to
discrimi;nate against FIRES or explosions in areas having a low probability of affecting safe
eperati9-The significance here is not that a safety system was degraded but the fact that the
FIRE or EXPLOSION was large enough to cause damage to these systems.

The use of VISIBLE DAMAGE should not be interpreted as mandating a lengthy damage
assessment prior to classification. The declaration of an ALERT and the activation of the
Technical Support Center will provide the Emergency DiFeetGF-Coordinator with the resources
needed to perform detailed damage assessments.Thc Emergency DireGt• r alse needs to
consider any security aspects of the EXPLOSION.

[This EAL should &peGify site pfqei# &trYIktI9 o- areas that Gcontain? safety sys&teRn, e
GGoM9penot and func-tions rcgquired Afo safe shutdfow-n of the plant. Site sp eelf Safe Shutdown4
A pa ils, s~ ~ould be Gensu, ted for- equinpmen tand plapt areas r-eqi .- d tG esabih 9F rnaintaO

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, will be based on EALs in
Category S, System Malfunctions, Category F, Fission Product Barrier Degradation. or
Category R, Abnormal Rad Levels / Rad iG.ia,-, Effluent4Cs.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The Table H-1 Plant Structures Containing Safe Shutdown Systems or Components include
those plant structures identified as Seismic Category I.

Definitions:

FIRE: Combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of smoke such as slipping
drive belts or overheated electrical equipment do not constitute FIRES. Observation of
flame is preferred but is NOT required if large quantities of smoke and heat are
observed.

EXPLOSION: A rapid, violent, unconfined combustion, or catastrophic failure of
pressurized/energized equipment that imparts energy of sufficient force to potentially
damage permanent structures, systems, or components.

VITAL AREAS: Typically any site specific areas, normally within the PROTECTED
AREA, that contains equipment, systems, components, or material, the failure,
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destruction, or release of which could directly or indirectly endanger the public health
and safety by exposure to radiation.

PROTECTED AREA (PA): A security controlled area within the OWNER
CONTROLLED AREA (OCA) that is enclosed by the security perimeter fence and
monitored by intrusion detection systems. Access to the PA requires proper security
clearance and is controlled at the Security Center.
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OWNER CONTROLLED AREA (OCA): Property owned, maintained and controlled by
PSEG Nuclear as part of the Salem & Hope Creek Generating Station complex. For the
purpose of emergency classification, area from the PSEG Nuclear access road
checkpoint and inward towards the stations is considered the OCA.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, HA2 Example EAL #1
2. UFSAR Table 3.2-1 HCGS Classification of Structures, Systems and Components
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

H - Hazards & Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

2 - Fire or Explosion

FIRE or EXPLOSION in a VITAL AREA affecting the
operability of plant safety systems required to establish or
maintain safe shutdown

All

EAL# & Classification Level: HA2.2 - ALERT

EAL:

EXPLOSION in ANY Table H-1 plant structure affecting the operability of plant safety
systems required to establish or maintain safe shutdown

Table H-1 Plant Structures Containing Safe
Shutdown Systems or Components

* Reactor Building

" Control/Auxiliary Building

* Service Water Intake Structure

* Service/Radwaste Building

Basis:
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epe.atiR. "The significance here is not that a safety system was degraded but the fact that the
FIRE. r EXPLOSION was large enough to cause damage to these systems.

The use of VISIBLE DAMAGE sho-uld not be interpretcd as mandating a lengthy damage
assessment prior to classification. The declaration of an ALERT and the activation of the
Technical Support Center will provide the Emergency DireetoEr Coordinator with the resources
needed to perform detailed damage assessments.

The Emergency Coordinator DireetoFr-also needs to consider any security aspects of the
EXPLOSION.

[This EAL should specify site specific• strctures o areas that contain safcty sysLtem,, , o0-
GGrnsonont n~d- fucionsG341 ruIre-11 d for- safe shutdown4 of the plant. Site &9eccfiG Sa fe ShUtdow

-I .............. /
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4qp iycshc uod be coq s"'tedl for euiIprnent aped plant area ereUi reed to estab'ish or- nmaitain

safe shmitdewn-.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, will be based on EALs in
Category S, System Malfunctions, Category F, Fission Product Barrier Degradation, or
Category R, Abnormal Rad Levels / Rad ielga-, Effluent-4Cs.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

If the EXPLOSION is determined to be hostile in nature, the event is classified under EAL
HS4.1.

The Table H-1 Plant Structures Containing Safe Shutdown Systems or Components include
those plant structures identified as Seismic Category I.

Definitions:

FIRE: Combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of smoke such as slipping
drive belts or overheated electrical equipment do not constitute FIRES. Observation of
flame is preferred but is NOT required if large quantities of smoke and heat are
observed.

EXPLOSION: A rapid, violent, unconfined combustion, or catastrophic failure of
pressurized/energized equipment that imparts energy of sufficient force to potentially
damage permanent structures, systems, or components.

VITAL AREAS: Typically any site specific areas, normally within the PROTECTED
AREA, that contains equipment, systems, components, or material, the failure,
destruction, or release of which could directly or indirectly endanger the public health
and safety by exposure to radiation.

PROTECTED AREA (PA): A security controlled area within the OWNER
CONTROLLED AREA (OCA) that is enclosed by the security perimeter fence and
monitored by intrusion detection systems. Access to the PA requires proper security
clearance and is controlled at the Security Center.

OWNER CONTROLLED AREA (OCA): Property owned, maintained and controlled by
PSEG Nuclear as part of the Salem & Hope Creek Generating Station complex. For the
purpose of emergency classification, area from the PSEG Nuclear access road
checkpoint and inward towards the stations is considered the OCA.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, HA2 Example EAL #1
2. UFSAR Table 3.2-1 HCGS Classification of Structures, Systems and Components
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

H - Hazards & Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

3 - Hazardous Gas

Release of toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or flammable gases
deemed detrimental to NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS

All

EAL# & Classification Level: HU3.1 - UNUSUAL EVENT

EAL:

Release of toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or flammable gas in amounts (excluding small or
incidental releases) that have or could adversely affect NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS

Basis:

This EAL is based on the release of toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or flammable gases of
sufficient quantity to affect normal plant operations.

The fact that SCBA or other respiratory protection may be worn does not eliminate the need to
declare the event.

This ,G-EAL is not intended to require significant assessment or quantification. It assumes an
uncontrolled process that has the potential to affect NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS. This
would preclude small or incidental releases, or releases that do not impact structures needed
for plant operation.

An asphyxiant is a gas capable of reducing the level of oxygen in the body to dangerous
levels. Most commonly, asphyxiants work by merely displacing air in an enclosed
environment. This reduces the concentration of oxygen below the normal level of around 19%,
which can lead to breathing difficulties, unconsciousness or even death.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on EAL
HA3,1.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The release may' have originated within the Site Boundary, or it may have originated offsite
and subsequently drifted onto the Site Boundary. Offsite events (e.g., tanker truck accident
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releasing toxic gases, etc.) resulting in the plant being within the evacuation area should also
be considered in this EAL because of the adverse affect on NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS.

Should the release affect plant VITAL AREAS, escalation to an ALERT would be based on
EAL HA3.1. Should an EXPLOSION or FIRE occur due to flammable gas within an affected
plant area, an ALERT may be appropriate based on EAL HA2.1 or EAL HA2.2.

A Toxic Gas is considered to be any substance that is dangerous to life or limb by reason of
inhalation or skin contact.

A Flammable Gas is considered to be any substance that can result in an ignition, sustained
burn or detonation.

Carbon dioxide (C02) is an asphyxiant gas. A 20 lb C02 extinguisher discharge will not create
a hazardous atmosphere unless the room volume is less than 2500 cubic feet.

A Corrosive Gas is a highly reactive substance that causes obvious damage to living tissue.
Corrosives act either directly, by chemically destroying the part or indirectly by causing
inflammation. Acids and bases are common corrosive materials. Corrosives such as these are
also sometimes referred to as caustics.

This EAL should not be construed to include confined spaces that must be ventilated prior to
entry or situations involving the fire department personnel who are using respiratory
equipment durihg the performance of their duties unless it also affects personnel not involved
with the fire department activates. In addition, those situations that require personnel to wear
respiratory protection equipment as the result of airborne contamination as required by
Radiation Protection personnel do not meet the intent of this EAL.

Definitions:

NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS: Activities at the plant site associated with routine
testing, maintenance, or equipment operations, in accordance with normal operating or
administrative procedures. Entry into abnormal or emergency operating procedures, or
deviation from normal security or radiological controls posture, is a departure from
NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS.

VITAL AREA: Typically any site specific areas, normally within the PROTECTED
AREA, that contains equipment, systems, components, or material, the failure,
destruction, or release of which could directly or indirectly endanger the public health
and safety by exposure to radiation.

PROTECTED AREA (PA): A security controlled area within the OWNER
CONTROLLED AREA (OCA) that is enclosed by the security perimeter fence and
monitored by intrusion detection systems. Access to the PA requires proper security
clearance and is controlled at the Security Center.
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OWNER CONTROLLED AREA (OCA): Property owned, maintained and controlled by
PSEG Nuclear as part of the Salem & Hope Creek Generating Station complex. For the
purpose of emergency classification, area from the PSEG Nuclear access road
checkpoint and inward towards the stations is considered the OCA.

FIRE: Combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of smoke such as slipping
drive belts or overheated electrical equipment do not constitute FIRES. Observation of
flame is preferred but is NOT required if large quantities of smoke and heat are
observed.

EXPLOSION: A rapid, violent, unconfined combustion, or catastrophic failure of
pressurized/energized equipment that imparts energy of sufficient force to potentially
damage permanent structures, systems, or components.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, HU3 Example EAL #1
2. HC.OP-AB.HVAC-0002 Control Room Environment
3. OE25324 Alert Declared Due to C02 Fire Extinguisher Discharge
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

H - Hazards & Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

3 - Hazardous Gas

Release of toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or flammable gases
deemed detrimental to NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS

All

EAL# & Classification Level: HU3.2 - UNUSUAL EVENT (Common Site)

EAL:

Notification by Local, County, or State Officials for evacuation or sheltering of site
personnel based on an off-site gas release event that includes toxic, corrosive,
asphyxiant, or flammable gas

Basis:
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The fact that SCBA or other respiratory protection may be worn does not eliminate the need to
declare the event.
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An asphyxiant is a gas capable of reducing the level of oxygen in the body to dangerous
levels. Most commonly, asphyxiants work by merely displacing air in an enclosed
environment. This reduces the concentration of oxygen below the normal level of around 19%,
which can lead to breathing difficulties, unconsciousness or even death.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be based on EAL
HA3.1.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

This EAL is based on the existence of an uncontrolled release originating offsite and local,
county or state officials have reported the need for evacuation or sheltering of site personnel.
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State and local officials may determine the evacuation area for an offsite spill or release by
using "The Emergency Response Guidebook (ERG2008)" developed by the US Department
of Transportation.

Should the release affect plant VITAL AREAS, escalation to an ALERT would be based on
EAL HA3.1. Should an EXPLOSION or FIRE occur due to flammable gas within an affected
plant area, an ALERT may be appropriate based on EAL HA2.1.

A Toxic Gas is considered to be any substance that is dangerous to life or limb by reason of
inhalation or skin contact.

A Flammable Gas is considered to be any substance that can result in an ignition, sustained
burn or detonation.

Carbon dioxide (C02) is an asphyxiant gas. A 20 lb C02 extinguisher discharge will not create
a hazardous atmosphere unless the room volume is less than 2500 cubic feet.

A Corrosive Gas is a highly reactive substance that causes obvious damage to living tissue.
Corrosives act either directly, by chemically destroying the part or indirectly by causing
inflammation. Acids and bases are common corrosive materials. Corrosives such as these are
also sometimes referred to as caustics.

Definitions:

NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS: Activities at the plant site associated with routine
testing, maintenance, or equipment operations, in accordance with normal operating or
administrative procedures. Entry into abnormal or emergency operating procedures, or
deviation from normal security or radiological controls posture, is a departure from
NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS.

VITAL AREA: Typically any site specific areas, normally within the PROTECTED
AREA, that contains equipment, systems, components, or material, the failure,
destruction, or release of which could directly or indirectly endanger the public health
and safety by exposure to radiation.

PROTECTED AREA (PA): A security controlled area within the OWNER
CONTROLLED AREA (OCA) that is enclosed by the security perimeter fence and
monitored by intrusion detection systems. Access to the PA requires proper security
clearance and is controlled at the Security Center.

OWNER CONTROLLED AREA (OCA): Property owned, maintained and controlled by
PSEG Nuclear as part of the Salem & Hope Creek Generating Station complex. For the
purpose of emergency classification, area from the PSEG Nuclear access road
checkpoint and inward towards the stations is considered the OCA.

FIRE: Combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of smoke such as slipping
drive belts or overheated electrical equipment do not constitute FIRES. Observation of
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flame is preferred but is NOT required if large quantities of smoke and heat are
observed.

EXPLOSION: A rapid, violent, unconfined combustion, or catastrophic failure of
pressurized/energized equipment that imparts energy of sufficient force to potentially
damage permanent structures, systems, or components.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, HU3 Example EAL #2
2. The Emergency Response Guidebook (ERG2008)
3. 0E25324 Alert Declared Due to C02 Fire Extinguisher Discharge
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

H - Hazards & Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

3 - Hazardous Gas

Access to a VITAL AREA is prohibited due to toxic,
corrosive, asphyxiant or flammable gases which jeopardize
operation of operable equipment required to maintain safe
operations or safely shut down the reactor

All

EAL# & Classification Level: HA3.M - ALERT

EAL:

Access to ANY Table H-1 plant structure is prohibited due to toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant,
or flammable gases which jeopardize operation of systems required to maintain safe
operations or safely shut down the reactor (Note 5)

Note 5: If the equipment in the stated area was already inoperable, or out of
service, before the event occurred, then this EAL should NOT be declared
as it will have NO adverse impact on the ability of the plant to safely
operate or safely shut down beyond that already allowed by Technical
Specifications at the time of the event.

Table H-1 Plant Structures Containing Safe
Shutdown Systems or Components

" Reactor Building

. Control/Auxiliary Building

* Service Water Intake Structure

" Service/Radwaste Building

Basis:

Gases in a VITAL AREA can affect the ability to safely operate or safely shut down the
reactor.

The fact that SCBA may be worn does not eliminate the need to declare the event.
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Declaration should not be delayed for confirmation from atmospheric testing if the atmosphere
poses an immediate threat to life and health or an immediate threat of severe exposure to
gases. This could be based upon documented analysis, indication of personal ill effects from
exposure, or operating experience with the hazards.

if the equipment in the stated area was already inoperable, orF out of service, before the
event occurred, then this EAL should not be declared as it will have no adverse impact OR the
ability of the plant to safely operate or safely shutdown beyonRd that already allowed by
Technical SPecific~ation at the tim~e of the event.

An asphyxiant is a gas capable of reducing the level of oxygen in the body to dangerous
levels. Most commonly, asphyxiants work by merely displacing air in an enclosed
environment. This reduces the concentration of oxygen below the normal level of around 19%,
which can lead to breathing difficulties, unconsciousness or even death.

An uncontrolled release of flammable gasses within a facility structure has the potential to
affect safe operation of the plant by limiting either operator or equipment operations due to the
potential for ignition and resulting equipment damage/personnel injury. Flammable gasses,
such as hydrogen and acetylene, are routinely used to maintain plant systems (hydrogen) or
to repair equipment/components (acetylene - used in welding). This EAL assumes
concentrations of flammable gasses which can ignite/support combustion.

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, will be based on EALs in
Cateqory S, System Malfunctions, CateqorV F, Fission Product Barrier Degradation, or
Category R, Abnormal Rad Levels / Radieaetive Effluent ,Gs.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

This EAL is based on gases that have entered a plant structure in concentrations that could be
unsafe for plant personnel and, therefore, preclude access to equipment necessary for the
safe operation or safe shutdown of the plant. The Table H-1 Plant Structures Containing Safe
Shutdown Systems or Components include those plant structures identified as Seismic
Category I.

This EAL does not apply to routine inerting of the Primary Containment.

A Toxic Gas is considered to be any substance that is dangerous to life or limb by reason of
inhalation or skin contact.

A Flammable Gas is considered to be any substance that can result in an ignition, sustained
burn or detonation.

Carbon dioxide (C0 2) is an asphyxiant gas. A 20 lb CO2 extinguisher discharge will not create
a hazardous atmosphere unless the room volume is less than 2500 cubic feet.
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A Corrosive Gas is a highly reactive substance that causes obvious damage to living tissue.
Corrosives act either directly, by chemical destruction or indirectly by causing inflammation.
Acids and bases are common corrosive materials. Corrosives such as these are also
sometimes referred to as caustics.

This EAL should not be construed to include confined spaces that must be ventilated prior to
entry or situations involving the fire department personnel who are using respiratory
equipment during the performance of their duties unless it also affects personnel not involved
with the fire department activates. In addition, those situations that require personnel to wear
respiratory protection equipment as the result of airborne contamination as required by
Radiation Protection personnel do not meet the intent of this EAL.

Definitions:

VITAL AREA: Typically any site specific areas, normally within the PROTECTED
AREA, that contains equipment, systems, components, or material, the failure,
destruction, or release of which could directly or indirectly endanger the public health
and safety by exposure to radiation.

PROTECTED AREA (PA): A security controlled area within the OWNER
CONTROLLED AREA (OCA) that is enclosed by the security perimeter fence and
monitored by intrusion detection systems. Access to the PA requires proper security
clearance and is controlled at the Security Center.

OWNER CONTROLLED AREA (OCA): Property owned, maintained and controlled by
PSEG Nuclear as part of the Salem & Hope Creek Generating Station complex. For the
purpose of emergency classification, area from the PSEG Nuclear access road
checkpoint and inward towards the stations is considered the OCA.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, HA3 Example EAL #1
2. UFSAR Table 3.2-1 HCGS Classification of Systems, Structures and Components
3. HC.OP-AB.HVAC-0002 Control Room Environment
4. OE25324 Alert Declared Due to C02 Fire Extinguisher Discharge
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

H - Hazards & Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

4 - Security

Confirmed SECURITY CONDITION or threat which
indicates a potential degradation in the level of safety of the
plant

All

EAL# & Classification Level: HU4.1 - UNUSUAL EVENT (Common Site)

EAL:

A SECURITY CONDITION that does NOT involve a HOSTILE ACTION as reported by the
Security Operations Supervisor or designee (Note 9)

OR

Receipt of a CREDIBLE/ACTUAL THREAT to Salem or Hope Creek station - (determined
by security in accordance with SY-AA-1 01-132, "Threat Assessment") (Note 9)

OR

A VALIDATED notification from NRC providing information of a Salem/Hope Creek
AIRCRAFT threat

NOTE 9: Shift Manager (SM) should implement the Prompt Actions of NC.EP-EP.ZZ-
0102, EC Response, Attachment 10, prior to classification of a security
emergency.

Key Information to obtain from Security Supervision upon SM notification of a
security event:

Determination if the security event is a HOSTILE ACTION or SECURITY
CONDITION

• If a HOSTILE ACTION, is location the OCA or PA?

Basis:

Security events which do not represent a potential degradation in the level of safety of the
plant are reported under 10 CFR 73.71 or in some cases under 10 CFR 50.72. Security
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events assessed as HOSTILE ACTIONS are classifiable under EAL HA4.1, EAL HS4.1 and
EAL HG4.1.

A higher initial classification could be made based upon the nature and timing of the security
threat and potential consequences. The li-ensee-Emergency Coordinator-shall consider
upgrading the emergency response status and emergency classification level in accordance
with the Salem - Hope Creek Security Contingency Plansitc's Safeguards Con-tingenc Plan
and Emergency Plan.

EAt-#4 Ist Condition (SECURITY CONDITION)

Reference is made to site-the specific security shift supervision (Security Operations
Supervisor or designee) because these individuals are the designated personnel on-site
qualified and trained to confirm that a security event is occurring or has occurred. Training on
security event classification confirmation is closely controlled due to the strict secrecy controls
placed on the Salem - Hope Creek Security Contingency PlanplaRt Safeguard•• GC•tingency,,
P-lan.

This threshold is based on site sp..ifiG security plansthe Salem - Hope Creek Security
Contingency Plan. Site specific Safeguards •C•ontine•nRc. y P areThe Salem - Hope Creek
Security Contingency Plan is based on guidance provided by NEI 03-12, Template for the
Security Plan, Training and Qualification Plan, Security Contingency Plan and ISFSI Program.

EAL.#222nd Condition (CREDIBLE / ACTUAL THREAT)

This threshold is included to ensure that appropriate notifications for the security threat are
made in a timely manner. This includes information of a credible threat. Only the site to which
the specific threat is made needs declare the Notification of an UNUSUAL EVENT.

The determination of CREDIBLE is made through use of information found in Threat
Assessment, SY-AA-101-132the site op,•i.i. S u . . ,- i....G o

EAL,433rd Condition (AIRCRAFT threat)

The intent of this part of the EAL is to ensure that notifications for the AIRCRAFT threat are
made in a timely manner and that offsite response organization (OROs) and plant personnel
are at a state of heightened awareness regarding the credible threat. It is not the intent of this
EAL to replace existing non-hostile related EALs involving AIRCRAFT.

This EAL is met when a plant (site) receives information regarding an AIRCRAFT threat from
NRC. Validation is performed by calling the NRC or by other approved methods of
authentication. Only the site to which the specific threat is made need declare the UNUSUAL
EVENT.

The NRC Headquarters Operations Officer (HOO) will communicate to the licensee if the
threat involves an AIRLINER (AIRLINER is meant to be a large AIRCRAFT with the potential
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for causing significant damage to the plant). The status and size of the plane may be provided
by NORAD through the NRC.

Escalation to ALERT emergency classification level would be via EAL HA4.1 and would be
appropriate if the threat involves an AIRLINER within 30 minutes of the plant or a HOSTILE
ACTION in the OCA or PA.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

If the security events do not meet the threshold for an UNUSUAL EVENT classification, they
may result in the need to make a non-emergency report per RAL Section 11.7.1 .a, One Hour
Non-Emergency Safeguards Event (10 CFR 73.71) as determined by Security per SY-AA-
1002, "Safeguards Event Report."

Security will be focused on actions to mitigate the security event and will provide the SM with
key information as the event progresses. Communications between the SMs and the Security
Team Leader should be accurate, concise, and focused on EAL criteria and protection of key
target sets. As Security and Operations terminology sometimes differ, clarifying questions
should be asked to ensure accurate information exchange.

1 st Condition (SECURITY CONDITION)

Page 6 of this EAL Basis is a "Security Contingency Event Summary Table" that indicates
which Security Contingency Events could result in Security Supervision determining that a
SECURITY CONDITION exists and therefore an UNUSUAL EVENT classification should be
made OR, could result in Security Supervision determining that a HOSTILE ACTION is or has
occurred and therefore classification at the ALERT or higher level should be made based on
the location (OCA or PA) of the HOSTILE ACTION.

2 nd Condition (CREDIBLE / ACTUAL THREAT)

This threshold is included to ensure that threat information from any source which is assessed
by security supervision as being a "CREDIBLE/ACTUAL THREAT" is classified as an
UNUSUAL EVENT. Only the site to which the specific threat is made needs to declare the
UNUSUAL EVENT. For Security Events, Salem and Hope Creek is considered a single site,
therefore a "CREDIBLE/ACTUAL THREAT" to either Salem or Hope Creek would affect the
entire site and a "Common Site" UE declaration would be made.

Timely classification will ensure that Offsite Response Organizations and plant personnel are
notified in a timely manner resulting in a state of heightened awareness. Threats are
evaluated by security per Threat Assessment, SY-AA-1 01-132. Security threats that do not
meet the definition of a "CREDIBLE/ACTUAL THREAT" should be dispositioned lAW Threat
Assessment, SY-AA-101-132.

3 rd Condition (AIRCRAFT threat)
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AIRCRAFT threat calls from the NRC should be VALIDATED by use of NRC authentication
code or a return call to the NRC Headquarter Operations Center.

For security events, Salem and Hope Creek is considered a single site, therefore, a
"VALIDATED AIRCRAFT THREAT" to either Salem or Hope Creek would affect the entire site
and a "Common Site" UE declaration would be made.
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Definitions:

SECURITY CONDITION: Any security event as listed in the approved security
contingency plan that constitutes a threat/compromise to site security, threat/risk to site
personnel, or a potential degradation to the level of safety of the plant. A SECURITY
CONDITION does not involve a HOSTILE ACTION.

VALIDATED: AIRCRAFT threat call from the NRC that is confirmed to be authentic.
Calls from the NRC are VALIDATED by use of the NRC provided authentication code
or by making a return call to the NRC Headquarter Operations Center and confirming
threat information with the NRC Operation Officer. AIRCRAFT threat calls from other
agencies, NORAD, FAA, or FBI should be VALIDATED by calling the NRC Operations
Officer.

AIRCRAFT: Includes both small and large AIRCRAFT. Examples of AIRCRAFT
include general aviation Cessna, Piper and Lear type private planes, large passenger
or freight planes as well as police, medical and media helicopters. A large AIRCRAFT
is referred to as an AIRLINER.

AIRLINER/LARGE AIRCRAFT: Any size or type of AIRCRAFT with the potential for
causing significant damage to the plant (refer to the Security Contingency Plan for a
more detailed definition).

CREDIBLE / ACTUAL THREAT: Is a threat which poses a likely and serious danger to
the safe operation of the facility or to site personnel and public safety.

HOSTILE ACTION: An act toward Salem or Hope Creek or its personnel that includes
the use of violent force to destroy equipment, take HOSTAGES, and/or intimidate the
licensee to achieve an end. This includes attack by air, land, or water using guns,
explosives, PROJECTILEs, vehicles, or other devices used to deliver destructive force.
Other acts that satisfy the overall intent may be included. HOSTILE ACTION should not
be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious acts that are not part of a
concerted attack on Salem or Hope Creek. Non-terrorism-based EALs should be used
to address such activities (i.e., this may include violent acts between individuals in the
OCA).

OWNER CONTROLLED AREA (OCA): Property owned, maintained and controlled by
PSEG Nuclear as part of the Salem & Hope Creek Generating Station complex. For the
purpose of emergency classification, the area from the PSEG Nuclear access road
checkpoint and inward towards the stations is considered the OCA.

PROTECTED AREA (PA): A security controlled area within the OWNER-
CONTROLLED AREA (OCA) that is enclosed by the security perimeter fence and
monitored by intrusion detection systems. Access to the PA requires proper security
clearance and is controlled at the Security center.
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PROJECTILE: An object that impacts Salem/Hope Creek that could cause concern for
continued operability, reliability, or personnel safety.

HOSTAGE: A person(s) held as leverage against the station to ensure that demands
will be met by the station.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, HU4 Example EAL #1, #2, #3
2. Salem - Hope Creek Security Contingency Plan
3. SY-AA-101-132 Threat Assessment
4. HC.OP-AB.SEC-0001 Security Event
5. HC.OP-AB.SEC-0002 Airborne Threat
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Security Contingency Event Summary Table

Event Could Event Could
Result in Result in

Contingency Contingency Determination DeterminationEvent 
of a of a

Number Event SECURITY HOSTILE
Title CONDITION ACTION

(UE ONLY) (ALERT or Higher)

Yes / No Yes / No

# 1 Malevolent Threat / Use of a Vehicle Yes Yes

# 2 Detection of Impending Attack / Threat Directed Yes Yes
Armed Attack

# 3 Civil Disturbance Yes No

# 4 PA/VA Intrusion or Detection of a Breached Barrier No Yes

# 5 Fire / Explosion or other Catastrophic Event Yes Yes

# 6 Detection of Aberrant Behavior No No

# 7 Security Force Strike / Unavailability of Security No No
Force

# 8 Loss of Contact with Security Officer Yes Yes

# 9 Confirmed Sabotage / Tampering / Vandalism I Yes Yes
Malicious Mischief

# 10 Bomb Threat / Explosive Device Discovered Yes Yes

# 11 Loss of Onsite / Offsite Security Communications Yes No

# 12 Loss of Security System Power Yes No

# 13 Loss of Alarm Assessment Capability Yes No

# 14 Loss of Security Lighting Yes No

# 15 Loss of Security Computer Yes No

# 16 Extortion / Coercion / Hostage Threat Yes Yes

# 17 Waterborne Threat Yes Yes

# 18 Coordinated Land Vehicle Bomb Attack No Yes

# 19 Standoff Attack by a Sniper Yes Yes

# 20 Insider Threat Yes No
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Classification Level:

EAL:

H - Hazards & Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

4 - Security

HOSTILE ACTION within the OWNER CONTROLLED
AREA or airborne attack threat

All

HA4.1 - ALERT

A HOSTILE ACTION is occurring or has occurred within the OCA as reported by the

Security Operations Supervisor or designee (Note 9)

OR

A VALIDATED notification from NRC of a AIRLINER attack threat < 30 minutes away
from Salem/Hope Creek (Note 9)

NOTE 9: Shift Manager (SM) should implement the Prompt Actions of NC.EP-EP.ZZ-
0102, EC Response, Attachment 10, prior to classification of a security
emergency.

Key Information to obtain from Security Supervision upon SM notification of a
security event:

" Determination if the security event is a HOSTILE ACTION or SECURITY
CONDITION

* If a HOSTILE ACTION, is location the OCA or PA?

Basis:

These-This EALs addresses the contingency for a very rapid progression of events, such as
that experienced on September 11, 2001. They are not premised solely on the potential for a
radiological release. Rather the issue includes the need for rapid assistance due to the
possibility for significant and indeterminate damage from additional air, land or water attack
elements.

The fact that the site is under serious attack or is an identified attack target with minimal time
available for further preparation or additional assistance to arrive requires a heightened state
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of readiness and implementation of protective measures that can be effective (such as on-site
evacuation, dispersal or sheltering).

EAL 4 4!st Condition (OCA HOSTILE ACTION)

This EAL addresses the potential for a very rapid progression of events due to a HOSTILE
ACTION within or directed towards the OWNER CONTROLLED AREA (OCA). It is not
intended to address incidents that are accidental events or acts of civil disobedience, such as
small AIRCRAFT impact, hunters, or physical disputes between employees within the
Ok'-NER CONTROLLED A-RAOCAGGA. Those events are adequately addressed by other
EALs or RALs

Note that this EAL is applicable for any HOSTILE ACTION occurring, or that has occurred, in
the OWNER CONTROLLED AREA. This includes the ISFSl, located within PROTECTED
AREA.

If not previously notified by the NRC that the airborne HOSTILE ACTION was intentional, then
it would be expected, although not certain, that notification by an appropriate Federal agency
would follow. In this case, appropriate federal agency is intended to be NORAD, FBI, FAA or
NRC. However, the declaration should not be unduly delayed awaiting Federal notification.

EAL,+#22nd Condition (AIRLINER threat)

This EAL addresses the immediacy of an expected threat (AIRLINER) arrival or impact on the
site within a relatively short time (< 30 minutes).

The intent of this EAL is to ensure that notifications for the AIRLINER attack threat are made
in a timely manner and that OROs and plant personnel are at a state of heightened awareness
regarding the credible threat. AIRLINER is meant to be a large AIRCRAFT with the potential
for causing significant damage to the plaýtsite.

This EAL is met when a plant receives information regarding an AIRLINER attack threat from
NRC and the AIRLINER is within 30 minutes of the plant. Only the site to which the specific
threat is made need declare the ALERT.

The NRC Headquarters Operations Officer (HOO) will communicate to the licensee if the
threat involves an AIRLINER (AIRLINER is meant to be a large AIRCRAFT with the potential
for causing significant damage to the plant). The status and size of the plane may be provided
by NORAD through the NRC.
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Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

This event will be escalated to a SITE AREA EMERGENCY based upon HOSTILE ACTION
affecting the PROTECTED AREA (PA). Also, if Salem declares an SAE due to their PA being
affected by the security event, Hope Creek will escalate to SAE to match them.

1 st Condition (OCA HOSTILE ACTION)

Reference is made to the specific security shift supervision (Security Operations Supervisor or
designee) because these individuals are the designated personnel on-site qualified and
trained to confirm that a HOSTILE ACTION is occurring or has occurred.

This EAL condition is not premised solely on adverse health effects caused by a radiological
release. Rather the issue is the immediate need for assistance due to the nature of the event
and the potential for significant and indeterminate damage. Although nuclear plant security
officers are well trained and prepared to protect against HOSTILE ACTION, it is appropriate
for Offsite Response Organizations (OROs) to be notified and encouraged to begin activation
to be better prepared should it be necessary to consider further actions.

Page 6 of this EAL Basis is a "Security Contingency Event Summary Table" that indicates
which Security Contingency Events could result in Security Supervision determining that a
HOSTILE ACTION is or has occurred and therefore classification at the ALERT or higher level
should be made based on the location (OCA or PA) of the HOSTILE ACTION. Security events
that do not involve a HOSTILE ACTION may result in Security Supervision determining that a
SECURITY CONDITION exists and therefore an UNUSUAL EVENT classification should be
made per EAL HU4.1.

2 nd Condition (AIRLINER threat)

The fact that the site is an identified attack candidate with minimal time available for further
preparation requires a heightened state of readiness and implementation of protective
measures that can be effective (onsite evacuation, dispersal, or sheltering) before arrival or
impact.

This EAL is met when a plant receives VALIDATED information regarding an AIRLINER
attack threat from NRC and the AIRLINER is less than 30 minutes away from the site. Only
the site (Salem and Hope Creek is considered a single site for Security event classifications)
to which the specific threat is made needs declare the ALERT.

AIRLINER threat calls from the NRC should be VALIDATED by use of NRC authentication
code or a return call to the NRC Headquarter Operations Center.
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Definitions:

HOSTILE ACTION: An act toward Salem or Hope Creek or its personnel that includes
the use of violent force to destroy equipment, take HOSTAGES, and/or intimidate the
licensee to achieve an end. This includes attack by air, land, or water using guns,
explosives, PROJECTILES, vehicles, or other devices used to deliver destructive force.
Other acts that satisfy the overall intent may be included. HOSTILE ACTION should not
be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious acts that are not part of a
concerted attack on Salem or Hope Creek. Non-terrorism-based EALs should be used
to address such activities (i.e., this may include violent acts between individuals in the
OWNER CONTROLLED AREA).

OWNER CONTROLLED AREA (OCA): Property owned, maintained and controlled by
PSEG Nuclear as part of the Salem & Hope Creek Generating Station complex. For the
purpose of emergency classification, area from the PSEG Nuclear access road
checkpoint and inward towards the stations is considered the OCA.

HOSTAGE: A person(s) held as leverage against the station to ensure that demands
will be met by the station.

PROTECTED AREA (PA): A security controlled area within the OWNER-
CONTROLLED AREA (OCA) that is enclosed by the security perimeter fence and
monitored by intrusion detection systems. Access to the PA requires proper security
clearance and is controlled at the Security Center.

AIRCRAFT: Includes both small and large AIRCRAFT. Examples of AIRCRAFT
include general aviation Cessna, Piper and Lear type private planes, large passenger
or freight planes as well as police, medical and media helicopters. A large AIRCRAFT
is referred to as an AIRLINER.

AIRLINER/LARGE AIRCRAFT: Any size or type of AIRCRAFT with the potential for
causing significant damage to the plant (refer to the Security Contingency Plan for a
more detailed definition).

SECURITY CONDITION: Any security event as listed in the approved security
contingency plan that constitutes a threat/compromise to site security, threat/risk to site
personnel, or a potential degradation to the level of safety of the plant. A SECURITY
CONDITION does not involve a HOSTILE ACTION.

PROJECTILE: An object directed toward Salem/Hope Creek that could cause concern
for its continued operability, reliability, or personnel safety.
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VALIDATED: AIRCRAFT threat call from the NRC that is confirmed to be authentic.
Calls from the NRC are VALIDATED by use of the NRC provided authentication code
or by making a return call to the NRC Headquarter Operations Center and confirming
threat information with the NRC Operation Officer. AIRCRAFT threat calls from other
agencies, NORAD, FAA, or FBI should be VALIDATED by calling the NRC Operations
Officer.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, HA4 Example EAL #1, #2
2. Salem - Hope Creek Security Contingency Plan
3. HC.OP-AB.SEC-0001 Security Event
4. HC.OP-AB.SEC-0002 Airborne Threat
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Security Contingency Event Summary Table

Event Could Event Could
Result in Result in

Contingency Contingency Determination Determination
Event of a of a

Number Event SECURITY HOSTILE
Title CONDITION ACTION

(UE ONLY) (ALERT or Higher)

Yes / No Yes / No

# 1 Malevolent Threat / Use of a Vehicle Yes Yes

# 2 Detection of Impending Attack / Threat Directed Yes Yes
Armed Attack

# 3 Civil Disturbance Yes No

# 4 PA/VA Intrusion or Detection of a Breached Barrier No Yes

# 5 Fire / Explosion or other Catastrophic Event Yes Yes

# 6 Detection of Aberrant Behavior No No

# 7 Security Force Strike / Unavailability of Security No No
Force

# 8 Loss of Contact with Security Officer Yes Yes

# 9 Confirmed Sabotage / Tampering / Vandalism I Yes Yes
Malicious Mischief

# 10 Bomb Threat / Explosive Device Discovered Yes Yes

# 11 Loss of Onsite / Offsite Security Communications Yes No

# 12 Loss of Security System Power Yes No

# 13 Loss of Alarm Assessment Capability Yes No

# 14 Loss of Security Lighting Yes No

# 15 Loss of Security Computer Yes No

# 16 Extortion / Coercion / Hostage Threat Yes Yes

# 17 Waterborne Threat Yes Yes

# 18 Coordinated Land Vehicle Bomb Attack No Yes

#19 Standoff Attack by a Sniper Yes Yes

# 20 Insider Threat Yes No
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Classification Level:

EAL:

H - Hazards & Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

4 - Security

HOSTILE ACTION within the PROTECTED AREA

All

HS4.1 - SITE AREA EMERGENCY

A HOSTILE ACTION is occurring or has occurred within the PROTECTED AREA as
reported by the Security Operations Supervisor or designee (Note 9)

NOTE 9: Shift Manager (SM) should implement the Prompt Actions of NC.EP-EP.ZZ-
0102, EC Response, Attachment 10, prior to classification of a security
emergency.

Key Information to obtain from Security Supervision upon SM notification of a
security event:

" Determination if the security event is a HOSTILE ACTION or SECURITY
CONDITION

" If a HOSTILE ACTION, is location the OCA or PA?

Basis:

This condition represents an escalated threat to plant safety above that contained in the
ALERT in that a HOSTILE FORCE has progressed from the OWNER CONTROLLED AREA
to the PROTECTED AREA.

This EAL addresses the contingency for a very rapid progression of events due to a HOSTILE
ACTION within or directed towards the PROTECTED AREA (PA). Plant VITAL AREAS are
within the PROTECTED AREA and are aenerallv controlled bv card key readers. A HOSTILE
ACTION in the PROTECTED AREA (which includes VITAL AREAS) could represent a
situation that threatens the safety of plant personnel and the general public.

These EALs address the contingency for a very rapid progression of events, --such as that
experienced on September 11, 2001. It is not premised solely on the potential for a
radiological release. Rather the issue includes the need for rapid assistance due to the
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possibility for significant and indeterminate damage from additional air, land or water attack
elements.

The fact that the site is under serious attack with minimal time available for further preparation
or additional assistance to arrive requires Offsite Response Orqanization (ORO) readiness
and preparation for the implementation of protective measures.

This EAL addresses the potential for a very' rapid prors•,en•o .f events duet
A-T4ON-.4-is not intended to address incidents that are accidental events or acts of civil
disobedience, such as small AIRCRAFT impact, hunters, or physical disputes between
employees within the PROTECTED AREA. Those events are adequately addressed by other
EALs or RALs.

{Although nuclear plant security officers are well trained and prepared to protect against
HOSTILE ACTION, it is appropriate for OROs to be notified and encouraged to begin
preparations for public protective actions (if they do not norm•ally) to be better prepared should
it be necessary to consider further actions.]

[If not previously notified by NRC that the airborne HOSTILE ACTION was intentional, then it
would be expected, although not certain, that notification by an appropriate Federal agency
would follow. In this case, appropriate federal agency is intended to be NORAD, FBI, FAA or
NRC. However, the declaration should not be unduly delayed awaiting Federal notification.]

Escalation of this emergency classification level to a GENERAL EMERGENCY, if appropriate,
would be based upon the actual loss of physical control of the facility. If necessary. Salem will
declare this event.on actual plant status after impact or progression of attack

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The Security Shift Supervision is defined as the Security Operations Supervisor or designee.

These individuals are the designated on-site personnel qualified and trained to confirm that a
security event is occurring or has occurred. Training on security event classification
confirmation is closely controlled due to the strict secrecy controls placed on the Salem -
Hope Creek Security Contingency Plan (Safeguards) information.

PROJECTILES that are directed into or that have impacted the PA from the OCA or beyond
are considered under this EAL as HOSTILE ACTIONS within the PA.

Page 5 of this EAL Basis is a "Security Contingency Event Summary Table" that indicates
which Security Contingency Events could result in Security Supervision determining that a
HOSTILE ACTION is or has occurred and therefore classification at the ALERT or higher level
should be made based on the location (OCA or PA) of the HOSTILE ACTION. Security events
that do not involve a HOSTILE ACTION may result in Security Supervision determining that a
SECURITY CONDITION exists and therefore an UNUSUAL EVENT classification should be
made per EAL HU4.1.
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Definitions:

HOSTILE ACTION: An act toward Salem or Hope Creek or its personnel that includes
the use of violent force to destroy equipment, take HOSTAGES, and/or intimidate the
licensee to achieve an end. This includes attack by air, land, or water using guns,
explosives, PROJECTILES, vehicles, or other devices used to deliver destructive force.
Other acts that satisfy the overall intent may be included. HOSTILE ACTION should not
be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious acts that are not part of a
concerted attack on Salem or Hope Creek. Non-terrorism-based EALs should be used
to address such activities (i.e., this may include violent acts between individuals in the
OCA).

OWNER CONTROLLED AREA (OCA): Property owned, maintained and controlled by
PSEG Nuclear as part of the Salem & Hope Creek Generating Station complex. For the
purpose of emergency classification, area from the PSEG Nuclear access road
checkpoint and inward towards the stations is considered the OCA.

HOSTILE FORCE: One or more individuals who are engaged in a determined assault,
overtly or by stealth and deception, equipped with suitable weapons capable of killing,
maiming, or causing destruction.

HOSTAGE: A person(s) held as leverage against the station to ensure that demands
will be met by the station.

PROTECTED AREA (PA): A security controlled area within the OWNER-
CONTROLLED AREA (OCA) that is enclosed by the security perimeter fence and
monitored by intrusion detection systems. Access to the PA requires proper security
clearance and is controlled at the Security Center.

SECURITY CONDITION: Any security event as listed in the approved security
contingency plan that constitutes a threat/compromise to site security, threat/risk to site
personnel, or a potential degradation to the level of safety of the plant. A SECURITY
CONDITION does not involve a HOSTILE ACTION.

AIRCRAFT: Includes both small and large AIRCRAFT. Examples of AIRCRAFT
include general aviation Cessna, Piper and Lear type private planes, large passenger
or freight planes as well as police, medical and media helicopters. A large AIRCRAFT
is referred to as an AIRLINER.

AIRLINER/LARGE AIRCRAFT: Any size or type of AIRCRAFT with the potential for
causing significant damage to the plant (refer to the Security Contingency Plan for a
more detailed definition).

PROJECTILE: An object that impacts Salem and/or Hope Creek that could cause
concern for continued operability, reliability, or personnel safety.
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VITAL AREAS: Typically any site specific areas, normally within the PROTECTED
AREA, that contains equipment, systems, components, or material, the failure,
destruction, or release of which could directly or indirectly endanger the public health
and safety by exposure to radiation.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, HA4 Example EAL #1, #2
2. Salem - Hope Creek Security Contingency Plan
3. HC.OP-AB.SEC-0001 Security Event
4. HC.OP-AB.SEC-0002 Airborne Threat
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Security Contingency Event Summary Table

Event Could Event Could
Result in Result in

Contingency Contingency Determination Determination
Event of a of a

Number Event SECURITY HOSTILE
Title CONDITION ACTION

(UE ONLY) (ALERT or Higher)

Yes / No Yes / No

# 1 Malevolent Threat / Use of a Vehicle Yes Yes

# 2 Detection of Impending Attack / Threat Yes Yes
Directed Armed Attack

# 3 Civil Disturbance Yes No

# 4 PA/VA Intrusion or Detection of a Breached No Yes
Barrier

# 5 Fire / Explosion or other Catastrophic Event Yes Yes

# 6 Detection of Aberrant Behavior No No

# 7 Security Force Strike / Unavailability of No No
Security Force

# 8 Loss of Contact with Security Officer Yes Yes

# 9 Confirmed Sabotage / Tampering / Vandalism I Yes Yes
Malicious Mischief

# 10 Bomb Threat / Explosive Device Discovered Yes Yes

# 11 Loss of Onsite / Offsite Security Yes No
Communications

# 12 Loss of Security System Power Yes No

# 13 Loss of Alarm Assessment Capability Yes No

# 14 Loss of Security Lighting Yes No

# 15 Loss of Security Computer Yes No

# 16 Extortion / Coercion / Hostage Threat Yes Yes

# 17 Waterborne Threat Yes Yes

# 18 Coordinated Land Vehicle Bomb Attack No Yes

# 19 Standoff Attack by a Sniper Yes Yes

# 20 Insider Threat Yes No
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Classification Level:

EAL:

H - Hazards & Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

4 - Security

HOSTILE ACTION resulting in loss of physical control of the
facility

All

HG4.1 - GENERAL EMERGENCY

A HOSTILE ACTION has occurred such that plant personnel are unable to operate
equipment required to maintain safety functions (i.e., reactivity control, RPV water level, or
decay heat removal) at Salem or Hope Creek (Note 9)

OR

A HOSTILE ACTION has caused failure of Spent Fuel Cooling Systems and IMMINENT
fuel damage is likely at Salem or Hope Creek (Note 9)

NOTE 9: Shift Manager (SM) should implement the Prompt Actions of NC.EP-EP.ZZ-
0102, EC Response, Attachment 10, prior to classification of a security
emergency.

Key Information to obtain from Security Supervision upon SM notification of a
security event:

41 Determination if the security event is a HOSTILE ACTION or SECURITY
CONDITION

* If a HOSTILE ACTION, is location the OCA or PA?

Basis:

EAL-#!1st Condition

This EAL encompasses conditions under which a HOSTILE ACTION has resulted in a loss of
physical control of VITAL AREAS (containing vital equipment or controls of vital equipment)
required to maintain safety functions and control of that equipment cannot be transferred to
and operated from another location.

Typically, these safety functions are reactivity control (ability to shut down the reactor and
keep it shutdown), reactor water level (ability to cool the core), and decay heat removal (ability
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to maintain a heat sink), for a BVVR. The equivalent fuct•ionS f•r a P\AR are rca.t.vity control,
RCS inventory, and seco.dary heat rem-val.]

[LoS- of physiGal cGOnroI of the cont•rol omor

remote shutdoWn capability alone may not prevent the ability to maintain Safe-ty func~tionS psi
Se. Design of the remote shutdown capability and the location of the transfcr SWitches should
be taken into account. Primary' emphasis should be placed on tho)se components and
inRstrument6 that supply protection for and information about safety functions.]

If control of the plant equipment necessary to maintain safety functions can be transferred to
another location, then the threshold is not met.

EAL-#22nd Condition

This EAL addresses failure of spent fuel cooling systems as a result of HOSTILE ACTION if
IMMINENT fuel damage is likely, such as when a freshly off loaded reactor core is in the spent

[A freshly off loaded reactorF core is defined by
site specific criteria.]

Explanation/DiscussionlDefi nitions:

Definitions:

HOSTILE ACTION: An act toward Salem or Hope Creek or its personnel that includes
the use of violent force to destroy equipment, take HOSTAGES, and/or intimidate the
licensee to achieve an end. This includes attack by air, land, or water using guns,
explosives, PROJECTILES, vehicles, or other devices used to deliver destructive force.
Other acts that satisfy the overall intent may be included. HOSTILE ACTION should not
be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious acts that are not part of a
concerted attack on Salem or Hope Creek. Non-terrorism-based EALs should be used
to address such activities (i.e., this may include violent acts between individuals in the
OCA).

PROJECTILE: An object that impacts Salem and/or Hope Creek that could cause
concern for continued operability, reliability, or personnel safety.

VITAL AREAS: Typically any site specific areas, normally within the PROTECTED
AREA, that contains equipment, systems, components, or material, the failure,
destruction, or release of which could directly or indirectly endanger the public health
and safety by exposure to radiation.
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PROTECTED AREA (PA): A security controlled area within the OWNER-
CONTROLLED AREA (OCA) that is enclosed by the security perimeter fence and
monitored by intrusion detection systems. Access to the PA requires proper security
clearance and is controlled at the Security Center.

HOSTAGE: A person(s) held as leverage against the station to ensure that demands
will be met by the station.

OWNER CONTROLLED AREA (OCA): Property owned, maintained and controlled by
PSEG Nuclear as part of the Salem & Hope Creek Generating Station complex. For the
purpose of emergency classification, area from the PSEG Nuclear access road
checkpoint and inward towards the stations is considered the OCA.

IMMINENT: Mitigation actions have been ineffective, additional actions are not
expected to be successful, and trended information indicates that the event or condition
will occur within approximately 2 hours.
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EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, HG1 Example EAL #1, #2
2. HC.OP-AB.SEC-0001 Security Event
3. HC.OP-AB.SEC-0002 Airborne Threat
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

H - Hazards & Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

5 - Control Room Evacuation

Control Room evacuation has been initiated

All

EAL# & Classification Level: HA5.1 - ALERT

EAL:

Control Room evacuation has been initiated

Basis:

With the Ceontrol R._oom evacuated, additional support, monitoring and direction through the
Technical Support Center and/or other emergency response facilities may be necessary.

Inability to establish plant control from outside the Ccontrol Rroom will escalate this event to a
SITE AREA EMERGENCY per EAL HS5.1.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

Control Room evacuation represents a serious plant situation since the degree of plant control
at the Remote Shutdown Panel (RSP) is not as complete as from the Control Room. The
intent of this EAL is to declare an ALERT when the determination to evacuate the Control
Room has been made based on environmental/personnel safety concerns, and the physical
process of evacuating the Control Room per HC.OP-AB.HVAC-0002(Q), Control Room
Environment, has commenced.

The Shift Manager (SM) determines if the Control Room requires evacuation. Control Room
inhabitability may be caused by fire, dense smoke, noxious fumes, bomb threat in or adjacent
to the Control Room, or other life threatening conditions.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, HA5 Example EAL #1
2. HC.OP-AB.HVAC-0002(Q) Control Room Environment
3. HC.OP-IO.ZZ-008(Q) Shutdown from Outside the Control Room
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Classification Level:

EAL:

H - Hazards & Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

5 - Control Room Evacuation

Control Room evacuation has been initiated and plant
control CANNOT be established

All

HS5.1 - SITE AREA EMERGENCY

Control Room evacuation has been initiated

AND

Control of the plant CANNOT be established within 15 minutes (Note 3)

Note 3: The Emergency Coordinator should NOT wait until the applicable time has
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the
condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

Basis:

The intent of this C,-EAL is to capture those events where control of the plant cannot be
reestablished in a timely manner. In this case, expeditious transfer of control of safety systems
has not occurred (although fission product barrier damage may not yet be indicated).

The intent of the EAL is to establish control of important plant equipment and knowledge of
important plant parameters in a timely manner. Primary emphasis should be placed on those
components and instruments that supply protection for and information about safety functions.
Typially-, tThese safety functions are reactivity control (ability to shutdown the reactor and
maintain it shutdown), reactor water level (ability to cool the core), and decay heat removal
(ability to maintain a heat sink). for a BWR. The .quivalent function'S for a PWR arc reactivity
control, RCS inventor., and secondary heat removal.

The dctcrmination of whethcr or noGt control is established at the remote shutdown panel is
based on Emergency DiFEtor•judgm.nt. The Emergency Di-eeteO-Coordinator is expected to
make a reasonable, informed judgment within the site Specific tim for tFa•sfe-.al located 15
minutes that the licensee has control of the plant from the remote shutdown panel.
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[The site sep~'-fic time fer- tranafer is based onp apalycis or- assecanents as to hows
qugkl onro must be Fesabse wthout core UnPG-'~ and/o9r Go.e dam~age. Thi time

GhUIdGI xce 15 minutes without additiona justification.]

Escalation of this emergency classification level, if appropriate, would be by EALs in Category
F,Fission Product Barrier Degradation, or Category R, Abnormal Rad Levels/Radi...9.Ga.
Effluent-EAL-s.
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Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The Shift Manager determines if the Control Room is inoperable and requires evacuation.
Control Room inhabitability may be caused by fire, dense smoke, noxious fumes, bomb threat
in or adjacent to the Control Room, or other life threatening conditions.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, HS5 Example EAL #1
2. HC.OP-AB.HVAC-0002(Q) Control Room Environment
3. HC.OP-IO.ZZ-008(Q) Shutdown from Outside the Control Room
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Classification Level:

EAL:

C - Hazards & Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

6 - EC Judgment

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the
Emergency Coordinator warrant declaration of an
UNUSUAL EVENT

All

HU6.1 - UNUSUAL EVENT

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Coordinator indicate that
events are in progress or have occurred which indicate a potential degradation of the level
of safety of the plant or indicate a security threat to facility protection has been initiated.
NO releases of radioactive material requiring off-site response or monitoring are expected
unless further degradation of safety systems occurs

Basis:

This EAL addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that
warrant declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the
Emergency DirectGr Coordinator to fall under the UNUSUAL EVENT N4UE emergency
classification level.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

None

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, HU5 Example EAL #1
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Classification Level:

EAL:

C - Hazards & Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

6 - EC Judgment

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the
Emergency Coordinator warrant declaration of an ALERT

All

HA6.1 - ALERT

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Coordinator indicate that
events are in progress or have occurred which involve an actual or potential substantial
degradation of the level of safety of the plant or a security event that involves probable life
threatening risk to site personnel or damage to site equipment because of HOSTILE
ACTION. ANY releases are expected to be limited to small fractions of the EPA Protective
Action Guideline exposure levels

Basis:

This EAL addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that
warrant declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the
Emergency DireGtOF Coordinator to fall under the ALERT emergency classification level.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

Definitions:

HOSTILE ACTION: An act toward Salem or Hope Creek or its personnel that includes
the use of violent force to destroy equipment, take HOSTAGES, and/or intimidate the
licensee to achieve an end. This includes attack by air, land, or water using guns,
explosives, PROJECTILES, vehicles, or other devices used to deliver destructive force.
Other acts that satisfy the overall intent may be included. HOSTILE ACTION should not
be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious acts that are not part of a
concerted attack on Salem or Hope Creek plants.

HOSTAGE: A person(s) held as leverage against the station to ensure that demands
will be met by the station.

PROJECTILE: An object that impacts Salem and/or Hope Creek that could cause
concern for its continued operability, reliability, or personnel safety.
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EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, HA6 Example EAL #1

EP-HC-1 11-212
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

C - Hazards & Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

6 - EC Judgment

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the
Emergency Coordinator warrant declaration of a SITE AREA
EMERGENCY

All

EAL# & Classification Level: HS6.1 - SITE AREA EMERGENCY

EAL:

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Coordinator indicate that
events are in progress or have occurred which involve actual or likely major failures of
plant functions needed for protection of the public or HOSTILE ACTION that results in
intentional damage or malicious acts; (1) toward site personnel or equipment that could
lead to the likely failure of or; (2) that prevent effective access to equipment needed for the
protection of the public. ANY releases are NOT expected to result in exposure levels which
exceed EPA Protective Action Guideline exposure levels beyond the site boundary

Basis:

This EAL addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that
warrant declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the
Emergency Directr- Coordinator to fall under the emergency classification level description for
SITE AREA EMERGENCY.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

Definitions:

HOSTILE ACTION: An act toward Salem or Hope Creek or its personnel that includes
the use of violent force to destroy equipment, take HOSTAGES, and/or intimidate the
licensee to achieve an end. This includes attack by air, land, or water using guns,
explosives, PROJECTILES, vehicles, or other devices used to deliver destructive force.
Other acts that satisfy the overall intent may be included. HOSTILE ACTION should not
be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious acts that are not part of a
concerted attack on Salem or Hope Creek plants.

HOSTAGE: A person(s) held as leverage against the station to ensure that demands
will be met by the station.
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PROJECTILE: An object that impacts Salem and/or Hope Creek that could cause
concern for its continued operability, reliability, or personnel safety.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, HS3 Example EAL #1
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

C - Hazards & Other Conditions Affecting Plant Safety

6 - EC Judgment

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the
Emergency Coordinator warrant declaration of a GENERAL
EMERGENCY

All

EAL# & Classification Level: HG6.1 - GENERAL EMERGENCY

EAL:

Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Coordinator indicate that
events are in progress or have occurred which involve actual or IMMINENT substantial
core degradation or melting with potential for loss of containment integrity or HOSTILE
ACTION that results in an actual loss of physical control of the facility. Releases can be
reasonably expected to exceed EPA Protective Action Guideline exposure levels off-site
for more than the immediate site area

Basis:

This EAL addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that
warrant declaration of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the
Emergency Direeter Coordinator to fall under the emergency classification level description for
GENERAL EMERGENCY.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

Definitions:

HOSTILE ACTION: An act toward Salem or Hope Creek or its personnel that includes
the use of violent force to destroy equipment, take HOSTAGES, and/or intimidate the
licensee to achieve an end. This includes attack by air, land, or water using guns,
explosives, PROJECTILES, vehicles, or other devices used to deliver destructive force.
Other acts that satisfy the overall intent may be included. HOSTILE ACTION should not
be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious acts that are not part of a
concerted attack on Salem or Hope Creek plants.

HOSTAGE: A person(s) held as leverage against the station to ensure that demands
will be met by the station.
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PROJECTILE: An object that impacts Salem and/or Hope Creek that could cause
concern for its continued operability, reliability, or personnel safety.

IMMINENT: Mitigation actions have been ineffective, additional actions are not
expected to be successful, and trended information indicates that the event or condition
will occur within approximately 2 hours (unless a different time is specified).

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, HG2 Example EAL #1
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HCGS ECG - EAL Technical Bases EP-HC-1 11-213

EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

S - System Malfunction

1 - Loss of AC Power

Loss of all offsite AC power to vital buses for 15 minutes or
longer

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

EAL# & Classification Level: SUl.1 - UNUSUAL EVENT

EAL:

Loss of all Offsite AC power to all 4.16 KV Vital Buses

AND

>_ 15 minutes have elapsed (Note 3)

Note 3: The Emergency Coordinator should NOT wait until the applicable time has
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the
condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

Basis:

Prolonged loss of off-site AC power reduces required redundancy and potentially degrades
the level of safety of the plant by rendering the plant more vulnerable to a complete loss of AC
power to emergency-vital busses.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of off-
site power.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The AC power distribution is summarized in Attachment 2, page 2.

Emergency Classification escalates to an ALERT under EAL SA1.1 based on AC power to
4.16 KV vital buses being reduced to a single source.
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EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05 - SUW Example EAL #1
2. 205415-A-8765 Sheet 1 500 kv Transmission Plan & Profiles
3. E-0001-0 sheet 1 Hope Creek Generating Station Single Line Diagram Station
4. UFSAR 8.1.2 Onsite Power Systems
5. HCGS Technical Specifications 3.8.1 AC Sources
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

S - System Malfunction

1 - Loss of AC Power

AC power capability to vital buses reduced to a single power
source for 15 minutes or longer such that any additional
single failure would result in complete loss of AC power to
vital buses

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

EAL# & Classification Level: SAI.1 -ALERT

EAL:

Loss of 4.16 KV Vital Bus Power Sources (Offsite and Onsite) which results in the
availability of only one 4.16 KV Vital Bus Power Source (Offsite or Onsite)

AND

> 15 minutes have elapsed (Note 3)

Note 3: The Emergency Coordinator should NOT wait until the applicable time has
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the
condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

Basis:

rfT',;- It- -, F/-,- C AI t, -rr frýr,,-•L-,4 A-.,'..;,,b,. • - #c-,.,m I/' Of 1H
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The condition indicated by this IG-EAL is the degradation of the off-site and on-site AC power
systems such that any additional single failure would result in a complete loss of AC power to
vital busesstation blackout. This condition could occur due to a loss of off-site power with a
concurrent failure of all but one emergency diesel generator to supply power to its emefqe-Gy
vital bus[MCDIIees. AR--ther related conditio•n Goud be the loss of all off site Powe a•d loss
Of on site emergency diesel g.. enators with only one train of emergency busses being fed
fromn effsite power. baekfled from. the unit main generator, or the less Of On-site emergenc-y
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power, The subsequent loss of this single power source would escalate the event to a SITE
AREA EMERGENCY in accordance with EAL SS1.1.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of
power.
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[At m~ulti unit stations, the EALs shou4d allow credit for operation of in staic ddes~gn
features, such as cros-s ties or- svvg dieselIs, prFO'idee that abnormal or- emergency operating
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condition on other ishared safety functions in d~evlpig the s8t9 specific EAL.]

[P-lants that have a proceduralized capabilty to croess-tie ACG power from an off site pGoWe
supply of a coempanion unit may taeGei o h eundant power sourc-Gei.. h seit
EAL for thi&4G Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

"Availability" means the power source can be aligned to provide power to a vital bus within 15
minutes or is currently supplying power to at least one vital bus.

The availability of EDGs that have not been challenged to start during degradation of AC
power sources to the 4.16 KV vital buses should be based on meeting Technical Specification
action requirements for loss of offsite AC power sources.

The AC power distribution is summarized in Attachment 2, page 2.

This hot condition Alert EAL is equivalent to the cold condition Unusual Event EAL CU1.1.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

NEI 99-01, Rev. 05 - SA5 Example EAL #1
HC.OP-AB.ZZ-01 35 (Q) Station Blackout / Loss of Offsite Power / Diesel Generator
Malfunction
205415-A-8765 Sheet 1 500 kv Transmission Plan & Profiles
E-0001-0 sheet 1 Hope Creek Generating Station Single Line Diagram Station
UFSAR 8.1.2 Onsite Power Systems
HCGS Technical Specifications 3.8.1 A.C. Sources
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

S - System Malfunction

1 - Loss of AC Power

Loss of all offsite power and all onsite AC power to vital
buses for 15 minutes or longer

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

EAL# & Classification Level: SSI.1 - SITE AREA EMERGENCY

EAL:

Loss of all Power (Onsite and Offsite) to all 4.16 KV Vital Buses

AND

_ 15 minutes have elapsed (Note 3)

Note 3: The Emergency Coordinator should NOT wait until the applicable time has
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the
condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

Basis:

Loss of all AC power to e~mergecy -vital busses compromises all plant safety systems
requiring electric power including RHR, ECCS, Containment Hea@tRemoval and Station
Service Waterthe Ultimate Heat Sink. Prolonged loss of all AC power to erneF y-vital
busses will lead to loss of Fuel Clad, RCS, and Containment, thus this event can escalate to a
GENERAL EMERGENCY.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of off-
site power.
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Escalation to GENERAL EMERGENCY is via EALs in Category F, Fission Product Barrier
Degradation, oriC-EAL SGI .1, "Prolonged Loss of All Off-site Power and Prolonged Loss of
All On-site AC Power."

Explanation/Discussion/Defi nitions:

The intent of this EAL is to classify degraded AC power events that result in a loss of all offsite
power sources 13.8 KV to the 4.16 KV vital buses along with a loss of all onsite power sources
(EDGs).
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The AC power distribution is summarized in Attachment 2, page 2.

This hot condition Site Area Emergency EAL is equivalent to the cold condition Alert EAL
CA1.1.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05 - SS1 Example EAL #1
2. HC.OP-AB.ZZ-0 135 (Q) Station Blackout/ Loss of Offsite Power/ Diesel Generator

Malfunction
3. 205415-A-8765 Sheet 1 500 kv Transmission Plan & Profiles
4. E-0001-0 sheet I Hope Creek Generating Station Single Line Diagram Station
5. UFSAR 8.1.2 Onsite Power Systems
6. HCGS Technical Specifications 3.8.1 AC Sources
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

S - System Malfunction

1 - Loss of AC Power

Prolonged loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power to vital
buses

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

EAL# & Classification Level: SGI.1 - GENERAL EMERGENCY

EAL:

Loss of all Power (Onsite and Offsite) to all 4.16 KV Vital Buses

AND

ANY of the following:

* Restoration of at least one Vital Bus in < 4 hrs is NOT likely

* RPV level CANNOT be restored and maintained above -161 in.

• RPV level CANNOT be determined

Basis:

Loss of all AC power to emeiqeoy -vital busses compromises all plant safety systems
requiring electric power including RHR, ECCS, Containment Heat Removal and the-Ultimate
Heat-SinkStation Service Water. Prolonged loss of all AC power to emergeney-vital busses will
lead to loss of Fuel Clad, RCS, and Containment, thus this event can escalate to a GENERAL
EMERGENCY.

I ! , c, rn Crnrr.•r,, fl,-,11A,•Cr fin n ma /"%r ) np t• T1 r1qrtIrpf'r 1 IrJf-
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Blc IuF a avitable. Appropriate a~lowance for off site emergenc-y response i :n cuding
ova ouation of surroeunding areas should be con sidere d. Although this 1C may be viewed as
Fdu ndapt fe tthe F,ýssion P-r-duct Ba rr~eF Degrad-atio 1G, its inc!U&ion i's necessary, to bete
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This IG-EAL is specified to assure that in the unlikely event of a prolonged station blackout,
timely recognition of the seriousness of the event occurs and that declaration of a GENERAL
EMERGENCY occurs as early as is appropriate, based on a reasonable assessment of the
event trajectory.
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The likelihood of restoring at least one emergeiGy-vital bus should be based on a realistic
appraisal of the situation since a delay in an upgrade decision based on only a chance of
mitigating the event could result in a loss of valuable time in preparing and implementing
public protective actions.

In addition, under these conditions, fission product barrier monitoring capability may be
degraded.

[Although it ma)y b• difficult t pr d..ict when poWer ca .... ÷,ctore, it iS neces.ary to
f,r #1,r tr~ry n, flrn'+n -, kc c' 1c~ ;,4-i' -,F P1n., 1 , ; teD 11ic 1nn /rn f-i cl4rc /
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1. A .r t,•,, .......... t indcaifon that or.e cooling is a.-eady degraded to th,
point that l-oss er- potential loss; of F4&sion Product Bare- s !MMW!E=NT

-2. if there are no present indications of such corce cooling de gra dation, how like"yi
it that power.a be restored in t' e to assure thaa-oss of t b a otentiall
"a the third c bn pr-, ep... 1L'-?
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relates to, !M•I=.NT Iess or- potential less of fission produt barriers anpd degraded ability to
monitor figSilon product barrier-s. I

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The AC power distribution is summarized in Attachment 2, page 2.

Four hours is the station blackout coping time. Beyond the four hour window, RPV injection
capability may no longer be available and degradation in core cooling will commence.

Core Submergence is the preferred method of maintaining adequate core cooling. When RPV
level decreases to below TAF (-161 in.), the ability to effectively remove decay heat is being
challenged, and as such the Fuel Clad fission product barrier can no longer be considered
intact. While the Emergency Operating Procedures provide contingencies to establish
adequate core cooling when RPV level drops below TAF (Core Spray or Steam Cooling with
or without injection), these actions are designed to be an alternative method of providing
adequate core cooling while actions are taken to reestablish core submergence. Sustained
partial or total core uncovery can result in fuel damage and a significant release of fission
products to the Reactor coolant. Sustained core uncovery can also result in a breach of the
RPV due to core melt material interaction with the RPV.
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A Loss of Core Submergence will occur when the rate of inventory loss is greater than the rate
of inventory makeup from high pressure injection sources. This condition can occur as the
result of the following events/sequences:

* A LOCA will cause RPV level to reach the Top of Active Fuel when the LOCA is the
result of a large break (momentary core uncovery is expected to occur under this
condition) or when the LOCA is due to a small or intermediate break in combination
with an inability of high pressure injection sources to keep up with the leakrate.

" A loss of high pressure injection sources without the presence of a LOCA will also
result in RPV level decreasing to TAF due to continued RPV Steam Flow without
makeup.

Either of these events/sequences results in a challenge to the Fuel Clad Barrier when RPV
level CANNOT be restored AND maintained above the TAF due to core uncovery, hence
classification at this threshold is appropriate. However, for both these sequences, Low
Pressure ECCS are designed to inject to the RPV as RPV Pressure decreases below the
shutoff head of the pumps. RPV Depressurization will occur either due to the LOCA or Manual
initiation of Emergency Depressurization when RPV level reaches -185 in., provided injection
systems are available. This will allow for restoration of RPV level and re-establishment of Core
Submergence. Failure of these systems to restore and maintain RPV level above -185 in. will
result in a Loss of the Fuel Clad barrier per EAL FB1-L.

Until the wide range RPV level (WR) indicator is downscale or becomes questionable, it
should be used to assure RPV level is above TAF. Once WR is downscale, use compensated
fuel zone indication (SPDS or graph) to assess RPV level above TAF and when compensated
fuel zone level indication goes below TAF or becomes questionable, declare the EAL.

If all RPV level instrumentation is lost, it is assumed RPV level may be below the top of active
fuel and a General Emergency classification is warranted under this EAL.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05 - SG1 Example EAL #1
2. HC.OP-AB.ZZ-0135 (Q) Station Blackout / Loss of Offsite Power / Diesel Generator

Malfunction
3. 205415-A-8765 Sheet 1 500 kv Transmission Plan & Profiles
4. E-0001-0 sheet 1 Hope Creek Generating Station Single Line Diagram Station
5. UFSAR 8.1.2 Onsite Power Systems
6. HCGS Technical Specifications 3.8.1 AC Sources
7. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0101(Q)-FC RPV Control
8. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0101A(Q)-FC ATWS - RPV Control
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

S - System Malfunction

2 - Loss of DC Power

Loss of all vital DC power for 15 minutes or longer

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

EAL# & Classification Level: SS2.1 - SITE AREA EMERGENCY

EAL:

<108 V DC bus voltage indication on all Vital 125 V DC Buses

AND

_ 15 minutes have elapsed (Note 3)

Note 3: The Emergency Coordinator should NOT wait until the applicable time has
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the
condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

Basis:

Loss of all DC power compromises ability to monitor and control plant safety functions.
Prolonged loss of all DC power will cause core uncovering and loss of primary containment
integrity when there is significant decay heat and sensible heat in the reactor system.

[ Site. sp.... bus' voltage s be... ... on the bamimum busvoltag, ary for
th e oPer-'atio of safety rela te d e quipmen t. This voltage value should 4qncorpora te a margin of a
I1ic't 1' minide' of '-eratien b ~fore the eaz cnr#rf in.-abili, fr t~a mr_,hzthg finadg I~H Thog ivrltare.

isu near the Minimum _7Vtag sernln//td Fnr nqR bat",r s4iing r,- prfofn dm. Typ inal , th
yabf- n,r tfh~p e ebatr sti approximately 105 VDC. FG-a60 cngstnng ofbatter~es the

rno!! Ivo~t;Qq iq tvnpcaq!!v 1 75 VoP.tA no~r coL. FoPr 'q 5R '04rin hPUfonA~.t thin mi.Phrmum ivnP tin

ty/pically 1.81 Volts per cell.]
V- , " -..... _. .7 wC z

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

Escalation to a General Emergency would occur by EALs in Category R, Abnormal Rad
Levels/RadioeogiGal Effluent, or Category F, Fission Product Barrier Degradation.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:
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Per Technical Specifications, 108 VDC is the minimum voltage required for operability of the
Class 1 E 125 VDC buses following a battery discharge test. Although continued equipment
operation may occur with degraded voltage, this value signifies the minimum operable voltage
allowed.

125 VDC Power Channels A-D provide control power to Engineered Safety Features
actuation, diesel generator auxiliaries, plant alarm and indication circuits, as well as the control
power for the associated loads. If 125 VDC power is lost for an extended period of time
(greater than 15 minutes) critical plant functions such as 4.16 KV breaker controls, CS and
RHR pump controls required to maintain safe plant conditions may not operate, and core
uncovery with subsequent Reactor Coolant System (RCS) and Primary Containment failure
might occur.

Loss of ADS may create a loss of low pressure ECCS availability due to the potential inability
to depressurize the reactor. In addition, loss of these buses will eventually lead to MSIV
closure and reactor scram due to the loss of the Primary Containment Instrument Gas (PCIG).
Subsequent to MSIV closure, much of the equipment noted above will be required for plant
stabilization and shutdown.

A sustained loss of 125 V DC power will threaten the ability to remove heat from the reactor
core and from the primary containment. SRVs will remain operable in the relief mode and the
heat addition to the primary containment could result in a loss of the Primary Containment as a
fission product release barrier.

Loss of all Vital 1 E 125 V DC power will also render HPCI and RCIC inoperable for automatic
initiation, and from the Control Room due to loss of control power.

Class 1 E 125 VDC battery bank capacities are as follows:

Channel Switchgear Battery Capacity (design 4 hours)

A 10D410 1AD411 1885 AH at 8 hours

B 10D420 1BD411 1885 AH at 8 hours

C 1 0D430 1CD411 1885 AH at 8 hours

D 10D440 1DD411 1885 AH at 8 hours

C 10D436 1CD447 577 AH at 8 hours

D 10D446 1 DD447 577 AH at 8 hours

In OPCONs 1, 2, or 3, the loss of any single channel 125V DC power source would require the
channel to be restored within 2 hours or the unit placed in at least Hot Shutdown within the
next 12 hours and in Cold Shutdown within the following 24 hours.
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This Site Area Emergency EAL is the hot condition equivalent of the cold condition loss of DC
power Unusual Event EAL CU2.1.
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EAL Bases Reference(s):

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, SS3 Example EAL #1
HC.OP-AB.ZZ-0150 (Q), 125VDC System Malfunction
HC.OP-AB.ZZ-01 35 (Q), Station Blackout / Loss of Offsite Power/ Diesel Generator
Malfunction
HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0101(Q)-FC RPV Control
HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0102(Q)-FC Primary Containment Control
HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0202(Q)-FC Emergency Depressurization
HCGS Technical Specifications Section 3/4.8.2.1, 3/4.8.3.1 .b; DC Sources - Operating
UFSAR 8.3.2 DC Power Systems
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

S - System Malfunction

3 - ATWS / Criticality

Inadvertent Criticality

3 - Hot Shutdown

EAL# & Classification Level: SU3.1 - UNUSUAL EVENT

EAL:

UNPLANNED sustained positive period observed on nuclear instrumentation

Basis:

This G-CEAL addresses inadvertent criticality events. This ,P-EAL indicates a potential
degradation of the level of safety of the plant, warranting a NOUE classification. This W-EAL
excludes inadvertent criticalities that occur during planned reactivity changes associated with
reactor startups (e.g., criticality earlier than estimated).

[This onw ditoul cap be identified usind pcrierd moitoerstartup rate moniter. The term
Thet ter "sustained" is used in order to a llow erxcuio n of tedsh o'tterm po sitive-4-n

rates from planned ontrol rod movements for- P sARs and Bter p (such as shutdown ban
withdýrawal for PWRs)1. Th 4eor-t termp posi.tive- pe nodc& Itarti p rates -' pres the result of the~
o theincrase as . tn npopulation due to sub6crtalmult~plication.]

Escalation would be by the Fission Product Barrier Table, as appropriate to the operating

mode at the time of the event.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The term "sustained" is used in order to allow exclusion of expected short term positive
periods from planned control rod movements. These short term positive periods are the result
of the increase in neutron population due to subcritical multiplication.

Positive reactor period may be identified by:

" SRM period indicators and recorders R602A and B (green pens) on panel 1 0C650C

* Overhead Annunciator C3-D1, SRM PERIOD

• Computer points B3001, B3002, B3003 and B3004
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This EAL is the hot condition equivalent of the cold condition EAL CU6.1.

Definitions:
UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not the result of an intended
evolution and requires corrective or mitigative actions.
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EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, SU8 Example EAL #1
2. Technical Specifications 3.3.7.6 Source Range Monitors
3. HC.OP-ST.SE-0005(Q) SRM Channel Count Rate Surveillance
4. HC.OP-AR.ZZ-0009 Overhead Annunciator Window Box C3
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Classification Level:

EAL:

S - System Malfunction

3 - ATWS / Criticality

Automatic scram fails to shut down the reactor and the
manual actions taken from the reactor control console are
successful in shutting down the reactor

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup

SA3.1 - ALERT

An automatic scram failed to shut down the reactor

AND

Manual scram actions taken at the reactor control console (mode switch, manual scram
pushbuttons, manual ARI actuation) successfully shut down the reactor as indicated by
reactor power _ 4%

Basis:

[The reactor should be considered shutdown when it is producing less heat than the maximum
decay heat load for which the safety systems are designed (typiGa"ly" 3 t, 54% power).-F-oF
plants using CSFSgTs, this EAL equates to the critcria used to determinc a v~alird Subcritical ity
Red Path. For BWRs tThis power level EAL shoul is the APRM downscale trip setpoint.]

Manual scram-4tp actions taken at the reactor control console are any set of actions by the
reactor operator(s) which causes or should cause control rods to be rapidly inserted into the
core and shuts down the reactor.

Insertion of a scram signal via Mode Switch to Shutdown or activation of the RPS Manual
Scram Pushbuttons on the Control R-room console is considered automatic scram inputs into
RPS. A failure to scram from either operator inserted scram actions would meet the criteria for
this EAL even if no other scram inputs were present. However, an inability to physically place
the mode switch in the "Shutdown" position (i.e., broken key) does not constitute a RPS
failure, since the RPS logic has not failed. [MCD1]

[if the Manul scam (tri 0p) swth~p . .sbtOP the control rOOm4 con see panels& are

I A 44) f fl

,",÷ l.,",," ifr I m÷." ,r- ; r r l 1÷ i,,',, mYi'• l/ i *h b , fh r, . ic ~ h ,,",l 4 - b -nIli, , I
t7Cr VF - U ".... ............. .... "a.U.Y Cr F c
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This condition indicates failure of the automatic protection system to scram-trip) the reactor.
This condition is more than a potential degradation of a safety system in that a front line
automatic protection system did not function in response to a plant transient. Thus the plant
safety has been compromised because design limits of the fuel may have been exceeded. An
ALERT is indicated because conditions may exist that lead to potential loss of fuel clad or
RCS and because of the failure of the Reactor Protection System to automatically shutdown
the plant.

If manual actions taken at the reactor control console fail to shut-down the reactor, the event

would escalate to a SITE AREA EMERGENCY.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The Reactor Protection System (RPS) is designed to function to shut down the reactor (either
manually or automatically). The system is "fail safe", that is it de-energizes to function. An
Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) event can be caused either by a failure of RPS
(electrical/pneumatic failure) or a failure of the Control Rod Drive System to permit the control
rods to insert (hydraulic failure).

The Alternate Rod Insertion (ARI) function of the Redundant Reactivity Control System
(RRCS) provides an automatic backup function for an electrical/pneumatic failure of RPS. A
successful scram due to ARI following a failure of RPS would still be classified under this EAL
because of the potentially serious consequences of an RPS failure.

The ALERT threshold is set so that unsuccessful manual RPS scrams from the Control Room,
as well as unsuccessful automatic RPS scrams would be classified at the ALERT level. This
will cover those situations, in which a manual RPS scram is attempted in anticipation of a
continually degrading plant condition (i.e., degrading Main Condenser Vacuum). In addition,
this threshold will also address those situations where a manual scram is required by
procedure (i.e., stuck open SRV, Main Steam Line Hi-Hi Radiation, Dual Reactor Recirc Pump
trip, Power Oscillations) and the manual scram is not successful. In either case, ALERT
declaration is appropriate when the RPS fails to perform its intended design function.

The APRM downscale trip setpoint is 4%. It also approximates the decay heat which the
shutdown systems were designed to remove and is indicative of a condition requiring
immediate response to prevent subsequent core damage. At or below the APRM downscale
trip setpoint, plant response will be similar to that observed during a normal shutdown.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, SA2 Example EAL #1
2. Technical Specifications 1.0 Definitions
3. Technical Specifications SL/LSSS 2.1/2.2 Safety Limits/ Limited Safety System Settings
4. Technical Specifications LCO 3/4.1 Reactor Control Systems
5. Technical Specifications LCO 3/4.3 Instrumentation
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6. HC.OP-AB.IC-0003(Q) Reactor Protection System
7. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0101A(Q)-FC ATWS - RPV Control
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

S - System Malfunction

3 - ATWS / Criticality

Automatic scram fails to shut down the reactor and manual
actions taken from the reactor control console are not
successful in shutting down the reactor.

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup

EAL# & Classification Level: SS3.1 - SITE AREA EMERGENCY

EAL:

An automatic scram failed to shut down the reactor

AND

Manual scram actions taken at the reactor control console (mode switch, manual scram
pushbuttons, manual ARI actuation) do NOT shut down the reactor as indicated by reactor
power > 4%

Basis:

{The reactor should be considered shutdown when it is producing less heat than the maximum
decay heat load for which the safety systems are designed (typiG,•,ly 3 t 4% power).-Fef
plants using CSFSTs, this EAL equates to the criteria used to dcetrin a alid Swbcriticality
Red Path. For BWRs t This power level EAL should beis the APRM downscale trip setpoint.4

Under these conditions, the reactor is producing more heat than the maximum decay heat
load for which the safety systems are designed and efforts to bring the reactor subcritical are
unsuccessful. A SITE AREA EMERGENCY is warranted because conditions exist that lead to
IMMINENT loss or potential loss of both fuel clad and RCS.

[The .. a -tor should be conse. shutdewn4 ,•h• n tp,• , G,,g /ehtG, thn t
rn- vi, rv, a- hcz.cif lnrzr fnrv wia/b Lrb a *Jj -'fifi, famo*,~ic = fin,-i, nn /hini,-ý-,Ihf Q f^ 0/

rSssaIlnrl irnr init i C' Qý=QTc- fJliio IZA I ns~ ,fzs f, fI-,e r'rf'srn , rctr r

S,,ubcrtiatW, Red Path. Fer B• VE this E•.L shu, be the AP-RM dwn " sca.le tr6p se tpGeit_]

Manual scram-(-tr4p) actions taken at the reactor control console are any set of actions by the
reactor operator(s) at which causes or should cause control rods to be rapidly inserted into the
core and shuts down the reactor.
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Insertion of a' scram signal via Mode Switch to Shutdown or activation of the RPS Manual
Scram Pushbuttons on the GControl RWoom console are considered automatic scram inputs
into RPS. A failure to scram from either operator inserted scram actions would meet the
criteria for this EAL even if no other scram inputs were present. However, an inability to
physically place the mode switch in the "Shutdown" position (i.e., broken key) does not
constitute a RPS failure, since the RPS loaic has not failed. [MCD2]

Manual Scram (trip) actions are not considered successfulI if actionR away from the
reactor Gontrol console is rcguired to scram (trip) the r-eactor. This EAL is still applicable even
if - r+ir~r~ , - er +n!m h %Ain '-, rk + '- r+rr ! Lnr ,-'- ýt rrý eý v ,rccf ii ;n~ ck h +; fi n rIk n

down because the design limits of the fuel may have been exceeded or because of the gross-
-failure of the Reactor ProGtection System to shut down the plant.

[Although thiS !C May be Wia ed a& re-dundant to the Fis-Sion rFOduct Ba~rrieF
Degradation 1Q, 4t6 inclusion iS necessar-y tobetter- psu~ 9iRg tinalyracgnitan and1 eMetrgacy
response.]

Escalation of this event to a GENERAL EMERGENCY would be due to a prolonged condition
leading to an extreme challenge to either core-_cooling or heat removal.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

This EAL addresses any automatic reactor scram signal followed by a manual scram that fails
to shut down the reactor to an extent the reactor is producing energy in excess of the heat
load for which the safety systems were designed.

For the purposes of emergency classification at the SITE AREA EMERGENCY level,
successful manual scram actions are those which can be quickly performed from the reactor
control console (i.e., mode switch, manual scram pushbuttons and manual ARI actuation).
Manual actions to shut down the Reactor achieved by use of the alternate control rod insertion
methods of EOP-101A Step RC/Q-21 would still be classified under this EAL and do not
constitute a successful manual scram.

A manual scram signal via Mode Switch to Shutdown and/or activation of the RPS Manual
Scram Pushbuttons on the Control Room console are considered an automatic input into RPS
and a Failure to Scram making this EAL applicable. However, an inability to physically place
the mode switch in the "Shutdown" position (i.e., broken key) does not constitute a RPS
failure, since the RPS logic has not failed.

The APRM downscale trip setpoint is 4%. It also approximates the decay heat which the
shutdown systems were designed to remove and is indicative of a condition requiring
immediate response to prevent subsequent core damage. At or below the APRM downscale
trip setpoint, plant response will be similar to that observed during a normal shutdown.
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Escalation of this event to a GENERAL EMERGENCY would be under EAL SG3.1 or
Emergency Coordinator judgment.

Definitions:

IMMINENT: Mitigation actions have been ineffective, additional actions are not
expected to be successful, and trended information indicates that the event or condition
will occur within approximately 2 hours (unless a different time is specified).

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, SS2 Example EAL #1
2. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-O101A(Q)-FC ATWS - RPV Control
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Classification Level:

EAL:

S - System Malfunction

3 - ATWS / Criticality

Automatic scram and all manual actions fail to shut down
the reactor and indication of an extreme challenge to the
ability to cool the core exists

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup

SG3.1 - GENERAL EMERGENCY

An automatic scram failed to shut down the reactor

AND

All manual actions do NOT shut down the reactor as indicated by reactor power > 4%

AND

EITHER of the following:

4 RPV level CANNOT be restored and maintained above -185 in.

4 HCTL (EOP Curve SPT-P) is exceeded

Basis:

{The reactor should be considered shutdown when it is producing less heat than the maximum
decay heat load for which the safety systems are designed (typi•a"ll 3 to54% power).-Fo-
plants uinRg G-SF=STs, this EAL equates to the criteFria used to deteFrmine - lAlid- Subhr-rit'iclitGy
Red Path. For B'WRs t This power level EAL shoul is the APRM downscale trip setpoint.]

Under these conditions, the reactor is producing more heat than the maximum decay heat
load for which the safety systems are designed and efforts to bring the reactor subcritical are
unsuccessful.

rTh'- ~r-~.t'-r c'h•,,!4 h• nnn!4.dr'~Žr •h,,tdn,,.n ,,hen if nr~d;!ftinr !• hn~t thr~n thge
ET-he reaGter-sheuld be GepsideF-eel &hutdew-p w44ep itpr-ed-UGiPP less heat than th14 f, 1 1^ 14 C^ ;-I, it- --- F-i- -- 4^ý;ýý^r4 Q f^ 90/-

power). For plants using CSFS Ts-, tis E4 equates to Me ,4......a used to detorm4 -. a ai
Subcriticafity Redf Path7. For- BW4R- th~is E hudbe the APRM doewnecaal trip setoeint.]
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liF=9 PW7RS, the extrFeme Ghallenge tote ability t9 cooli the corFe iS intended to moan
that the core exi. t t. emprture•s are at or appro.ac.hi. g 1200 degree ..F- or that the r.ea-. c

esse! water- ice is' 'eow the top of active fuel. For- plants using CSFS Ts, this EAL equate
to a Core Co,•oig RED condition combined with a SubGri•tica•ity RED condition.]

[For- BWRs, the extreme chal•nge to the ablity t1o cOO the core is intended•f to miea,
thatthe reactor,'tva eann e ' -.' ,t be F.tod and, marntai"ed above Minimum Steam
Cooeing RPV Water Levelo as de.. ibd , the EP ba.ses.]

[te tthet r of theecatengi thes bxisty to itiaetl atly remohe heatd;Iring the early stageshot
this^I seune F or P s, ;if emrgnG fedaeFlwinufiint emove the amount et

beatw rhequiwerassociated bywdmth tt oet ssteam generator, an extreme csha!enge ishoul be
cOnsideredt exist. For p 'ants using CSF-S Ts, this EA4L equates to aheat Sink RED conditio
coGmbined- wi6th a Sub cr~tg'afi4y RED condition.

[F-or BW4RS, considerations inclUd~e inability to r-epove heat v~ the maýn condensetL, o0
vathe suppr-ession pool or toqrus (e.g., due to high pool water- temperature).]

In the event either of these challenges exists at a time that the reactor has not been brought
below the power associated with the safety system design a core melt sequence exists. In this
situation, core degradation can occur rapidly. For this reason, the GENERAL EMERGENCY
declaration is intended to be anticipatory of the fission product barrier table declaration to
permit maximum off-site intervention time.
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Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

This EAL addresses the following:

" Any automatic reactor scram signal followed by a manual scram that fails to shut down
the reactor to an extent the reactor is producing energy in excess of the heat load for
which the safety systems were designed (EAL SS3.1), and

* Indications that either core cooling is extremely challenged or heat removal is extremely
challenged.

The Alternate Rod Insertion (ARI) function of the Redundant Reactivity Control System
(RRCS) provides an automatic backup function for an electrical/pneumatic failure of RPS. A
failure of ARI and alternate control rod insertion methods of EOP-101A to reduce Reactor
Power to < 4% following a failure of the RPS is classified under this EAL because of the
potentially serious consequences of a failure of RPS and ARI to reduce Reactor Power.

Reactor shutdown achieved by use of the alternate control rod insertion methods of EOP-
101A Step RC/Q-21 is also credited as a successful manual action provided reactor power
can be reduced below the APRM downscale trip setpoint before indications of an extreme
challenge to either core cooling or heat removal exist.

The Reactor Protection System (RPS) is designed to function to shut down the reactor (either
manually or automatically). The system is "fail safe", that is it de-energizes to function. An
Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) event can be caused either by a failure of RPS
(electrical/pneumatic failure) or a failure of the Control Rod Drive System to permit the control
rods to insert (hydraulic failure).

An extreme challenge to the ability to cool the core occurs when RPV water level cannot be
maintained above -185". Although this is below the Top of Active Fuel (Loss of Core
Submergence), maintaining Reactor water level above -185" will ensure sufficient steam flow
from the covered portion of the core to preclude fuel clad temperatures in the uncovered
portion of the core from exceeding 1500 0F. This is referred to as the Minimum Steam Cooling
RPV Water Level (MSCRWL). Inability to maintain this level for an extended period of time
could be precursors of a core melt sequence.

An extreme challenge to the primary containment occurs when heat cannot be removed from
the primary containment resulting in elevated suppression pool water temperature. The Heat
Capacity Temperature Limit (HCTL) is the highest suppression pool water temperature from
which a Blowdown will not raise suppression chamber pressure above the Primary
Containment Pressure Limit (PCPL) of 65 psig before the rate of energy transfer from the RPV
to the primary containment is within the capacity of the primary containment vent. When the
PCPL is challenged, primary containment venting will be required even if offsite radioactivity
release rate limits will be exceeded.
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The HCTL is a function of RPV pressure and suppression pool water temperature and is a
measure of the maximum heat load, which the primary containment can withstand. Plant
parameters in excess of the HCTL could be precursor of primary containment failure. The
Heat Capacity Temperature Limit is given in Curve SPT-P of HC.OP-EO.ZZ-01 02(Q), Primary
Containment Control.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, SG2 Example EAL #1
2. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0101A(Q)-FC ATWS - RPV Control
3. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0206A(Q)-FC ATWS - RPV Flooding

4. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0102(Q)-FC Primary Containment Control
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

S - System Malfunction

4 - Inability to Reach or Maintain Shutdown Conditions

Inability to reach required shutdown within Technical
Specification limits

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

EAL# & Classification Level: SU4.1 - UNUSUAL EVENT

EAL:

Plant is NOT brought to required Operational Condition (OPCON) within Technical
Specifications LCO action statement time

Basis:

Limiting Conditions of Operation (LCOs) require the plant to be brought to a required
Operational Condition •when the Technical Specification required configuration
cannot be restored. Depending on the circumstances, this may or may not be an emergency
or precursor to a more severe condition. In any case, the initiation of plant shutdown required
by the site Technical Specifications requires a four hour report under 10 CFR 50.72 (b) Non-
emergency events. The plant is within its safety envelope when being shut down within the
allowable action statement time in the Technical Specifications. An immediate NQUE is
required when the plant is not brought to the required Operational Condition ,-,-=to+; Mode
within the allowable action statement time in the Technical Specifications. Declaration of a
NOUE is based on the time at which the LCO-specified action statement time period elapses
under the site Technical Specifications and is not related to how long a condition may have
existed.

[Other roguir4-ed Technic-al Sp9cification shutdowns that involve prcrosto More-
seru ..... ts a addr....d by ,ther System •l•• function, Hazards-, or Fissio, ProAdu•t
Barr Degra Cs.]

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

Depending on the circumstances, this may or may not be a precursor to a more severe
condition. A shutdown required by the Technical Specifications requires a report under 10
CFR 50.72 (b) Non-emergency events. The plant is within its safety envelope when actions
are completed within the allowable Action Statement time in the T/S. If the times specified
within the Action Statements are not met, the plant may be in an unsafe condition.
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EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, SU2 Example EAL #1
2. HCGS Technical Specifications

EP-HC-1 11-216

This page intentionally blank.
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

S - System Malfunction

5 - Instrumentation

UNPLANNED loss of safety system annunciation or
indication in the Control Room for 15 minutes or longer

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

EAL# & Classification Level: SU5.1 - UNUSUAL EVENT

EAL:

UNPLANNED loss of > approximately 75% of Control Room Overhead Annunciators for
>_ 15 minutes (Note 3)

OR

UNPLANNED loss of > approximately 75% of Control Room Indications associated with
the following safety functions for _> 15 minutes (Note 3):

* Reactivity Control

" RCS Inventory

* Decay Heat Removal

* Fission Product Barriers

Note 3: The Emergency Coordinator should NOT wait until the applicable time has
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the
condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

Basis:

This IC and its associated EAL are-isintended to recognize the difficulty associated with
monitoring changing plant conditions without the use of a major portion of the annunciation or
indication equipment.

Recognition of the availability of computer based indication equipment is considered-e.gL,

"Planned" loss of annunciators or indicators includes scheduled maintenance and testing
activities.
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Quantification is arbitrary, however, it is estimated that if approximately 75% of the safety
system-annunciators or indicators are lost, there is an increased risk that a degraded plant
condition could go undetected. It is not intended that plant personnel perform a detailed count
of the instrumentation lost but use the value as a judgment threshold for determining the
severity of the plant conditions.

It is further recognized that most plant designs provide redundant safety system indication
powered from separate uninterruptible power supplies. While failure of a large portion of
annunciators is more likely than a failure of a large portion of indications, the concern is
included in this EAL due to difficulty associated with assessment of plant conditions. The loss
of specific, or several, safety system indicators should remain a function of that specific
system or component operability status. This will be addressed by the specific Technical
Specification. The initiation of a Technical Specification imposed plant shutdown related to the
instrument loss will be reported via 10 CFR 50.72. If the shutdown is not in compliance with
the Technical Specification action, the N-4UE is based on SU4.12 "Inability to Reach Required
Shutdown Within Technical Specification Limits."

[Site &pa c~iA annunciators or- indicator-s for- this EAL MUSt in elude those identgfie d 4n the
Abnormal Operathng PRoeed6*e&, in the Emer~gency Oper 'h~ P-ro~duvr-e andf in other E-AL
(e.g., area, process-, and/or effluent Fad monitors, etc.).]

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

[Due to the limited dnumber of safety &syems in ope~ation dUring cold shutdown,
r-efueling, andf defueled modes, no 1C is indicGated dur~g th4ese modes of operation.]

This NQUE will be escalated to an ALERT based on a concurrent loss of compensatory
indications or a SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT is occurring during a loss of
annunciators/indications.

[Other requiref dT chnical Specifiation s;hutdWnKs that involve precur-sors to mrqee
ser4 .ous events are addressed by other System M4alfunction, Hazards, or Fission P-roduct
Barrier Deg9r-adation !-s.]

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

This EAL recognizes the difficulty associated with monitoring changing plant conditions
without the use of a major portion of the annunciation or indication equipment. An
UNPLANNED loss of most or all Control Room Overhead Annunciators or other key control
room indication systems without a plant transient in Operational Conditions 1, 2, or 3 for _> 15
minutes warrants a heightened awareness by Control Room Operators. Quantification of >
75% is left to the discretion of the Shift Manager (SM) and is considered approximately 75%.
It is not intended that a detailed count be performed but that a rough approximation be used to
determine the severity of the loss.

This EAL is not required in Operational Conditions 4 or 5 due to the limited number of safety

systems required for operation.
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In judging the severity of the annunciator and loss other key Control Room indication systems,
consideration should be given to those annunciators needed by the operating staff for
operation in abnormal and emergency operating procedures. This includes the ability to
shutdown the reactor and keeping it shutdown, ability to cool the core, ability to maintain core
inventory, ability to maintain a heat sink, and ability to monitor primary containment
parameters.

For short-term loss of OHAs and other key Control Room indication systems (< 15 minutes)
reportable level (RAL) #11.7.1 .c should be considered.
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Definitions:

UNPLANNED: a parameter change or an event that is not the result of an intended
evolution and requires corrective or mitigative actions. An UNPLANNED loss of
annunciators and loss other key control room indication systems excludes scheduled
maintenance and testing activities.

SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT: An UNPLANNED event based on EC judgment, but
includes as a minimum any one of the following: (1) Reactor SCRAM, (2) Electrical
Load Rejection > 22%, (3) Thermal Power Reduction > 25%, (4) ECCS Injection, or (5)
Thermal Power Oscillation > 10%.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, SU3 Example EAL #1
2. HC.OP.AB.MISC-0002 (Q) CRIDS / Overhead Annunciators / PPC Computer

3. HC.OP-AR.ZZ-001 1 Window C6-C5, SPDS System Trouble
4. HCGS Technical Specifications 3/4.3, Instrumentation
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Classification Level:

S - System Malfunction

5 - Instrumentation

UNPLANNED loss of safety system annunciation or
indication in the Control Room with either (1) a
SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT in progress, or (2)
compensatory indicators unavailable

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

SA5.1 - ALERT

EAL:

UNPLANNED loss of > approximately 75% of Control Room Overhead Annunciators for
> 15 minutes (Note 3)

OR

UNPLANNED loss of > approximately 75% of Control Room Indications associated with
the following safety functions for _ 15 minutes (Note 3):

* Reactivity Control

* RCS Inventory

" Decay Heat Removal

" Fission Product Barriers

AND

EITHER of the following:

* A SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT is in progress, Table S-1

" Compensatory indications are NOT available (PPC, CRIDS and SPDS)

Note 3: The Emergency Coordinator should NOT wait until the applicable time has
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the
condition will likely exceed the applicable time.
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Table S-1 SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENTS

* Reactor scram

* Thermal Power Reduction > 25%

* Electrical Load rejection > 22%

* ECCS injection

* Thermal power oscillations > 10%

Basis:

This ,t-EAL is intended to recognize the difficulty associated with monitoring changing plant
conditions without the use of a major portion of the annunciation or indication equipment
during a SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT.

[Recognition of the oaýl/abilit of com~puter based in-dication gupct iS considere
(e.g., SPD-3, plat cOMpu~ter-, etc.).]

"Planned" loss of annunciators or indicators includes scheduled maintenance and testing
activities.

Quantification is arbitrary, however, it is estimated that if approximately 75% of the-safety
system annunciators or indicators are lost, there is an increased risk that a degraded plant
condition could go undetected. It is not intended that plant personnel perform a detailed count
of the instrumentation lost but use the value as a judgment threshold for determining the
severity of the plant conditions. It is also not intended that the Shift Su-pep.i.s..Manaqer be
tasked with making a judgment decision as to whether additional personnel are required to
provide increased monitoring of system operation.

It is further recognized that most plant designs provide redundant safety system indication
powered from separate uninterruptible power supplies. While failure of a large portion of
annunciators is more likely than a failure of a large portion of indications, the concern is
included in this EAL due to difficulty associated with assessment of plant conditions. The loss
of specific, or several, safety system indicators should remain a function of that specific
system or component operability status. This will be addressed by the specific Technical
Specification. The initiation of a Technical Specification imposed plant shutdown related to the
instrument loss will be reported via 10 CFR 50.72. If the shutdown is not in compliance with
the Technical Specification action, the NGUE is based on SU2-SU4.1 "Inability to Reach
Required Shutdown Within Technical Specification Limits."
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[Site specifiG annUnciators or- indicater-s for this E-AL m4Ust includc thI96e identiedl in the

(e.g., area, pro)eSS, andor- effluent Fad monitor-sj etc.).]

"Compensatory indications" in this context includes computer based information such as the
proc.SScm ÷.putcr SYSt Plant Process Computer System (PPC), Control Room Integrated
Display System (CRIDS) and Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS)and-SPDS. fThis
ShoUld in-,lude a#! comute1r 1stems available ,fo th.s use deeonding on wc'ifi, plant de'ign

./

and subsequept re .t"•r÷o ts.] If both a major portion of the annunciation system and all computer
monitoring are unavailable, the ALERT is required.

[Due to the limitedl number, f safety ste in .hira during G0,4 shutdown4,

rekfuclng and defu eled modes, Po IC is indicate d durp.ng those modes of operation.]

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

This ALERT will be escalated to a SITE AREA EMERGENCY if the operating crew cannot
monitor the transient in progress due to a concurrent loss of compensatory indications with a
SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT in progress during the loss of annunciation or indication.

[Other- required Technical Sp ecificatiGn shutdownps that invol1ve precUrsors to mor-e
ser .ous evenPts are arncseel b other- System M~alfunction, Hazards, or Fi-ssion P-roduct
Barrier- Deg.9radation !Gs.4

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

This EAL recognizes the difficulty associated with monitoring changing plant conditions
without the use of a major portion of the annunciation or indication equipment. An
UNPLANNED loss of most or all Control Room Overhead Annunciators or other key control
room indication systems without a plant transient in Operational Conditions 1, 2, or 3 for > 15
minutes warrants a heightened awareness by Control Room Operators. Quantification of >
75% is left to the discretion of the Shift Manager (SM) and is considered approximately 75%.
It is not intended that a detailed count be performed, but that a rough approximation be used
to determine the severity of the loss. An UNPLANNED loss of most or all Control Room
Overhead Annunciators or other key Control Room indication systems with SIGNIFICANT
TRANSIENT in Operational Conditions 1, 2, or 3 also warrants a heightened awareness by
Control Room Operators. In this case, the 15 minute criterion is not required to meet the EAL
as expeditious notification is warranted. UNPLANNED loss of annunciators or indicators
excludes scheduled maintenance and testing activities.

The 15 minutes clock starts when the annunciators or other key Control Room indication
systems have been lost, or are determined to have been lost. If upon time of discovery it is
determined that the annunciators have been lost for at least 15 minutes prior to discovery,
classification should be made under this EAL regardless of time required for restoration.

SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENTS are listed in Table S-1.
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The Plant Process Computer System (PPC), Control Room Integrated Display System
(CRIDS) and Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS) serve as redundant indicators which
may be utilized as compensatory measures in lieu of the Control Room Overhead
Annunciators and Control Room indicators associated with safety functions.

The judgment of the Shift Manager should be used as the threshold for determining the
severity of the plant conditions.

In judging the severity of the annunciator and loss of other key Control Room indication
systems, consideration should be given to those annunciators needed by the operating staff
for operation in abnormal and emergency operating procedures. This includes the ability to
shut down the reactor and keeping it shutdown, ability to cool the core, ability to maintain core
inventory, ability to maintain a heat sink, and ability to monitor primary containment
parameters.

If the operating crew cannot monitor the transient in progress, the ALERT escalates to a SITE
AREA EMERGENCY under EAL SS5.1.
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Definitions:

UNPLANNED: a parameter change or an event that is not the result of an intended
evolution and requires corrective or mitigative actions. An UNPLANNED loss of
annunciators and loss other key control room indication systems excludes scheduled
maintenance and testing activities.

SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT: An UNPLANNED event based on EC judgment, but
includes as a minimum any one of the following: (1) Reactor SCRAM, (2) Electrical
Load Rejection > 22%, (3) Thermal Power Reduction > 25%, (4) ECCS Injection, or (5)
Thermal Power Oscillation > 10%.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, SA5 Example EAL #1
2. UFSAR Section 1.2.4.3.6 Turbine Bypass System and Pressure Control System
3. HC.OP.AB.MISC-0002 (Q) CRIDS / Overhead Annunciators / PPC Computer
4. HC.OP-AR.ZZ-001 1 Window C6-C5, SPDS System Trouble
5. HC.OP-AR.ZZ-001 1 Window C6-B5, BOP Computer Trouble
6. HCGS Technical Specifications 3/4.3, Instrumentation
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Classification Level:

EAL:

S - System Malfunction

5 - Instrumentation

Inability to monitor a SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT in
progress

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

SS5.1 - SITE AREA EMERGENCY

UNPLANNED loss of > approximately 75% of Control Room Overhead Annunciators for
> 15 minutes (Note 3)

OR

UNPLANNED loss of > approximately 75% of Control Room Indications associated with
the following safety functions for > 15 minutes (Note 3):

" Reactivity Control

• RCS Inventory

* Decay Heat Removal

• Fission Product Barriers

AND

A SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT is in progress, Table S-1

AND

Compensatory indications are NOT available (PPC, CRIDS and SPDS)

Note 3: The Emergency Coordinator should NOT wait until the applicable time has
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the
condition will likely exceed the applicable time.
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Table S-1 SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENTS

" Reactor scram

" Thermal Power Reduction > 25%

• Electrical Load rejection > 22%

* ECCS injection

" Thermal power oscillations > 10%

Basis:

This IG=-EAL is intended to recognize the threat to plant safety associated with the complete
loss of capability of the control room staff to monitor plant response to a SIGNIFICANT
TRANSIENT.

"Planned" and "UNPLANNED" actions are not differentiated since the loss of instrumentation
of this magnitude is of such significance during a transient that the cause of the loss is not an
amelieratipi-afactor.

Quantification is arbitrary, however, it is estimated that if approximately 75% of the safety
system-annunciators or indicators are lost, there is an increased risk that a degraded plant
condition could go undetected. It is not intended that plant personnel perform a detailed count
of the instrumentation lost but use the value as a judgment threshold for determining the
severity of the plant conditions. It is also not intended that the Shift Super-iseF Manager be
tasked with making a judgment decision as to whether additional personnel are required to
provide increased monitoring of system operation.

It is further recognized that most plant designs provide redundant safety system indication
powered from separate uninterruptible power supplies. While failure of a large portion of
annunciators is more likely than a failure of a large portion of indications, the concern is
included in this EAL due to difficulty associated with assessment of plant conditions. The loss
of specific, or several, safety system indicators should remain a function of that specific
system or component operability status. This will be addressed by the specific Technical
Specification. The initiation of a Technical Specification imposed plant shutdown related to the
instrument loss will be reported via 10 CFR 50.72. If the shutdown is not in compliance with
the Technical Specification action, the NGUE is based on SU2-SU4.1 "Inability to Reach
Required Shutdown Within Technical Specification Limits."

A SITE AREA EMERGENCY is considered to exist if the Ceontrol R-oom staff cannot monitor
safety functions needed for protection of the public while a significant transient is in progress.
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Site÷. ,÷ ,G,-6 fF th•. EAL shqi, be ;,;:m ,, e c,4I, 1 .l .,
the Abnormal Operating P-rocedu~. s, in the Em.Fergency Opera-dFrc.an i ohe
E-As 6g., areaproe -- G and/o rflUtrad m•onit4orSe

Site specific indications needed to monitor safety functions necessary for protection of the
public must include control room indications, computer generated indications and dedicated
annunciation capability.

[The specific indicationS Shoul4d be these usedl to dfetermine such func-tions as the abliltY
to shut do. the reactor., maintai. the cr. e co.ed., to m.aintai. the reactor. oo.ant ystem
intaGt, maintain t -pen,•t ful cooled-, and tO maintain ontainment intact.]

"Compensatory indications" in this context includes computer based information such as F
Process Computer System (PPC), Control Room Integrated Display System (CRIDS) and

•lant

systemns available for this use depending on specific plant design and subsequet , tofts

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

[Due to the limpited number of safety systems in operation4 during cold shutdown,
Thfuing and deofueled Modes, no df ic iss8ciatd duwnring tse modes of operation.i

[Due to the lmited nmpber of shafety systems ind peration durinmg cold shutdwn,
rUNfiPL and l fueled modes, no -l Cns Room Oveg these modes of oter key otro
requioed Technical Specifcawtio shutdowns that involve precursolros to more serious e t or> e
addrussed by other System Malfunction, Hazards, or Fission Product BaOrare Degradation oif •

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

This EAL recognizes the difficulty associated with monitoring changing plant conditions
without the use of a major portion of the annunciation or indication equipment. An
UNPLANNED loss of most or all Control Room Overhead Annunciators or other key control
room indication systems without a plant transient in Operational Conditions 1, 2, or 3 for w 15
minutes warrants a heightened awareness by Control Room Operators. Quantification of>
75% is left to the discretion of the Shift Manager (SM) and is considered approximately 75%.
It is not intended that a detailed count be performed, but that a rough approximation be used
to determine the severity of the loss. An UNPLANNED loss of most or all Control Room
Overhead Annunciators or other key Control Room indication systems with SIGNIFICANT
TRANSIENT in Operational Conditions 1, 2, or 3 also warrants a heightened awareness by
Control Room Operators. In this case, the 15 minute criterion is not required to meet the EAL
as expeditious notification is warranted. UNPLANNED loss of annunciators or indicators
excludes scheduled maintenance and testing activities.

The 15 minutes clock starts when the annunciators or other key Control Room indication
systems have been lost, or are determined to have been lost. If upon time of discovery it is
determined that the annunciators have been lost for at least 15 minutes prior to discovery,
classification should be made under this EAL regardless of time required for restoration.
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SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENTS are listed in Table S-1.

The PPC, CRIDS and SPDS serve as redundant indicators which may be utilized as
compensatory measures in lieu of the Control Room Overhead Annunciators and Control
Room indicators associated with safety functions.

The judgment of the Shift Manager should be used as the threshold for determining the
severity of the plant conditions.

Definitions:

UNPLANNED: a parameter change or an event that is not the result of an intended
evolution and requires corrective or mitigative actions. An UNPLANNED loss of
annunciators and loss other key control room indication systems excludes scheduled
maintenance and testing activities.

SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT: An UNPLANNED event based on EC judgment, but
includes as a minimum any one of the following: (1) Reactor SCRAM, (2) Electrical
Load Rejection > 22%, (3) Thermal Power Reduction > 25%, (4) ECCS Injection, or (5)
Thermal Power Oscillation > 10%.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, SS6 Example EAL #1
2. UFSAR Section 1.2.4.3.6 Turbine Bypass Systems and Pressure Control System
3. HC.OP.AB.MISC-0002 (Q) CRIDS / Overhead Annunciators / PPC Computer
4. HC.OP-AR.ZZ-001 1 Window C6-C5, SPDS System Trouble
5. HC.OP-AR.ZZ-001 1 Window C6-B5, BOP Computer Trouble
6. HCGS Technical Specifications 3/4.3, Instrumentation
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Classification Level:

EAL:

S - System Malfunction

6 - Communications

Loss of all onsite or offsite communications capabilities

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

SU6.1 - UNUSUAL EVENT

Loss of all Table S-2 Onsite communication methods affecting the ability to perform

routine operations

OR

Loss of all Table S-2 Offsite communication methods affecting the ability to perform offsite
notifications

Table S-2 Communications Systems

System Onsite Offsite

Direct Inward Dial System (DID) X X

Station Page System (Gaitronics) X

Station Radio System X

Nuclear Emergency Telephone X
System (NETS)

Centrex Phone System (ESSX) X

NRC (ENS) x
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Basis:

The purpose of this IC and its aGssoiated EALs is to recognize a loss of communications
capability that either defeats the plant operations staff ability to perform routine tasks
necessary for plant operations or the ability to communicate issues with off-site authorities.

[-The loss of off- site cOMR14•iGatiOS abiity is expevted to be signifiGhptly More
co.pr.ehensive than the condition addresed by 10 CFR 50. 72]

The availability of one method of ordinary off-site communications is sufficient to inform
federal, state, and local authorities of plant problems. This EAL is intended to be used only
when extraordinary means (e.g., relaying of information from non-routine radio transmissions,
individuals being sent to off-site locations, etc.) are being used to make communications
possible.

[Site spe/ific !ist for on site cornmUnications: lss must encompass te !oss of a! means
Of communications (e.g., commercica telephones, sound powered phone systems, page pa-2
syrstem (Gaitrodics and radios / wanie tamkies) routinely used fere opercations.]

[Site specific list for- off site commnication loss must emnompass the s DI lloss o!eans
Of communeiations wth off site autherties. fthei saehou inlude the ENS, cogerscaia k
telephone linesss, and dcediated phone syustems that are routiney usemd
for offsite emergency cotuications.T

Explanation/DiscussionlDefinitions:

Onsite and offsite communications include one or more of the systems listed in Table S-2.

Direct Inward Dial System (DID)

Direct Inward Dial (DID) system is named for the dominant feature of the commercial
telephone service provided by the local telephone company for the site. DID allows station
telephones to be extensions or tied lines of the same systems. These exchanges can take
advantage of backup power supplies provided to the stations, and may use either PSEG
microwave, commercial telephone system microwave, or buried cable transmission systems to
maintain external communications. This commercial telephone service is available as an
additional backup for the NETS and CentrexIESSX 1 system.

Station Page System (Gaitronics)

Gaitronics is a completely transistorized voice communication system with five voice channels:
one page and five party. The system is designed for use in extreme environmental conditions
such as dust, moisture, heat and noise. The system consists of handsets, speakers and their
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associated amplifiers. The power for this system is 120 volts AC from an inverted DC source
to provide reliable communications during an emergency.

Station Radio System

The Operations and Fire Protection Department UHF radio system is a multi-frequency system
used routinely by both station Operations Departments and the Fire Protection Department.
When an emergency event is declared, these radio frequencies serve both station Operations
Support Centers (OSC).
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Nuclear Emergency Telephone System (NETS)

The Nuclear Emergency Telecommunications System (NETS) is a privately controlled, self-
contained telephone exchange that operates as a closed system, not accessible from other
phone exchanges. This feature allows the system to be dedicated to emergency response
use. The system may use PSEG microwave, commercial telephone system microwave, fiber
optics, or buried cable transmission as needed. The exchange switching equipment is
maintained at the Environmental & Energy Resource Center (EERC). As an independent
system with an uninterruptible power supply, it may operate with or without local phone service
or external power.

Centrex Phone System (ESSX)

The Centrex/Electronic Switch System Exchange 1 (Centrex/ESSX 1) is also a privately
controlled exchange, which PSEG operates with its own microwave signal system. This
system is also independent of local phone service, since each circuit is independently wired.
The microwave signal is generated from corporate facilities in Newark, NJ, separated from any
local effects of weather or telephone use. The exchange is accessible from other exchanges,
but circuits are located only in PSEG facilities. It is considered the primary backup for the
NETS system.

NRC (ENS)

The Emergency Notification System (ENS) is a dedicated communications system with the
NRC, which is part of the Federal Telecommunications System (FTS) and consists of direct
lines to the NRC. FTS lines are used to provide general accident information. These
telephones are installed in the Control Room, TSC, and the EOF.

This EAL is the hot condition equivalent of the cold condition EAL CU5.1.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, SU6 Example EAL #1, #2
2. PSEG Nuclear Emergency Plan, Section 7 Communications
3. UFSAR 9.5.2 Communications Systems
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Classification Level:

S - System Malfunction

7 - Fuel Clad Degradation

Fuel clad degradation

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

SU7.1 - UNUSUAL EVENT

EAL:

VALID Offgas Pretreatment Radiation Monitor (9RX621/9RX622) high alarm

Basis:

This EAL is included because it is a precursor of more serious conditions and, as result, is
considered to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant.

Escalation of this EAL to the ALERT level is via the Fission Product Barriers.

E. ,.,1

This threshold addresses Offcias 'I--speoif radiation monitor readings that provide indication
of a degradation of fuel clad integrity.

[Suh aS B WR air ejector mn4Gitors, PIA faile f1- m-4oret

[Site speGific list for on site communications loss must ec•+om-pass the leso of al means

system (Gaitronics) and radios / walkie tarkiesos routinoy used for oporations , ,

[Site &pecific list for off site communications loss must enc-ompass the loss of all means
of communications w,'th off site author~ties. Thýs should include the E-NS, commercial
tcle phone lines, telecOPY transmissions,8- and dedicated phone syestems that are routinely used
for- offite emergency, notficationSA

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

I
A VALID Offgas Pretreatment I Radiation Monitor High alarm is indicative of a degradation of
the fuel clad, and is a precursor of a more serious problem. The alarm is set at 2.2E+04
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mR/hr, which ensures that the alarm will actuate prior to exceeding the Technical
Specification Offgas System Noble Gas Effluent Limit of 3.3E5 pCi/sec.

Classification should be based on an Offgas Pretreatment Radiation Monitor High Alarm
actuating specifically due to fuel clad degradation, thus precluding unwarranted UNUSUAL
EVENT declaration as the result of a resin / chemical intrusion transient, HWCI System
malfunction, etc. UNUSUAL EVENT declaration is warranted only when actual fuel damage
has occurred. Obtaining timely (within 90 minutes) confirmatory samples may be required to
make this determination if the High Alarm condition is suspected to not be related to fuel clad
degradation (per Abnormal Operating Procedures).
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The Offgas Pretreatment Radiation Monitors (9RX621 / 9RX622) monitor gamma radiation
levels attributable to the non-condensable fission product gases produced in the reactor and
transported with steam through the turbine to the condenser. These instruments take a
sample from the sample tap between the fourth and fifth holdup pipe of the Offgas system.

Restricting the gross radioactivity from the Main Condenser provides reasonable assurance
that the whole body dose to an individual at the exclusion area boundary will not exceed a
small fraction of the limits of 10 CFR 100 in the event this effluent is inadvertently discharged
directly to the environment without treatment.

Definitions:

VALID: An indication, report, or condition, is considered to be VALID when it is verified
by (1) an instrument channel check, (2) indications on related or redundant indicators,
or (3) by direct observation by plant personnel, such that doubt related to the indicator's
operability, the condition's existence, or the report's accuracy is removed. Implicit in this
definition is the need for timely assessment.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, SU4 Example EAL #1
2. HC.OP-AR.ZZ-001 I(Q) Overhead Annunciator Window Box C6
3. HCGS Technical Specification Table 3.3.7.1-1 Radiation Monitoring Instrumentation
4. HCGS Technical Specification 3.11.2.7 Radioactive Effluents - Main Condenser
5. HC.OP-AB.RPV-0008(Q) Reactor Coolant Activity
6. HC.RP-AR.SP-0001(Q) Radiation Monitoring System Alarm Response
7. OE-6144 Resin Intrusion, Hope Creek
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

S - System Malfunction

7 - Fuel Clad Degradation

Fuel clad degradation

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

EAL# & Classification Level: SU7.2 - UNUSUAL EVENT

EAL:

Coolant activity > 4 pCilgm Dose Equivalent 1-131

Basis:

This EAL is included because it is a precursor of more serious conditions and, as result, is
considered to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant.

Escalation of this EAL to the ALERT level is via the Fission Product Barriers.

E=AL -#2

This threshold addresses coolant samples exceeding coolant technical specifications for
transient iodine spiking limits.

[Such as BWs air ejector monithrspei, PiR factved tne! mexothrs, etc.]

[Sitcapet cific 96it ofr OP site EqMMuncativens lods must encompass the loss of a# moans
Of dgm ationsofthee (e.g., aOMMedisal telephones, uoouno poweried phone systems, page lee 1.,
chystem (GaitreaidSo and rado pi/gm walE talkiecs) routiely used for operatiojn.]

[Site speci fc list for o9ff-sit- cmuIcGatiOnS 1o88 must encompass the loss of a#l means
of Gemmuni~atiops ;Wth off site autherties. Thisshold ipcludethe E~S cemFial
telephone l tnesu, teleorpy tr and dedicated phone sydstem that are siutkely us
for- effsite emergency nogt~fiatibns.]

Explanation/DiscussionlDefinitions:

A Reactor Coolant sample analysis with specific activity in excess of the Technical
Specification limit of 4 pCi/gm Dose Equivalent Iodine-i 31 (DEl-i 31) is indicative of a
degradation of the fuel clad, and is a precursor of more serious problems. This activity level is
chosen instead of the 0.2 pCi/gm DEl-i 31 Technical Specification limit (under which operation
is allowed to continue for up to 48 hours) to accommodate short duration Iodine spikes
following changes in thermal power.
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The Technical Specification limit on Reactor Coolant activity ensures that the 2 hour thyroid
and whole body doses resulting from a Main Steam Line failure outside the primary
containment during steady state operation will not exceed a small fraction of the 10 CFR 100
limits.

This limit accommodates Iodine spiking, which frequently occurs following shutdowns,
startups, rapid power changes and coolant depressurization. Iodine spikes are characterized
by a rapid increase in Reactor Coolant Iodine concentration by as much as three orders of
magnitude followed by a return to pre-spike concentrations. This spiking is a temporary
excursion and is not caused by a sudden fuel failure and should not be classified under this
EAL.

Reactor Coolant Sample Activity of > 4 pCi/gm DEI- 131 can only occur as the result of fuel
clad degradation and not as a result of Iodine spiking, resin / chemical intrusion transient,
HWCI System malfunction, etc. UNUSUAL EVENT declaration is warranted only when actual
fuel clad degradation has occurred.

The Technical Specification limit of > 1 00/E pCi/gm is excluded from this EAL because this
limit does not include Iodine Activity.

Escalation to an ALERT or higher emergency classification occurs if a sample analysis of
reactor coolant activity exceeds 300 pCi/gm DEl-1 31 via EAL FB3-L.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, SU4, Example EAL #2
2. HGCS Technical Specifications 3.4.5 Specific Activity
3. HC.OP-AB.RPV-0008(Q) Reactor Coolant Activity
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

S - System Malfunction

8 - RCS Leakage

RCS Leakage

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

EAL# & Classification Level: SU8.1 - UNUSUAL EVENT

EAL:

UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE or PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE > 10 gpm (Using 10
minute average) (Note 6)

OR

IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE > 25 gpm (Averaged over any 24 hour period) (Note 6)

Note 6: See the Fission Product Barrier Table for possible escalation above the
UNUSUAL EVENT due to RCS Leakage

Basis:

This If,-EAL is included as a NOUE because it may be a precursor of more serious conditions
and, as result, is considered to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant.
The 10 gpm value for the UNIDENTIFIED or PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE was
selected as it is observable with normal Ceontrol Rfoom indications. Lesser values must
generally be determined through time-consuming surveillance tests (e.g., mass balances).

Relief valve normal operation should be excluded from this IGEAL. However, a relief valve that
operates and fails to close per design should be considered applicable to this 4r0EAL if the
relief valve cannot be isolated.

The EAL for identified leakage is set at a higher value due to the lesser significance of
IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE in comparison to UNIDENTIFIED or PRESSURE BOUNDARY
LEAKAGE. In either case, escalation of this IG-EAL to the ALERT level is via Fission Product
Barrier Degradation ,-CsEALs.

[Such as 9W/P air ejecter- monitors, PWR fi/cd fu I!e monitor-s, etcj
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[Site Specific 46st for o9n Site commun14icationsI loSS must en compaSSc the loss of all moeas
Of communicatioPS (ýe~g., commercialplte '-phopesou poGwered phone systems, page party
-system (GaitrOnics) and radios/, wal, take)Fuieeueor- operations.]

[Site specific list for off-sit- commu...-,cations toss must cncoMPaSs the less of all means
o9f co9mmunicatOns with off site authorities. This should include the ENS, commercial
telephone lines,, to lGOPY t~an&4SmionS, and dedicated phone systems that ar-e routnely use
ýfo offsite -em-erg.ency notificatons.]
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Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

Allowable leakage rates from the RCS are based on predicted and experimentally observed
behavior of cracks in pipes. Utilizing the leak before break methodology, it is anticipated that
there will be indication(s) of minor RCS boundary leakage prior to a fault escalating to a major
leak or a system rupture. Detection of low levels of leakage while pressurized allows for
implementation of mitigative actions and permits monitoring for catastrophic failure or rupture
precursors.

The limit for RCS UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE and PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE is set
to a lower value than IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE due to concern over break propagation resulting
from a small break that could potentially lead to a significantly larger loss of inventory.

RCS leakage is detected by monitoring:

• Drywell atmospheric gaseous radioactivity

* Drywell floor and equipment drain sump flow rate

* Drywell air cooler condensate flow rate

* Drywell pressure

* RPV head flange leak detection system

• Drywell temperature

Drywell Leak Detection (DLD) instrumentation is available via the Radiation Monitoring System
(RM-1 1) to help determine IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE. Redundant instrumentation for DLD is
available on Panel 10C604 located in the back of the Control Room.

The value of 10 gpm for RCS UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE and PRESSURE BOUNDARY
LEAKAGE was set higher than the T/S limits of 0 and 5 gpm respectively, to allow time to
implement corrective actions (including plant shutdown) prior to exceeding the threshold.
However, if the value of 10 gpm is exceeded (using 10 minute average) and then clears,
classification is still warranted.

IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE should ONLY be classified as an UNUSUAL EVENT, when the leak
rate exceeds 25 gpm when averaged over any 24-hour period, regardless of whether or not
the leak has been isolated. The 24 hour average is included as part of the EAL threshold to
provide consistency with the Technical Specification (T/S) limit for IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE.
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Relief valve normal operation is excluded from this EAL. However, a relief valve that operates
and fails to close per design should be considered applicable to this EAL if the relief valve
cannot be isolated. An emergency declaration is NOT appropriate for the opening or cycling of
an SRV when no other emergency condition exists.

Escalation to the ALERT emergency classification level is via EALs in Category F. Note 6 has
been added to remind the EAL-user to review the Fission Product Barrier EALs for possible
escalation to higher emergency classifications.

Definitions:

UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE: As defined in T/S, shall be all leakage into the drywell that
is not IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE.

PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE: As defined in T/S, shall be leakage through a
nonisolable fault in a RCS component body, pipe wall, or vessel wall.

IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE: As defined in T/S, shall be leakage into collection systems,
such as pump seal or valve packing leaks, that is captured and conducted to a sump or
collecting tank, or, leakage into the containment atmosphere from sources that are both
specifically located and known either not to interfere with the operation of the leakage
detection systems or not to be pressure boundary leakage.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, SU4 Example EAL #2
2. HCGS Technical Specifications, Definitions
3. HCGS Technical Specifications 3.4.3.2 Operational Leakage
4. HC.OP-AB.CONT-0001 (Q) Drywell Pressure
5. HC.OP-AB.CONT-0002 (Q) Primary Containment
6. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-01 01 (Q)-FC Reactor/Pressure Vessel (RPV) Control
7. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0102(Q)-FC Primary Containment Control
8. HC.OP-GP.ZZ-0005(Q) Drywell Leakage Source Detection
9. HC.OP-SO.SM-0001(Q) Isolation Systems Operation
10. UFSAR 5.2.5 Detection of Leakage Through the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary and

from the ECCS
11. UFSAR 7.6.1.3 Leak Detection System - Instrumentation and Control
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EAL Category:

Subcategory:

F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation

RPV Level

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Point Value:

Potential Loss of Fuel Clad

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

FB1-P (4 points)

EAL:

Basis:

This threshold is the same as the RCS barrier Loss threshold RB1-L and corresponds to the
site Spe..f-iRPV water-level at the top of the active fuel. Thus, this threshold indicates a
Potential Loss of the Fuel Clad barrier and a Loss of RCS barrier that appropriately escalates
the emergency classification level to a SITE AREA EMERGENCY.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

Core Submergence is the preferred method of maintaining adequate core cooling. When RPV
level decreases to below TAF, the ability to effectively remove decay heat is being challenged,
and as such the Fuel Clad fission product barrier can no longer be considered intact. While
the Emergency Operating Procedures provide contingencies to establish adequate core
cooling when RPV level drops below TAF (Core Spray or Steam Cooling with or without
injection), these actions are designed to be an alternative method of providing adequate core
cooling while actions are taken to reestablish core submergence. Sustained partial or total
core uncovery can result in fuel damage and a significant release of fission products to the
Reactor coolant. Sustained core uncovery can also result in a breach of the RPV due to core
melt material interaction with the RPV.
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A Loss of Core Submergence will occur when the rate of inventory loss is greater than the rate
of inventory makeup from high pressure injection sources. This condition can occur as the
result of the following events/sequences:

" A LOCA will cause RPV level to reach the Top of Active Fuel when the LOCA is the
result of a large break (momentary core uncovery is expected to occur under this
condition) or when the LOCA is due to a small or intermediate break in combination
with an inability of high pressure injection sources to keep up with the leakrate.

* A loss of high pressure injection sources without the presence of a LOCA will also
result in RPV level decreasing to TAF, due to continued Reactor Steam Flow without
makeup.

Either of these events/sequences results in a challenge to the Fuel Clad Barrier when RPV
level CANNOT be restored AND maintained above the TAF due to core uncovery, hence
classification at this threshold is appropriate. However, for both these sequences, Low
Pressure ECCS are designed to inject to the RPV as RPV Pressure decreases below the
shutoff head of the pumps. RPV Depressurization will occur either due to the LOCA or Manual
initiation of Emergency RPV Depressurization when RPV level cannot be restored and
maintained above -185 in., provided injection systems are available. This will allow for
restoration of RPV level and re-establishment of Core Submergence. Failure of these systems
to restore and maintain RPV level above -185 in. will result in a Loss of the Fuel Clad barrier
per EAL FB1-L.

Until the wide range RPV level (WR) indicator is downscale or becomes questionable, it
should be used to assure RPV level is above TAF. Once WR is downscale, use compensated
fuel zone indication (SPDS or graph) to assess RPV level above TAF and when compensated
fuel zone level indication goes below TAF or becomes questionable, declare the EAL.

If RPV level cannot be determined, the indicated level value and trend have become
unreliable to the extent that decisions concerning adequate core cooling cannot be made.
RPV Flooding in accordance with EOP 206 or EOP 206A is required to assure continued core
cooling. These EOPs specify actions to rapidly depressurize the RPV and establish sufficient
RPV injection to cool the core by either steam cooling (with injection) or flooding the RPV to
the main steam line penetrations. Entry to the RPV Flooding EOPs warrants classification of a
SITE AREA EMERGENCY based on EAL RB1-L and this EAL.

Note that EOP Flowchart 101A may require intentionally controlling RPV level below -161 in.
Under these conditions, a high-power ATWS event exists and requires at least a SITE AREA
EMERGENCY classification in accordance with the ATWS/Criticality EALs.
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EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, Table 5-F-2 Fuel Clad Potential Loss 2.A
2. Technical Specifications Table 3.3.3-2 ECCS Actuation Instrumentation Setpoints
3. Technical Specifications Figure B3/4-3-1 Reactor Vessel Water Level
4. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0101(Q)-FC RPV Control
5. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0206(Q)-FC RPV Flooding
6. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0206A(Q)-FC ATWS - RPV Flooding
7. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0101A(Q)-FC ATWS - RPV Control
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EAL Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Point Value:

F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation

EC Judgment

Potential Loss of Fuel Clad

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

FB2-P (4 points)

EAL:
EAL:
ANY condition in the opinion of the Emergency Coordinator that indicates potential loss of
the Fuel Clad barrier

Basis:

Thisese thresholds addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergeney
Dk,-PeeEmerqency Coordinator in determining whether the Fuel Clad barrier is lost-e
potentially lost. In addition, the inability to monitor the barrier should also be incorporated in
this threshold as a factor in Emrgcncy DiFGt.r Emergency Coordinator judgment that the
barrier may be considered lost -e-potentially lost.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The Emergency Coordinator judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to
determining if the Fuel Clad barrier is potentially lost. Such a determination should include
IMMINENT barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident
sequences.

* Barrier degradation exists if the degradation will likely occur within two hours based on
a projection of current safety system performance.

" Barrier monitoring capability is decreased if there is a loss or lack of reliable indicators.
This assessment should include instrumentation operability concerns, readings from
portable instrumentation and consideration of offsite monitoring results.

* Dominant accident sequences lead to degradation of all fission product barriers and
likely entry to the EOPs. The Emergency Coordinator should be mindful of the Loss of
AC power (Station Blackout) and ATWS EALs to assure timely emergency
classification declarations.
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Definitions:

IMMINENT: Mitigation actions have been ineffective, additional actions are not expected to be
successful, and trended information indicates that the event or condition will occur within
approximately 2 hours (unless a different time is specified).

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, Table 5-F-2 Fuel Clad Potential Loss 6.A
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EAL Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Point Value:

EAL:

F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation

RPV Level

Loss of Fuel Clad

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

FB1-L (5 points)

Primary Containment Flooding is required as indicated by EITHER of the following:

* RPV level CANNOT be restored and maintained above -185 in.

" RPV level CANNOT be determined AND it is determined that core damage is
occurring

Basis:

This RPV levelsit epeeifie value corresponds to the level used in EOPs to indicate challenge
of core cooling. This is the minimum value to assure core cooling without further degradation
of the clad.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

Core submergence is the mechanism of core cooling whereby each fuel element is completely
covered with water. Indicated RPV level at or above the top of the active fuel (TAF) constitutes
the principal means of confirming the adequacy of core cooling via this mechanism. Assurance
of continued adequate core cooling through core submergence is achieved when RPV level
can be maintained at or above TAF.

Spray cooling is the mechanism of core cooling whereby the uncovered portion of the core is
cooled by spray flow. Adequate spray cooling exists by design when at least one Core Spray
loop is operating at design flow (6150 gpm) and RPV level is at or above the elevation of the
jet pump suctions (-215 in.). The covered portion of the core is then cooled by submergence
while the uncovered portion is cooled by spray flow.

Steam cooling is the mechanism of core cooling whereby steam updraft up through the
uncovered portion of each fuel bundle is sufficient to prevent the temperature of the hottest
fuel rod from exceeding the appropriate limiting value, which is specific to the mode of steam
cooling being employed (i.e., with and without injection of makeup water to the RPV).
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With injection of makeup water into the RPV established, adequate core cooling exists when
steam flow through the core is sufficient to preclude the peak clad temperature of the hottest
fuel rod from exceeding 15000F, the threshold temperature for fuel rod perforation. Assurance
of continued adequate core cooling is achieved when RPV level can be maintained at or
above the Minimum steam Cooling RPV Water Level -185 in.).

With no injection into the RPV established, adequate core cooling exists only so long as the
covered portion of the reactor core generates sufficient steam to preclude the peak clad
temperature of the hottest fuel rod from exceeding 18000F, the threshold temperature for
significant metal-water reaction.

Prolonged lack of cooling may result in severe overheating of the fuel clad, additional release
of energy from accelerated clad oxidation, and eventual fuel melting. For events starting from
full power operation, the failure to promptly reflood could result in some fuel melting. Even
under these conditions vessel failure and primary containment failure with resultant release to
the public would not be expected for some time. Reactor Water Level remaining below TAF for
an extended amount of time represents an early indicator that significant core damage is in
progress while providing sufficient time to initiate public protective actions.

Ample time should be allowed for Low Pressure ECCS and alternate injection systems to
restore RPV level prior to entry into this classification. The time basis for deciding whether or
not RPV level can be maintained > -185 in. should be based on the rate of reactor
depressurization, the availability of low-pressure injection sources, (ECCS and alternate
injection systems), and the rate of Reactor coolant inventory loss. Indications such as RPV
level trend, injection flow rates, primary containment parameter trends, and low pressure
injection system capability should also be considered.

In the event, RPV level cannot be restored > -185 in., primary containment flooding will be
required by the EOPs. This will attempt to flood the containment as a means of flooding the
RPV, and use a flooded containment as a heat sink for the nuclear fuel.

Until the wide range RPV level (WR) indicator is downscale or becomes questionable, it
should be used to assure RPV level is above TAF. Once WR is downscale, use compensated
fuel zone indication (SPDS or graph) to assess RPV level above TAF and when compensated
fuel zone level indication goes below -185 in. or becomes questionable, declare the EAL.

If RPV level cannot be determined, the indicated level value and trend have become
unreliable to the extent that decisions concerning adequate core cooling cannot be made.
RPV Flooding in accordance with EOP 206 or EOP 206A is required to assure continued core
cooling. These EOPs specify actions to rapidly depressurize the RPV and establish sufficient
RPV injection to cool the core by either steam cooling (with injection) or flooding the RPV to
the main steam line penetrations. Entry to the RPV Flooding EOPs warrants classification of a
SITE AREA EMERGENCY based on EAL FB1-P and EAL RB1-L. If RPV Flooding is
unsuccessful, indications that core damage is occurring will be observed (DAPA > 600 R/hr
with drywell sprays, DAPA > 1200 R/hr without drywell sprays, or H2 > 2% in either the Drywell
or Suppression Chamber) and primary containment flooding is required (SAG entry).
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This threshold is also a Potential Loss of the Containment barrier (CB1-L). Since SAG entry
occurs after core uncovery has occurred, a Loss of the RCS barrier exists (RB1-L). SAG entry,
therefore, represents a Loss of two barriers and a Potential Loss of a third, which requires a
GENERAL EMERGENCY classification.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, Table 5-F-2 Fuel Clad Loss 2.A
2. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0101A(Q)-FC ATWS - RPV Control
3. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-01 01 (Q)-FC RPV Control
4. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0206(Q)-FC RPV Flooding
5. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0206A(Q)-FC ATWS - RPV Flooding
6. HC.OP-AM.ZZ-0001(Z) Severe Accident Guidelines (SAG)
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EAL Category:

Subcategory:

F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation

RPV Level

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Point Value:

EAL:

Loss of Fuel Clad

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

FB2-L (5 points)

ANY DAPA Radiation Monitor reading EITHER of the following:

* With drywell sprays, _ 2000 RPhr

" Without drywell sprays, 2_ 4000 R/hr

Basis:

The site SpeGie DAPA radiation monitor readings is-aare values which indicates the release
of reactor coolant, with elevated activity indicative of fuel damage, into the drywell.

711~ rr,-Ain cIn,~ ,b1/ 11- n- . 1-f-4 1'- e4r., ,rnr I--n i.- I.n ~ n -n ,4 ,-,' n -r.r.. J ,-,4

the rceac-torcoatnolga dioieivnoysecaditacn nttenf30
#,Ligm d(,o .. UI.. 1,, t-1,3. Or the .aiUated Go•nentr.ation equ...;ent to the clad damage
U6e6 d threshold 4 int• the dry...!1 atmosph9ee.]

Reactor coolant concentrations of this magnitude are several times larger than the maximum
concentrations (including iodine spiking) allowed within Ttechnical S-specifications and are
therefore indicative of fuel damage.

This ,alue is higher than th-at specified for RGS barrier Loss tfhresholdt 4I. Thus, this
fhrc~hc~H incdir'raf 2 In~s nf hnth Fiia! C'I•d h~rrinr -•nd PC.'. h~rri•_r th-'f •.nnrnn~rk•-.

,~..nin+,n +k~ ~.~n.,,'I- .~r+n 1n,. + n cT-r[ ADIMA E=A~rC:0'IrNr'V
'r ~

Mt*tl cz r-p- S i" StI an Ir~LEx tiS m~vr' 5 ~ S 5V~

r~auion:it is imn~ortant to recognize that in the event the r-ad-iation monitor is sensite
L. • -,: C .IL . ..-. . . . I

f-n -. hIhI; ; ; 4.. rP;t;t-.4A: VPCZ:: ; [ I L 1f AP fl H I 'hRhu r•-AR [Wilrl[-- "-P r-1. ;- -I. .f-IrI -1E

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:
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Drywell Atmosphere Post Accident (DAPA) Radiation monitors indicating 2000 R/hr or greater
corresponds to a release of Reactor Coolant to the drywell with a concentration of 300 PCi/gm
Dose Equivalent Iodine-1 31 (DE-I 31) into the Primary Containment when Drywell Spray is in
service. This value of Reactor Coolant Activity is well above the threshold that could occur as
the result of Iodine Spiking, resin/chemical intrusion transients or a HWCI System malfunction.
This activity level corresponds to fuel damage of approximately 4%.

EAL FB3-L provides a core damage analysis showing that a Reactor Coolant activity of 300
pCi/gm Dose Equivalent Iodine-1 31(DEI) is indicative of 4% fuel damage. Using Attachment 2
of HC.EP-EP.ZZ-0205, 4% fuel damage is indicated by a DAPA reading of approximately
2000 R/hr at 1 hour after shutdown (the most conservative) with drywell spray in service and
approximately 4000 R/hr at 1 hour after shutdown with drywell spray not in service.

From Attachment 2 of HC.EP-EP.ZZ-0205, Step 6 the following formula was used to derive
the EAL set-points:

Indicated Radiation Level
% Cladding Damage:

4 (% Cladding Damage) =

DAPA Reading =

DAPA Reading =

4 (% Cladding Damage) =

•J

A

100%Cladding Damage Radiation Level
:100

DAPA Rad Monitor Reading X100
50,000R/HR (from Att 2. Fig. 1, of HC.EP-EP.ZZ-0205 with Sprays)

(4) (50,OOOR/HR)

100

2000PRhr (with Drywell Spray in service)

OR

DAPA Rad Monitor Reading X100
100,O0OR/HR (from Att 2. Fig. 1, of HC.EP-EP.ZZ-0205 without Sprays)

(4) (100,000R/HR)

100

4000R/hr (without Drywell Spray in Service)

DAPA Reading

DAPA Reading

DAPA radiation monitors RE-4825A and RE-4825B are high range area radiation monitors
and are located in the drywell at 145' elevation. Each detector has a range of 1 to 108 R/hr
and a built in check source that keeps the associated channel on-scale at approximately 1.2
R/hr. In the Control Room, DAPA radiation levels are displayed on RI-4825A (RM-1 1 9RX635)
and B (RM-1 1 9RX636) (Panel 10C604) and RR-4825A and B (10C650). Drywell radiation
levels > 2.OE+2 R/hr activates Overhead Annunciator C6-Cl, RADIATION MONITORING
ALARM/TRBL.
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A structural I-beam in the drywell shields DAPA radiation monitor RE-4825B from shine due to
radioactivity in the RCS piping. RE-4825A is not shielded. When the RCS is intact, elevated
RCS coolant activity produces higher readings on RE-4825A than on RE-4825B. During
events in which radioactivity is dispersed into the drywell atmosphere, structural shielding
diminishes as the monitors become immersed in the radiation field. If the difference in RE-
4825A and RE-4825B readings should decrease, it may be inferred that a LOCA event is
occurring.
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EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, Table 5-F-2 Fuel Clad Loss 4.A
2. HC.EP-EP.ZZ-0205(Q) TSC - Post Accident Core Damage Assessment
3. UFSAR Table 11.5-1 Hope Creek Radiation Monitoring System
4. HC.OP-AR.ZZ-0011(Q) Overhead Annunciator Box C6
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EAL Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Point Value:

F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation

Radiation

Loss of Fuel Clad

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

FB3-L (5 points)

EAL:

Primary coolant activity > 300 pCi/gm dose equivalent 1-131

Basis:

The site specific value corr.sponds to 300 •ningm 1 131 equivalent Assessment by the EAL
Task Force indicates that 300 4Ci/gm 1-131 equivalentthis amount at coolant activity is well
above that expected for iodine spikes and corresponds to less than 54% fuel Glad-damage.
This amount of radioactivity indicates significant Gla4-fuel damage and thus the Fuel Clad
Barrier is considered lost.

[The vale ,• p be expr-sse,
results from analysis.]

4 ei~thve in rnzhF ob serveed on the sample or as #C:/gr

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The percentage of Fuel Damage that corresponds to an RCS Activity of 300 pCi/gm DE1-131
is calculated as follows (for purposes of this calculation, cc and gm are considered equivalent):

Dose Factors (RG-1.109)

1-131 = 4.39E-3
1-132 = 5.23E-5
1-133 = 1.04E-3
1-134 = 1.37E-5
1-135 = 2.14E-4

Total core inventory (HCGS-UFSAR, table 12.2-135). This table gives 50% inventory, so table
values are multiplied by 2.0.
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1-131 = 8.64E7 Ci
1-132 = 1.29E8 Ci
1-133 = 1.99E8 Ci
1-134 = 2.32E8 Ci
1-135 = 1.81 E8 Ci

Reactor Water Volume = 13000 cubic feet (HCGS Calculation BJ-0024)

Clad Release Fraction for iodines = 0.02 (Table 4.1, NUREG-1228)

The activity of each isotope in the clad would then be:

1-131
1-132
1-133
1-134
1-135

= 8.64E7(0.02)
= 1.29E8(0.02)
= 1.99E8(0.02)
= 2.32E8(0.02)
= 1.81 E8(0.02)

= 1.73E6 Ci
= 2.58E6 Ci
= 3.98E6 Ci
= 4.64E6 Ci
= 3.62E6 Ci

These activities are equivalent to 2.89E6 Ci DEl-1 31

DEI - 131 = (4.39E - 3)(1.73E6) + (5.23E - 5)(2.58E6) + (1.04E - 3)(3.98E6) + (1.37E - 5)(4.64E6) + (2.14E - 4)(3.62E6)

(4.39E -3)

Calculating the equivalent concentration:

Conc =
2.89E6 Ci(1E6fuCi / Ci)

13000 cf(2.8E4 cc/ cf)
- 7.94E3 pCi/cc

which represents the 100% fuel damage concentration.

300 pCi/cc DE-1 31 is then equivalent to:

300 Xi / cc
= 3.78%

7.94e3.i8%.cc

This is rounded to 3.8%.
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EAL Bases Reference(s):

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, Table 5-F-2 Fuel Clad Loss 1 .A
NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, FC1
HC.OP-AB.RPV-0008 (Q) Reactor Coolant Activity
HCGS Technical Specification LCO 3.4.5 Specific Activity
NUREG 1228 - Source Term Estimation During Incident Response to Severe Nuclear
Power Plant Accidents, Table 4.1
Reg. Guide 1.109, Table E-9
UFSAR Table 12.2-135 Post Accident Source Terms for Depressurized Liquid Containing
Systems
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EAL Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Point Value:

F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation

EC Judgment

Loss of Fuel Clad

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

FB4-L (5 points)

EAL:

Basis:

These-This thresholds addresses any other factors that are to be used by the EmeregeRo
DiFresteEmerqency Coordinator in determining whether the Fuel Clad barrier is lost-e-t
,eteRtially- . In addition, the inability to monitor the barrier should also be incorporated in
this threshold as a factor in Em8rgcncY Di.ecto.Emergency Coordinator judgment that the
barrier may be considered lost or pot.ntially l ...

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The Emergency Coordinator judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to
determining if the Fuel Clad barrier is lost. Such a determination should include IMMINENT
barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident sequences.

* Barrier degradation exists if the degradation will likely occur within two hours based on
a projection of current safety system performance.

* Barrier monitoring capability is decreased if there is a loss or lack of reliable indicators.
This assessment should include instrumentation operability concerns, readings from
portable instrumentation and consideration of offsite monitoring results.

" Dominant accident sequences lead to degradation of all fission product barriers and
likely entry to the EOPs. The Emergency Coordinator should be mindful of the Loss of
AC power (Station Blackout) and ATWS EALs to assure timely emergency
classification declarations.

IMMINENT: Mitigation actions have been ineffective, additional actions are not
expected to be successful, and trended information indicates that the event or condition
will occur within approximately 2 hours (unless a different time is specified).
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EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, Table 5-F-2 Fuel Clad Loss 6.A
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EAL Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Point Value:

F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation

RCS Leakage, Leak Isolation, PC Venting

Potential Loss of RCS

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

RB1-P (4 points)

EAL:

RCS leakage > 50 gpm inside the drywell

Basis:

This threshold is based on leakage is set at a level indicative of a small breach of the RCS but
which is well within the makeup capability of normal and emergency high pressure systems.
Core uncovery is not a significant concern for a 50 gpm leak, however, break propagation
leading to significantly larger loss of inventory is possible.

[May• BWRs m.ay -be un-able to measure an. RS leak of this s4,, be..., use the leak
would #k e~yn iprease dryweg press . bove~ the drywegl isoe tio set point. The system
noFrmally used to m~onitor leakg is'_G typ :elyioae spdo hedyelioate--4s
th~er ef or e una.vaeilabfle.

If primary system leak rate information is unavailable, other indicators of RCS leakage should

be used.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

RCS leakage into the drywell exceeding 50 gpm is substantially greater than the RCS leakage
thresholds established in EAL SU8.1 and represents further degradation of the RCS barrier.
Inability to isolate the RCS leakage would eventually result in a high drywell pressure
actuation (>1.68 psig) of RPS, ECCS and PCIS. The actuation would lead to an isolation of
the drywell floor and equipment drain sumps, complicating efforts to further identify and
quantify any changes in the leak rate.

Other indications of RCS leakage include:

* Drywell atmospheric gaseous radioactivity
* Drywell air cooler condensate flow rate
* Drywell pressure
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S

6

0

RPV head flange leak detection system
Drywell temperature
Recirc Pump Dual Seal Failure

Inventory loss events, such as a stuck open SRV, should not be considered when referring to
"RCS leakage" because they are not indications of break propagation.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, Table 5-F-2 RCS Barrier Potential Loss 3.A
2. HC.OP-GP-ZZ-0005 (Q) Drywell Leakage Source Detection
3. HC.OP-AB.CONT-0001 (Q) Drywell Pressure
4. HC.OP-AB.CONT-0002 (Q) Primary Containment
5. HC.OP-AB.RPV-0003 (Q) Recirc System / Power Oscillations
6. HC.RP-AR.SP-0001 (Q) Radiation Monitoring System Alarm Response - RM-1 1
7. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-01 01 (Q)-FC Reactor/Pressure Vessel (RPV) Control
8. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0102(Q)-FC Primary Containment Control
9. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0103/4(Q)-FC Reactor Building and Radioactive Release Control
10. HC.OP-SO.SM-0001(Q) Isolation Systems Operation
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EAL Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Point Value:

EAL:

F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation

RCS Leakage, Leak Isolation, PC Venting

Potential Loss of RCS

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

RB2-P (4 points)

UNISOLABLE primary system leakage outside primary containment (after isolation from
the Control Room has or should have been attempted) as indicated by exceeding EITHER
of the following:

0 ANY EOP 103 Reactor Bldg room temperature Table 1, Column 1

o ANY EOP 103 Reactor Bldg local rad monitoring alarm

Basis:

Potential loss of RCS based on primary system leakage outside the primary containment is
determined from site spe.,fic EOP flowchart 103 temperature or area radiation Maximum
Normal Operating etpeiR-,,-values in the areas of the main steam line tunnel, main turbine
geneFat%-RCIC, HPCI, etc., which indicate a direct path from the RCS to areas outside
primary containment.

The indicators reaching the threshold barriers and confirmed to be caused by RCS leakage
warrant an ALERT classification. An UNISOLABLE leak ,hih is i•d•,at•, by a high alarm
setpePRdefined by this EAL escalates to a SITE AREA EMERGENCY when combined with
Containment Barrier Loss threshold 3ACB7 5-L (after a containment isolation) and a
GENERAL EMERGENCY when the-any_Fuel Clad Barrier Loss criteriona is also exceeded.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The presence of elevated general area temperatures or radiation levels in the Reactor
Building may be indicative of UNISOLABLE primary system leakage outside the primary
containment. The Reactor Bldg room temperatures listed in EOP 103 Table 1, Column 1, and
the Reactor Bldg local rad monitoring alarm levels define the Maximum Normal Operating
values because they signify the onset of abnormal system operation. When parameters reach
these levels, equipment failure or misoperation may be occurring. Elevated parameters may
also adversely affect the ability to gain access to or operate equipment within the affected
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area. The locations into which the primary system discharge is of concern correspond to the
areas addressed in EOP 103.

In general, multiple indications should be used to determine if a primary system is discharging
outside primary containment. For example, a high area radiation condition does not
necessarily indicate that a primary system is discharging into the secondary containment since
this may be caused by radiation shine from nearby steam lines or the movement of radioactive
materials. Conversely, a high area radiation condition in conjunction with other indications
(e.g. room flooding, high area temperatures, reports of steam in the secondary containment,
an unexpected rise in feedwater flowrate, or unexpected main turbine control valve closure)
may indicate that a primary system is discharging into the secondary containment.

This EAL allows for valve closure from the Control Room to isolate any systems not
completely isolated, prior to event classification. Isolation is defined as the closure of ANY
valve from the Control Room in the system(s) not completely isolated. For example, if the
isolation logic fails to cause valve closure, but operator actions implemented in the Control
Room successfully isolates the containment breach/leak path, then classification under this
EAL is not warranted. This includes Motor Operated Valves not controlled by the isolation
logic, but that are controlled from the Control Room.

Although this EAL allows for valve closure from the Control Room, the time to attempt closure
and make a decision if leak isolation was successful runs concurrently with the EAL 15-minute
assessment clock:

* If, during the EAL 15-minute assessment period attempts from the Control Room to
isolate the leak are successful then, this EAL is NOT exceeded and classification per
this EAL should NOT be made.

° If, during the EAL 15-minute assessment period attempts from the Control Room to
isolate the leak are NOT successful then, this EAL is exceeded and classification
should be made at that time. There is no need to wait the full 15 minutes.

" If near the end of the 15 minute assessment period and the control room staff has not
been able to attempt leak isolation or the EC is not convinced that an isolation attempt
has been successful, then this EAL is exceeded and classification should be made at or
before the 15-minute assessment time expires.

Definitions:

UNISOLABLE: A breach or leak that cannot be promptly isolated from the Control
Room.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, Table 5-F-2 RCS Barrier Potential Loss 3.B
2. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0103/4(Q)-FC Reactor Building and Rad Release Control
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EAL Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Point Value:

F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation

EC Judgment

Potential Loss of RCS

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

RB3-P (4 points)

EAL:

ANY condition in the opinion of the Emergency Coordinator that indicates potential loss of
the RCS barrier

Basis:

Thisese thresholds addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergency
Coordinator in determining whether the RCS barrier islest e potentially lost. In addition, the
inability to monitor the barrier should also be incorporated in this threshold as a factor in
Emer•gency DircctorEmerqency Coordinator judgment that the barrier may be considered le-st
er-potentially lost.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The Emergency Coordinator judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to
determining if the RCS barrier is potentially lost. Such a determination should include
IMMINENT barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident
sequences.

" Barrier degradation exists if the degradation will likely occur within two hours based on
a projection of current safety system performance.

" Barrier monitoring capability is decreased if there is a loss or lack of reliable indicators.
This assessment should include instrumentation operability concerns, readings from
portable instrumentation and consideration of offsite monitoring results.

* Dominant accident sequences lead to degradation of all fission product barriers and
likely entry to the EOPs. The Emergency Coordinator should be mindful of the Loss of
AC power (Station Blackout) and ATWS EALs to assure timely emergency
classification declarations.
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Definitions:

IMMINENT: Mitigation actions have been ineffective, additional actions are not
expected to be successful, and trended information indicates that the event or condition
will occur within approximately 2 hours (unless a different time is specified).

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, Table 5-F-2 RCS Potential Loss 6.A
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EAL Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Point Value:

F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation

RPV Level

Loss of RCS

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

RB1-L (5 points)

EAL:

Basis:

The Loss threshold site-speeifie-RPV water level of -161 in. corresponds to the level that is
used in EOPs to indicate challenge of core cooling.

This threshold is the same as Fuel Clad Barrier Potential Loss threshold #2-.FB1-P and
corresponds to a challenge to core cooling. Thus, this threshold indicates a Loss of RCS
barrier and Potential Loss of Fuel Clad barrier that appropriately escalates the emergency
classification level to a SITE AREA EMERGENCY.

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The top of the active fuel is significantly lower than the normal operating RPV level control
band. To reach this level, RPV inventory loss would have previously required isolation of the
RCS and Containment (PC) barriers, and initiation of all ECCS. If RPV level cannot be
maintained above the top of active fuel, ECCS and other sources of RPV injection have been
ineffective or incapable of reversing the decreasing level trend.

Core Submergence is the preferred method of maintaining adequate core cooling. When RPV
Level decreases to below TAF, the ability to effectively remove decay heat is being
challenged, and 'as such the Fuel Clad fission product barrier can no longer be considered
intact. While the Emergency Operating Procedures provide contingencies to establish
adequate core cooling when RPV Level drops below TAF (Core Spray or Steam Cooling with
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or without injection), these actions are designed to be an alternative method of providing
adequate core cooling while actions are taken to reestablish core submergence. Sustained
partial or total core uncovery can result in fuel damage and a significant release of fission
products to the Reactor coolant. Sustained core uncovery can also result in a breach of the
RPV due to core melt material interaction with the RPV.

A Loss of Core Submergence will occur when the rate of inventory loss is greater than the rate
of inventory makeup from high pressure injection sources. This condition can occur as the
result of the following events/sequences:

" A LOCA will cause RPV Level to reach the Top of Active Fuel when the LOCA is the
result of a large break (momentary core uncovery is expected to occur under this
condition) or when the LOCA is due to a small or intermediate break in combination
with an inability of high pressure injection sources to keep up with the leakrate.

" A loss of high pressure injection sources without the presence of a LOCA will also
result in RPV Level decreasing to TAF, due to continued Reactor Steam Flow without
makeup.

Either of these events/sequences results in a challenge to the Fuel Clad Barrier when RPV
Level CANNOT be restored AND maintained above the TAF due to core uncovery, hence
classification at this threshold is appropriate. However, for both these sequences, Low
Pressure ECCS are designed to inject to the RPV as RPV Pressure decreases below the
shutoff head of the pumps. RPV Depressurization will occur either due to the LOCA or Manual
initiation of Emergency RPV Depressurization when RPV Level cannot be restored and
maintained above -185 in., provided injection systems are available. This will allow for
restoration of RPV Level and re-establishment of Core Submergence. Failure of these
systems to restore and maintain RPV Level above -185 in. will result in a Loss of the Fuel Clad
barrier per EAL FB1-L.

Until the wide range (WR) indicator is downscale or becomes questionable, it should be used
to assure RPV water level is above TAF. Once WR is downscale, use compensated fuel zone
indication (SPDS or graph) to assess RPV level above TAF and when compensated fuel zone
level indication goes below TAF or becomes questionable, declare the EAL.

If RPV level cannot be determined, the indicated level value and trend have become
unreliable to the extent that decisions concerning adequate core cooling cannot be made.
RPV Flooding in accordance with EOP 206 or EOP 206A is required to assure continued core
cooling. These EOPs specify actions to rapidly depressurize the RPV and establish sufficient
RPV injection to cool the core by either steam cooling (with injection) or flooding the RPV to
the main steam line penetrations. Entry to the RPV Flooding EOPs warrants classification of a
SITE AREA EMERGENCY based on EAL FB1-P and this EAL.

Note that EOP Flowchart 101A may require intentionally controlling RPV level below -161 in.
Under these conditions, a high-power ATWS event exists and requires at least a SITE AREA
EMERGENCY classification in accordance with the ATWS/Criticality EALs.
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EAL Bases Reference(s):

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, Table 5-F-2 RCS Barrier Loss 2.A
Technical Specifications Table 3.3.3-2 ECCS Actuation Instrumentation Setpoints
Technical Specifications Figure B3/4-3-1 Reactor Vessel water Level
HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0101(Q)-FC RPV Control
HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0206(Q)-FC RPV Flooding
HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0206A(Q)-FC ATWS - RPV Flooding
HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0101A(Q)-FC ATWS - RPV Control
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EAL Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Point Value:

F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation

RPV / Drywell Pressure / Temperature / H2 & 02 Levels

Loss of RCS

I - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

RB2-L (5 points)

EAL:

Drywell pressure > 1.68 psig due to RCS leakage

Basis:

The site speGif;cDrywell pressure is based on the drywell high pressure set paintof 1.68 psig

which indicates a LOCA by automatically initiating the-ECCS or equivalent make.up s'stem.

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The drywell high pressure scram setpoint (1.68 psig) is an entry condition to the EOP
flowcharts 101 and 102. EOP Flowchart 102 will prescribe operation of drywell or suppression
chamber sprays.

There are multiple Control Room indicators and alarms that can be used to determine the
presence of this threshold. Overhead annunciators alarm at 1.0 psig, 1.5 psig and 1.68 psig.
Plant automatic response to a high drywell pressure condition includes: a reactor scram,
ECCS initiation, trip of the drywell cooling fans and isolation of the cooling water to the drywell.
These actuations may mask the trend in Drywell pressure. For example, the scram will result
in less heat being added to the containment and the cooling water isolation will result in no
heat being removed.

In the HCGS design basis, primary containment pressures above the drywell high pressure
scram setpoint are assumed to be the result of a high-energy release into the containment for
which normal pressure control systems are inadequate or incapable of reversing the
increasing pressure trend. Pressures of this magnitude, however, can be caused by non-
LOCA events such as a loss of drywell cooling.

The threshold phrase "...due to RCS leakage" focuses the barrier failure on the RCS instead
of the non-LOCA malfunctions that may adversely affect Drywell pressure. Drywell pressure
greater than 1.68 psig with corollary indications (e.g., elevated drywell temperature,
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indications of loss of RCS inventory) should therefore be considered a Loss of the RCS
barrier. Loss of drywell cooling that results in pressure greater than 1.68 psig should not be
considered an RCS barrier loss.

Indication of an RCS leakage should be positively determined by observing Drywell
parameters, including drywell pressure and temperature trends, drywell equipment and floor
drain sump levels, DAPA radiation levels, atmospheric pressure, torus pressure, and the
status of drywell cooling systems.

An isolable Reactor Recirculation pump dual seal failure should not result in drywell pressure
reaching this threshold, hence classification under this RCS Loss should not occur.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, Table 5-F-2 RCS Barrier Loss 1.A
2. Technical Specifications Table 3.3.3-2 ECCS Actuation Instrumentation Setpoints
3. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-01 01 (Q)-FC Reactor/Pressure Vessel (RPV) Control
4. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0102(Q)-FC Primary Containment Control
5. HC.OP-AB.CONT-0002(Q) Primary Containment
6. HC.OP-AB.CONT-0001(Q) Drywell Pressure
7. HC.OP-GP.ZZ-0005(Q) Drywell Leak Source Detection
8. HC.OP-SO.SM-0001(Q) Isolation Systems Operation
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EAL Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Point Value:

EAL:

F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation

RCS Leakage, Leak Isolation, PC Venting

Loss of RCS

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

RB3-L (5 points)

VALID isolation signal exists with an UNISOLABLE break outside primary containment
(after isolation from the Control Room has or should have been attempted) in ANY of the
following systems:

" Main steam line

" HPCI steam line

" RCIC steam line

* RWCU

• Feedwater

Basis:

An UNISOLABLE MSL break is a breach of the RCS barrier. Thus, this threshold is included
for consistency with the ALERT emergency classification level.

Other large high-energy line breaks such as HPCI, Feedwater, RWCU, or RCIC that are
UNISOLABLE also represent a significant loss of the RCS barrier and should be considered
as MSL breaks for purposes of classification.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

This UNISOLABLE Break is a breach of the RCS Barrier. This EAL represents large high-
energy line breaks that are UNISOLABLE and meet the criteria for ALERT emergency
classification. Failure to completely isolate the effected break as determined by valve position
and indication of continuing leakage, if outside the containment, could result in an additional
Loss of the Containment Barrier.
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A high energy line break that results in a VALID Isolation Signal for any of the systems listed
in the EAL requires closure of the associated Primary Containment Isolation valves to maintain
RCS and Primary Containment integrity under abnormal conditions. A failure of these isolation
valves to isolate allows Reactor Coolant to be released directly outside the Primary
Containment (Containment Bypass), resulting in a Loss of RCS and Loss of Containment. A
RCS Line is ANY line that communicates directly with the Reactor.

This EAL allows for valve closure from the Control Room to isolate any high energy line not
completely isolated, prior to event classification. Isolation is defined as the closure of ANY
valve from the Control Room in the system(s) not completely isolated. For example, if the
isolation logic fails to cause valve closure, but operator actions implemented in the Control
Room successfully isolates the effected line(s), then event classification under this EAL is not
warranted. This includes motor operated valves not controlled by the isolation logic, but that
are controlled from the Control Room.

Although this EAL allows for valve closure from the Control Room, the time to attempt closure
and make a decision if leak isolation was successful runs concurrently with the EAL 15-minute
assessment clock:

" If, during the EAL 15-minute assessment period attempts from the Control Room to
isolate the leak are successful then, this EAL is NOT exceeded and classification per
this EAL should NOT be made.

" If, during the EAL 15-minute assessment period attempts from the Control Room to
isolate the leak are NOT successful then, this EAL is exceeded and classification
should be made at that time. There is no need to wait the full 15 minutes.

* If near the end of the 15 minute assessment period and the control room staff has not
been able to attempt leak isolation or the EC is not convinced that an isolation attempt
has been successful, then this EAL is exceeded and classification should be made at or
before the 15-minute assessment time expires.

Nuclear Steam Supply Shutoff System (NSSSS) isolations, as well as HPCI and RCIC steam
line isolations, are associated with systems that are part of the RCS boundary and penetrate
the Primary Containment. Isolation requirements for these lines are covered in 1OCFR50,
Appendix A, General Design Criteria 55. These systems form a closed loop outside the
Primary Containment, and are not open or potentially open to the environment. They are
included in this EAL since they represent an extension of the RCS boundary beyond the
Primary Containment, and a potential release path from the RCS to the environment. Without
complete isolation, continuing flow/leakage represents a situation where Reactor Coolant is
discharging outside the Primary Containment, including areas in the Reactor Building
addressed in the EOPs.

Indication of an UNISOLABLE break includes: flow indication through isolated lines,
increasing Reactor Building area temperatures, area radiation levels, also increases in sump
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levels, or room levels in spaces associated with affected lines, as well as increases in Plant
Vent Effluent levels.

The isolation valve status of all isolation groups is monitored for quick reference on SPDS to
be backed up by operator observation of valve status.

A high-energy line break may be detected by the following:

0 Main steam line:

NSSSS ISLN SIG - STM TNL TEMP HI (C8-C4)

NSSSS ISLN SIG - MN STM FLOW HI (C8-B4)

MSIV CLOSURE (C5-B3)

Rapid changes in Main Steam Line Flow and Steam

o HPCI steam line:

HPCI/RHR A AREA LEAK TEMP HI (D3-A1)

HPCI STM LK ISLO TIMER INITIATED (D3-B1)

HPCI STEAM LINE DIFF PRESSURE HI (B1-A5)

* RCIC steam line:

RCIC/RHR B AREA LEAK TEMP HI (D3-A2)

RCIC STM LK ISLO TIMER INITIATED (D3-B2)

RCIC STEAM LINE DIFF PRESSURE HI (B1-A2)

* RWCU:

MN STM/RWCU AREA LEAK TEMP HI (D3-A3)

RWCU STM LK ISLO TIMER INITIATED (D3-B3)

RWCU DIFF FLOW HI (C1-A2)

* Feedwater line break in steam tunnel:

NSSSS ISLN SIG - STM TNL TEMP HI (C8-C4)

NSSSS ISLN SIG - MN STM FLOW HI (C8-B4)

Tunnel Temperatures

J
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MSIV CLOSURE (C5-B3)

Rapid changes in Feedwater Flow and Steam Tunnel Temperatures

Even though RWCU and Feedwater systems do not contain steam, they are included in the
list because an unisolable break could result in the high-pressure discharge of fluid that is
flashed to steam from relatively large volume systems directly connected to the RCS.

Definitions:

UNISOLABLE: A breach or leak that cannot be promptly isolated from the Control
Room.

VALID: An indication, report, or condition, is considered to be VALID when it is verified
by (1) an instrument channel check, (2) indications on related or redundant indicators,
or (3) by direct observation by plant personnel, such that doubt related to the indicator's
operability, the condition's existence, or the report's accuracy is removed. Implicit in this
definition is the need for timely assessment.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, Table 5-F-2 RCS Barrier Loss 3.A
2. UFSAR 5.4.5 Main Steam Line Isolation System
3. UFSAR 6.3.1.1 Emergency Core Cooling System
4. UFSAR 5.4.6 RCIC
5. UFSAR 5.4.8 RWCU
6. UFSAR 5.4.9 Main Steam Line and Feedwater Line
7. HC.OP-AR.ZZ-0006, 8, 10, 12, 14 (Q) Annunciator Response Procedure, Windows

B1/C1/C5/C8/D3
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EAL Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Point Value:

F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation

RCS Leakage, Leak Isolation, PC Venting

Loss of RCS

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

RB4-L (5 points)

EAL:

Emergency RPV Depressurization is required

Basis:

Plant symptoms requiring Emergency RPV Depressurization per the esieeiic-EOP
flowcharts are indicative of a loss of the RCS barrier. If Emergency RPV depressurization is
required, the plant operators are directed to open safety relief valves (SRVs) and keep them
open. Even though the RCS is being vented into the suppression pool, a loss of the RCS
should be considered to exist due to the diminished effectiveness of the RCS pressure barrier
to a release of fission products beyond its boundary.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The following EOPs require Emergency Depressurization under specific conditions:

HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0101A-FC, ATWS - RPV Control

0 When RPV level cannot be restored and maintained above -185 in.

HC.OP-EO.ZZ-01 01 -FC, Reactor/Pressure Vessel (RPV) Control

* Before RPV level reaches -185 in. with available injection, or

• When RPV level drops to -200 in. when in Steam Cooling
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HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0102-FC, Primary Containment Control

* Cannot maintain Supp Chamber Pressure below Pressure Suppression Pressure
Curve, or

• Drywell Temperature cannot be restored and maintained below 340'F, or

• Combined Supp Pool Temp and RPV Press cannot be maintained below the Heat
Capacity Temperature Limit Curve, or

* Supp Pool Level cannot be maintained above 38.5 in., or

* Supp Pool Level and RPV Press cannot be restored and maintained below the SRV
Tail Pipe level Limit Curve

HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0103/4-FC, Reactor Building & Rad Release Control

" When selected Area Room Temperatures/Levels cannot be maintained below the
Max Safe Operating Temperature/Floor Level and there is a Primary System
discharging outside Primary Containment, or

" When Gaseous Radioactive Release cannot be maintained below GE levels and
there is a Primary System discharging outside Primary Containment and Reactor
Building

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, Table 5-F-2 RCS Barrier Loss 3.B
2. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0101(Q)-FC Reactor/Pressure Vessel (RPV) Control
3. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0101A(Q)-FC ATWS - RPV Control
4. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0102(Q)-FC Primary Containment Control
5. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0103/4(Q)-FC Reactor Building & Rad Release Control
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EAL Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Point Value:

F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation

EC Judgment

Loss of RCS

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

RB5-L (5 points)

EAL:

ANY condition in the opinion of the Emergency Coordinator that indicates loss of the RCS
barrier

Basis:

Thisese thresholds addresses any other factors that are to be used by the EmergeRG
,FeeterEmergency Coordinator in determining whether the RCS barrier is lost or peteRtia••4,

lest. In addition, the inability to monitor the barrier should also be incorporated in this threshold
as a factor in Emergency Diett _Emergency Coordinator judgment that the barrier may be
considered lost or potentially lost.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The Emergency Coordinator judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to
determining if the RCS barrier is lost. Such a determination should include IMMINENT barrier
degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident sequences.

" Barrier degradation exists if the degradation will likely occur within two hours based on
a projection of current safety system performance.

" Barrier monitoring capability is decreased if there is a loss or lack of reliable indicators.
This assessment should include instrumentation operability concerns, readings from
portable instrumentation and consideration of offsite monitoring results.

" Dominant accident sequences lead to degradation of all fission product barriers and
likely entry to the EOPs. The Emergency Coordinator should be mindful of the Loss of
AC power (Station Blackout) and ATWS EALs to assure timely emergency
classification declarations.
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Definitions:

IMMINENT: Mitigation actions have been ineffective, additional actions are not
expected to be successful, and trended information indicates that the event or condition
will occur within approximately 2 hours (unless a different time is specified).

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, Table 5-F-2 RCS Loss 6.A
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EAL Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Point Value:

EAL:

F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation

RPV Level

Potential Loss of Containment

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

CB1-P (2 points)

Primary Containment Flooding is required as indicated by EITHER of the following:

" RPV level CANNOT be restored and maintained above -185 in.

* RPV level CANNOT be determined AND it is determined that core damage is
occurring

Basis:

There is no Loss threshold associated with this item.

The potential loss requirement for Primary Containment Flooding indicates adequate core
cooling cannot be established and maintained and that core melt is possible. Entry into
Primary Containment Flooding procedures (SAGs) is a logical escalation in response to the
inability to maintain adequate core cooling.

[Severe A oident Guidelines (SA Gs) d~re-t the operators to perform Containmeni
Flooding whoen Reac-tor Vesse! Level Gannet be r-estored an-'d dr.reater than a sito

The condition in this potential loss threshold represents a potential core melt sequence which,
if not corrected, could lead to vessel failure and increased potential for containment failure. In
conjunction with Reactor Vessel wtRPV level "Loss" thresholds ii--the I we! Clad-EALs FB1-
L and RCS barrie_,r c-,nsRB.-L, this threshold will result in the declaration of a GENERAL
EMERGENCY -- loss of two barriers and the potential loss of a third.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

Core submergence is the mechanism of core cooling whereby each fuel element is completely
covered with water. Indicated RPV water level at or above the top of the active fuel (TAF)
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constitutes the principal means of confirming the adequacy of core cooling via this
mechanism. Assurance of continued adequate core cooling through core submergence is
achieved when RPV water level can be maintained at or above TAF.
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Spray cooling is the mechanism of core cooling whereby the uncovered portion of the core is
cooled by spray flow. Adequate spray cooling exists by design when at least one Core Spray
loop is operating at design flow (6150 gpm) and RPV water level is at or above the elevation
of the jet pump suctions (-215 inches). The covered portion of the core is then cooled by
submergence while the uncovered portion is cooled by spray flow.

Steam cooling is the mechanism of core cooling whereby steam updraft up through the
uncovered portion of each fuel bundle is sufficient to prevent the temperature of the hottest
fuel rod from exceeding the appropriate limiting value, which is specific to the mode of steam
cooling being employed (i.e., with and without injection of makeup water to the RPV).

With injection of makeup water into the RPV established, adequate core cooling exists when
steam flow through the core is sufficient to preclude the peak clad temperature of the hottest
fuel rod from exceeding 1500 0F, the threshold temperature for fuel rod perforation. Assurance
of continued adequate core cooling is achieved when RPV water level can be maintained at or
above the Minimum Steam Cooling RPV Water Level -185 in.).

With no injection into the RPV established, adequate core cooling exists only so long as the
covered portion of the reactor core generates sufficient steam to preclude the peak clad
temperature of the hottest fuel rod from exceeding 18000F, the threshold temperature for
significant metal-water reaction.

Prolonged lack of cooling may result in severe overheating of the fuel clad, additional release
of energy from accelerated clad oxidation, and eventual fuel melting. For events starting from
full power operation, the failure to promptly reflood could result in some fuel melting. Even
under these conditions vessel failure and containment failure with resultant release to the
public would not be expected for some time. Reactor Water Level remaining below TAF for an
extended amount of time represents an early indicator that significant core damage is in
progress while providing sufficient time to initiate public protective actions.

Ample time should be allowed for Low Pressure ECCS and alternate injection systems to
restore RPV level prior to entry into this classification. The time basis for deciding whether or
not RPV level can be maintained > -185 in. should be based on the rate of reactor
depressurization, the availability of low-pressure injection sources, (ECCS and alternate
injection systems), and the rate of Reactor coolant inventory loss. Indications such as RPV
level trend, injection flow rates, containment parameter trends, and low pressure injection
system operability should also be considered.

In the event, RPV level cannot be restored > -185 in., primary containment flooding will be
required by the EOPs. This will attempt to flood the containment as a means of flooding the
RPV, and use a flooded containment as a heat sink for the nuclear fuel.

Until the wide range RPV level (WR) indicator is downscale or becomes questionable, it
should be used to assure RPV water level is above TAF. Once WR is downscale, use
compensated fuel zone indication (SPDS or graph) to assess RPV level above TAF and when
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compensated fuel zone level indication goes below -185 in. or becomes questionable, declare
the EAL.

If RPV level cannot be determined, the indicated level value and trend have become
unreliable to the extent that decisions concerning adequate core cooling cannot be made.
RPV Flooding in accordance with EOP 206 or EOP 206A is required to assure continued core
cooling. These EOPs specify actions to rapidly depressurize the RPV and establish sufficient
RPV injection to cool the core by either steam cooling (with injection) or flooding the RPV to
the main steam line penetrations. Entry to the RPV Flooding EOPs warrants classification of a
SITE AREA EMERGENCY based on EAL FB1-P and EAL RB1-L. If RPV Flooding is
unsuccessful, indications that core damage is occurring will be observed (DAPA > 2000 RPhr
[w/ drywell sprays], DAPA > 4000 R/hr [w/o drywell sprays] or H2 > 2% in either the Drywell or
Suppression Chamber) and primary containment flooding is required (SAG entry).

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, Table 5-F-2 Containment Potential Loss 2.A
2. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0101A(Q)-FC ATWS - RPV Control
3. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0101(Q)-FC RPV Control
4. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0206(Q)-FC RPV Flooding
5. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0206A(Q)-FC ATWS - RPV Flooding
6. HC.OP-AM.ZZ-0001(Z) Severe Accident Guidelines (SAG)
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EAL Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Point Value:

F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation

RPV / Drywell Pressure / Temperature / H2 & 02 Levels

Potential Loss of Containment

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

CB2-P (2 points)

EAL:

Drywell Pressure > 62 psig and rising

Basis:

The Drywall &pressure of 62 psig is based on the primary containment design
pressure.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

If this threshold is exceeded, a challenge to the containment structure has occurred because
assumptions used in the accident analysis are no longer valid and an unanalyzed condition
exists. This constitutes a Potential Loss of the Containment barrier even if a containment
breach has not occurred.

EOP 102 requires intentional venting of the primary containment before drywell pressure
reaches 65 psig (Primary Containment Pressure Limit). If the venting action is performed
before this EAL threshold is exceeded, a Loss of the Containment Barrier exists under EAL
CB4-L.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, Table 5-F-2 Containment Potential Loss I.A
2. UFSAR Table 6.2-1 Containment Design Parameters
3. UFSAR Section 6.2 Containment Systems
4. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0102(Q)-FC Primary Containment Control
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EAL Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Point Value:

F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation

RPV / Drywell Pressure / Temperature / H2 & 02 Levels

Potential Loss of Containment

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

CB3-P (2 points)

EAL:

Indications of _ 6% H2 and > 5% 02 in Drywell or Torus

Basis:

fBWRs specifically define the limits associated with explosive mixtures in terms of deflagration
concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen. For Mk ,/,, contaiMen••. the deflagration limits arc
"60% hydrogen and 50% oxygcn in the drye.l or SUPPr.SSion chamber". Fer Mk--Ill
containments, the limit is the "Hydrogen DeflagrationR Overpressure Limit". The term "explosive
mixture" is synonymous with "deflagratiOn limits" and is used as it is- a more easily understood
term.]

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

Venting is required when Hydrogen concentration in the Drywell or Torus reaches the
Explosive Mixture (deflagration concentrations) of > 6% with Oxygen concentration > 5%.
Exceeding these parameters creates the potential for an UNISOLABLE breach of the primary
containment, which could result in an uncontrolled, unmonitored, and untreated release of
radioactivity to the environment. This EAL represents a Potential Loss of Containment, since
containment venting is required due to Containment parameters potentially exceeding their
design limits. Once the containment is vented per the EOPs, a loss of the Containment barrier
has occurred and classification per EAL CB4-L should be made. The magnitude of any
radiological release is dependent upon events leading to the requirement for emergency
venting, including a loss of the RCS and a loss of the Fuel Clad Barriers.

The elevated hydrogen in the Drywell or Torus may result from excessive zircaloy-water
reaction occurring following a LOCA. Additionally, hydrogen and oxygen gas may be
introduced into the containment environment from long term disassociation of water in the
Suppression Chamber.

SAG guidance in these cases is provided to vent the Primary Containment regardless of off-
site dose consequences. Although radiological releases resulting from venting containment
may exceed Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Protective Action Guideline (PAG) limits,
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a controlled, monitored, and isolable release is preferred to a potential uncontrolled,
unmonitored radiological release that would result from a failure of containment.

Elevated primary containment hydrogen concentration is alarmed at > 2% by overhead
annunciator E3-F5 (H2/02 ANALYZER TROUBLE) and digital alarm points D4203 and
D4212.

Definitions:

UNISOLABLE: A breach or leak that cannot be promptly isolated from the Control
Room.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, Table 5-F-2 Containment Potential Loss 1.B
2. HC.OP-AM.ZZ-0001(Z) (SAG-2) Containment and Radioactivity Release Control
3. HC.OP-AR.ZZ-0024(Q) CRIDS Computer Points Book 5 D3624 thru D4288
4. HC.OP-AR.ZZ-0016(Q) Overhead Annunciator Window Box E3
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EAL Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Point Value:

F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation

RPV / Drywell Pressure / Temperature / H2 & 02 Levels

Potential Loss of Containment

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

CB4-P (2 points)

EAL:

RPV pressure and suppression pool temperature CANNOT be maintained below the HCTL
(EOP Curve SPT-P)

Basis:

The Heat Capacity Temperature Limit (HCTL) is the highest suppression pool temperature
from which Emeraencv RPV DeDressurization will not result in exceeding either:

* Suppression chamber design temperature of> 310 degrees

OR

. Primary Containment Pressure Limit of 65 psig, while the rate of enerqy transfer from
the RPV to the containment is greater than the capacity of the containment vent.

The HCTL is a function of RPV pressure and suppression pool water level. It is utilized to
preclude failure of the containment and equipment in the containment necessary for the safe
shutdown of the plant and therefore, the inability to maintain plant parameters below the limit
constitutes a potential loss of containment.

The Heat Capacity Temperature Limit (H.TL) is the highest suppression. poe,
temperature from Which Em~ergency RPV DepressurizatiOn Will no~t raise:

Suppression chamber temperature above the maximum tempcrature capability of th
--uppreso chamber and equipment within the suppreGsion chamber w.hic--h mnay be required

to operate when the RPV is pressurized,

OR
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Suppression chamber pressure above Primary ContainMent PreSSUre Limit A,,,whle the
rate of energy transfer frem the RPV to the n tainment is greater than the capacity of the
containment vent.

The H- TI is a functinR •f RPV pressure and suppression pool water !evek-4t-4s-u til-e

safe •hutdown Of the plant and therefore, the i'ability to maintain plant parameters below the
Iimit ronstitutes a potential loss of ,ontainment.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The HCTL is given in EOP Flowchart 102 Curve SPT-P (ref. 2).

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, Table 5-F-2 Containment Potential Loss 1.C
2. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0102(Q)-FC Primary Containment Control
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EAL Category:

Subcategory:

F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation

Radiation

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Point Value:

EAL:

Potential Loss of Containment

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

CB5-P (2 points)

ANY DAPA Radiation Monitor reading EITHER of the following:

• With drywell sprays, > 10,0000 R/hr

* Without drywell sprays, > 20,000 R/hr

Basis:

The site- spifi•D•APA readings is-are a-values that indicates significant fuel damage well in
excess of that required for loss of RGS and Fuel Clad.

* ~L~SS..~S SSS % J'0 S5Szj Lz A L QLASS L SL 4 A.S') LA'fLS h S i- I AS LASLLAr' mliSLn AASS

radoativ mtora!tobe r/adfomth-e -or-e into th1e rector coolant.]
a

Regardless of whether Ceontainment is challenged, this amount of activity in containment, if
released, could have such severe consequences that it is prudent to treat this as a potential
loss of Coontainment, such that a GENERAL EMERGENCY declaration is warranted.

[NURE=G 1228, "ýSouc- Esiain DuigI~d~ ePR6 -Sevore NUcGa
D-InIALO' JQ-LA" iPr;nfQ tz(:ra -!On '-iriivc-idnt nnRe - h p~1-fnf

T
------- -...---..-.------- ,-'*-..J~.--J---.~

444-N.J. - -1. T Q0 A Pffp q Q P J-P pnPr-Wr-1 An- "' , "ý PM4P47 Q PWIF4- - "-

torcmeddthat a ra ading ~ dASLA to 2%fe lddamage be

There is no Loss threshold associated with this item.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

Core damage analysis indicates 20% fuel damage dispersed into the drywell atmosphere is
expected to produce a Drywell Atmosphere Post Accident (DAPA) radiation monitor reading of
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approximately 10,000 R/hr at 1 hr after shutdown (the most conservative) with drywell spray in
service, and approximately 20,000 R/hr at 1 hr after shutdown with drywell spray not in
service.

From Attachment 2 of HC.EP-EP.ZZ-0205, Step 6 the following formula was used to derive
the EAL Set-points:

Indicated Radiation Level
% Cladding Damage

20 (% Cladding Damage) =

DAPA Reading =

DAPA Reading =

20 (% Cladding Damage) =

-X100
100% Cladding Dmnage Radiation Level

DAPA Rad Monitor Reading X100
50,000R/HR (from Att2. Fig. 1, of HC.EP-EP.ZZ-0205 with Sprays)

(20) (50,OOOR/HR)

100

10,000 R/hr (with Drywell Spray in service)

OR

DAPA Rad Monitor Reading X100
1 00,OOOR/HR (from Att 2. Fig. 1, of HC.EP-EP.ZZ-0205 without Sprays)

(20) (100,000PIHR)

100

20,000 R/hr (without Drywell Spray in Service)

DAPA Reading

DAPA Reading

DAPA radiation monitors RE-4825A and RE-4825B are high range area radiation monitors
and are located in the drywell at 145' elevation. Each detector has a range of 1 to 108 R/hr
and a built in check source that keeps the associated channel on-scale at approximately 1.2
R/hr. In the Control Room, DAPA radiation levels are displayed on RI-4825A (RM-1 1 9RX635)
and B (RM-1 1 9RX636) ( (Panel 1 0C604) and RR-4825A and B (1 0C650). Drywell radiation
levels > 2.OE+2 R/hr activates Overhead Annunciator C6-C1, RADIATION MONITORING
ALARM/TRBL.

A structural I-beam in the drywell shields DAPA radiation monitor RE-4825B from shine due to
radioactivity in the RCS piping. RE-4825A is not shielded. When the RCS is intact, elevated
RCS coolant activity produces higher readings on RE-4825A than on RE-4825B. During
events in which radioactivity is dispersed into the drywell atmosphere, structural shielding
diminishes as the monitors become immersed in the radiation field. If the difference in RE-
4825A and RE-4825B readings should decrease, it may be inferred that a LOCA event is
occurring.

EAL Bases Reference(s):
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1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, Table 5-F-2 Containment Potential Loss 4.A
2. HC.EP-EP.ZZ-0205(Q) TSC - Post Accident Core Damage Assessment
3. UFSAR Table 11.5-1 Hope Creek Radiation Monitoring Systems
4. HC.OP-AR.ZZ-0011(Q) Overhead Annunciator Box C6
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EAL Category: F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation

Subcategory: EC Judgment

Initiating Condition: Potential Loss of Containment

OPCON Applicability: 1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

EAL# & Point Value: CB6-P (2 points)

EAL:

ANY condition in the opinion of the Emergency Coordinator that indicates potential loss of
the Containment barrier

Basis:

Thisese thresholds addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Emergeney
Di-eete Emergency Coordinator in determining whether the Containment barrier is let-G
potentially lost. In addition, the inability to monitor the barrier should also be incorporated in
this threshold as a factor in Ecr~gency Dir...ct Emerqency Coordinator judgment that the
barrier may be considered lest-er-potentially lost.

The Containment barrier should not be declared lost-er-potentially lost based on exceeding
Technical Specification action statement criteria, unless there is an event in progress requiring
mitigation by the Containment barrier. When no event is in progress (Loss or Potential Loss of
either Fuel Clad and/or RCS) the Containment barrier status is addressed by Technical
Specifications.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The Emergency Coordinator judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to
determining if the Containment barrier is potentially lost. Such a determination should include
IMMINENT barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident
sequences.

, Barrier degradation exists if the degradation will likely occur within two hours based on
a projection of current safety system performance.

* Barrier monitoring capability is decreased if there is a loss or lack of reliable indicators.
This assessment should include instrumentation operability concerns, readings from
portable instrumentation and consideration of offsite monitoring results.
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Dominant accident sequences lead to degradation of all fission product barriers and
likely entry to the EOPs. The Emergency Coordinator should be mindful of the Loss of
AC power (Station Blackout) and ATWS EALs to assure timely emergency
classification declarations.

Definitions:

IMMINENT: Mitigation actions have been ineffective, additional actions are not
expected to be successful, and trended information indicates that the event or condition
will occur within approximately 2 hours (unless a different time is specified).

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, Table 5-F-2 Containment Potential Loss 6.A
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EAL Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Point Value:

F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation

RPV / Drywell Pressure / Temperature / H2 & 02 Levels

Loss of Containment

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

CB1-L (3 points)

EAL:

Drywell Pressure rise followed by a rapid unexplained drop in Drywell pressure

Basis:

Primary containment pressure should increase as a result of mass and energy release into
containment from a LOCA. Rapid unexplained loss of pressure (i.e., not attributable to drywell
spray or condensation effects) following an initial pressure increase from a high energy line
break indicates a loss of Primary Coontainment integrity. Pri•mary containment pressure sh.u. d

incraseas a result of mass and energy release into containment from a LOCA. Thus, primar
conRtainment pressure not inrGeaSing under these conditions indicates a loss of containmenvt

I v

integ§4ty.

This indicator relies on operator recognition of an unexpected response for the condition and
therefore does not have a specific value associated with it. The unexpected response is
important because it is the indicator for a containment bypass condition.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

Conditions that result in a drop in primary containment (PC) pressure following a pressure rise
that are not the direct result of a containment failure do not warrant classification under this
threshold. These events include the initiation of drywell sprays, the re-establishment of drywell
cooling, and anticipated Drywell pressure drop due to ambient losses.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, Table 5-F-2 Containment Barrier Loss 1.A
2. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0101(Q)-FC Reactor/Pressure Vessel (RPV) Control
3. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0102(Q)-FC Primary Containment Control
4. HC.OP-AB.CONT-0002(Q) Primary Containment
5. HC.OP-AB.CONT-0001(Q) Drywell Pressure
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EAL Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Point Value:

F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation

RPV / Drywell Pressure / Temperature / H2 & 02 Levels

Loss of Containment

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

CB2-L (3 points)

EAL:

Drywell pressure response NOT consistent with LOCA conditions

Basis:

Rapid unexplained loss of pressure (i.e., not attributable to drywell spray or condensation
effects) follo)wing an initial pressure increase from a high energy line break indicates a losst

,ontainment integrity. Primary containment pressure should increase as a result of mass and
energy release into containment from a LOCA. Thus, primary containment pressure not
increasing under these conditions indicates a loss of containment integrity.

This indicator relies on operator recognition of an unexpected response for the condition and
therefore does not have a specific value associated with it. The unexpected response is
important because it is the indicator for a containment bypass condition.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

This threshold relies on operator recognition of an unexpected response for the condition and,
therefore, does not have a specific criterion. The unexpected response is important because it
is the indicator for a containment bypass condition.

A downcomer failure, by itself, does not represent a loss of the Containment barrier. This
failure, however, renders the primary containment inoperable per Technical Specifications
because primary containment integrity has been compromised. A downcomer failure (bypass
of the pressure suppression function) combined with a large break LOCA would likely result in
a Potential Loss of the Containment barrier under Containment Potential Loss EAL CB2-P if
Drywell pressure cannot be maintained below 62 psig.

UFSAR Section 6.2 provides a summary of primary containment pressure response for
several postulated accident conditions resultingin the release of RCS inventory to the
containment. These accidents include:

0 Rupture of a recirculation line
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• Rupture of a main steam line

* Intermediate size liquid line rupture

o Small size RCS rupture

The primary containment pressure response to these breaks were bounded by the
recirculation line break.

UFSAR Figures 6.2-3 and 6.2-7 (Attachment 2, pages 6 and 7) illustrates the primary
containment pressure response due to a recirculation line break. The maximum calculated
drywell pressure is 50.6 psig and is well below the design allowable pressure of 62 psig.

Due to conservatisms in LOCA analyses, actual primary containment pressure response is
expected to be less than the analyzed response. For example, blowdown mass flowrate may
be only 60-80% of the analyzed rate, initial primary containment pressure may be less than
1.5 psig, etc.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, Table 5-F-2 Containment Barrier Loss 1..B
2. UFSAR Section 6.2.1.1.3.1 Introduction (Pressure Suppression Containment Design

Evaluation)
3. UFSAR Figure 6.2-3 Short Term Containment Pressure Response Following Recirculation

Line Break
4. UFSAR Figure 6.2-7 Long Term Containment Pressure Response Following Recirculation

Line Break
5. UFSAR Table 6.2-1 Containment Design Parameters
6. UFSAR Table 6.2-3 Initial Conditions for Containment Response Analyses
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EAL Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Point Value:

EAL:

F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation

RCS Leakage, Leak Isolation, PC Venting

Loss of Containment

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

CB3-L (3 points)

UNISOLABLE leakage outside primary containment (after isolation from the Control Room
has or should have been attempted)

AND

Direct downstream pathway to the environment exists

Basis:

These thresholds address incomplete primary containment isolation that allows direct release
to the environment.

I ^ýL t-kracnkrý[ A

The use of the modifier "direct" in defining the release path discriminates against release
paths through interfacing liquid systems. The existence of an in-line charcoal filter does not
make a release path indirect since the filter is not effective at removing fission product noble
gases. Typical filters have an efficiency of 95-99% removal of iodine. Given the magnitude of
the core inventory of iodine, significant releases could still occur. In addition, since the fission
product release would be driven by boiling in the reactor vessel, the high humidity in the
release stream can be expected to render the filters ineffective in a short period.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

This threshold addresses failure of open isolation devices which should close upon receipt of
a manual or automatic containment isolation signal resulting in a significant radiological
release pathway directly to the environment. The concern is the UNISOLABLE open pathway
to the environment. A failure of the ability to isolate any one line indicates a breach of primary
containment integrity.
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As stated above, the adjective "Direct" modifies "release pathway" to discriminate against
release paths through interfacing liquid systems. Leakage into a closed system is to be
considered only if the closed system is breached and thereby creates a significant pathway to
the environment. Examples include UNISOLABLE main steam line or RCIC/HPCI steam line
breaks, UNISOLABLE RWCU system breaks, and UNISOLABLE containment atmosphere
vent paths. If the main condenser is available with an UNISOLABLE main steam line, there
may be releases through the steam jet air ejectors and gland seal exhausters. These
pathways are monitored, however, and do not meet the intent of a UNISOLABLE direct
release path to the environment. These minor releases are assessed using EALs in Category
R, Abnormal Rad Release / Rad Effluent.

Indications (symptoms) of primary containment failure may be evident without the exact
pathway being understood at the time of the failure. If the primary containment or part of the
RCS is required to be isolated and there are valid indications that the primary containment is
not isolated, the Containment barrier should be considered lost.

This EAL ALLOWS for valve closure from the Control Room to isolate any system not
completely isolated, prior to event classification. This includes Motor Operated Valves not
controlled by isolation logic, but that are controlled from the Control Room. For example, if the
isolation logic fails to cause valve closure, but operator actions implemented in the Control
Room successfully isolates the containment breach path, then classification under this EAL is
NOT WARRANTED.

Although this EAL ALLOWS for valve closure from the Control Room, the time to attempt
closure and make a decision if containment leak isolation was successful RUNS
CONCURRENTLY with the EAL 15-minute assessment clock.

" If, during the EAL 15-minute assessment period attempts from the Control Room to
isolate the containment ARE SUCCESSFUL then, this EAL is NOT exceeded and
classification per this EAL should NOT be made.

" If, during the EAL 15-minute assessment period attempts from the Control Room to
isolate the containment ARE NOT SUCCESSFUL then, this EAL is exceeded and
classification should be made at that time. There is no need to wait the full 15 minutes.

* If near the end of the 15-minute assessment period and the control room staff has not
been able to attempt containment isolation or the EC is not convinced that an isolation
attempt has been successful, then this EAL is exceeded and classification should be
made at or before the 15-minute assessment time expires.

Definitions:

UNISOLABLE: A breach or leak that cannot be promptly isolated from the Control
Room.
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EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, Table 5-F-2 Containment Barrier Loss 3.A
2. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0102(Q)-FC Primary Containment Control
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EAL Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Point Value:

F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation

RCS Leakage, Leak Isolation, PC Venting

Loss of Containment

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

CB4-L (3 points)

EAL:

Intentional primary containment venting per EOPs

Basis:

These thresholds address incomplete primary containment isolation that allows direct release
to the environment.

Site specific EOPs may direct containment isolation valve logic(s) to be intentionally bypassed,
regardless of radioactivity release rates. Under these conditions with a valid containment
isolation signal, the containment should also be considered lost if containment venting is
actually performed.

Intentional venting of primary containment for primary containment pressure or combus
gas control per EOPs to the secondary containment and/or the environment is considered a
loss of Ceontainment. Containment venting for pressure when not in an accident situation
should not be considered.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

Step DW/P-17 or DW/P-20 of EOP 102, Primary Containment Control, may specify primary
containment venting and intentional bypassing of the containment isolation valve logic, even if
offsite radioactivity release rate limits are exceeded. The threshold is met when the operator
begins venting the primary containment in accordance with EOP 318, not when actions are
taken to bypass interlocks prior to opening the vent valves. Purge and vent actions specified
in Step DW/P-1 of EOP 102 to control primary containment pressure below the drywell high
pressure scram setpoint does not meet this threshold because such action is only permitted if
offsite radioactivity release rates will remain below the ODCM limits.
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EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, Table 5-F-2 Containment Barrier Loss 3.B
2. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0102(Q)-FC Primary Containment Control
3. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-318 (Q)-Containment Venting
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EAL Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Point Value:

EAL:

F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation

RCS Leakage, Leak Isolation, PC Venting

Loss of Containment

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

CB5-L (3 points)

UNISOLABLE primary system leakage outside primary containment (after isolation from
the Control Room has or should have been attempted) as indicated by exceeding EITHER
of the following:

" ANY EOP 103 Reactor Bldg room temperature Table 1, Column 2

" ANY Reactor Bldg rad level > 1000 times normal

Basis:

Thisese thresholds addresses incomplete primary containment isolation that allows direct
release to the environment.

In addition, tThe presence of area radiation or temperature Max Safe Operating setpoints
indicating UNISOLABLE primary system leakage outside the primary containment are
addressed after a containment isolation. The indicators should be confirmed to be caused by
RCS leakage.

There is no Potential Loss threshold associated with this item.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The presence of elevated general area temperatures or radiation levels in the Reactor
Building may be indicative of UNISOLABLE primary system leakage outside the primary
containment. The maximum safe operating values define this Containment barrier threshold
because they are indicative of problems in the secondary containment that are spreading and
pose a threat to achieving a safe plant shutdown. This threshold addresses problematic
discharges outside primary containment that may not originate from a high-energy line break.
The locations into which the primary system discharge is of concern correspond to the areas
addressed in EOP 103 Reactor Building Control.
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RB maximum safe operating temperatures are conservatively defined by the qualification
temperature of safety related equipment in the area. The equipment qualification program has
proven that safety related equipment will perform satisfactorily to at least this temperature. In
an area with multiple components and different qualification temperatures, the maximum safe
operating temperature assigned to that area is generally the lowest of the individual
temperatures.

In general, multiple indications should be used to determine if a primary system is discharging
outside primary containment. For example, a high area radiation condition does not
necessarily indicate that a primary system is discharging into the secondary containment since
this may be caused by radiation shine from nearby steam lines or the movement of radioactive
materials. Conversely, a high area radiation condition in conjunction with other indications
(e.g. room flooding, high area temperatures, reports of steam in the secondary containment,
an unexpected rise in feedwater flowrate, or unexpected main turbine control valve closure)
may indicate that a primary system is discharging into the secondary containment.

This EAL allows for valve closure from the Control Room to isolate any systems not
completely isolated, prior to event classification. Isolation is defined as the closure of ANY
valve from the Control Room in the system(s) not completely isolated. For example, if the
isolation logic fails to cause valve closure, but operator actions implemented in the Control
Room successfully isolates the containment breach/leak path, then classification under this
EAL is not warranted. This includes Motor Operated Valves not controlled by the isolation
logic, but that are controlled from the Control Room.

Although this EAL ALLOWS for valve closure from the Control Room, the time to attempt
closure and make a decision if containment leak isolation was successful RUNS
CONCURRENTLY with the EAL 15-minute assessment clock.

* If, during the EAL 15-minute assessment period attempts from the Control Room to
isolate the containment ARE SUCCESSFUL then, this EAL is NOT exceeded and
classification per this EAL should NOT be made.

* If, during the EAL 15-minute assessment period attempts from the Control Room to
isolate the containment ARE NOT SUCCESSFUL then, this EAL is exceeded and
classification should be made at that time. There is no need to wait the full 15 minutes.

" If near the end of the 15 minute assessment period and the control room staff has not
been able to attempt containment isolation or the EC is not convinced that an isolation
attempt has been successful, then this EAL is exceeded and classification should be
made at or before the 15-minute assessment time expires.

Definitions:

UNISOLABLE: A breach or leak that cannot be promptly isolated from the Control
Room.
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EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, Table 5-F-2 Containment Barrier Loss 3.C
2. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0103/4(Q)-FC Reactor Building and Rad Release Control
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EAL Category:

Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Point Value:

F - Fission Product Barrier Degradation

EC Judgment

Loss of Containment

1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

CB6-L (3 points)

EAL:

ANY condition in the opinion of the Emergency Coordinator that indicates loss of the
Containment barrier

Basis:

Thisese thresholds addresses any other factors that are to be used by the Eme~geny
.i...te. Emergency Coordinator in determining whether the Containment barrier is lost-GF
peteRially-lo t. In addition, the inability to monitor the barrier should also be incorporated in
this threshold as a factor in EmergencyDirectoYrmergenc, Coordinator judgment that the
barrier may be considered lost or potGetially lost.

The Containment barrier should not be declared lost or potentially lost based on exceeding
Technical Specification action statement criteria, unless there is an event in progress requiring
mitigation by the Containment barrier. When no event is in progress (Loss or Potential Loss of
either Fuel Clad and/or RCS) the Containment barrier status is addressed by Technical
Specifications.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The Emergency Coordinator judgment threshold addresses any other factors relevant to
determining if the Containment barrier is lost. Such a determination should include IMMINENT
barrier degradation, barrier monitoring capability and dominant accident sequences.

* Barrier degradation exists if the degradation will likely occur within two hours based on
a projection of current safety system performance.

* Barrier monitoring capability is decreased if there is a loss or lack of reliable indicators.
This assessment should include instrumentation operability concerns, readings from
portable instrumentation and consideration of offsite monitoring results.
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Dominant accident sequences lead to degradation of all fission product barriers and
likely entry to the EOPs. The Emergency Coordinator should be mindful of the Loss of
AC power (Station Blackout) and ATWS EALs to assure timely emergency
classification declarations.

Definitions:

IMMINENT: Mitigation actions have been ineffective, additional actions are not
expected to be successful, and trended information indicates that the event or condition
will occur within approximately 2 hours (unless a different time is specified).

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, Table 5-F-2 Containment Loss 6.A
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refuel System Malfunction

1 - Loss of AC Power

AC power capability to vital buses reduced to a single power
source for 15 minutes or longer such that any additional
single failure would result in complete loss of AC power to
vital buses

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refueling

EAL# & Classification Level: CUl.1 - UNUSUAL EVENT

EAL:

Loss of 4.16 KV Vital Bus Power Sources (Offsite and Onsite) which results in the
availability of only one 4.16 KV Vital Bus Power Source (Offsite or Onsite)

AND

>_ 15 minutes have elapsed (Note 3)

Note 3: The Emergency Coordinator should NOT wait until the applicable time has
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the
condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

Basis:

The condition indicated by this IC-EAL is the degradation of the off-site and on-site AC power
systems such that any additional single failure would result in a station blackoutcomplete loss
of AC power to vital buses. This condition could occur due to a loss of off-site power with a
concurrent failure of all but one emergency diesel generator to supply power to its emergeney
vital busses. The subsequent loss of this single power source would escalate the event to an
ALERT in accordance with EAL GA3CA1.1.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of

power.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

"Availability" means the power source can be aligned to provide power to a vital bus within 15
minutes or is currently supplying power to at least one vital bus.
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The availability of EDGs that have not been challenged to start during degradation of AC
power sources to the 4.16 KV vital buses should be based on meeting Technical Specification
action requirements for loss of offsite AC power sources.

The AC power distribution is summarized in Attachment 2, page 2.

Emergency Classification escalates to an ALERT under EAL CA1.1 based on a loss of all
offsite and all onsite AC power to all 4.16 KV vital buses.

This cold condition Unusual Event EAL is equivalent to the hot condition Alert EAL SA1.1.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05 - CU3 Example EAL #1
2. 205415-A-8765 Sheet 1 500 kv Transmission Plan & Profiles
3. E-0001-0 sheet 1 Hope Creek Generating Station Single Line Diagram
4. UFSAR 8.1.2 Onsite Power Systems
5. HCGS Technical Specifications 3.8.1.2, A.C. Sources-Shutdown
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refuel System Malfunction

1 - Loss of AC Power

Loss of all offsite and all onsite AC power to vital buses for
15 minutes or longer

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refueling, D - Defueled

EAL# & Classification Level: CAl.1 - ALERT

EAL:

Loss of all Power (Onsite and Offsite) to all 4.16 KV Vital Buses

AND

> 15 minutes have elapsed (Note 3)

Note 3: The Emergency Coordinator should NOT wait until the applicable time has
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the
condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

Basis:

Loss of all AC power compromises all plant safety systems requiring electric power including
RHR, ECCS, Containment Heat Removal, Spent Fuel Heat RemovalPool Cooling and the
Ultimate•Hea4-S4ikService Water.

The event can be classified as an ALERT when in cold shutdown, refueling, or defueled mode
because of the significantly reduced decay heat and lower temperature and pressure,
increasing the time to restore one of the emergency-vital busses, relative to that specified for
the SITE AREA EMERGENCY EAL.

Escalating to SITE AREA EMERGENCY, if appropriate, is by EALs in Category R, Abnormal

Rad Levels / RadiGlegieei-Effluent4G-s.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.
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Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The intent of this EAL is to classify degraded AC power events that result in a loss of all offsite
power sources 13.8 KV to the 4.16 KV vital buses along with a loss of all onsite power sources
(EDGs).

The AC power distribution is summarized in Attachment 2, page 2.

This cold condition Alert EAL is equivalent to the hot condition Site Area Emergency EAL
SS1.1.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

NEI 99-01, Rev. 05 - CA3 Example EAL #1
HC.OP-AB.ZZ-01 35 (Q) Station Blackout / Loss of Offsite Power / Diesel Generator
Malfunction
205415-A-8765 Sheet 1 500 kv Transmission Plan & Profiles
E-0001-0 sheet 1 Hope Creek Generating Station Single Line Diagram
UFSAR 8.1.2 Onsite Power Systems
HCGS Technical Specifications 3.8.1.2, A.C. Sources-Shutdown
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

QPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Classification Level:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refuel System Malfunction

2 - Loss of DC Power

Loss of required DC power for 15 minutes or longer

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refueling

CU2.1 - UNUSUAL EVENT

EAL:

Loss of ANY of the following Vital 125 V DC Power Channel combinations as indicated by
Voltage < 108 V DC:

* Channel A and Channel B

* Channel A, Channel C (either bus) and Channel D (either bus)

* Channel B, Channel C (either bus) and Channel D (either bus)

AND

_ 15 minutes have elapsed (Note 3)

Note 3: The Emergency Coordinator should NOT wait until the applicable time has
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the
condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

Basis:

The purpose of this t,-EAL and its associated EALs is to recognize a loss of DC power
compromising the ability to monitor and control the removal of decay heat during Cold
Shutdown or Refueling operations.

[This EAL :s iptnde d to be anticnipatorena mc ste prt, erw may net-have
n&eesary-:ndic-a tio and conptra! o-f-equipmen~t needed to respond to the !oss]1

[P~pt wi Feuiney erfi~ mipt~a~eon a T~i reae GfU,, 8,, tGW o e~iG

Th• rquire db usses are the ..inimum. allowed by Technical Spec-ifi-ations for- the mode , t
opei~atn4lt is intended that the loss of the operating (operable) train is to be considered. If
this loss results in the inability to maintain cold shutdown, the escalation to an ALERT will be
per GA4EAL CA4.1.
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[(Site specifiq) bus vzoltage should be based on the minimumg bus voltag-e nnrc--n---r- fo:
the operation of safety related equipm~ent. This voltage value ShOUld ino.rt aMargin of at
least 15 minutes of operat4op before the onset of inabilty to .per.ate thos. loads. This voltage.
is usually near the mn444mum4 voltage selected when batterysizing isperformed. Typically the
value for the entire battery set is appr,-, oximately 105 VDC. For a60 Gg.W g of bat, h Sa; the
cell /oltage is typic-ally y 75 Volts per cel. For a 58 stri g battery set the minimu4m voltage i
tyieally 1.8u1 Vols per cell.]

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.
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Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

Per Technical Specifications, 108 VDC is the minimum voltage required for operability of the
Class 1 E 125 VDC buses following a battery discharge test. Although continued equipment
operation may occur with degraded voltage, this value signifies the minimum operable voltage
allowed.

125 VDC Power Channels A-D provide control power to Engineered Safety Features
actuation, diesel generator auxiliaries, plant alarm and indication circuits, as well as the control
power for the associated loads. If 125 VDC power is lost for an extended period of time
(greater than 15 minutes) critical plant functions such as 4.16 KV breaker controls, CS and
RHR pump controls required to maintain safe plant conditions may not operate, and core
uncovery with subsequent Reactor Coolant System (RCS) and Primary Containment failure
might occur. Both the RCS and Primary Containment may already be open if in the Refueling
mode.

In Operational Condition 4 or 5, a minimum of two of the four 125 VDC Power Channels are
required by Technical Specifications, including either Channel A (10D410) or Channel B
(10D420). With the loss of three of the Channels (two if both Channels A and B are lost) core
alterations are to be suspended and handling of recently irradiated fuel in the Secondary
Containment and operations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel are to be stopped.

Class 1 E 125 VDC battery bank capacities are as follows:

Channel Switchcear Battery Capacity (design 4 hours)

A 10D410 1AD411 1885 AH at 8 hours

B 10D420 1BD411 1885 AH at 8 hours

C 10D430 1CD411 1885 AH at 8 hours

D 10D440 1DD411 1885 AH at 8 hours

C 10D436 1CD447 577 AH at 8 hours

D 10D446 1 DD447 577 AH at 8 hours

This Unusual Event EAL is the cold condition equivalent of the hot condition loss of DC power
Site Area Emergency EAL SS2.1.
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EAL Bases Reference(s):

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, CU7 Example EAL #1
Calculation E-4.1(Q) HC Class 1E 125 VDC Station Battery and Charger Sizing
UFSAR 8.3.2 DC Power Systems
HCGS Technical Specifications 3.8.2.2, DC Sources - Shutdown
HC.OP-AB.ZZ-01 35 (Q) Station Blackout /Loss of Offsite Power/Diesel Generator
Malfunction, Table 5.3 Battery Bank Capacities
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refuel System Malfunction

3 - RPV Level

UNPLANNED loss of RPV inventory

4 - Cold Shutdown

EAL# & Classification Level: CU3.1 - UNUSUAL EVENT

EAL:

RCS leakage results in the inability to maintain or restore RPV level > +12.5 in.

AND

2 15 minutes have elapsed (Note 3)

Note 3: The Emergency Coordinator should NOT wait until the applicable time has
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the
condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

Basis:

This IG-EAL is considered to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant. The
inability to maintain or restore level is indicative of loss of RCS inventory.

Relief valve normal operation should be excluded from this IGEAL. However, a relief valve that
operates and fails to close per design should be considered applicable to this I--EAL if the
relief valve cannot be isolated.

Prolonged loss of RCS Inventory may result in escalation to the ALERT emergency
classification level via either EAL CA3.1 or EAL CA4.1.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

+12.5 in. is the RPV low water level scram setpoint.

RPV water level is normally monitored using the instrument ranges in Attachment 2, page 5.

In preparation for RPV floodup and refueling operations, the shutdown range instrument
transmitter LT-N027 is valved out and replaced with LT-1 1683. The shutdown range indication
is thus expanded to 0" - 550".
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Definitions:

UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not the result of an intended
evolution and requires corrective or mitigative actions.

EAL Basis Reference(s):

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, CUi Example EAL #1
Technical Specifications Table 2.2.1-1 Reactor Protection System Instrumentation
Setpoints
Technical Specifications Figure B3/4-3-1, Reactor Vessel Water Level
HC.OP-IO.ZZ-0005(Q) Cold Shutdown to Refueling
HC.IC-GP.BB-0003(Q) Nuclear Boiler - Nondivisional Channel LT-1 1683 / B21-N027 Rx
Cavity Flood Up Level / Rx Shutdown Range Level Setup
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Classification Level:

EAL:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refuel System Malfunction

3 - RPV Level

UNPLANNED loss of RPV inventory

5 - Refueling

CU3.2 - UNUSUAL EVENT

RPV level CANNOT be monitored with a loss of RPV inventory as indicated by ANY
unexplained RPV leakage indication, Table C-1 (Note 8)

Note 8: Loss of inventory in the refueling pathway may raise radiation levels.
Consider classification under EAL RU2.1.

Table C-1 RPV Leakage Indications

* Drywell equipment drain sump level rise

* Drywell floor drain sump level rise

* Reactor Building equipment drain sump level rise

* Reactor Building floor drain sump level rise

* Suppression pool level rise

* Observation of RCS leakage that is UNISOLABLE

Basis:

This 4IG-EAL is a precursor of more serious conditions and considered to be a potential
degradation of the level of safety of the plant.

P nfi un~ a%.jI /n it~ lc +knn- + rAg~r'rtnca,r PtCQ x iaor-Lasý , k hnIlnA, tka D\ I f.lnm, a, ann nrneft .Ihi

-1-- -4e~. -r 4 - -rr11 -^n~l~ rr-.l rlp An I1M AINNl J'1 L* I1'. .I %'j.I'A .. IIJIII. 1. .II.¼. 11- -JII StS+ V¼.II. Itk .¼.¼A+I I

•1 IV 1%1

.~~1.~. -

t-1 1. - -1 - V. -11' -- 11 V - - - ý - . ý - mc rý C; cz ý ri TVK:X ---.

A ;ný +ký DD\/ +kn. ýInnnýA Df'Q ... ý+^, IýNiýl f , +ký ý;-^n

evolution (;If the planned RCS water lcvel is already below the RPV flange), warrants
delaration of a NOUE due to the reduced RCS inetr'that is available to ee the core
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Thc allowan~e of 15 minutes Was chosen because it is reasonable to assume that lee
can be Festered within this time frame uIsing one or more of the redundant means o~f refill that,
SHOUI be availalel. Ifi lev l Gv 1iR . BE ) Festere IIR I tiIIm -III mne ie• it Maly .IIILaiL a i , :ue
criOu, ,conditin exRiiS.

Conti•ued loss of RCS Rnvente-y will rs .U.t in .S.alati-n to the ALERT cer....gen
classificatio'n levl via either CAI or CA4.

[The diFerne between G91 and C,2 deals w,,i the RGS Gonditions that exist
fhietw~r•_ rnn~r .ehIfd.•.n4, .mnd rrff:..in.Iir. ..mnck' In n-~-!H. 'Rh::t.dnwn fth'Ž PC2 will nnm.!, hn int~nr

and ÷tandard RCS i.vente.y and ;ev g means ari•"; . . able. A' the refUEin . .o-de
the PC$ is not 43tadt and RRV leva! and inventory are monitored by diffr-ent mpeans].

EAL .-#-

This EAL addresses conditions in the Rfefueling mode-OPCON when normal means of G
temperature indication a•d RCS RPV level indication may not be available. Redundant means
of RPV level indication will normally be installed (including the ability to monitor level visually)
to assure that the ability to monitor level will not be interrupted. However, if all level indication
were to be lost during a loss of RGS-RPV inventory event, the operators would need to
determine that RPV inventory loss was occurring by observin.g sump and tank level
GhaRgesTable C-1 indications. Sump and tank levelTable C-1 iRGeaseSRPV leakage
indications must be evaluated against other potential sources of leakage such as cooling
water sources inside the Primary and Secondary Containments to ensure they are indicative
of RGS RPV leakage.

Escalation to the ALERT emergency classification level would be via eitheF EAL CAI-CA3.2 or

EAL CA4.1.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

In preparation for RPV floodup and refueling operations, the shutdown range instrument
transmitter LT-N027 is valved out and replaced with LT-1 1683. The shutdown range indication
is thus expanded to 0" - 550". During refueling operations, visual observation by personnel on
the refuel floor in communication with the Control Room may also provide indication of reactor
cavity water level and RPV water level.

In this EAL, all RPV level indication is unavailable and the RPV inventory loss must be
detected by the leakage indications listed in Table C-1. Level increases must be evaluated
against other potential sources of leakage such as cooling water sources inside the drywell to
ensure they are indicative of RPV leakage. Drywell equipment and floor drain sump level rise
is the normal method of monitoring and caldulating leakage from the RPV. A Reactor Building
equipment or floor drain sump level rise may also be indicative of RPV inventory losses
external to the Primary Containment from systems connected to the RPV. With RHR System
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operating in the Shutdown Cooling mode, an unexplained rise in suppression pool level could
be indicative of RHR valve misalignment or leakage. Visual observation of leakage from
systems connected to the RCS in areas outside the Primary Containment that cannot be
isolated could be indicative of a loss of RPV inventory.

Definitions:

UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not the result of an intended
evolution and requires corrective or mitigative actions.

UNISOLABLE: A breach or leak that cannot be promptly isolated from the Control
Room.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, CU2 Example EAL #2
2. HC.IC-GP.BB-0003(Q) Nuclear Boiler - Nondivisional Channel LT-1 1683/ B21-N027 Rx

Cavity Flood Up Level / Rx Shutdown Range Level Setup
3. UFSAR 5.2.5 Detection of Leakage Through the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary and

from the Emergency Core Cooling System
4. UFSAR 7.6.1.3 Leak Detection System - Instrumentation and Controls
5. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0102(Q)-FC Primary Containment Control
6. HC.OP-GP.ZZ-0005(Q) Drywell Leak Source Detection
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Classification Level:

EAL:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refuel System Malfunction

3- RPV Level

UNPLANNED loss of RPV inventory

5 - Refueling

CU3.3 - UNUSUAL EVENT

UNPLANNED RPV level drop as indicated by EITHER of the following:

" RPV level drop below the RPV flange level of +217.5 in. for > 15 minutes (Notes 3
and 8)

" RPV level drop below the planned RPV level band (when RPV level is being
controlled below the RPV flange) for a given (planned) evolution for _ 15 minutes
(Notes 3 and 8)

Note 3: The Emergency Coordinator should NOT wait until the applicable time has
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the
condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

Note 8 Loss of inventory in the refueling pathway may raise radiation levels.
Consider classification under EAL RU2.1.

Basis:

This EAL is a precursor of more serious conditions and considered to be a potential
degradation of the level of safety of the plant.

Refueling evolutions that decrease RGS-RPV water level below the RPV flange are carefully
planned and procedurally controlled. An UNPLANNED event that results in water level
decreasing below the RPV flange, or below the planned RGS-RPV water level for the given
evolution (if the planned RGS-RPV water level is already below the RPV flange), warrants
declaration of a NQUE due to the reduced RGS-RPV inventory that is available to keep the
core covered.

The allowance of 15 minutes was chosen because it is reasonable to assume that level can
be restored within this time frame using one or more of the redundant means of refill that
should be available. If level cannot be restored in this time frame then it may indicate a more
serious condition exists.
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Continued loss of RCS Inventory will result in escalation to the ALERT emergency
classification level via either EAL GA-CA3.1 or EAL CA4.1.

[The 4i•fr.e.ce between GU. I and CU2 deals with th" RCS conditionS that exist
betw.een Io shutdo• wp and refueling modes. 1n cold Shutdow, the ... S Wi•l normally be intac

and standard RCS invýentor-y and level mcnitonG me' ar avilbe. In the re fuel~ng m od
the RCS is not in.tact•. ane RP-V /evel andr-1 in vento.y•, ,re ,•,,moited-, by .ifferen t meaps]•

E AL jif!1

This EAL involves a decrease in RGS-RPV level below the top of the RPV flange that
continues for 15 minutes due to an UNPLANNED event. This EAL is not applicable to
decreases in flooded reactor cavity level, which is addressed by EAL A, U2 EALIRU2.1, until
such time as the level decreases to the level of the vessel-RPV flange.

[For BWRs] if RPV leVel continues to dte c n .- ,4 and .ehs the Low Low ECCS
IAc Ion- -Setpoint then escalation to CAI would be appropriate-.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

+217.5 in. is the RPV flange level.

RPV water level is normally monitored using the instrument ranges in Attachment 2, page 5.

In preparation for RPV floodup and refueling operations, the shutdown range instrument
transmitter LT-N027 is valved out and replaced with LT-1 1683. The shutdown range indication
is thus expanded to 0" - 550". During refueling operations, visual observation by personnel on
the refuel floor in communication with the Control Room may also provide indication of reactor
cavity water level and RPV water level.

In cold conditions, RPV level may be intentionally lowered below the RPV flange (e.g.,
detensioning the RPV head, etc.). For such evolutions, this EAL is applicable if RPV level
cannot be restored and maintained within the prescribed target band.

Definitions:

UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not the result of an intended
evolution and requires corrective or mitigative actions.

EAL Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, CU2 Example EAL #1
2. HC.OP-IO.ZZ-0005(Q) Cold Shutdown to Refueling
3. Technical Specifications Figure B3/4-3-1, Reactor Vessel Water Level
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4. HC.IC-GP.BB-0003(Q) Nuclear Boiler - Nondivisional Channel LT-11683 / B21-N027 Rx
Cavity Flood Up Level / Rx Shutdown Range Level Setup
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Classification Level:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refuel System Malfunction

3 - RPV Level

Loss of RPV inventory

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refueling

CA3.1 - ALERT

EAL:

RPV compensated level < -38 in.

Basis:

Thisese EALs serves as a precursors to a loss of ability to adequately cool the fuel. The
magnitude of this loss of water indicates that makeup systems have not been effective and
may not be capable of preventing further RPV level decrease and potential core uncovery.
This condition will result in a minimum emergency classification level of an ALERT.

EAL44

The SWR Low-Low ECCS Actuation Setpoint/Level 2 was chosen because it is a
standard setpoint at which some available injection systems automatically start. The PWR
Bottom 1D of the RCS Loop Sotpoint was . hos.n bec-ause at this ! .... remote R S !e ve,
indiation mey be lost and loss of suc-tion to -ea hot r-emovalý &ystems has5 occurreed. The
Bottomg 1D of the RGS Loo9p Sctpoint should be th ev q ua! to the bottom of the P lo
ponotr~ation (not the low point of the loopflj

The inability to restore and maintain level after reaching this setpoint would be indicative of a
failure of the RCS barrier.

EAL 2

wil usual be val I-I' the r.efue.g mode, n•rm•s• means of RPV leve! indication' may not
be available. R~edundanmenofPV ev detonwlusaybenstld(neudgth
ability to m~onitor level wisuallA to assure that the abilty to m~onitor levelI wil not be interrupted,
However, if all levol indieaoti;n were to be lost du'ing a loss of RCS inventory event, the

per..ate.-rs would need to d,,,mi-.e that RP-V in.entory less was occuFrring by obse.Rvg su.. p
and tak loyl changes. Sum~p and tank level incr-eases must be evaluated against other
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potential sour-ces of leakage auch as Gecoolin water- sourcGes inside the Gontainment to ensur
they are indic-ative of RCS leakage]

[The 15 minute d-duration for the less of leve iJ,.dao,. WaS chosen be. caue it i& half af
the GS! Site Area E-mer-gency EAL dur-ation. Significant fuel damage is not ex-pectedl to occur
until the ce has been up~evored for greater than 1 hour- per the analysi-s referencepd fn theP
CG! basis. Therefore this EAL meets the definition for- an ALERT.]

If RPV level continues to lower then escalation to SITE AREA EMERGENCY will be via EAL

CS3.1.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The threshold RPV level of -38 in. is the low-low ECCS actuation setpoint. RPV level is
normally monitored using compensated level as read directly from SPDS or the compensation
curves in the lOs. In Cold Shutdown mode, the RCS will normally be intact and standard RPV
level monitoring means are available. In the Refueling mode, the RCS is not intact and RPV
level may be monitored by different means, including the ability to monitor level visually.

In cold shutdown, the decay heat available to raise RCS temperature during a loss of
inventory or heat removal event may be significantly greater than in the Refueling OPCON.
Entry into cold shutdown conditions may be attained within hours of operating at power or
hours after refueling is completed. Entry into the Refueling OPCON procedurally may not
occur for typically a few days or longer after the reactor has been shutdown. Thus the heatup
threat and therefore the threat to damaging the fuel clad may be lower for events that occur in
the Refueling OPCON with irradiated fuel in the RPV (note that the heatup threat could be
lower for cold shutdown conditions if the entry into cold shutdown was following a refueling).

EAL Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, CA1 Example EAL #1
2. HCGS Technical Specifications Table 3.3.3-2, ECCS Actuation Instrumentation Setpoints
3. HCGS Technical Specifications Figure B3/4-3-1 Reactor Vessel Water Level
4. HC.OP-IO.ZZ-0005(Q) Cold Shutdown to Refueling
5. HC.OP-IO.ZZ-0009 (Q) Refueling Operations
6. HC.OP-AB.RPV-0009(Q) Shutdown Cooling
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refuel System Malfunction

3 - RPV Level

Loss of RPV inventory

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refueling

EAL# & Classification Level: CA3.2 - ALERT

EAL:

RPV level CANNOT be monitored for __ 15 minutes with a loss of RPV inventory as
indicated by ANY unexplained RPV leakage indication, Table C-1 (Note 3)

Note 3: The Emergency Coordinator should NOT wait until the applicable time has
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the
condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

Table C-1 RPV Leakage Indications

* Drywell equipment drain sump level rise

* Drywell floor drain sump level rise

* Reactor Building equipment drain sump level rise

* Reactor Building floor drain sump level rise

* Suppression pool level rise

* Observation of RCS leakage that is UNISOLABLE

Basis:

Thisese EALs serves as a precursors to a loss of ability to adequately cool the fuel. The
magnitude of this loss of water indicates that makeup systems have not been effective and
may not be capable of preventing further RPV level decrease and potential core uncovery.
This condition will result in a minimum emergency classification level of an ALERT.

EAL I 1

[The BWR Low Low ECGS Actuation Setpoint/Lcvcl 2 was Ghosen becaUsa it a
standrd astpoit at which SGPma avaiable inlection sy-stems& autom~atically &tar-. The P'N
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'ottomn 1D of the RCS Lop Setpit was ... n b, cause at this .... a r..motr RCS level
ihdieatiOPn may be 1o8t and 108S Of SUction tO decay heat remoeval sytm has occURred. The
Bottom QD of the RCS Leop Setpe.pt should be the level equal to the b.. .o. of the RPV loop.
Penetration (Pot the low point of the loop).]

The inability to rcstorc and maintain level after, reaching this setpoint would be
indicatiVe of a failure of the RCS barrier.

fIn the CGold Sshutdown medeOPCON, normal RCS level adRPV level instrumentation
systems will usually be available. In the R-efueling medeOPCON, normal means of RPV level
indication may not be available. Redundant means of RPV level indication will usually be
installed (including the ability to monitor level visually) to assure that the ability to monitor level
will not be interrupted. However, if all level indication were to be lost during a loss of RGS-RPV
inventory event, the operators would need to determine that RPV inventory loss was occurring
by observing sump and tank " eV, l chang -sTable C-1 indications. Sump and tank lov, l
inereasesTable C-1 RPV leakage indications must be evaluated against other potential
sources of leakage such as cooling water sources inside the Primary and Secondary
Ceontainments to ensure they are indicative of RGS-RPV leakage.]

fThe 15-minute duration for the loss of level indication was chosen because it is half of the
EAL GSI-CS3.2 SITE AREA EMERGENCY EAL-duration. Significant fuel damage is not
expected to occur until the core has been uncovered for greater than 1 hour per the analysis
referenced in the EAL GG4-CG3.1 and EAL CG3.2 baseis. Therefore this EAL meets the
definition for an ALERT.1

If RPV level leakage indications continue and RPV level cannot be monitored for 30 minutes
or longer, EAL CS3.2 will require s to lGwer then escalation to SITE AREA EMERGENCY-w44J
be vi"aCS-1

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

In this EAL, all RPV level indication is unavailable and the RPV inventory loss must be
detected by the leakage indications listed in Table C-1. Level increases must be evaluated
against other potential sources of leakage such as cooling water sources inside the drywell to
ensure they are indicative of RPV leakage. Drywell equipment and floor drain sump level rise
is the normal method of monitoring and calculating leakage from the RPV. A Reactor Building
equipment or floor drain sump level rise may also be indicative of RPV inventory losses
external to the Primary Containment from systems connected to the RPV. With RHR System
operating in the Shutdown Cooling mode, an unexplained rise in suppression pool level could
be indicative of RHR valve misalignment or leakage. Visual observation of leakage from
systems connected to the RCS in areas outside the Primary Containment that cannot be
isolated could be indicative of a loss of RPV inventory.
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In cold shutdown, the decay heat available to raise RCS temperature during a loss of
inventory or heat removal event may be significantly greater than in the Refueling OPCON.
Entry into cold shutdown conditions may be attained within hours of operating at power or
hours after refueling is completed. Entry into the Refueling OPCON procedurally may not
occur for typically a few days or longer after the reactor has been shutdown. Thus the heatup
threat and therefore the threat to damaging the fuel clad may be lower for events that occur in
the Refueling OPCON with irradiated fuel in the RPV (note that the heatup threat could be
lower for cold shutdown conditions if the entry into cold shutdown was following a refueling).

Definitions:

UNISOLABLE: A breach or leak that cannot be promptly isolated from the Control
Room.
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EAL Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, CA1 Example EAL #2
2. HC.IC-GP.BB-0003(Q) Nuclear Boiler - Nondivisional Channel LT-1 1683 / B21-N027 Rx

Cavity Flood Up Level / Rx Shutdown Range Level Setup
3. UFSAR 5.2.5 Detection of Leakage Through the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary and

from the Emergency Core Cooling System
4. UFSAR 7.6.1.3 Leak Detection System - Instrumentation and Controls
5. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0102(Q)-FC Primary Containment Control
6. HC.OP-GP.ZZ-0005(Q) Drywell Leak Source Detection
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refuel System Malfunction

3 - RPV Level

Loss of RPV inventory affecting core decay heat removal
capability

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refueling

EAL# & Classification Level: CS3.1 - SITE AREA EMERGENCY

EAL:

CONTAINMENT CLOSURE NOT established AND RPV compensated level < -44 in.

OR

CONTAINMENT CLOSURE established AND RPV compensated level < -161 in.

Basis:

Under the conditions specified by this IGEAL, continued decrease in RGSIRPV level is
indicative of a loss of inventory control. Inventory loss may be due to an RCS breach, pressure
boundary leakage, or continued boiling in the RPV. Thus, declaration of a SITE AREA
EMERGENCY is warranted.

Escalation to a GENERAL EMERGENCY is via EAL GG4CG3.1 or EAL AG4RG1.1.

EAL-#!

r,• _ .- Y -t.... . q - j _...t4_ - i r"ý -- it-. - p ,..,c t _1- I W tl- it,- 1- -1 - '_1 I- a" k_ 1_"' 41-
Lu -_-UV "'_ OJuttif ui~ U! URI~ ff l LtJVW Otjuttu __ "'_ 1- ;tIHt - ,I

bottom4 of the S9PV loop penetr-atin (ngot the low point of the loop). PWRs unable to Measure
this level should choose the first ebsertable point below the bottom4 1D of the loop as the E,41

.. J• • ; • - •L • I-A I • •l.•, i. I-. . ... ,- j 4•,,l & ;IF~l 4. • I• • I,• '

F4P.P~rPAA~4 P.4P. _04 . A P f. P C~p TP - P M. PP .- f~l t --H -H i
.................... j

[SincGe BWtRs have RCS penetrations below the E-AL value, LGontnued !eve! decreas
f;~ fil o ;u i fludioto Li O; p;bibrut t kUutfl.JcIy ttVLASXLAMLAV'

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

When RPV level decreases to -44 in., water level is six inches below the low-low ECCS
actuation setpoint of -38 in. When RPV level drops to the top of active fuel (an indicated RPV
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level of -161 in.), core uncovery starts to occur. RPV level is normally monitored using
compensated level as read directly from SPDS or the compensation curves in the lOs.

The inability to restore and maintain level after reaching this setpoint infers a failure of the
RCS barrier and Potential Loss of the Fuel Clad barrier.

Sustained core uncovery can result in core damage and a significant release of fission
products to the RCS and could ultimately challenge the Containment barrier. When all
irradiated fuel has been transferred to the Spent Fuel Pool, however, core uncovery in the
RPV is not possible and thus this EAL does not apply.
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CONTAINMENT CLOSURE can be established by meeting the requirements of any of the
following:

* OP-HC-108-115-1001, Operability Assessment and Equipment Control Program,
Attachment 5

* Technical Specifications 3.6.5.1, Secondary Containment Integrity

* Technical Specifications 3.6.1.1, Primary Containment Integrity

Definitions:

CONTAINMENT CLOSURE: Is the procedurally defined actions taken to secure the
Containment (Primary or Secondary) and its associated structures, systems, and
components as a functional barrier to fission product release under existing plant
conditions.

EAL Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, CS1 Example EAL #1 & #2
2. OU-AA-103 Shutdown Safety Management Program
3. HCGS Technical Specifications Table 3.3.3-2, ECCS Actuation Instrumentation Setpoints
4. HCGS Technical Specifications Figure B3/4-3-1, Reactor Vessel Water Level
5. HC.OP-AM-ZZ-0001 (Z) Severe Accident Guidelines
6. OP-HC-1 08-115-1001 Operability Assessment and Equipment Control Program
7. Technical Specifications 3.6.5.1 Secondary Containment Integrity
8. Technical Specifications 3.6.1.1 Primary Containment Integrity
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refuel System Malfunction

3 - RPV Level

Loss of RPV inventory affecting core decay heat removal
capability

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refueling

EAL# & Classification Level: CS3.2 - SITE AREA EMERGENCY

EAL:

RPV level CANNOT be monitored for _ 30 minutes with a loss of RPV inventory as
indicated by EITHER of the following (Note 3):

* Erratic Source Range Monitor indication

* ANY unexplained RPV leakage indication, Table C-1

Note 3: The Emergency Coordinator should NOT wait until the applicable time has
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the
condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

Table C-1 RPV Leakage Indications

• Drywell equipment drain sump level rise

• Drywell floor drain sump level rise

• Reactor Building equipment drain sump level rise

* Reactor Building floor drain sump level rise

* Suppression pool level rise

• Observation of RCS leakage that is UNISOLABLE
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Basis:

Under the conditions specified by this 4GEAL, continued decrease in RGS!RPV level is
indicative of a loss of inventory control. Inventory loss may be due to an RCS breach, pressure
boundary leakage, or continued boiling in the RPV. Thus, declaration of a SITE AREA
EMERGENCY is warranted.

Escalation to a GENERAL EMERGENCY is via EAL GG-1-CG3.2 or EAL RAG1.1.

EAL-#3

{ln the CGold Sshutdown medeOPCON, normal normal RCS RPV le'vel and RPV level
instrumentation indicationsystems-wil will ]-usually be available. In the refueling-Refueling
medeOPCON, normal means of RPV level indication may not be available. Redundant means
of RPV level indication will usually be installed (including the ability to monitor level visually) to
assure that the ability to monitor level will not be interrupted. However, if all level indication
were to be lost during a loss of RGS-RPV inventory event, the operators would need to
determine that RPV inventory loss was occurring by observing Table C-1 indications. Table C-
1 RPV leakage indications.ump and tank leVel changes. Sump and tank level increase. must
be evaluated against other potential sources of leakage such as cooling water sources inside
the Primary and Secondary Coontainmentts to ensure they are indicative of RGPVS leakage.]

The 30-minute duration allows sufficient time for actions to be performed to recover inventory
control equipment.

As water level in the RPV lowers, the dose rate above the core Will increase. The dos
rate due to this core shine should result in site specific mon9itor indication and possible alarmR.

[This EAL shoUld consenaiatvely t' ~nate a site specific d-ose rate sc tpoin t indicat4,e
of core UncoVar O.e., leveel at TOGAF) FoGr BWIRs that dfo not h-av" i .,aed aratiaon mOnitors
capable Of indicating Gore Un coverly, alternate: Site Specifi leveel indications Of core unc-oveny
~shotuld-be-useel]

{Post-TMI studies indicated that the installed nuclear instrumentation will operate erratically
when the core is uncovered and that this should be used as a tool for making such
determinations.4

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

This EAL applies to conditions, in which the loss of decay heat removal capability has caused
a significant drop in RPV water level and core uncovery may be challenged. If RPV level
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monitoring capability is unavailable, the RPV inventory loss must be detected by erratic source
range monitor indications or the leakage indications listed in Table C-1:

" Erratic source range monitor indication may be identified by:

o SRM count rate recorders R602A and B (blue pens) on panel 10C650C

o SRM upscale status lights on source range neutron monitoring section of the
Control Room panel

o Overhead Annunciators C3-Cl (SRM UPSCALE OR INOPERATIVE) and C3-D1
(SRM PERIOD)

o Computer points C015, B3027, B3028, B3029, B3030

* The leakage indications are listed in Table C-land level increases must be evaluated
against other potential sources of leakage such as cooling water sources inside the
drywell to ensure they are indicative of RPV leakage. Drywell equipment and floor drain
sump level rise is the normal method of monitoring and calculating leakage from the
RPV. A Reactor Building equipment or floor drain sump level rise may also be indicative
of RPV inventory losses external to the Primary Containment from systems connected
to the RPV. With RHR System operating in the Shutdown Cooling mode, an
unexplained rise in suppression pool level could be indicative of RHR valve
misalignment or leakage. Visual observation of leakage from systems connected to the
RCS in areas outside the Primary Containment that cannot be isolated could be
indicative of a loss of RPV inventory.

Definitions:

UNISOLABLE: A breach or leak that cannot be promptly isolated from the Control
Room.

EAL Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, CS1 Example EAL #3
2. Technical Specifications 3.3.7.6, Source Range Monitors
3. Technical Specifications 3.9.2, Instrumentation - Refueling Operations
4. HC.OP-AR.ZZ-0009(Q), Overhead Annunciator Window Box C3
5. UFSAR 5.2.5 Detection of Leakage Through Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary and

From the Emergency Core Cooling System
6. UFSAR 7.6.1.3 Leak Detection System - Instrumentation and Controls
7. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0102(Q)-FC Primary Containment Control
8. HC.OP-GP.ZZ-0005(Q) Drywell Leak Source Detection
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refuel System Malfunction

3 - RPV Level

Loss of RPV inventory affecting fuel clad integrity with
Containment challenged

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refueling

EAL# & Classification Level: CG3.1 - GENERAL EMERGENCY

EAL:

RPV compensated level < -161 in. for >_ 30 minutes (Note 3)

AND

ANY Containment Challenge indication, Table C-2

Note 3: The Emergency Coordinator should NOT wait until the applicable time has
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the
condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

Table C-2 Containment Challenge Indications

* CONTAINMENT CLOSURE NOT established

• Indications of _> 6% H2 and _ 5% 02 in Drywell or
Torus

* UNPLANNED rise in Drywell pressure

* ANY Reactor Bldg rad level > 1000 times normal

Basis:

This IC-EAL represents the inability to restore and maintain RPV level to above the top of
active fuel with containment challenged. Fuel damage is probable if RPV level cannot be
restored, as available decay heat will cause boiling, further reducing the RPV level. With the
containment breached or challenged then the potential for unmonitored fission product release
to the environment is high. This represents a direct path for radioactive inventory to be
released to the environment. This is consistent with the definition of a GENERAL
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EMERGENCY. The GENERAL EMERGENCY is declared on the occurrence of the loss or
imminent loss of function of all three barriers.

[These EA4s are baSed On .... erns raised by Ge...ic Letter 988 17-, Loss of De..y
Heat Reme va, SECQY 91 283, E~valuation of Shutdown and Low Power- Risk issues, NUREG-
1449, Shutdwn and Low Po.wer Opation op at Commercial Nuclear Pe"r. r ,Plantss in the Unitl
States, and-, NUMARC 91 06, Guidelines for- Industry Actons to As sessow
manageme~tqq

-- A number of variables can have a significant impact on heat removal capability
challenging the fuel clad barrier. Examples include:

[144'R&s-initial vessel RPV level, RHR system shutdown cooling heat removal system
desig _capability, etc.

[P-4-P" mid-loop, reduced l.vel/flangc levcl, head iR place, ca.ity flooded, ROS VentiRg
strategy, decay heat removal system design, VoE)tXing pro disposition, steam generator U-
tube dFaii4r,

Analysis indicates that core damage may occur within anas soon as one hour following
continued core uncovery, therefore, 30 minutes was conservatively chosen.

If CONTAINMENT CLOSURE is re-established prior to exceeding the 30 minute core
uncovery time limit then escalation to GE would not occur.

[Site shutdown contingency plans typically provide for Fe- establishing CONT41A4NE=N
CLOSURE fol4lowng a loss ef heat removal or- RCS inventry functions.]

[In the early stages of a core unc~very event, it is unlikely that hydrogen buildup du4e to
a cor e uncoery eeresult in a explo-sive, mXture of dJssold gasses in Contain4ment.
Hoewever-, Containment monitoring and/or sampling should be performed to verify this
assumpti on and a Gener-al Em,4ergency declared if it is do termih ed that an explosive m~xture

[Foar tiiRs, the use Of secondary containment radiation monitors should provide
indic~ation of in creased release that ma~y be in(dicative of a cýhallenge to secondar
con tainment. The site specific radiation monitor- values should be based on the ECQP
"!maximum safe values" because these vales are easily recognizable andf have an
emerFgency basis.]

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:
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When RPV compensated level drops to the top of active fuel (an indicated RPV level of -161
in.), core uncovery starts to occur.

Four conditions are associated with a challenge to Containment:

" The status of CONTAINMENT CLOSURE indicates the ability to rely on the Primary or
Secondary Containment as a barrier to fission product release. CONTAINMENT
CLOSURE can be established by meeting the requirements of any of the following:

* OP-HC-108-115-1001, Operability Assessment and Equipment Control Program,

Attachment 5

" Technical Specifications 3.6.5.1, Secondary Containment Integrity

* Technical Specifications 3.6.1.1, Primary Containment Integrity

" Explosive (deflagration) mixtures in the Drywell or Torus are assumed to be elevated
concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen. BWR industry evaluation of hydrogen
generation for development of EOPs/SAGs indicates that any hydrogen concentration
above minimum detectable is not to be expected within the short term. Post-LOCA
hydrogen generation primarily caused by radiolysis is a slowly evolving, long-term
condition. Hydrogen concentrations that rapidly develop are most likely caused by
metal-water reaction. A metal-water reaction is indicative of an accident more severe
than accidents considered in the plant design basis and would be indicative, therefore,
of a potential threat to primary containment integrity. Hydrogen concentration of _> 6%
and oxygen concentration of __ 5% are considered the global deflagration concentration
limits (ref. 4). Elevated Containment hydrogen concentration is alarmed at > 2% by
overhead annunciator E3-F5, H2/02 ANALYZER TROUBLE, and digital alarm points
D4203 and D4212.

" An UNPLANNED rise in Drywell pressure in the Cold Shutdown or Refueling OPCON
may signify an energy addition to the Primary Containment such that the Primary
Containment cannot be relied upon as a barrier to fission product release.

* Reactor Building area radiation monitors should provide indication of increased release
that may be indicative of a challenge to CONTAINMENT CLOSURE. The Maximum
Safe Operating radiation level is 1000 times normal and is indicative of problems in the
Secondary Containment that may be spreading.

The Table C-2 Containment Challenge Indications applicable in the Refueling OPCON may
likely consist only of the status of Secondary Containment and Reactor Building radiation
levels. The Primary Containment is opened to the Secondary Containment in this OPCON and
it is unlikely, if not impossible, to detect hydrogen concentrations in the deflagration range or
rising Drywell pressure indications.

Definitions:
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CONTAINMENT CLOSURE: Is the procedurally defined actions taken to secure the
Containment (Primary or Secondary) and its associated structures, systems, and
components as a functional barrier to fission product release under existing plant
conditions.

UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not the result of an intended
evolution and requires corrective or mitigative actions.

EAL Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, CG1 Example EAL #1
2. OU-AA-103 Shutdown Safety Management Program
3. HCGS Technical Specifications Table 3.3.3-2 ECCS Actuation Instrumentation Setpoints
4. HC.OP-AM-ZZ-0001 (Z) Severe Accident Guidelines
5. HC.OP-AM.ZZ-0001 (SAG-2) Containment and Radioactivity Release Control
6. HC.OP-AR.ZZ-0024(Q) CRIDS Computer Points Book 5 D3624 thru D4288
7. HC.OP-AR.ZZ-001 6(Q) Overhead Annunciator Window Box E3
8. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0103/4(Q)-FC Reactor Building and Rad Release Control
9. Technical Specifications 3.6.5.1 Secondary Containment Integrity
10.Technical Specifications 3.6.1.1 Primary Containment Integrity
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refuel System Malfunction

3 - RPV Level

Loss of RPV inventory affecting fuel clad integrity with
Containment challenged

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refueling

EAL# & Classification Level: CG3.2 - GENERAL EMERGENCY

EAL:

RPV level CANNOT be monitored for >_ 30 minutes with core uncovery indicated by
EITHER of the following (Note 3):

* Erratic Source Range Monitor indication

* ANY unexplained RPV leakage indication, Table C-1

AND

ANY Containment Challenge indication, Table C-2

Note 3: The Emergency Coordinator should NOT wait until the applicable time has
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the
condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

Table C-1 RPV Leakage Indications

" Drywell equipment drain sump level rise

* Drywell floor drain sump level rise

* Reactor Building equipment drain sump level rise

* Reactor Building floor drain sump level rise

" Suppression pool level rise

" Observation of RCS leakage that is UNISOLABLE
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Table C-2 Containment Challenge Indications

* CONTAINMENT CLOSURE NOT established

* Indications of _> 6% H2 and 2: 5% 02 in Drywell or
Torus

* UNPLANNED rise in Drywell pressure

* ANY Reactor Bldg rad level > 1000 times normal

Basis:

This ,r-EAL represents the inability to restore and maintain RPV level to above the top of
active fuel with containment challenged. Fuel damage is probable if RPV level cannot be
restored, as available decay heat will cause boiling, further reducing the RPV level. With the
containment breached or challenged then the potential for unmonitored fission product release
to the environment is high. This represents a direct path for radioactive inventory to be
released to the environment. This is consistent with the definition of a GENERAL
EMERGENCY. The GENERAL EMERGENCY is declared on the occurrence of the loss or
IMMINENT loss of function of all three barriers.

[These EAL, Ar bascd on s ttcre" 88! 7, Loss of DeG.a
Heat Remrov-a, S-ECv 9•1• 283, Evaluatio , of Shutd.w. andl Low Power R•sk Issues, NUREG
1449, Shutdown and Low Power- Oper-aton at Cornrercial Nuc-lear Pc we Plants in the Unpited
States, and-, NUiIARC 91 06, Guidc,,e•por If,-hdutry Ac-ions tGo As- s Shutdown

A number of variables can have a significant impact on heat removal capability challenging the
fuel clad barrier. Examples include: tAB/VRsi•nitial vessel-RPV level, RHR system shutdown
cooling heat removal syster-4esig±qcapability, etc.

rMIAIM-1 -:,J I--- -- A. , - - J I - - I I.C1 - .... :•., •1• ,,..,1•..,I I"•t"•t'• .... •:•
L. . . . . . . . . .--Hjftj dyt-.F . . . .nil no 1.Me

'.J'.I L.A'...fl.4 V. '.A'..'¼fl..4 V I'.'tAI. I ¼..I I VL..41 '.3 V,.Jt¼.'t II '.AS..''.4I'.41 I. V '..iI tV.fl'.6I '.4 1./I '...~ ¼AI'.31..V'.3'.JItE'.JI I. .JU%'t*I II
- - ,-- V ý .- - , i. -iii'- V - -. y .. . ., I I I V .011i•.ii i, V U.Ji M3i:i Of.. i;i -. i.,,;.;-7• ii ii .. ,,. 1" -1

tube-&,4R+R

Analysis indicates that core damage may occur within anas soon as one hour following
continued core uncovery, therefore, 30 minutes was conservatively chosen.

If CONTAINMENT CLOSURE is re-established prior to exceeding the 30 minute core
uncovery time limit then escalation to GE would not occur.
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[Site • hUtdown , , ntingen,, planS typica•ly promide for r-e establishing C -TAINMEIT
CLOSURE fol',galsso eat rem~oval or- RCS invýPentoy functions.]

[in the early stages of a core uncoeýr-y event, it is upgk1ely that hydroegen buildup dlue to
a core- uncOver-y GGo"'deSt a xplosAýivem~tIur of'I~ insele gasses~ in Containment

Hwever Contai mentmoitoring and/or- sampling should be performed to verify thi
assumption and a General Emorgoncý' declared if it is determined that an ex-plosive mixtur-e
ex4s t

[For BWRs, the use of secondary containment radiaion monitor.s should pro•ve•
indication of ipThaere3d rle a so that may be in dicativ of a challenge to secondlar
conPtainment. The site specific radiato n monitor- values should be based on the EOQP
maximum safe values" because these values are eas romeotgnizable and have an

emergency basis.]

EALH2

Table C-1 RPV leakage indicationsSu.•p and tank level in.rcascs must be evaluated against
other potential sources of leakage such as cooling water sources inside the Primary and
Secondary Ceontainments to ensure they are indicative of RGS-RPV leakage.

fIn the CGold Sshutdown rndeOPCON, normal RCS level and RPV level instrumentation
systems will usually be available. In the Rfefueling medeOPCON, normal means of RPV level
indication may not be available. Redundant means of RPV level indication will usually be
installed (including the ability to monitor level visually) to assure that the ability to monitor level
will not be interrupted. However, if all level indication were to be lost during a loss of RGS-RPV
inventory event, the operators would need to determine that RPV inventory loss was occurring
by observing Table C-1 indications. Table C-1 RPV leakaqe indicationssump and tan.k level
changes. Sump and tank level increases must be evaluated against other potential sources of
leakage such as cooling water sources inside the Primary and Secondary Coontainments to
ensure they are indicative of RGS-RPV leakage.]

As water level in the RPV lowers, the dose rate above the tore will increase. Therdose
rate due to this core shire should result in Site specific mnGitor indication and possible alarm.

dtos. estmate a site specii dose Fato setpoint indicative
of core u.~ve ýe,ýe at iQR. For BWRstMatdone ot have istalLed , adiation monitor-s
Gapable Of indicating core 14nco very,, alternate site spocifi level indications Of core- unGOVer
should be-used~j

fPost-TMI studies indicated that the installed nuclear instrumentation will operate erratically
when the core is uncovered and that this should be used as a tool for making such
determinations.1
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Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

If RPV level monitoring capability is unavailable, the RPV inventory loss must be detected by
erratic source range monitor indications or the leakage indications listed in Table C-1:

* Erratic source range monitor indication may be identified by:

o SRM count rate recorders R602A and B (blue pens) on panel 10C650C

o SRM upscale status lights on source range neutron monitoring section of the
Control Room panel

o Overhead Annunciators C3-Cl (SRM UPSCALE OR INOPERATIVE) and C3-D1
(SRM PERIOD)

o Computer points C01 5, B3027, B3028, B3029, B3030

o The leakage indications are listed in Table C-1 and level increases must be evaluated
against other potential sources of leakage such as cooling water sources inside the
drywell to ensure they are indicative of RPV leakage. Drywell equipment and floor drain
sump level rise is the normal method of monitoring and calculating leakage from the
RPV. A Reactor Building equipment or floor drain sump level rise may also be indicative
of RPV inventory losses external to the Primary Containment from systems connected
to the RPV. With RHR System operating in the Shutdown Cooling mode, an
unexplained rise in suppression pool level could be indicative of RHR valve
misalignment or leakage. Visual observation of leakage from systems connected to the
RCS in areas outside the Primary Containment that cannot be isolated could be
indicative of a loss of RPV inventory.

Four conditions are associated with a challenge to Containment:

" The status of CONTAINMENT CLOSURE indicates the ability to rely on the Primary or
Secondary Containment as a barrier to fission product release. CONTAINMENT
CLOSURE can be established by meeting the requirements of any of the following:

° OP-HC-108-115-1001, Operability Assessment and Equipment Control Program,

Attachment 5

* Technical Specifications 3.6.5.1, Secondary Containment Integrity

* Technical Specifications 3.6.1.1, Primary Containment Integrity

* Explosive (deflagration) mixtures in the Drywell or Torus are assumed to be elevated
concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen. BWR industry evaluation of hydrogen
generation for development of EOPs/SAGs indicates that any hydrogen concentration
above minimum detectable is not to be expected within the short term. Post-LOCA
hydrogen generation primarily caused by radiolysis is a slowly evolving, long-term
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condition. Hydrogen concentrations that rapidly develop are most likely caused by
metal-water reaction. A metal-water reaction is indicative of an accident more severe
than accidents considered in the plant design basis and would be indicative, therefore,
of a potential threat to primary containment integrity. Hydrogen concentration of -> 6%
and oxygen concentration of >- 5% are considered the global deflagration concentration
limits. Elevated Containment hydrogen concentration is alarmed at > 2% by overhead
annunciator E3-F5 (H2/02 ANALYZER TROUBLE) and digital alarm points D4203 and
D4212.

* An UNPLANNED rise in Drywell pressure in the Cold Shutdown or Refueling OPCON
may signify an energy addition to the Primary Containment such that the Primary
Containment cannot be relied upon as a barrier to fission product release.

* Reactor Building area radiation monitors should provide indication of increased release
that may be indicative of a challenge to CONTAINMENT CLOSURE. The Maximum
Safe Operating radiation level is 1000 times normal and is indicative of problems in the
Secondary Containment that may be spreading.

The Table C-2 Containment Challenge Indications applicable in the Refueling OPCON may
likely consist only of the status of Secondary Containment and Reactor Building radiation
levels. The Primary Containment is opened to the Secondary Containment in this OPCON and
it is unlikely, if not impossible, to detect hydrogen concentrations in the deflagration range or
rising Drywell pressure indications.

Definitions:

UNISOLABLE: A breach or leak that cannot be promptly isolated from the Control
Room.

CONTAINMENT CLOSURE: Is the procedurally defined actions taken to secure the
Containment (Primary or Secondary) and its associated structures, systems, and
components as a functional barrier to fission product release under existing plant
conditions.

UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not the result of an intended
evolution and requires corrective or mitigative actions.

IMMINENT: Mitigation actions have been ineffective, additional actions are not
expected to be successful, and trended information indicates that the event or condition
will occur within approximately 2 hours (unless a different time is specified).

EAL Basis Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, CG1 Example EAL #2
2. OU-AA-103 Shutdown Safety Management Program
3. Technical Specifications 3.3.7.6 Source Range Monitors
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4. Technical Specifications 3.9.2 Instrumentation - Refueling Operations
5. HC.OP-AR.ZZ-0009(Q), Overhead Annunciator Window Box C3
6. UFSAR 5.2.5 Detection of Leakage Through Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary and

From the Emergency Core Cooling System
7. UFSAR 7.6.1.3 Leak Detection System - Instrumentation and Controls
8. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0102(Q)-FC Primary Containment Control
9. HC.OP-GP.ZZ-0005(Q) Drywell Leak Source Detection
10. HC.OP-AM.ZZ-0001 (SAG-2) Containment and Radioactivity Release Control
11. HC.OP-AR.ZZ-0024(Q) CRIDS Computer Points Book 5 D3624 thru D4288
12. HC.OP-AR.ZZ-001 6(Q) Overhead Annunciator Window Box E3
13. HC.OP-EO.ZZ-01 03/4(Q)-FC Reactor Building and Rad Release Control
14.Technical Specifications 3.6.5.1 Secondary Containment Integrity
15.Technical Specifications 3.6.1.1 Primary Containment Integrity
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refuel System Malfunction

4- RCS Temperature

UNPLANNED loss of decay heat removal capability with
irradiated fuel in the RPV

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refueling

EAL# & Classification Level: CU4.1 - UNUSUAL EVENT

EAL:

An UNPLANNED Loss of Decay Heat Removal functions

AND

RCS Temperature has risen to > 200°F

Basis:

This I,-EAL is e-a precursor of more serious conditions and, as a result, is considered to be
a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant. In cold shutdown, the ability to
remove decay heat relies primarily on forced cooling flow. Operation of the systems that
provide this forced cooling may be jeopardized due to the unlikely loss of electrical power or
RCS inventory. Since the RCS usually remains intact in the Ceold Sshutdown mede-OPCON a
large inventory of water is available to keep the core covered.

r--1 :4- -. ;-I- 1^.. t..•4-1-.• - - -J:4; -^ i- - -4.4- :_ - -J . . 1:AL- ;_ t- - - -- -C - - - -- 4.1- - -4.
L -.Y ;; -tf wuv b wtfuJ L;;u;;,,;';•;v;tfi , y b -- , i ;f ; ; ''uuyb UL

power, Entry into the r-efUeling Mode procedurally may Rot our for ticaly 100 ho urs (aSte

the threat to damnaging the fuel Glad m~ay be lower for- evepts that occur- i. t ode

if thQ Q nfrl f infn Cnid ýChLJfrInIA i4inc fnllnulin m rnh=Enry) In ný-4rliflnn Hin 'Mronfin

,4 AzN nklý -k, 4 0 D I If I-
r•4 • •4 I LJ "•z

via GA4 or GA! wigl occur- if r-eguircd.]
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During refueling, the level in the RPV will normally be maintained above the RPV flange.
Refueling evolutions that decrease water level below the RPV flange are carefully planned
and procedurally controlled. Loss of forced decay heat removal at reduced inventory may
result in more rapid increases in RGS RPV temperatures depending on the time since
shutdown.
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[Unlike the 1 Old -- /UtdG/ n4 m-de,] RGPmal mReaRS of core temperature iRdicatien and RCS Ieve
indication may not be available in the refueling mode. Redundant m"eans ef RPV level
FnRdiati-n are therefore procedurally installed to assure that the ability to mnnitor level Will not
be interrupted. Hweve•r, if all level and temperature indicatioRn were to be lost in either th

coldshudow ofrefelig mdes, E AL 2 we uld result in declaration of a NOUE if both
temperature and level indication cannot be restorFed within 15 minu1tes from the loss of both
,meas of indication. Escalation to ALERT would be via EAL CA3M1 based on an inventory loss
or EAL CA4.1 based on exceeding its temperature criteria.
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Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The Technical Specification cold shutdown temperature limit is 2000F.

RCS coolant temperature may be indicated by the following instrumentation:

" Recirc pump suction loop A and B temperature on TR-R650-B31 (10C650C)

* Recirc loop temperature from the following computer points:

o Recirc loop A inlet temp 1 A221

o Recirc loop A inlet temp 2 A222

o Recirc loop B inlet temp 1 A223

o Recirc loop B Inlet temp 2 A224

o Recirc loop A avg inlet temp B2042

o Recirc loop B avg inlet temp B2043

* RHR A & B Hx inlet temperatures from computer points A2380 & A2382

* RWCU bottom head drain temperature from computer point A2942

Definitions:

UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not the result of an intended
evolution and requires corrective or mitigative actions.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, CU4 Example EAL #1
2. Technical Specifications Table 1.2, Operational Conditions
3. HC.OP-IO.ZZ-0004(Q) Shutdown from Rated Power to Cold Shutdown
4. HC.OP-SO.BC-0002 (Q) Decay Heat Removal Operation
5. HC.OP-IO.ZZ-0005(Q) Cold Shutdown to Refueling
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refuel System Malfunction

4 - RCS Temperature

UNPLANNED loss of decay heat
irradiated fuel in the RPV

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refueling

removal capability with

EAL# & Classification Level: CU4.2 - UNUSUAL EVENT

EAL:

An UNPLANNED Loss of Decay Heat Removal functions

AND

Loss of BOTH of the following:

" All RCS Temperature indication

" All RPV level indication

AND

-2 15 minutes have elapsed (Note 3)

Note 3: The Emergency Coordinator should NOT wait until the applicable time has
elapsed, but should declare the event as soon as it is determined that the
condition will likely exceed the applicable time.

Basis:

This 4•-EAL is be a precursor of more serious conditions and, as a result, is considered to be
a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant. In cold shutdown, the ability to
remove decay heat relies primarily on forced cooling flow. Operation of the systems that
provide this forced cooling may be jeopardized due to the unlikely loss of electrical power or
RCS inventory. Since the RCS usually remains intact in the Ceold Sshutdown mede-OPCON a
large inventory of water is available to keep the core covered.

I[F'nfry4 into fl.rl *%Jhwd n .ILn),' JL; • L4r L,. 4 1¼ff.p;np V LAiLfkhI hl • pf pr'.'nn pt
.1

power, Eff. irnto theuu: ruweffgy -------- pu~tuirhy' may POF GGGU; 119; typtuaIy f vu IRzUwS Mttt

Sep ecifi-G) or longer a fter th'~a~ has beep Shutdown. Thus the heatup threat and ther-efore
the threat to damaging the fuel clad m~ay be !oW-er for events that GGr-i th IIefueig n
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•;th ;-" diat•d fL in the RPw/ '-÷t- th°tthe h•atup th re"at ould b.. !OWe' for cold ShUtd,,,
coditionS if the entry into col1d shutdown waS folloingo r efueling. in addition, the opecrytor-

Wa CA 4 or CAI wiMl occ~ur if Pgurequd.]

During refueling, the level in the RPV will normally be maintained above the RPV flange.
Refueling evolutions that decrease water level below the RPV flange are carefully planned
and procedurally controlled. Loss of forced decay heat removal at reduced inventory may
result in more rapid increases in RGS RPV temperatures depending on the time since
shutdown.

[Unlike the cold Shutdown rode' nNormal means of ce-re-RCS temperature indication and
RGS-RPV level indication may not be available in the refueling mode. Redundant means of
RPV level indication are therefore procedurally installed to assure that the ability to monitor
level will not be interrupted. However, if all level and temperature indication were to be lost in
either the Ceold Sshutdown OPCON ef-or Rrefueling mede-sOPCON, this EAL 2-would result
in declaration of a NOUE if both temperature and level indication cannot be restored within 15
minutes from the loss of both means of indication. Escalation to ALERT would be via EAL
CA3.1 based on an inventory loss or EAL CA4.1 based on exceeding its temperature criteria.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

RPV water level is normally monitored using the instrument ranges in Attachment 2, page 5.

In preparation for RPV floodup and refueling operations, the shutdown range instrument
transmitter LT-N027 is valved out and replaced with LT-1 1683. The shutdown range indication
is thus expanded to 0" - 550". During refueling operations, visual observation by personnel on
the refuel floor in communication with the Control Room may also provide indication of reactor
cavity water level and RPV water level.

RCS coolant temperature may be indicated by the following instrumentation:

* Recirc pump suction loop A and B temperature on TR-R650-B31 (10C650C)

* Recirc loop temperature from the following computer points:

o Recirc loop A inlet temp I A221

o Recirc loop A inlet temp 2 A222

o Recirc loop B inlet temp 1 A223

o Recirc loop B Inlet temp 2 A224

o Recirc loop A avg inlet temp B2042
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o Recirc loop B avg inlet temp B2043

• RHR A & B Hx inlet temperatures from computer points A2380 & A2382

* RWCU bottom head drain temperature from computer point A2942

Definitions:

UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not the result of an intended
evolution and requires corrective or mitigative actions.
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EAL Bases Reference(s):

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, CU4 Example EAL #2
Technical Specifications Figure B3/4-3-1, Reactor Vessel Water Level
HC.OP-IO.ZZ-0005(Q) Cold Shutdown to Refueling
HC.IC-GP.BB-0003(Q) Nuclear Boiler - Nondivisional Channel LT-1 1683 / B21-N027 Rx
Cavity Flood Up Level / Rx Shutdown Range Level Setup
HC.OP-IO.ZZ-0004(Q) Shutdown from Rated Power to Cold Shutdown
HC.OP-SO.BC-0002 (Q) Decay Heat Removal Operation
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Classification Level:

EAL:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refuel System Malfunction

4- RCS Temperature

Inability to maintain plant in cold shutdown

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refueling

CA4.1 - ALERT

An UNPLANNED event results in RCS temperature > 200OF for > Table C-3 duration

OR

An UNPLANNED event results in RPV pressure increase > 10 psig due to a loss of RCS
cooling

Table C-3 RCS Heatup Duration Thresholds

RCS Integrity CONTAINMENT CLOSURE Duration threshold

Intact NOT Applicable 60 minutes **

NOT Intact Established 20 minutes **

NOT Intact NOT Established 0 minutes

** IF a Decay Heat Removal System is placed in operation within the duration
threshold and RCS Temperature is lowering, THEN this EAL is NOT Applicable
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Basis:

F=,• =4  , 1st Condition

Tthe RCS Reheat-Heatup Duration Threshold table addresses complete loss of functions
required for core cooling for greater than 60 minutes during RE-efueling and Ceold Sshutdown
modes-OPCONs when RCS integrity is established. [RCS integrity should be considered to be
in place when the RCS pressure boundary is in its normal condition for the cold shutdown
mode of operation (e.g., no freeze seals or nozzle dams). The status of CONTAINMENT
CLOSURE in this condition is immaterial given that the RCS is providing a high pressure
barrier to fission product release to the environment.] The 60 minute time frame should allow
sufficient time to restore cooling without theFe being-a substantial degradation in plant safety.

The RCS HeatupReheat Duration Threshold table also addresses the complete loss of
functions required for core cooling for greater than 20 minutes during Rrefueling and Ceold
Sshutdown modes-OPCONs when CONTAINMENT CLOSURE is established but RCS
integrity is not established or ROSU iet'i..ed [(e.g., mid loop Opeat•.on in PW~s).
O s di• u se ab.. . .. eve,-,,• R ,"S inte ,-,44e, shouldi, be . ...... . to be' in pli w hen. the• •' R CS p e s r

boundar-y is in its norma! condition foir the cold shutdown mode of operation (e.g., no freeze9
seal/ or n.zz4e dams).] The allowed 20 minute time frame was included to allow operator
action to restore the heat removal function, if possible. [The allowed tim4e fr.an, o is .onsisten,
with the guidance provided by Generic Letter 88 17T, "Loss of Decay Heat Removal'
(disc-ussed later in this basis) and is befieved to be con ser~'ative giVen that a low pressure
Containment ba~rrierz to fission proeduct release is establoh ed.]

Finally, complete loss of functions required for core cooling during _Rfefueling and Ceold
Sshutdown medes OPCONs when neither CONTAINMENT CLOSURE nor RCS integrity are
established. fRCS integrity is in place when the RCS pressure boundary is in its normal
condition for the cold shutdown mode of operation (e.g., no freeze seals or nozzle dams). No
delay time is allowed because the evaporated reactor coolant that may be released into the
Containment during this heatup condition could also be directly released to the environment.]

The note (**) in Table C-3 indicates that this EAL is not applicable if actions are successful in
restoring a; RGS-decay heat removal system to operation and RCS temperature is being
reduced within the specified time frame.

n-EALf2f , t2nd Condition

The 10 psig pressure increase addresses situations where, due to high decay heat loads, the
time provided to restore temperature control, should be less than 60 minutes. The RGS-RPV
pressure setpoint chosen should be 10 psig or the lowest pressure that the site can read on
installed Control Board instrumentation that is equal to or greater than 10 psig.
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Escalation to SITE AREA EMERGENCY would be via EAL CS3.1-, or EAL CS3.2- oCS3.
should boiling result in significant RPV level loss leading to core uncovery.

[Fr eP4RS, this 1G and its asso.iated E,4-!ar basedl on Gcon.e.-r-a
Letter 88 17T, "Loss of Decay Heat Rem~oval. " A numnber- of phenomena such as pr-essur~zatiopn,
výfecxing, steam gener-ator U tube dr-a4inig, RCS level diffcrenccswhnortigtamd
!oop coendition, decay, heat removal system design, and.1-td1indamen ,tation proeblem cn4&-
lead to c-onditionqs where9 dfeGayheat removal is, lsand coeF- uncovery1 canoe-NR9
analyses show tha-t there are sequ'en ces that can Gause coer Uncovery in 15 to 20m,'7n utes
and severe cOre damage within an hourafter ecay, heat remo vat is lo-t]

A loss of Technical Specification components alone is not intended to constitute an ALERT.
The same is true of a momentary unplanned excursion above the Technical Specification cold
shutdown temperature limit when the heat removal function is available.

The Emergency DirectorEmergency Coordinator must remain alert to events or conditions that
lead to the conclusion that exceeding the EAL is IMMINENT. If, in the judgment of the
Emergency Direct-o- egec Coriao, an IMMINENT situation is at hand, the
classification should be made as if the threshold has been exceeded.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

200OF is the Technical Specification cold shutdown temperature limit.

A 10 psig RCS pressure increase is readable in the Control Room on PI-5824A (0 - 50 psig)
and PI-5824B (0 - 50 psig).

RCS coolant temperature may be indicated by the following instrumentation:

* Recirc pump suction loop A and B temperature on TR-R650-B31 (100C6500)

* Recirc loop temperature from the following computer points:

o Recirc loop A inlet temp 1 A221

o Recirc loop A inlet temp 2 A222

o Recirc loop B inlet temp 1 A223

o Recirc loop B Inlet temp 2 A224

o Recirc loop A avg inlet temp B2042

o Recirc loop B avg inlet temp B2043

" RHR A & B Hx inlet temperatures from computer points A2380 & A2382
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* RWCU bottom head drain temperature from computer point A2942

CONTAINMENT CLOSURE can be established by meeting the requirements of any of the
following:

" OP-HC-108-115-1001, Operability Assessment and Equipment Control Program,
Attachment 5

* Technical Specifications 3.6.5.1, Secondary Containment Integrity

" Technical Specifications 3.6.1.1, Primary Containment Integrity

Definitions:

UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not the result of an intended
evolution and requires corrective or mitigative actions.

CONTAINMENT CLOSURE: Is the procedurally defined actions taken to secure the
Containment (Primary or Secondary) and its associated structures, systems, and
components as a functional barrier to fission product release under existing plant
conditions.

IMMINENT: Mitigation actions have been ineffective, additional actions are not
expected to be successful, and trended information indicates that the event or condition
will occur within approximately 2 hours (unless a different time is specified).

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, CA4 Example EAL #1 & #2
2. OU-AA-103 Shutdown Safety Management Program
3. HCGS Technical Specifications Table 1.2, Operational Conditions
4. HC.OP-AB.RPV-0009(Q) Shutdown Cooling
5. HC.OP-IO.ZZ-0004(Q) Shutdown from Rated Power to Cold Shutdown
6. HC.OP-SO.BC-0002 (Q), Decay Heat Removal Operation
7. Technical Specifications 3.6.5.1 Secondary Containment Integrity
8. Technical Specifications 3.6.1.1 Primary Containment Integrity
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refuel System Malfunction

5 - Communications

Loss of all onsite or offsite communications capabilities

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refueling, D - Defueled

EAL# & Classification Level: CU5.1 - UNUSUAL EVENT

EAL:

Loss of all Table C-4 Onsite communication methods affecting the ability to perform
routine operations

OR

Loss of all Table C-4 Offsite communication methods affecting the ability to perform offsite
notifications

Table C-4 Communications Systems

System Onsite Offsite

Direct Inward Dial System (DID) X X
......................... ......................... . ............. ................. ......................................................... I I .......... I ............................... ... ........ ...................................... I .............................. ...... ............ . ....... . ....................

Station Page System (Gaitronics) X

Station Radio System X

Nuclear Emergency Telephone X
System (NETS)

Centrex Phone System (ESSX) X

NRC (ENS) X
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Basis:

The purpose of this I-;-EAL and its associated EALs is to recognize a loss of communications
capability that either defeats the plant operations staff ability to perform routine tasks
necessary for plant operations or the ability to communicate issues with off-site authorities.
The loss of off-site communications ability is expected to be significantly more comprehensive
than the condition addressed by 10 CFR 50.72.

The availability of one method of ordinary off-site communications is sufficient to inform
federal, state, and local authorities of plant issues. This EAL is intended to be used only when
extraordinary means (e.g., relaying of information from radio transmissions, individuals being
sent to off-site locations, etc.) are being utilized to make communications possible.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

Onsite and Offsite global communications include one or more of the systems listed in Table
C-4.

Direct Inward Dial System (DID)

Direct Inward Dial (DID) system is named for the dominant feature of the commercial
telephone service provided by the local telephone company for the site. DID allows station
telephones to be extensions or tied lines of the same systems. These exchanges can take
advantage of backup power supplies provided to the stations, and may use either PSEG
microwave, commercial telephone system microwave, or buried cable transmission systems to
maintain external communications. This commercial telephone service is available as an
additional backup for the NETS and Centrex/ESSX 1 system.

Station Page System (Gaitronics)

Gaitronics is a completely transistorized voice communication system with five voice channels:
one page and five party. The system is designed for use in extreme environmental conditions
such as dust, moisture, heat and noise. The system consists of handsets, speakers and their
associated amplifiers. The power for this system is 120 volts AC from an inverted DC source
to provide reliable communications during an emergency.

Station Radio System

The Operations and Fire Protection Department UHF radio system is a multi-frequency system
used routinely by both station Operations Departments and the Fire Protection Department.
When an emergency event is declared, these radio frequencies serve both station Operations
Support Centers (OSC).
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Nuclear Emergency Telephone System (NETS)

The Nuclear Emergency Telecommunications System (NETS) is a privately controlled, self-
contained telephone exchange that operates as a closed system, not accessible from other
phone exchanges. This feature allows the system to be dedicated to emergency response
use. The system may use PSEG microwave, commercial telephone system microwave, fiber
optics, or buried cable transmission as needed. The exchange switching equipment is
maintained at the Environmental & Energy Resource Center (EERC). As an independent
system with an uninterruptible power supply, it may operate with or without local phone service
or external power.

Centrex Phone System (ESSX)

The Centrex/Electronic Switch System Exchange 1 (Centrex/ESSX 1) is also a privately
controlled exchange, which PSEG operates with its own microwave signal system. This
system is also independent of local phone service, since each circuit is independently wired.
The microwave signal is generated from corporate facilities in Newark, NJ, separated from any
local effects of weather or telephone use. The exchange is accessible from other exchanges,
but circuits are located only in PSEG facilities. It is considered the primary backup for the
NETS system.

NRC (ENS)

The Emergency Notification System (ENS) is a dedicated communications system with the
NRC, the Federal Telecommunications System (FTS) and consists of direct lines to the NRC.
FTS lines are used to provide general accident information. These telephones are installed in
the Control Room, TSC, and the EOF.

This EAL is the cold condition equivalent of the hot condition EAL SU6.1.

EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, CU6 Example EAL #1, #2
2. PSEG Nuclear Emergency Plan, Section 7 Communications
3. UFSAR 9.5.2 Communications Systems
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EAL Category:

EAL Subcategory:

Initiating Condition:

OPCON Applicability:

EAL# & Classification Level:

C - Cold Shutdown / Refuel System Malfunction

6 - Inadvertent Criticality

Inadvertent Criticality

4 - Cold Shutdown, 5 - Refueling

CU6.1 - UNUSUAL EVENT

EAL:

UNPLANNED sustained positive period observed on nuclear instrumentation

Basis:

This IG-EAL addresses criticality events that occur in the Cold Shutdown OPCON or Refueling
FnedesOPCON [rNRE=G !440, Shtdo', n4 and Lew Pe .. rowrOeto- at C....... •-a, QIA1
Power Plants in the npitd Statesof, such as fuel mis-loading events, and iRadvertent dilution
eve-s 7. This ,-0-EAL indicates a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant,
warranting a NGUE classification.

[This onditioPn .a be identofio d GSi,, per.;d onitor/-ftao.-, rate Monitor-. The ter"m,
'•~9;--,4d"' .... ed in order to aow . ,,n of ,xpectd shod term pogiti p)( 9_rieod/staf ,
rates from plann..d fuc b,,und,,, or control,•, rod.mo ..meto, ,un,, cor a... 'haVfor• ,--p'jA/_Rs and
RW/R• Thee sho.,t. termn nostivn nerinds!-a'./sfru rfr•:~o .o~rm thcŽ rc•:,!t t.f the [nrmaR•J in nnfrn

V- i- I-

poplaio due to su~b-Gcr,;t,;ca! multi""' ~tionj

Escalation would be by Emergcncy DirectorEmergency Coordinator Judgment.

Explanation/Discussion/Definitions:

The term "sustained" is used in order to allow exclusion of expected short term positive
periods from planned control rod movements. These short term positive periods are the result
of the increase in neutron population due to subcritical multiplication.

Positive reactor period may be identified by:

* SRM period indicators and recorders R602A and B (green pens) on panel 1 0C650C

* Overhead Annunciator C3-D1, SRM PERIOD

* Computer points B3001, B3002, B3003 and B3004
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This EAL is the cold condition equivalent of the hot condition EAL SU3.1.

Definitions:

UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not the result of an intended
evolution and requires corrective or mitigative actions.
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EAL Bases Reference(s):

1. NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, CU8 Example EAL #1
2. Technical Specifications 3.3.7.6, Source Range Monitors
3. HC.OP-ST.SE-0005(Q) SRM Channel Count Rate Surveillance
4. HC.OP-AR.ZZ-0009(Q) Overhead Annunciator Window Box C3
5. Technical Specifications 3.9.2, Instrumentation
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HCGS ECG - EAL Technical Bases EP-HC-111-230

Attachment 1 - Use of Fission Product Barrier Table

OPCON Applicability: 1 - Power Operations, 2 - Startup, 3 - Hot Shutdown

A point system is used to determine the Emergency Classification Level based on the Fission Product Barrier
Table. Each Fission Product Barrier Loss and Potential Loss threshold is assigned a point value as noted below.

Perform the following:

1. Review all columns of the Fission Product Barrier Table and identify which need further review.

2. For each of the three barriers, determine the EAL with the highest point value. No more than one EAL
should be selected for each barrier.

3. Add the point values for the three barriers.

4. Classify based on the point value sum as follows:

If the sum ECGIs: Classify as: EAL Att#
is: At

3 UNUSUAL ANY loss or ANY potential
EVENT loss of Containment 1

ANY loss or ANY potential
4, 5 ALERT loss of either Fuel Clad or 2

RCS

Loss or potential loss of ANY
two barriers 3

6-11 SITE AREA OR
EMERGENCY Potential loss of 2 barriers

with the loss of the 3rd
barrier

Loss of ANY two barriers

12,13 GENERAL AND 4
EMERGENCY Loss or potential loss of third

barrier

5. Implement the appropriate ECG Attachment.

6. Continue to review the Fission Product Barrier Table for changes that could result in emergency
escalation or de-escalation.
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Attachment 2: EAL Bases Figures / Drawings

EP-HC-111-231

Figures/drawings referenced in the bases discussions of the EALs are listed in this
Attachment.

Title Page No.

AC Power Distribution

RPV Level Instrument Ranges

Short-Term Containment Pressure Response Following
Recirculation Line Break (4031 MWt)

Long-Term Containment Pressure Response Following
Recirculation Line Break

2

5

6

7
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AC Power Distribution

Hope Creek normally has three physically separate, independent 500 KV transmission lines
connecting the Hope Creek 500 KV Switchyard with the Offsite Power Distribution Network
(PJM). The three sources are:

* 500 KV Hope Creek - Salem Crosstie line.

* The Red Lion Line (referred to as the 5015 line) is a 30.1 mile tie to the Red Lion
Switching Station located at Delaware City next to the river and feeds the 500 KV
Switchyard Bus Section 3.

* The New Freedom Line (referred to as the 5023 line) is a 42.9 mile tie to the New
Freedom Switching Station located northeast of Hope Creek in Camden County and
feeds the 500 KV Switchyard Bus Section 5.

Power is distributed from the 500 KV switchyard to a 13.8 KV ring bus. Station electrical loads
are supplied from the 13.8 KV ring bus through two physically independent auxiliary power
systems via Station Service Transformers which supply vital and non-vital station loads.
Station Service Transformers 1AX501 and 1BX501 normally supply the 4.16 KV vital buses.
The four 4.16 KV vital buses can be supplied by either 1AX501 or 1BX501. Two of the four
vital buses are normally provided power from 1AX501 with alternate power from 1BX501; the
other two are normally supplied power from 1BX501 with alternate power from 1AX501. Loss
of the normal power supply to a 4.16 KV vital bus initiates a fast transfer (alternate feeder
breaker closes) to the alternate source, provided power is available.

Additionally, each 4.16 KV vital bus has an Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) which will
automatically start and provide power to the bus in the event of a sustained loss of power to its
associated vital bus. Additional automatic EDG starts are initiated on degraded power
conditions on both 1 AX501 and 1 BX501, or under LOCA conditions. EDGs will not
automatically provide power to the bus unless the bus has a sustained loss of power.
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AC Power Distribution (cont'd)
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AC Power Distribution (cont'd)
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RPV Level Instrument Ranges
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Attachment 3 - Definitions

Selected words in the ECG Initialting Conditions (ICs) and Emergency Action Levels (EALs)
have been set in all capital letters and bolded.These words are defined terms having specific
meanings as they relate to this document and the definitions of these terms are provided
below and in the basis for the EAL that the word is used in.

AIRCRAFT: Includes both small and large AIRCRAFT. Examples of AIRCRAFT include
general aviation Cessna, Piper and Lear type private planes, large passenger or freight planes
as well as police, medical and media helicopters. A large AIRCRAFT is referred to as an
AIRLINER.

AIRLINER/LARGE AIRCRAFT: Any size or type of AIRCRAFT with the potential for causing
significant damage to the plant (refer to the Security Contingency Plan for a more detailed
definition).

BOMB: Refers to an explosive device suspected of having sufficient force to damage plant
systems or structures.

CIVIL DISTURBANCE: A group of persons violently protesting station operations or activities
at the site.

CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY: Is the barrier(s) between areas containing radioactive
substances and the environment and includes the multi-purpose canister (MPC) and, for the
purposes of this EAL, the associated cask shielding.

CONTAINMENT CLOSURE: Is the procedurally defined action taken to secure the
Containment (Primary or Secondary) and its associated structures, systems, and components
as a functional barrier to fission product release under existing plant conditions.

CREDIBLE / ACTUAL THREAT: Is a threat which poses a likely and serious danger to the
safe operation of the facility or to site personnel and public safety.

Hope Creek Page 1 of 6 Rev. 0 (draft E)
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DEGRADED PERFORMANCE: Assessment of degraded safe shutdown system performance
includes examination of systems in standby status as well as those in operation. When a safe
shutdown system is in operation, its performance can be directly observed and compared to
its design capability (e.g., rated flow is required but cannot be achieved). When an operating
safe shutdown system cannot fulfill its design function, its performance is degraded. When a
safe shutdown system is in standby, its performance capability may not be readily determined.
One or more of the following can provide indirect indication of its performance capability:

* Electrical faults on power supplies

* Normally closed breakers in tripped position

* System annunciators activated

" System warning lights lit

" Insufficient system pressure from keep-fill pumps

" Elevated area temperatures or radiation levels

* Increased sump pump operation in areas in which the system is located

EXPLOSION: A rapid, violent, unconfined combustion, or catastrophic failure of
pressurized/energized equipment that imparts energy of sufficient force to potentially damage
permanent structures, systems, or components.

FIRE: Combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of smoke such as slipping drive
belts or overheated electrical equipment do not constitute FIRES. Observation of flame is
preferred but is NOT required if large quantities of smoke and heat are observed.

HOSTAGE: A person(s) held as leverage against the station to ensure that demands will be
met by the station.

HOSTILE ACTION: An act toward Salem or Hope Creek or its personnel that includes the use
of violent force to destroy equipment, take HOSTAGES, and/or intimidate PSEG to achieve an
end. This includes attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, PROJECTILEs,
vehicles, or other devices used to deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall
intent may be included. HOSTILE ACTION should not be construed to include acts of civil
disobedience or felonious acts that are not part of a concerted attack on Salem or Hope
Creek. Non-terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities (i.e., this may
include violent acts between individuals in the OCA).

HOSTILE FORCE: One or more individuals who are engaged in a determined assault, overtly
or by stealth and deception, equipped with suitable weapons capable of killing, maiming, or
causing destruction.
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IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE: As defined in T/S, shall be leakage into collection systems, such as
pump seals or valve packing leaks, that is captured and conducted to a sump or collecting
tank, or, shall be leakage into the containment atmosphere from sources that are both
specifically located and known either not to interface with the operation of the leakage
detection system or not to be PRESSURE BOUNDRY LEAKAGE.

IMMINENT: Mitigation actions have been ineffective, additional actions are not expected to be
successful, and trended information indicates that the event or condition will occur within
approximately 2 hours (unless a different time is specified).

INDEPENDENT SPENT FUEL STORAGE INSTALLATION (ISFSI): A complex that is
designed and constructed for the interim storage of spent nuclear fuel and other radioactive
materials associated with spent fuel storage.

MALICIOUS ACT: Purposeful malevolent actions directed at compromising reactor safety and
thus could directly or indirectly endanger the public health and safety.

MINIMUM EXCLUSION AREA (MEA): The closest location just beyond the OWNER
CONTROLLED AREA where a member of the general public could gain access. For Hope
Creek the MEA is 0.56 miles.

NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS: Activities at the plant site associated with routine testing,
maintenance, or equipment operations, in accordance with normal operating or administrative
procedures. Entry into abnormal or emergency operating procedures, or deviation from normal
security or radiological controls posture, is a departure from NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS.

OWNER CONTROLLED AREA (OCA): Property owned, maintained and controlled by PSEG
Nuclear as part of the Salem & Hope Creek Generating Station complex. For the purpose of
emergency classification, area from the PSEG Nuclear access road checkpoint and inward
towards the stations is considered the OCA.

PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE: As defined in T/S, shall be leakage through a non-
isolable fault in a Reactor Coolant System component body, pipe wall or vessel wall.

PROJECTILE: An object that impacts Salem and/or Hope Creek that could cause concern for
continued operability, reliability, or personnel safety.

PROTECTED AREA (PA): A security controlled area within the OWNER-CONTROLLED
AREA (OCA) that is enclosed by the security perimeter fence and monitored by intrusion
detection systems. Access to the PA requires proper security clearance and is controlled at
the Security Center.

SABOTAGE: Deliberate damage, mis-alignment, or mis-operation of plant equipment with the
intent to render the equipment inoperable. Equipment found tampered with or damaged due to
malicious mischief may not meet the definition of SABOTAGE until this determination is made
by security supervision.
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SECURITY CONDITION: Any Security Event as listed in the approved security contingency
plan that constitutes a threat/compromise to site security, threat/risk to site personnel, or a
potential degradation to the level of safety of the plant. A SECURITY CONDITION does not
involve a HOSTILE ACTION.

SIGNIFICANT TRANSIENT: An UNPLANNED event based on EC judgment, but includes as
a minimum any one of the following: (1) Reactor Scram, (2) Electrical Load Rejection > 22%,
(3) Thermal Reactor Power Reduction > 25%, (4) ECCS Injection, or (5) Thermal Power
Oscillations greater than 10%.

TAMPERING: Means deliberately damaging, disabling, or altering equipment necessary for
safe shutdown or security equipment necessary for the protection of the facility. Confirmed
tampering implies that a criminal activity may have occurred which requires a threshold of
proof for a reason to believe that no other possibility exists for the incident other than
tampering.

UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE: As defined in T/S, shall be all leakage which is not IDENTIFIED

LEAKAGE.

UNISOLABLE: A breach or leak that cannot be promptly isolated from the Control Room.

UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not the result of an intended evolution
and requires corrective or mitigative actions.

VALID: An indication, report, or condition, is considered to be VALID when it is verified by (1)
an instrument channel check, (2) indications on related or redundant indicators, or (3) by direct
observation by plant personnel, such that doubt related to the indicator's operability, the
condition's existence, or the report's accuracy is removed. Implicit in this definition is the need
for timely assessment.

VALIDATED: AIRCRAFT threat call from the NRC that is confirmed to be authentic. Calls
from the NRC are VALIDATED by use of the NRC provided authentication code or by making
a return call to the NRC Headquarter Operations Center and confirming threat information with
the NRC Operation Officer. AIRCRAFT threat calls from other agencies, NORAD, FAA, or FBI
should be VALIDATED by calling the NRC Operations Officer.

VISIBLE DAMAGE: Damage to equipment or structure that is readily observable without
measurements, testing, or analysis. Damage is sufficient to cause concern regarding the
continued operability or reliability of the affected structure, system, or component. Example
damage includes: deformation due to heat or impact, denting, penetration, rupture, cracking,
and paint blistering. Surface blemishes (e.g., paint chipping, scratches) should not be
included.
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VITAL AREAS: Typically any site specific areas, normally within the PROTECTED AREA,
that contains equipment, systems, components, or material, the failure, destruction, or release
of which could directly or indirectly endanger the public health and safety by exposure to
radiation.
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Attachment 4 - Glossary of Abbreviations & Acronyms

Acronyms and Abbreviations used in the ECG and ECG basis document are listed in this
attachment.

AAAG
AC
ADMSS
ADS
AH
ALARA
APRM
ARI
ARM
ASAP
ASM
ATWS

BKGD
BKR
BLDG
BNE
BWR

- Accident Assessment Advisory Group (Delaware)
- Alternating Current
- Administrative Support Supervisor - TSC
- Automatic Depressurization System
- Amp-Hour
- As Low As Reasonably Achievable
- Average Power Range Monitor
- Alternate Rod Insertion
- Area Radiation Monitor
- As Soon As Possible
- Administrative Support Manager
- Anticipated Transient Without Scram

- Background
- Breaker (electrical circuit)
- Building
- Bureau of Nuclear Engineering (NJDEPE)
- Boiling Water Reactor

- Containment Atmosphere Control System
- Central Alarm Station
- Corrected Counts per Minute
- Committed Effective Dose Equivalent
- Committed Dose Equivalent
- Code of Federal Regulations
- Containment Isolation System
- Containment (Barrier)
- Certificate of Compliance
- Carbon Dioxide
- Control Point
- Counts Per Minute
- Counts Per Second
- Control Room
- Control Room Supervisor
- Control Room Emergency Filter System
- Control Room Integrated Display System
- Control Rod Drive
- Core Spray System

CACS
CAS
CCPM
CEDE
CDE
CFR
CIS
CNTMT/CT
CoC
C02
CP
CPM
CPS
CR
CRS
CREF
CRIDS
CRD
CSS
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DC
DAPA
DDE
DEI
DEMA
DEP
DHS
DID
DLD
DOE
DOT
DPCC/DCR

DPM
DRCF

EACS
EAL
EAS
EC
ECCS
ECG
ECL
EDG
EDO
EERC
EMRAD
ENC
ENS
EOC
EOF
EOP
EPA
EPA
EPC
EPG
EPIP/EPEP
EPZ
EQPT
ERDS
ERM
ERO
ESF
ESSX

Hope Creek

- Direct Current
- Drywell Atmosphere Post Accident (Radiation monitor)
- Deep Dose Equivalent
- Dose Equivalent Iodine
- Delaware Emergency Management Agency
- Department of Environmental Protection (NJ)
- Department of Homeland Security
- Direct Inward Dial (phone system)
- Drywell Leak Detection
- Department of Energy
- Department of Transportation
- Discharge Prevention, Containment, & Countermeasures/Discharge

Cleanup & Removal Plan
- Disintegrations per Minute
- Dose Rate Conversion Factor

- ESF Equipment Area Cooling System
- Emergency Action Level
- Emergency Alert System (Broadcast)
- Emergency Coordinator
- Emergency Core Cooling Systems
- Event Classification Guide
- Emergency Classification Level
- Emergency Diesel Generator
- Emergency Duty Officer
- Energy & Environmental Resource Center (Old NTC)
- Emergency Radio (NJ)
- Emergency News Center
- Emergency Notification System (NRC)
- Emergency Operations Center (NJ & DE)
- Emergency Operations Facility
- Emergency Operating Procedure
- Emergency Preparedness Advisor
- Environmental Protection Agency
- Emergency Preparedness Coordinator
- Emergency Procedure Guideline
- Emergency Plan Implementing Procedure
- Emergency Planning Zone
- Equipment
- Emergency Response Data System
- Emergency Response Manager
- Emergency Response Organization
- Engineered Safety Feature
- Electronic Switch System Exchange (Centrex)
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FAA - Federal Aviation Administration
FBI - Federal Bureau of Investigation
FC - Fuel Clad (Barrier)
FEMA - Federal Emergency Management Agency
FFD - Fitness For Duty
FRVS - Filtration, Recirculation and Ventilation System
FSAR - Final Safety Analysis Report
FTS - Federal Telecommunications System (NRC)

GE - General Emergency

HCGS - Hope Creek Generating Station
HCTL - Heat Capacity Temperature Limit
HEPA - High Efficiency Particulate Absorbers
HOO - Headquarters Operations Officer
HPCI - High Pressure Coolant Injection
HTV - Hardened Torus Vent
HVAC - Heating, Ventilation & Air Conditioning
HWCI - Hydrogen Water Chemical Injection
HX - Heat Exchanger

lAW - In Accordance With
IC - Initiating Condition
ICMF - Initial Contact Message Form
IDLH - Immediately Dangerous to Life and Health
IPEEE - Individual Plant Examination of External Events
IRM - Intermediate Range Monitor
ISFSI - Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation
I/S - In Service

Keff - Effective Neutron Multiplication Factor
KI - Potassium Iodide
KV - Kilovolt

LAC - Lower Alloways Creek
LCO - Limiting Condition for Operation
LDC - Learning Development Center (aka - NAB or TB2)
LDE - Lens Dose Equivalent
LEL - Lower Explosive Limit
LER - Licensing Event Report
LFL - Lower Flammability Limit
LLD - Lowest Level, Detectable
LOCA - Loss of Coolant Accident
LOP - Loss of Offsite Power
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LPCI
LPZ
LWR

- Low Pressure Coolant Injection
- Low Population Zone
- Light Water Reactor

MCR
MDA
MEA
MEES
MET
MOU
MRO
MSCRWL
MSCP
MSIV
MSIVSS
MSL
MSL
mR
MW

NAB
NAWAS
NCO
NDAB
NEI
NEO
NESP
NETS
NFE
NFPB
NJSP
NOAA
NORAD
NPP
NPV
NRC
NSSSS
NUMARC
NWS

OBE
OCA
ODCM
OEM
OHA

Hope Creek

- Main Control Room
- Minimum Detectable Amount
- Minimum Exclusion Area
- Major Equipment & Electrical Status (Form)
- Meteorological
- Memorandum of Understanding
- Medical Review Officer
- Minimum Steam Cooling RPV Water Level
- Minimum Steam Cooling Pressure
- Main Steam Isolation Valve
- Main Steam Isolation Valve Sealing System
- Main Steam Line
- Mean Sea Level
- milliRoentgen
- Megawatt

- Nuclear Administrative Building
- National Attack Warning Alert System
- Nuclear Control Operator
- Nuclear Department Administration Building (TB2)
- Nuclear Energy Institute
- Nuclear Equipment Operator
- National Environmental Studies Project
- Nuclear Emergency Telecommunications System
- Nuclear Fuels Engineer
- Normal Full Power Background
- New Jersey State Police
- National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration
- North American Aerospace Defense Command
- Nuclear Power Plant
- North Plant Vent
- Nuclear Regulatory Commission
- Nuclear Steam Supply Shutoff System
- Nuclear Management and Resources Council
- National Weather Service

- Operating Basis Earthquake
- Owner Controlled Area
- Offsite Dose Calculation Manual
- Office of Emergency Management (NJ)
- Overhead Annunciator
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OPCON - Operational Condition
ORO - Offsite Response Organization
OSB - Operational Status Board (Form)
OSC - Operations Support Center

PA - Protected Area
PA - Public Address
PAG - Protective Action Guideline
PAR - Protective Action Recommendation
PC - Primary Containment (Barrier)
PCIG - Primary Containment Instrument Gas System
PCIS - Primary Containment Isolation System
PPC - Plant Process Computer
PRM - Process Radiation Monitor
PSEG - Public Service Enterprise Group
PSIG - Pounds Square Inch Gauge

R - Roentgen
RAD - Radiation
RAL - Reportable Action Level
RC - Reactor Coolant
RCA - Radiologically Controlled Area
RCAM - Repair and Corrective Action Mission
RCIC - Reactor Core Isolation Cooling
RCS - Reactor Coolant System (Barrier)
REM - Roentgen Equivalent Man
RHR - Residual Heat Removal (Containment Heat Removal)
RM - Recovery Manager
RM - Radiation Monitor
RMO - Recovery Management Organization
RMS - Radiation Monitoring System
RPS - Radiation Protection Supervisor
RPS - Reactor Protection System
RPV - Reactor Pressure Vessel
RRCS - Redundant Reactivity Control System
RSM - Radiological Support Manager
RWCU - Reactor Water Cleanup (System)

SACS - Safety Auxiliaries Cooling System
SAE - Site Area Emergency
SAM - Severe Accident Management
SAS - Secondary Alarm Station (Security)
SBO - Station Blackout
SCBA - Self Contained Breathing Apparatus
SCP - Security Contingency Procedure
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SDE - Shallow Dose Equivalent
SDM - Shutdown Margin
SLC - Standby Liquid Control
SJAE - Steam Jet Air Ejector
SM - Shift Manager
SNM - Special Nuclear Material
SNSS - Senior Nuclear Shift Supervisor
SOS - Systems Operations Supervisor (Security)
SPDS - Safety Parameter Display System
SPV - South Plant Vent
SRM - Source Range Monitor
SRO - Senior Reactor Operator
SRPT - Shift Radiation Protection Technician
SRV - Safety Relief Valve
SSC - Structure, System or Component
SSCL - Station Status Checklist
SSE - Safe Shutdown Earthquake
SSWS - Station Service Water System
SSNM - Strategic Special Nuclear Material
STA - Shift Technical Advisor
SW - Service Water

TAF - Top of Active Fuel
TDR - Technical Document Room
TEDE - Total Effective Dose Equivalent
TIP - Traversing Incore Probe
TLV - Threshold Limit Value
T/S - Technical Specifications
TSC - Technical Support Center
TSS - Technical Support Supervisor
TSTL - Technical Support Team Leader
TSTM - Technical Support Team Member

UE - Unusual Event
UFSAR - Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
UHS - Ultimate Heat Sink
USCG - United States Coast Guard

VDC - Volts Direct Current

WB - Whole Body
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Attachment 5 - HCGS-to-NEI 99-01 EAL Cross-Reference

This cross-reference is provided to facilitate association and location of a Hope Creek
Generating Station EAL within the NEI 99-01, Rev. 05, IC/EAL identification scheme. Further
information regarding the development of the HCGS EALs based on the NEI guidance can be
found in the EAL Comparison Matrix.

HCGS NEI 99-01

EAL IC Example
EAL

RU1.1 AU1 1

RU1.2 AU1 1

RU1.3 AU1 3

RU2.1 AU2 1

RU2.2 AU2 2

RA1.1 AA1 1

RA1.2 AA1 1

RA1.3 AA1 3

RA2.1 AA2 2

RA2.2 AA2 1

RA3.1 AA3 1

RS1.1 AS1 1

RS1.2 AS1 2

RS1.3 AS1 4

RG1.1 AG1 1

RG1.2 AG1 2

RG1.3 AG1 4

CU1.1 CU3 1

CU2.1 CU7 1

CU3.1 CUl 1

CU3.2 CU2 2

CU3.3 CU2 1

CU4.1 CU4 1
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HCGS NEI 99-01

EAL IC Example
EAL

CU4.2 CU4 2

CU5.1 CU6 1,2

CU6.1 CU8 1

CA1.1 CA3 1

CA3.1 CA1 1

CA3.2 CA1 2

CA4.1 CA4 1,2

CS3.1 CS1 1,2

CS3.2 CS1 3

CG3.1 CG1 1

CG3.2 CG1 2

EU1.1 E-HU1 1

HUI.1 HU1 1

HU1.2 HU1 2

HU1.3 HU1 4

HU1.4 HU1 3

HU1.5 HU1 5

HU2.1 HU2 1

HU2.2 HU2 2

HU3.1 HU3 1

HU3.2 HU3 2

HU4.1 HU4 1,2,3

HU6.1 HU5 1

HA1.1 HA1 1

HA1.2 HA1 2

HA1.3 HA1 4

HA1.4 HA1 3

HA1.6 HA1 5
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HCGS NEI 99-01

EAL IC Example
EAL

HA2.1 HA2 1

HA3.1 HA3 1

HA4.1 HA4 1,2

HA5.1 HA5 1

HA6.1 HA6 1

HS4.1 HS4 1

HS5.1 HS2 1

HS6.1 HS3 1

HG4.1 HG1 1,2

HG6.1 HG2 1

Su1.1 SUl 1

SU3.1 SU8 1

SU4.1 SU2 1

SU5.1 SU3 1

SU6.1 SU6 1,2

SU7.1 SU4 1

SU7.2 SU4 2

SU8.1 SU5 1,2

SA1.1 SA5 1

SA3.1 SA2 1

SA5.1 SA4 1

SS1.1 SS1 1

SS2.1 SS3 1

SS3.1 SS2 1

SS5.1 SS6 1

SG1.1 SG1 1

SG3.1 SG2 1
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HCGS ECG - EAL Technical Bases EP-HC-111-234

Fission Product Barrier EALs

HCGS NEI 99-01

EAL Barrier Threshold

FB3-L FC Loss 1

FB1-L FC Loss 2

FB2-L FC Loss 4

FB4-L FC Loss 6

FB1-P FC P-Loss 2

FB2-P FC P-Loss 6

RB2-L RCS Loss 1

RB1-L RCS Loss 2

RB3-L RCS Loss 3

RB4-L RCS Loss 3

RB5-L RCS Loss 6

RB1-P RCS P-Loss 3

RB2-P RCS P-Loss 3

RB3-P RCS P-Loss 6

CB1-L CMT Loss 1

CB2-L CMT Loss 1

CB3-L CMT Loss 3

CB4-L CMT Loss 3

CB5-L CMT Loss 3

CB6-L CMT Loss 6

CB2-P CMT P-Loss 1

CB3-P CMT P-Loss 1

CB4-P CMT P-Loss 1

CB1-P CMT P-Loss 2

CB5-P CMT P-Loss 4

CB6-P CMT P-Loss 6
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HCGS ECG - EAL Technical Bases EP-HC-111-235

Hope Creek Radiological EAL Setpoint Calculation Document
NEI 99-01, Rev. 05 EALs

Purpose:

This is a reference document that contains the methodology and calculations used in developing the
thresholds for radiological release based Emergency Action Levels (EALs). The radiological EALs covered
under this document are based on EALs AUl, AA1, AS1 and AG1 in NEI-99-01, Rev. 05, "Methodology for
Development of Emergency Action Levels".

Reference Materials:

& NEI 99-01, Rev. 05 - Methodology for Development of Emergency Action Levels, EALs AU1,
AA1, AS1 and AG1

* NEI 99-01, Rev. 05 - Appendix A: Basis for Radiological Effluent EALs
* Hope Creek ODCM Rev. 24
0 EPA 400-R-92-001, Manual or Protective Action Guides and Protective Actions for Nuclear

Incidents

Terms & Calculation Constants and origin:

o ODCM - Offsite Dose Calculation Manual

* Hours in one year: 365.25 days X 24 hrs/day = 8766 hours

* EDE - Effective Dose Equivalent

* CDE - Committed Dose Equivalent

* CEDE - Committed Effective Dose Equivalent = CDE X Weighting Factor (thyroid per IOCFR20)

* TEDE - Total Effective Dose Equivalent = EDE + CDE

* FRVS - Filtration Recirculation Vent System

* NPV - North Plant Vent

* SPV - South Plant Vent

* HTV - Hardened Torus Vent

* PAG - Protective Action Guideline: Per EPA = 1000mRem TEDE dose or 5000 mRem thyroid dose.
Actual or projected values above these guidelines will require offsite protective actions to be
implemented.

Hope Creek Page 1 of 17 Rev. 0
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HCGS ECG - EAL Technical Bases EP-HC- 111-23 5

Hope Creek Radiological EAL Setpoint Calculation Document
NEI 99-01, Rev. 05 EALs

" ODCM Rad Effluent Limit - 500 mRem/year is a total site Noble Gas limit that includes Salem 1, Salem
2 and Hope Creek. Therefore, Hope Creek will have an administratively controlled limit of ½ the total
site limit or 250 mRem/year for EAL calculation purposes.

* Allocation Factor (AF) = .5 - As defined in the Hope Creek ODCM, (page 85) this is an administrative
control imposed to ensure that the combined releases from Salem Units 1 and 2 and Hope Creek will not
exceed the regulatory limit from the site. The Site AF is only used in the UE and Alert EALs.

* X/Q = Site Specific Atmospheric dispersion to the site boundary.
Hope Creek Value = 2.14E-06 sec/m3. Origin - Hope Creek ODCM, Rev. 24, Table 2-2, Parameters for
Gaseous Alarm Setpoint Determinations.

" DRCF = Site Specific Dose Rate Conversion Factor. Hope Creek = 7.8E+03 mrem/year per uCi/ m3 .

Origin - Hope Creek ODCM, Rev. 24, Table C-1, Effective Dose Factors, Noble Gases - Total Body and
Skin - Total Body Effective Dose Factor.

Hope Creek EALS -Index: (Radiological Release EAL Calculations) Page #:

Unusual Event EAL AU 1.1 - (Default Release Rate EAL) 4
Unusual Event EAL AU1.2 - (2 time alarm) No Calc needed
Unusual Event EAL AU1.3 - (Sample Analysis Concentration) 5
Unusual Event EAL AU1 .4- (Perimeter Monitoring System - NA)
Unusual Event EAL AU1.5 - (Dose Assessment - NA)

Alert EAL AA1.1 - (Default Release Rate EAL) 7
Alert EAL AA1.2 - (200 time alarm) No Calc needed
Alert EAL AA1.3 - (Sample Analysis Concentration) 8
Alert EAL AA1.4 - (Perimeter Monitoring System - NA)
Alert EAL AA1.5 - (Dose Assessment - NA)

Site Area Emergency EAL AS 1.1 - (Default Release Rate EAL) 10
Site Area Emergency EAL AS 1.2 - (Dose Assessment) 11
Site Area Emergency EAL AS 1.3 - (Perimeter Monitoring Sys - NA)
Site Area Emergency EAL AS 1.4 - (PA boundary dose rate) 12
Site Area Emergency EAL AS 1.4 - (1-131 Field Survey Sample Analysis) 13

General Emergency EAL AG 1.1 - (Default Release Rate EAL) 15
General Emergency EAL AG 1.2 - (Dose Assessment) 16
General Emergency EAL AG1.3 - (Perimeter Monitoring Sys - NA)
General Emergency EAL AG1.4 - (PA boundary dose rate) 17
General Emergency EAL AG1.4 - (1-13 1 Field Survey Sample Analysis) 18

Hope Creek Page 2 of 17 Rev. 0
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HCGS ECG - EAL Technical Bases EP-HC-l 11-235

Hope Creek Radiological EAL Setpoint Calculation Document
NEI 99-01, Rev. 05 EALs

Submitted By: Craig Banner Date: 12-15-2009

EP Review By: Gary Young. Date: 12-17-2009

Techmical Review: _Jenny Shelton Date: 06-04-2010

Salem SFAM Review: NA Date: _NA

HC SFAM Review: John Molner_______________ Date: 06-04-2010

CFAM Approval: -David Burgin ____________________Date: 06-09-2010
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HCGS ECG - EAL Technical Bases EP-HC-I 11-235

Hope Creek Radiological EAL Setpoint Calculation Document
NEI 99-01, Rev. 05 EALs

Calculation for: Unusual Event EAL AUI.1 - (Default Release Rate EAL)

Obiective of Calculation:

Provide a Hope Creek Radiological Release Rate value that equates to a Release that is > 2 times the ODCM
limit of 500 mRem/year.

Discussion:

The ODCM limit of 500 mRem/year is a total site limit that includes Salem 1, Salem 2 and Hope Creek.
Therefore, Hope Creek will have an administratively controlled limit of ½ the total site limit or 250
mRemlyear for EAL calculation purposes.

This EAL does not include Iodine Release Rates, since the Plant Vent does not have an Iodine detector.

Release Rate = Total Noble Gas Release Rate from Hope Creek (FRVS, NPV, SPV, HTV) which would
result in a TEDE Dose Rate of 250 mRemn/year. The EAL value will be 2 times the release rate.

Derivation / Calculation:

ODCM Limit Calculation for Noble Gas:

Release Rate (uCi/Sec) = ODCMLimit(mn Re M / year) * (SiteAllocationFactor)
(ODCMX / Q) * (ODCMDRCF)

ODCM Limit = 500 mRemnYear
Hope Creek ODCM X/Q = 2.14E-06 sec/in 3

Hope Creek ODCM DRCF = 7.80E+03 mRemlryr/uCi/m 3

Site Allocation Factor = 5.OOE-01

Release Rate (uCi/Sec) =
(500m Re m lyr) * (5.OOE - 01)

(2.14E - 06sec/in3) * (7.80E + 03m Re m / yr / pCi / m 3 )

Release Rate = 1.50E+04 uCi/Sec (Also the Tech Spec/ODCM Limit Release Rate Value)

EAL Value = 2 times the Release Rate

UE EAL Value: (EAL # RUJ.1)

Total Hope Creek Noble Gas Release Rate > 3.OOE+04 pCi/sec

Hope Creek Page 4 of 17 Rev. 0
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HCGS ECG - EAL Technical Bases EP-HC-111-235

Hope Creek Radiological EAL Setpoint Calculation Document
NEI 99-01, Rev. 05 EALs

Calculation for: Unusual Event EAL AU1.3 - (Sample Analysis Concentration)

Objective of Calculation:

Provide a Radiological Release Noble Gas and Iodine Sample Concentration that equates to a Release that is
>2 times the ODCM limit of 500 rnRem/year.

Discussion:

The ODCM limit of 500 mRem/year (Noble Gas/Total Body) and 15 00mRem/year (I-13 1/Child Thyroid) is
a total site limit that includes Salem 1, Salem 2 and Hope Creek. Therefore, Hope Creek will have an
administratively controlled limit (allocation factor) of ½2 the total site limit or 250 mRemlyear (Noble
Gas/Total Body) and 750 mRemr/year (1-13 l/Child Thyroid) for EAL calculation purposes. This allocation
factor is used in the calculation that derived the Noble Gas and Iodine release rates.

Hope Creek has three release points for which sample concentration thresholds are needed.
" FRVS - Filtration Recirculation Vent System
" NPV - North Plant Vent
" SPV - South Plant Vent

Derivation / Calculation:

Calculation of the threshold sample concentrations are as follows:

ODCM Re leaseR ate * 2
Formula: Concentration (uCi/cc) = ODCM Re lease_____*_2

ConversionFactor * VentFlowRate

FR VS Noble Gas Sample Concentration = 1.50E + 04uCi/sec* 2 7.10E-03 [Ci/cc

472x9000ncf

FRVS I-13] Sample Concentration = 1.74E + Ci/sec* = 8.20E-06 Ci/c
472x9000cf82c

NPVNoble Gas Sample Concentration= 1.50E + 04uCi/sec* 2 - 1.52E-03 tCU/cc
472x4.19E + 04cfrn

NPVI-13] Sample Concentration = 1.74E + OlpuCi/sec*2 = 1.80E-06 2Ci/cc

472x4.19E + 04cfin

SPVNoble Gas Sanple Concentration = 1.50E + 04pCi / sec* 2 1.44E-04 [tCi/cc
472x4.40E + 05cfin

Hope Creek Page 5 of 17 Rev. 0
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HCGS ECG - EAL Technical Bases EP-HC-1 11-235

Hope Creek Radiological EAL Setpoint Calculation Document
NEI 99-01, Rev. 05 EALs

SPVI-131
1 .74E + OlpuCi / sec* 2

Sample Concentration = = 1.68E-07 .Ci/cc
472x4.40E + 05cfm

Where:
0 ODCM limit Release Rate of 1.50E+04 [tCi/sec per calculation performed for EAL AUL .1.
* ODCM limit (Thyroid/I-131) Release Rate of 17.4 uCi/Sec as per ODCM, Rev. 24, Section

2.3.2 -

* 2 = EAL criteria of 2X Tech Spec/ODCM value
0 472 = conversion factor (28,317 cc/ft3 x 1 min./60 sec.)
0 9000 cfm = FRVS Vent Flow (maximum) (ODCM Table 2-2)
0 4.19E+04 cfin = NPV Vent Flow (maximum) (ODCM Table 2-2)
0 4.40E+05 cfin = SPV Vent Flow (maximum) (ODCM Table 2-2)

UE EAL Values: (EAL# RU1.3)

FRVS Noble Gas Sample Concentration
FRVS 1-131 Sample Concentration

NPV Noble Gas Sample Concentration
NPV 1-131 Sample Concentration

SPV Noble Gas Sample Concentration
SPV 1-131 Sample Concentration

7.10E-03
8.20E-06

1.52E-03
1.80E-06

1.44E-04
1.68E-07

pICi/cc
ptCi/cc

ptCi/cc
ptCi/cc

ptCi/cc
pCi/cc
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HCGS ECG - EAL Techlical Bases EP-HC-1 11-235

Hope Creek Radiological EAL Setpoint Calculation Document
NEI 99-01, Rev. 05 EALs

Calculation for: ALERT EAL AA1.1 - (Default Release Rate EAL)

Objective of Calculation:

Provide a Radiological Release Rate value that equates to a Release that is > 200 times the
ODCM limit of 500 mReilryear.

Discussion:

The ODCM limit of 500 mRernlyear is a total site limit that includes Salem 1, Salem 2 and Hope
Creek. Therefore, Hope Creek will have an administratively controlled limit of ½/2 the total site
limit or 250 mRelm/year for EAL calculation purposes.

This EAL does not include Iodine Release Rates, since the Plant Vent does not have an Iodine
detector.

Release Rate = Total Noble Gas Release Rate from Hope Creek (FRVS, NPV, SPV, HTV)
which would result in a TEDE Dose Rate of 250 mRernlyear. The EAL value will be 200 times
the release rate.

Derivation / Calculation:

ODCM Limit Calculation for Noble Gas:

TS / ODCMLimit(m Re in / year) * (SiteAllocationFactor)Release Rate (uCi/Sec) -- /)*(DMRF
(ODCMX1/Q) *(ODCMDRCF)

ODCM Limit = 500 mnRern!Year
Hope Creek ODCM X/Q = 2.14E-06 sec/m 3

Hope Creek ODCM DRCF = 7.80E+03 mReln/yr/uCi/m 3

Site Allocation Factor = 5.OOE-01

Release Rate (uCi/Sec) = (500m Rem /yr) * (5.00E - 01)
(2.14E - 06sec/m 3 ) * (7.80E + 0377 Reim/yr / pCi / in 3)

Release Rate = 1.50E+04 uCi/Sec (ODCM Limit Release Rate Value)

EAL Value = 200 times the Release Rate

UE EAL Value: (EAL# RAI.1)

Total Hope Creek Noble Gas Release Rate > 3.OOE+06 PCi/sec
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HCGS ECG - EAL Technical Bases EP-HC-I 11-235

Hope Creek Radiological EAL Setpoint Calculation Document
NEI 99-01, Rev. 05 EALs

Calculation for: ALERT EAL AA1.3 - (Sample Analysis Concentration)

Objective of Calculation:

Provide a Radiological Release Noble Gas and Iodine Sample Concentration that equates to a
Release that is 200 times the ODCM limit of 500 mRem/year.

Discussion:

The ODCM limit of 500 mRem/year (Noble Gas/Total Body) and 1500mRel-myear (1-13 1/Child
Thyroid) is a total site limit that includes Salem 1, Salem 2 and Hope Creek. Therefore, Hope
Creek will have an administratively controlled limit (allocation factor) of 12 the total site limit or
250 mRem/year (Noble Gas/Total Body) and 750 mRemr/year (1-13 1/Child Thyroid) for EAL
calculation purposes. This allocation factor is used in the calculation that derived the Noble Gas
and Iodine release rates.

Hope Creek has three release points for which sample concentration thresholds are needed.
* FRVS - Filtration Recirculation Vent System
* NPV - North Plant Vent
" SPV - South Plant Vent

Derivation / Calculation:

Calculation of the threshold sample concentrations are as follows:

Formula: Concentration (uCi/cc) =
ODCM ReleaseRate * 200

ConversionFactor * VentFlowRate

Refer to Basis Section for EAL 6.1.1 .d for the 10CFR20, Appendix B Noble Gas and Thyroid
Committed Dose release rate calculations.

Calculation of the threshold sample concentrations are as follows:

FR VS Noble Gas Sample Concentration =

FRVS I-131 Sample Concentration =

1.50E + 04pCi/sec* 200
_________________= 7.10E-01 gCi/cc

472x9000cfin

1 .74E +0 OljCi / sec* 200
1.74E______________= 8.20E-04 tCi/cc

472x9000cfin

1.50E + 04pCi / sec* 200 = 1.52E-01 ýi/cc

472x4.19E + 04cfin
NPVNoble Gas Sample Concentration=
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HCGS ECG - EAL Technical Bases EP-HC-1 11-235

Hope Creek Radiological EAL Setpoint Calculation Document
NEI 99-01, Rev. 05 EALs

NPVI-131 Sample Concentration =
1.74E + 01pCi/sec* 200

4 E= 1.80E-04 4Ci/cc472x4. 19E + 04cfm

1 .50E + 04,uCi / sec* 200
SPVNoble Gas Sample Concentration = 1.5 0E + O4/ Ci/sec*200 = 1.44E-02 pCi/cc472x4.40E + 05cfim

SPVI-131 Sample Concentration =
1 .74E + 01kCi /sec* 2001.74E______________ = 1.68E-05 ýtCi/cc

472x4.40E + 05cfn

Where:
0 Hope Creek ODCM limit Release Rate of 1.50E+04 piCi/sec per calculation

performed for EAL AU1.1.
* Hope Creek ODCM limit (Thyroid/I-131) Release Rate of 17.4 uCi/Sec as per

ODCM, Rev. 24, Section 2.3.2 -
* 200 = EAL criteria of 200X Tech Spec/ODCM value
* 472 = conversion factor (28,317 cc/ft3 x 1 min./60 sec.)
* 9000 cfin = FRVS Vent Flow (maximum) (ODCM Table 2-2)
* 4.19E+04 cfin = NPV Vent Flow (maximum) (ODCM Table 2-2)
* 4.40E+05 cfin = SPV Vent Flow (maximum) (ODCM Table 2-2)

UE EAL Values: (EAL# RA1.3)

FRVS Noble Gas Sample Concentration
FRVS 1-131 Sample Concentration

NPV Noble Gas Sample Concentration
NPV 1-131 Sample Concentration

SPV Noble Gas Sample Concentration
SPV 1-131 Sample Concentration

> 7.10E-01
> 8.20E-04

> 1.52E-01
> 1.80E-04

> 1.44E-02
> 1.68E-05

tCi/cc
[tCi/cc

pCi/cc
ptCi/cc

gCi/cc
pCi/cc
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HCGS ECG - EAL Technical Bases EP-HC-111-235

Hope Creek Radiological EAL Setpoint Calculation Document
NEI 99-01, Rev. 05 EALs

Calculation for: SITE AREA EMERGENCY - EAL AS1.1 - (Default Release Rate EAL)

Objective of Calculation:

Provide a Radiological Release Rate value that equates to a Release resulting in an offsite dose
of> 100 rnrem TEDE at or beyond the site boundary.

Discussion:

This IC addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site boundary that
exceed 10% of the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Releases of this magnitude are
associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the protection of the public.

The monitor reading EALs should be determined using a dose assessment method that back
calculates from the dose values specified in the IC. Since doses are generally not monitored in
real-time, it is suggested that a release duration of one hour be assumed, and that the EALs be
based on a site specific boundary (or beyond) dose of 100 mrem whole body. Iodine Release
Rates for this EAL are excluded since the Plant Vent Radiation Monitoring System does not
include an Iodine detector.

The meteorology and source term used are the same as used for determining AUI and AAl
monitor reading EALs.

Release Rate = Total Noble Gas Release Rate from Hope Creek which would result in a TEDE
Dose Rate of> 1 OOmRem/hr at the site boundary or beyond.

Derivation / Calculation:

ODCM Limit Calculation for Noble Gas:

Release Rate (uCi/Sec) = (1 OofPAG)m Re m(accumulatedinlhour)
(ODCMX /Q) * (ODCMDRCF)

10% of PAG = 100 mRem/hr dose accumulated in 1 hour
Hope Creek ODCM X/Q = 2.14E-06 sec/mi3

HC ODCM DRCF = 8.9E-01 mRem/hr/uCi/m3 (7.80E+03 mRelr/yr/uCi/ m 3 / 8766 hrs/yr)
Site Allocation Factor = not used for SAE and GE EALs

Release Rate (uCi/Sec) = 1mn00m Re mn(doseaccumnulatedinl hour)

(2.14E - 06sec/ 7n
3) * (8.9E - 0 lIm Re m / hr / uCi / m3)

SAE EAL Value: (EAL# RSJ.1)

Total Hope Creek Noble Gas Release Rate > 5.25E+07 uCi/Sec
Hope Creek Page 10 of 17 Rev. 0
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HCGS ECG - EAL Technical Bases EP-HC-111-235

Hope Creek Radiological EAL Setpoint Calculation Document
NEI 99-01, Rev. 05 EALs

Calculation for: SITE AREA EMERGENCY - EAL AS1.2 - (Dose Assessment)

Objective of Calculation:

Using actual meteorology, provide a dose assessment SSCL threshold TEDE 4-Day Dose value
that is equivalent to a TEDE dose of> 100 mRem and a Thyroid-CDE Dose of> 500 mRem.

Discussion:

This IC addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site boundary that
exceed 10% of the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Public protective actions will be
necessary. Releases of this magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems needed for
the protection of the public and involve fuel damage.

Derivation / Calculation:

The dose assessment output on the SSCL is reported at varying distances from the plant as a
TEDE 4-Day dose. This TEDE 4-day dose assumes a 4 hr release duration. To obtain the
approximate dose for a projected release condition of 1 hour, the TEDE 4-day dose value would
need to be divided by 4.

A TEDE 4-Day Dose > 4.OE+02 mRem correspond directly to an EDE dose rate value of 100
mRem/hr and exceeds 10% of the EPA Protective Actions Guides (PAGs). The Thyroid-CDE
Dose > 2.0E+03 mRem correspond directly to an CDE dose rate value of 500 mRemn/hr and
exceeds 10% of the EPA Protective Actions Guides (PAGs) which was established in
consideration of the 1:5 ratio of the EPA PAG for TEDE and thyroid CDE..

Dose Assessment using actual meteorological data provides an accurate indication of release
magnitude. The use of dose assessment based EALs is therefore preferred over the use of
Release Rate based EALs which utilize calculations which have built-in inaccuracies because
ODCM default Meteorological data is used.

SAE EALs Values: (EAL# RS1.2)

Dose Assessment TEDE 4-Day Dose > 4.OE+02 mRem

Dose Assessment CDE Dose > 2.OE+03 mRem - based on Dose Assessment
using Plant Vent effluent isotopic sample analysis as input to MIDAS and NOT based on a
default Noble Gas to Iodine Ratio
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Hope Creek Radiological EAL Setpoint Calculation Document
NEI 99-01, Rev. 05 EALs

Calculation for: SITE AREA EMERGENCY - EAL AS1.4 - (PA boundary dose rate)

Obiective of Calculation:

Provide a PROTECTED AREA Boundary dose rate that equates to an offsite dose of> 100
mRem TEDE.

Discussion:

This IC addresses radioactivity releases that result in field survey results (closed window) dose
rates greater than 100 mR/hr expected to continue for 60 minutes or longer at or beyond the site
boundary. This value exceeds 10% of the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Releases of
this magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the protection of the
public.

Derivation / Calculation:

A Field Measured Dose Rate of > 1.0E+02 mRem/hr corresponds directly to a dose values that
exceed 10% of the EPA Protective Actions Guides (PAGs).

SAE EAL Value: (EAL# RS1.3)

Dose Rate > 100 mRem/hr
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Hope Creek Radiological EAL Setpoint Calculation Document
NEI 99-01, Rev. 05 EALs

Calculation for: SITE AREA EMERGENCY - EAL AS1.4 - (1-131 Field Survey Sample
Analysis)

Objective of Calculation:

Provide a Field Survey Sample Analysis value that equates to an offsite release that would result
in a dose of> 500 mRem Thyroid CDE at or beyond the PROTECTED AREA Boundary.

Discussion:

This EAL addresses a radioactivity release field survey 1-131 sample concentration or count rate
that would result in a Thyroid CDE dose of greater than 500 mRem for one hour of inhalation at
or beyond the site boundary. This value exceeds 10% of the EPA Protective Action Guides
(PAGs). Releases of this magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems needed for
the protection of the public.

The Iodine- 131 field survey sample concentration and count rate threshold is based on 1-131
dose conversion factors (DCFs) from EPA-400. The thresholds are based on a Thyroid-CDE
Dose Rate of> 500 mRemr/hr for 1-13 1.
Field Survey 1-131 Sample Analysis results are provided as sample concentration in units of

uCi/cc for field samples counted in a Multi-Channel-Analyzer (MCA).

Derivation / Calculation:

The release sample concentration calculations are as follows.

The sample concentration is calculated using the 1-131 Dose Conversion Factor from EPA-400:
Solving the following equation for [tCi/cc:

mRem/hr = ([tCi/cc)(Dose Conversion Factor)
Then;

1-131 Sample Concentration (iiCi/cc) = ( ) = 3.85E-07 (RCicc
1.30E + 09toRero / pCi / cc / hr

Where 1.30E+09 mRem/tCi/cc/hr is the Dose Conversion Factor from EPA-400, Table 5-4,
Thyroid Dose, and includes the EPA breathing rate.

SAE EAL Values: (EAL# RS1.3)

1-131 Concentration > 3.85E-07 tCi/cc
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Hope Creek Radiological EAL Setpoint Calculation Document
NEI 99-01, Rev. 05 EALs

Calculation for: GENERAL EMERGENCY - EAL AG1.1 - (Default Release Rate EAL)

Objective of Calculation:

Provide a Radiological Release Rate value that equates to a Release resulting in an offsite dose
of> 1000 mnrem TEDE at or beyond the site boundary.

Discussion:

This IC addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site boundary that
exceed the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Public protective actions will be necessary.
Releases of this magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the
protection of the public and likely involve fuel damage.

The monitor reading EALs should be determined using a dose assessment method that back
calculates from the dose values specified in the IC. Since doses are generally not monitored in
real-time, it is suggested that a release duration of one hour be assumed, and that the EALs be
based on a site specific boundary (or beyond) dose of> 1000 nirem whole body. Iodine Release
Rates for this EAL are excluded since the Plant Vent Radiation Monitoring System does not
include an Iodine detector.

The meteorology and source term used are the same as used for deternining AU1 and AA1
monitor reading EALs.

Release Rate = Total Noble Gas Release Rate from Hope Creek which would result in a TEDE
Dose Rate of> 1000 mRemfhr at the site boundary or beyond.

Derivation / Calculation:

ODCM Limit Calculation for Noble Gas:

Release Rate (uCi/Sec) = (1 00%ofPA G)m Re m(accumulatedinlhour)

(ODCMX /Q) * (ODCMDRCF)
100% of PAG = 1000 mRem/hr dose accumulated in 1 hour
Hope Creek ODCM X/Q = 2.14E-06 sec/in 3

HC ODCM DRCF = 8.9E-01 mRem/hr/uCi/m 3 (7.80E+03 mRem/yr/uCi/ m 3 / 8766 hrs/yr)
Site Allocation Factor = not used for SAE and GE EALs

1000nm Re in(doseaccumulatedinlhour)
(2.14E - 06sec/m 3) * (8.9E - 0 ln Re m / hr / uCi / m3)

GE EAL Value: (EAL# RGI.1)
i

Total Hope Creek Noble Gas Release Rate > 5.25E+08 uCi/Sec
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HCGS ECG - EAL Technical Bases EP-HC-111-235

Hope Creek Radiological EAL Setpoint Calculation Document
NEI 99-01, Rev. 05 EALs

Calculation for: GENERAL EMERGENCY - EAL AG1.2 - (Dose Assessment)

Objective of Calculation:

Using actual meteorology, provide a dose assessment SSCL threshold TEDE 4-Day Dose value
that is equivalent to a TEDE dose of> 1000 mRem and a Thyroid-CDE Dose of> 5000 mRem.

Discussion:

This IC addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site boundary that
exceed the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Public protective actions will be necessary.
Releases of this magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the
protection of the public and involve fuel damage.

Derivation / Calculation:

The dose assessment output on the SSCL is reported at varying distances from the plant as a
TEDE 4-Day dose. This TEDE 4-day dose assumes a 4 hr release duration. To obtain the
approximate dose for a projected release condition of 1 hour, the TEDE 4-day dose value would
need to be divided by 4.

A TEDE 4-Day Dose > 4.OE+03 mRem correspond directly to an EDE dose rate value of > 1000
mRern/hr and exceeds the EPA Protective Actions Guides (PAGs). The Thyroid-CDE Dose >
2.OE+04 mRem correspond directly to an CDE dose rate value of> 5000 mReml/hr and exceeds
the EPA Protective Actions Guides (PAGs) which was established in consideration of the 1:5
ratio of the EPA PAG for TEDE and thyroid CDE..

Dose Assessment using actual meteorological data provides an accurate indication of release
magnitude. The use of dose assessment based EALs is therefore preferred over the use of
Release Rate based EALs which utilize calculations which have built-in inaccuracies because
ODCM default Meteorological data is used.

GE EAL Values: (EAL# RG1.2)

Dose Assessment TEDE 4-Day Dose > 4.OE+03 mRem

Dose Assessment CDE Dose > 2.OE+04 mRem - based on Dose Assessment
using Plant Vent effluent isotopic sample analysis as input to MIDAS and NOT based on a
default Noble Gas to Iodine Ratio
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HCGS ECG - EAL Technical Bases EP-HC-111-235

Hope Creek Radiological EAL Setpoint Calculation Document
NEI 99-01, Rev. 05 EALs

Calculation for: GENERAL EMERGENCY - EAL AG1.4 - (PA boundary dose rate)

Objective of Calculation:

Provide a PROTECTED AREA Boundary dose rate that equates to an offsite dose of >1000
mRem TEDE.

Discussion:

This IC addresses radioactivity releases that result in doses at or beyond the site boundary that
exceed the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs). Public protective actions will be necessary.
Releases of this magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the
protection of the public and likely involve fuel damage.

Derivation / Calculation:

A Field Measured Dose Rate of > 1.OE+03 mRem/hr corresponds directly to a dose values that
exceed the EPA Protective Actions Guides (PAGs).

GE EAL Value: (EAL# RG1.3)

Dose Rate > 1000 mRem/hr
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HCGS ECG - EAL Technical Bases EP-HC-111-235

Hope Creek Radiological EAL Setpoint Calculation Document
NEI 99-01, Rev. 05 EALs

Calculation for: GENERAL EMERGENCY - EAL AG1.4 - (1-131 Field Survey Sample
Analysis)

Objective of Calculation:

Provide a Field Survey Sample Analysis value that equates to an offsite release that would result
in a dose of> 5000 mRem Thyroid CDE at or beyond the PROTECTED AREA Boundary.

Discussion:

This EAL addresses a radioactivity release field survey 1-131 sample concentration or count rate
that would result in a Thyroid CDE dose of greater than 5000 mRem for one hour of inhalation at
or beyond the site boundary. This value exceeds the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs).
Releases of this magnitude are associated with the failure of plant systems needed for the
protection of the public.

The Iodine-13 1 field survey sample concentration and count rate threshold is based on 1-131
dose conversion factors (DCFs) from EPA-400. The thresholds are based on a Thyroid-CDE
Dose Rate of> 5000 mRem/hr for 1-131.

Field Survey 1- 131 Sample Analysis results are provided as sample concentration in units of
uCi/cc for field samples counted in a Multi-Channel-Analyzer (MCA).

Derivation / Calculation:

The release sample concentration calculations are as follows.

The sample concentration is calculated using the 1-131 Dose Conversion Factor from EPA-400:
Solving the following equation for ýtCi/cc:

mRem/hr = (jiCi/cc)(Dose Conversion Factor)
Then;

1-131 Sample Concentration (jCi/cc) = (- 5000E 0 Re/i//r 3.85E-06 i/Ci/cr
1 .30E + 097ni Rem7 / pCi icc! hr~ .5-6~Cc

Where 1.30E+09 mRemn/XCi/cc/hr is the Dose Conversion Factor from EPA-400, Table 5-4,
Thyroid Dose, and includes the EPA breathing rate.

GE EAL Values: (EAL# RG1.3)

1-131 Concentration > 3.85E-06 pCi/cc
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